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Abstract

This proposed resource management plan and final environmental impact
statement describes and analyzes seven alternative plans for managing
459,556 acres of BLM-administered land in the Lemhi Resource Area of the
Salmon District. Alternative A would continue present management. Al-
ternative B favors livestock grazing management. Alternative C emphasizes
wildlife, fisheries, wilderness, recreation, watershed protection, and
cultural resource management. Alternative D promotes mineral development.
Alternative E would intensify forest management. Alternative F, the pro-
posed plan, emphasizes multiple use management. Alternative G provides
for management if Congress does not designate the Eighteenmile Wilderness
Study Area. This document contains only a recommendation for wilderness.
A separate final environmental impact statement will be prepared for the
Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area.

This document also serves as the instrument to satisfy the intent of the
1975 U.S. District Court approved agreement (Case 1983-73) between BLM
and the Natural Resources Defense Council et al. in which BLM agreed to

consider the impacts of various intensities of livestock grazing in its

decision-making process.

For further information, contact :

Jerry A. Wilfong, Area Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Box 430
Salmon, Idaho 83467
Telephone (208) 756-2201
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED PLAN AND ALTERNATIVES

The Lemhi Resource Management Plan (RMP) and Environmental Impact State-
ment (EIS) was prepared to provide the Bureau of Land Management (BLM),

Salmon District Office, with a comprehensive framework for managing
459,566 acres of BLM-administered public land over the next 15 to 20

years. With increasing demands for various resources, prudent stewardship
of the public lands can no longer be accomplished without comprehensive
land use planning.

The Lemhi Draft RMP/EIS, published September 1985, is divided into three
parts.

Part I of that document is the draft plan for the Lemhi Resource Area,
Salmon District (see Map 1 for location).

Part II of that document is the environmental impact statement portion
that deals with the expected environmental impacts associated with sever-
al alternatives. Each alternative represents a possible plan for the
Lemhi Resource Area. Alternative F is the Preferred Alternative and was
the same as draft plan (Part I).

Part III, Appendixes of that document consist of specific data on which
Part I and Part II are based. These appendixes contain resource informa-
tion on Determination of Mineral Potential of the RMP Area, Range Manage-
ment, Big Game Forage Demand, Watershed and Riparian Preferred Alterna-
tive Analysis, Soils and Vegetation, Recreation and Visual Resource
Management, Wilderness, Economic Calculations, and a Resource Monitoring
and Evaluation Plan. More detailed information is available for inspect-
ion at the Salmon District Office.

This Proposed Plan and Final Environmental Impact Statement uses an
abbreviated format. The BLM considered all of the comments received by
letter and at the hearing conducted in Salmon (refer to Public Comment
and Review). After a thorough review of the Draft and an analysis of all
of the comments, BLM has chosen to adopt Alternative F, with some minor
additions and corrections, as the Proposed Plan for the area. Alternative
F was identified in the Draft RMP/EIS as BLM's Preferred Alternative.
Table S-l shows outputs or actions for all of the alternatives analyzed.

The Proposed Plan reflects BLM's effort to resolve resource conflicts and
ensure that the public lands are managed in accordance with principles of

multiple use and sustained yield.

This document contains only a draft proposal for wilderness. A separate
Environmental Impact Statement will be prepared for the Eighteenmile Wil-
derness Study A.rea (WSA). A proposed wilderness decision for the Eigh-
teenmile WSA is not included in this proposed plan. This is because while
the BLM's Idaho State Director has the decision authority for resource
management plans in general, Congress has specifically reserved the



authority to make final wilderness decisions. The wilderness recommenda-
tions listed under the alternatives on the next few pages are for refer-
ence only and do not represent decisions.

After reviewing public comment on the wilderness issue, a Final Eighteen-
mile Wilderness EIS and wilderness study report will be prepared using
data from the comments and the Draft Lemhi RMP. These documents will
include the final wilderness recommendation from the Secretary of the
Interior to the President and Congress.

Until Congress acts on the President's recommendations, BLM will manage
the Eighteenmile WSA under the Interim Wilderness Management Policy. This
policy provides protective management for WSAs throughout the various
review steps.

After Congress acts, a different management policy will apply. If

Congress designates a portion of the WSA as wilderness, it will be man-
aged under the BLM's Wilderness Management Policy and specific management
provisions will be formulated in a Wilderness Management Plan for the
area. The portion, or all, of the WSA not designated will be managed
according to management prescriptions listed in Alternatives F and G.

This document also serves as the instrument to satisfy the intent of the
1975 U. S. District Court approved agreement (Case 1983-73) between BLM
and the Natural Resources Defense Council et al. , in which BLM agreed to

consider the impacts of various intensities of livestock grazing in its

decision making process.

ISSUES

Nine issues are addressed in this document. These issues were identified
based on planning team member's judgement, interagency consultation, pub-
lic input, and review by BLM managers. The issues presented below are

those that received major emphasis in the public responses and ones that
need a land use decision in the resource management plan:

1. Land Tenure Adjustment

How should the disposal or retention of public lands be managed?

2. Energy and Minerals Management

a. How will energy and mineral resource development be accommodated?

b. What public land, if any, should be withdrawn from energy and
mineral exploration and/or development in order to protect sur-

face and groundwater quality, visual quality, wildlife habitat,
and other resource values?

3. Forest Management

a. What forest lands are available for intensive forest management?



b. What forest lands should be subject to restricted forest manage-
ment to protect high recreation, watershed, and wildlife values?

4. Livestock Grazing Management

a. How should the range resource be managed to meet existing and
future livestock demand?

b. How much and where should forage be designated for livestock and
wildlife use?

c. What special management techniques should be initiated on live-
stock grazing to improve sensitive areas?

5. Wildlife Habitat Management

a. How should fisheries habitat and seasonal range for big game and
sage grouse be managed?

b. How should disposal of public lands containing important wildlife
habitat be handled?

c. How should management of habitat for threatened and endangered
species be managed?

6. Watershed

a. How should BLM deal with riparian area degradation due to live-
stock grazing?

b. How should BLM address water quality and fisheries habitat degra-
dation due to forestry practices?

c. How should the problem of early spring turnout and overgrazing by
livestock on highly erosive, low elevation rangeland be handled?

7. Recreation Management

a. How should BLM address the overcrowding of existing recreational
facilities and the deterioration in the quality of recreational
experiences in the Lemhi Resource Area?

b. What management practices should occur within areas of national
significance?

8. Off-Road Vehicle (ORV) Management

Which areas should be designated as open, limited, and closed?

9. Wilderness Suitability

Should the Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area (WSA), or any portion
of the WSA, be recommended for wilderness designation?



ALTERNATIVES

Seven alternatives were considered in developing the Lemhi RMP. These
alternatives comply with the National Environmental Policy Act and ad-
dress the issues identified in the resource area. Two alternatives con-
sidered but not developed for the RMP were no livestock grazing and no
timber harvest.

The seven alternatives are discussed briefly below. The overall theme or
emphasis of each is presented first, followed by a summary of management
actions and environmental consequences. For the Eighteenmile WSA, imple-
mentation of any alternative or resource action that could violate the
Interim Management Policy would be delayed until Congress makes a final
wilderness designation decision.

The Alternative Summary (Table S-l) illustrates the management actions
proposed under the various alternatives.

Alternative A

Alternative A represents the existing situation. The present level of

management on the public lands would be continued, with measures being
taken to prevent or correct deteriorating conditions. Any changes in

management would be brought about through monitoring and the environment-
al analysis process. All actions would be handled on a case-by-case
basis.

The Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area would not be recommended for wil-
derness designation. The area would be managed for multiple use values.

As defined by BLM policy, Alternative A is the proposed action for live-
stock grazing.

Management Action Summary

Under Alternative A, BLM would consider 4,818 acres for transfer from
federal ownership through public sales or exchanges. An additional 1,270
acres would be considered for transfer under the Desert Land Act. No
lands would be acquired under this alternative except through exchange.

A total of 204,511 acres would be open to oil and gas leasing with stand-
ard stipulations, 239,315 acres with seasonal occupancy restrictions, and
31,767 acres under no-surface-occupancy restrictions. All land would be

available for oil, gas, or geothermal leasing. A total of 31,767 acres
would be closed to non-energy mineral leasing. A total of 471,962 acres
would be available for location of raining claims, while 2,346 acres would
be closed to mineral entry. A total of 447,631 acres would be open to

mineral material sales and 27,267 acres would be closed.

Approximately 30,309 acres of public forest land would be open to commer-
cial harvest under existing regulations, restrictions, and stipulations.
Of this acreage, 2,283 acres are within the Eighteenmile Wilderness Study



Area. Under this alternative, 26,269 acres of woodland would be available
for non-sawtiraber products.

The existing livestock use of 52,541 animal unit months (AUMs) would be
maintained even though the active preference is 63,898 AUMs. Range im-
provements would be installed on a case-by-case basis. There would be
grazing on 459,481 acres.

Wildlife habitat would be maintained. Existing game populations of about
7,470 deer, 1,974 elk, and 2,799 antelope would continue to utilize 5,399
AUMs of forage. No formal reservation of forage would be made. Project
activity would be limited to that needed to maintain existing habitat.
No watershed or riparian area improvements would be completed.

The BLM would maintain 97.7 miles of fisheries habitat in their present
condition. Surface-disturbing activities that would affect fisheries
habitat would not be allowed.

Existing levels of recreation management would continue throughout the

resource area. The special recreation management area designations for
the Salmon River, Continental Divide National Scenic Trail, and Lewis and
Clark National Historic Trail would be retained. A recreation area man-
agement plan would be completed for the Salmon River. Off-road vehicle
use would continue to be limited during winter months on 16,230 acres of
big game winter range and would be restricted to existing roads and
trails in the 24,922-acre Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area.

For purposes of analysis, it is assumed that management of the Eighteen-
mile Wilderness Study Area would revert to the multiple use status it had
prior to the wilderness study process and would be managed as nonwilder-
ness.

Full suppression fire management guidelines would be followed on 459,566
acres, while prescribed burns would be conducted on 3,200 acres. Heavy
fuel loading caused by logging debris and dead trees would be reduced on
1,000 acres to decrease the likelihood of having a disastrous fire.

The 40-acre Chief Tendoy Cemetery would be protected by implementing the
cultural resource management plan.

Environmental Consequences Summary

Under Alternative A no increase in public lands would be made available
for transfer. The acres of land available for minerals and forest man-
agement would remain the same. Ecological range condition would not im-
prove, and recent overutilization of riparian areas by livestock would
continue. No significant change in wildlife habitat would occur.
Fisheries habitat condition would decline. Water quality and riparian
habitat condition would decline. Recreation opportunities would remain
the same. Wilderness values would be lost, and cultural resources would
decline.



Alternative B

Alternative B emphasizes livestock grazing management. It represents an
optimistic outlook for livestock grazing, given present and anticipated
future budget levels.

Management Action Summary

Under Alternative B, BLM would consider 3,419 acres for transfer from
federal ownership through public sales or exchanges. A total of 6,192
acres having soils potential for agricultural development would be re-
tained to help meet the objective of increasing livestock forage. The
BLM would attempt to acquire 4,960 acres primarily through exchange.

A total of 193,416 acres would be open for oil, gas, and geothermal leas-
ing with standard stipulations, 214,804 acres with seasonal occupancy
restrictions, and 52,577 acres under no-surface-occupancy restrictions,
and 14,796 acres would be closed to oil and gas leasing.

A total of 15,596 acres would be closed to geothermal leasing for recrea-
tional development and wilderness. About 67,373 acres would be closed to
non-energy mineral leasing. A total of 455,569 acres would be open for
the location of mining claims, while 18,789 acres would be closed to

mineral entry. About 408,240 acres would be open to mineral material
sales and 66,658 acres would be closed.

Approximately 27,726 acres of public forest land would be open to commer-
cial harvest. Of this, 2,275 acres would receive restricted management
to reduce impacts to crucial elk winter range. Set-asides included in
this alternative would reduce the timber production base by 2,583 acres.

About 20,755 acres of woodland would be available for non-sawtimber pro-
ducts and 5,514 acres would be closed.

Livestock management would provide 61,190 AUMs of livestock forage. The
BLM would strive to maintain or improve existing perennial forage plants,
maintain soil stability, stabilize areas currently in downward trend, and
increase availability of perennial forage plants. Range improvements
would be implemented to help achieve these objectives.

Wildlife habitat management would be constrained to make it compatible
with range management goals. Game populations of about 4,800 deer, 900
elk, and 2,200 antelope would utilize 3,131 AUMs of forage. Project ac-
tivity would be very minimal but more than under Alternative A. Two
habitat management plans would be developed on 56 acres.

A total of 9.5 miles of riparian area would be fenced and four watershed
activity plans would be written. New timber harvest roads would be closed
when timber sales were completed, except for use in forest and fire man-
agement.

The BLM would maintain fisheries habitat in its present condition and
trend. Surface-disturbing activities that would affect fisheries habitat
would not be allowed.



Recreation management would be enhanced by defining special recreation
management area (SRMA) boundaries, emphasizing visual resource management
in the SRMAs , and protecting recreation sites with mineral entry with-
drawals. The SRMA designations for the Salmon River, Continental Divide
National Scenic Trail, and Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail would
be retained. A recreation area management plan would be written for each
SRMA.

Off-road vehicle use would continue to be limited during winter months on
16,230 acres of big game winter range. A year-round closure would be

placed on 18,822 acres because of recreation opportunity spectrum and
wilderness management restrictions.

A total of 14,796 acres would be recommended as suitable for wilderness
and 10,126 acres as nonsui table.

Full suppression fire management guidelines would be followed on 444,770
acres, while 14,796 acres would be managed under suppression restrictions
to maintain wilderness quality. Prescribed burns would be conducted on
35,115 acres. Heavy fuel loading caused by logging debris and dead trees
would be reduced on 10,000 acres to decrease the likelihood of having a

disastrous fire.

Cultural resource management plans would be completed for the Chief
Tendoy Cemetery, Lewis and Clark Trail, Salmon River Corridor, Indian
Area A, and Indian Area B.

Environmental Consequences Summary

Alternative B would transfer the least amount of land from federal owner-
ship. There would be a slight increase in the amount of land closed to
mineral development. Commercial forest land available for management
would decrease to a moderate degree. Ecological range condition would
decline significantly; there would be extensive range improvements; and
livestock AUMs would show a major increase. Wildlife, riparian, and
fisheries habitat would be significantly degraded. Substantial adverse
changes in watershed condition are expected. Recreational opportunities
would be increased and wilderness values would be maintained on 14,796
acres. Impacts to cultural resources would increase because of surface
disturbance associated with livestock grazing and range improvement pro-
jects.

Alternative C

Alternative C emphasizes wildlife and fisheries enhancement, wilderness
and recreational values, cultural resource management, and watershed pro-
tection.

Management Action Summary

Under Alternative C, BLM would consider 4,077 acres for transfer from
federal ownership through public sales or exchanges. An additional 1,190



acres would be considered for transfer under the Desert Land Act. The
BLM would attempt to acquire 5,600 acres primarily through exchange.

A total of 180,396 acres would be open for oil and gas leasing with
standard stipulations, 174,319 acres with seasonal occupancy restric-
tions, and 91,526 acres with no-surface-occupancy restrictions. Approxi-
mately 29,352 acres would be closed to oil and gas leasing and 30,152
acres closed to geothermal leasing. About 120,878 acres would be closed
to solid mineral leasing. A total of 438,805 acres would be open for the
location of mining claims, while 35,688 acres would be closed to mineral
entry. About 354,735 acres would be open to mineral materials sales and
120,163 acres would be closed.

Approximately 27,355 acres of public forest land would be open to commer-
cial harvest. Of this, 5,156 acres would receive restricted management
to reduce the impacts to crucial elk winter range. Set-asides included in
this alternative would reduce the timber production base by 2,954 acres.
About 19,460 acres of woodland would be available for non-sawtimber pro-
ducts and 6,809 acres would be closed.

Livestock management would provide 29,921 AUMs of livestock forage. The
BLM would maintain existing perennial forage plants, maintain soil
stability, and stabilize areas currently in downward trend. Range im-
provements would be limited to those necessary to correct areas of
declining condition or to improve livestock management in the area.
Allotment management plans would emphasize management of elk and bighorn
sheep habitat, and livestock grazing would be excluded on 22 miles of
riparian area.

Wildlife habitat protection and enhancement would be one of the primary
management goals for the resource area. Game populations of about 10,470
deer, 2,847 elk, 2,950 antelope, and 400 bighorn sheep would utilize
7,722 AUMs of forage. Extensive project development would provide water,
habitat, and safety for wildlife. Six habitat management plans would be
developed on 260,056 acres.

A total of 22 miles of riparian area would be fenced and four watershed
activity plans would be written. New timber harvest roads would be closed
when timber sales were completed, except for use in forest and fire man-
agement.

The BLM would maintain 92.7 miles of stream in present fisheries habitat
condition. Utilization of forage would be limited to a maximum of 50 per-
cent on Haynes and McDevitt creeks. All livestock grazing would be ex-

cluded on five miles of tributary stream.

Recreation would be recognized as the principal use of the lands in the
three special recreation management areas (SRMAs). Additional mineral
withdrawals, restrictions on some nonrecreational uses, and restrictive
visual management practices would be implemented. A recreation area man-
agement plan would be written for each SRMA.



Off-road vehicle use would continue to be limited during winter months on
16,230 acres of big game winter range. A year-round closure to all
vehicle use would be placed on 24,922 acres because of wilderness desig-
nation.

A total of 24,922 acres would be recommended as suitable for wilderness
designation.

Full suppression fire management guidelines would be followed on 434,644
acres, while 24,922 acres would be managed under suppression restrictions
to maintain wilderness quality. Prescribed burns would be conducted on
11,520 acres. Heavy fuel loading caused by logging debris and dead trees
would be reduced on 10,000 acres to decrease the likelihood of having a

disastrous fire.

Cultural resource management plans would be completed for the Chief
Tendoy Cemetery, Lewis and Clark Trail, Salmon River Corridor, Indian
Head Site, Indian Area A, Indian Area B, and Hawley Creek Canyon.

Environmental Consequences Summary

Alternative C would slightly increase the amount of land being trans-
ferred from federal ownership, compared to Alternative A. More acreage
would be closed to minerals management than under any other alternative.
Commercial forest land available for management would decrease signifi-
cantly because of restricted management. Ecological range condition would
improve significantly and livestock AUMs would show a major decrease.
Wildlife habitat condition and available wildlife AUMs would increase.
Fisheries habitat would show a significant improvement. Major improve-
ments in riparian habitat, watershed condition, and water quality can be

expected. A significant increase in recreational opportunities would
take place. Wilderness values would be protected on 24,922 acres. Im-
pacts to cultural resources would decrease significantly.

Alternative D

Alternative D emphasizes mineral development on the public lands. The
objective is to manage the federal mineral estate to allow optimum ex-
ploration and development, while minimizing unnecessary impacts to other
resources.

The Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area would be designated for nonwilder-
ness uses.

Management Action Summary

Under Alternative D, BLM would consider 3,629 acres for transfer from
federal ownership through public sales or exchange. An additional 2,550
acres would be considered for transfer under the Desert Land Act. The
BLM would attempt to acquire 2,400 acres primarily through exchange.



All lands would be available for fluid mineral (oil, gas, and geothermal)
leasing. About 6,405 acres would be closed to solid mineral leasing. A
total of 472,794 acres would be open for the location of mining claims,
while 1,564 acres would be closed to mineral entry. About 472,923 acres
would be open to mineral materials sales and 1,975 acres would be closed.

Approximately 30,294 acres of public forest land would be open to commer-
cial harvest. Of this acreage, 1,646 acres would be subject to restricted
management to reduce the impacts to crucial elk winter range. The only
set-aside would be 15 acres for the Williams Lake Recreation Site. About
26,269 acres of woodland would be available for non-sawtimber products.

Livestock management would provide 53,803 AUMs of livestock forage. The
BLM would maintain or improve existing perennial forage plants, maintain
soil stability, and stabilize areas currently in a downward trend. Range
improvements would be implemented to help achieve these objectives.

The general wildlife objective would be to attempt to hold habitat losses
to a minimum. Game populations of 5,899 deer, 862 elk, and 1,866 antelope
would utilize 3,431 AUMs of forage. Project development would occur,
providing water, habitat, and safety for wildlife. Two habitat management
plans would be developed on 102,000 acres.

A total of 11.5 miles of riparian area would be fenced and four watershed
activity plans would be written. New timber harvest roads would be closed
after completion of timber sales, except for use in forest and fire man-
agement.

The BLM would maintain 94.7 miles of fisheries habitat in their present
condition. Surface-disturbing activities that would affect fisheries
habitat would not be allowed.

Recreation management would be reduced to a level which would provide for
recreational use of the public lands without improving or maximizing op-
portunities. No withdrawals or vehicle restrictions would be implemented.
The special recreation management area (SRMA) designations would be re-
tained, and each SRMA would have a recreation area management plan pre-
pared. The size of the SRMAs would be minimal.

The 24,922 acres in the Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area would be rec-
ommended as nonwilderness designation.

Full suppression fire management guidelines would be followed on 459,566
acres. Prescribed burns would be conducted on 18,450 acres, and heavy
fuel loading caused by logging debris and dead trees would be reduced on
10,000 acres to decrease the likelihood of having a disastrous fire.

Cultural resource management plans would be written for the Chief Tendoy
Cemetery, Indian Area A, and Indian Area B.
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Environmental Consequences Summary

Alternative D would slightly increase the amount of land being trans-
ferred from federal ownership, compared to Alternative A. Less land would
be closed to minerals management than under any other alternative. Com-
mercial forest land available for management would decrease slightly.
Ecological range condition would improve moderately and livestock AUMs
would show a minor increase. Wildlife habitat would show a significant
adverse impact, and forage available to wildlife would be less. This
alternative would have the most severe impact on wildlife of any of the
alternatives. Fisheries habitat would decline. A decline in overall
soil, water quality, and watershed condition is expected. Quality rec-
reational opportunities would decrease. Wilderness values would not be
protected. Impacts to cultural resources would increase significantly.

Alternative E

Alternative E emphasizes intensive management on 30,309 acres of commer-
cial forest land for sustained yield production.

Management Action Summary

Under Alternative E, BLM would consider 5,087 acres for transfer from
federal ownership through public sales or exchanges. An additional 5,310
acres would be considered for transfer under the Desert Land Act. The
BLM would attempt to acquire 1,640 acres primarily through exchange.

A total of 175,121 acres and 173,626 acres would be open for oil, gas,
and geothermal leasing respectively, with standard stipulations. Also,
264,003 acres with seasonal occupancy restrictions, and 36,469 acres with
no-surface-occupancy restrictions would be available for oil and gas and
geothermal leasing. All lands would be available for oil and gas leasing.
Geothermal leasing would not be allowed on 800 acres. Approximately
36,469 acres would be closed to solid mineral leasing. A total of
469,388 acres would be open for location of mining claims, while 4,970
acres would be closed to mineral entry. About 439,052 acres would be

open to mineral material sales and 35,846 acres would be closed.

Approximately 30,309 acres of public forest land would be open to commer-
cial harvest. Of this, 2,283 acres would be within the Eighteenmile Wil-
derness Study Area. About 26,269 acres of woodland would be available
for non-sawtimber products.

Livestock management would provide 49,589 AUMs of livestock forage. The
BLM would improve existing perennial forage plants, maintain soil stabil-
ity, and stabilize areas currently in a downward trend. Range improve-
ments would be implemented to help achieve these objectives.

Wildlife habitat management would be constrained to be compatible with
forest management. Game populations of about 8,437 deer, 1,181 elk, 2,600

11



antelope, and 136 bighorn sheep would utilize 4,920 AUMs of forage. Pro-
ject development would provide water, habitat, and safety for wildlife.
Two habitat management plans would be developed on 148,000 acres.

A total of 11.5 miles of riparian area would be fenced and four watershed
activity plans would be written. New timber harvest roads would be closed
after completion of timber sales, except for use in forest and fire man-
agement.

Fisheries actions would be the same as described for Alternative D.

Recreation management would be enhanced by defining special recreation
management area (SRMA) boundaries, emphasizing visual resource management
in two of the SRMAs, and protecting recreation sites with mineral entry
withdrawals. The three SRMAs would remain and a recreation area manage-
ment plan would be written for each. Off-road vehicle use would continue
to be limited during winter months on 16,230 acres of big game winter
range

.

The 24,992 acres in the Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area would be rec-
ommended as nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Full suppression fire management guidelines would be followed on 459,566
acres. Prescribed burns would be conducted on 22,075 acres, and heavy
fuel loading caused by logging debris and dead trees would be reduced on
10,000 acres to decrease the likelihood of having a disastrous fire.

Cultural resource management plans would be completed for the Chief
Tendoy Cemetery, Lewis and Clark Trail, Salmon River Corridor, Indian
Area A, Indian Area B, and Indian Head Site.

Environmental Consequences Summary

Under Alternative E more land would be transferred from federal ownership
than under any other alternative. There would be a slight increase, com-
pared to Alternative A, in the amount of land closed to mineral activity.
Commercial forest lands available for management would be the same as in
Alternative A. Ecological range condition would improve moderately and
livestock AUMs would show a minor long-term increase. Wildlife habitat
would show a moderate improvement in condition, and forage available to

wildlife would be increased. Fisheries and riparian habitat would de-
cline. Decline in overall soil, water quality, and watershed condition
is expected. Recreational opportunities would increase. Wilderness
values would not be protected. Impacts to cultural resources would in-
crease.

Alternative F (Proposed Plan)

Alternative F is BLM's Proposed Plan for the resource area. A complete
description of the plan appears in the section entitled Proposed Manage-
ment Prescription in this document. A variety of resource uses would

12



occur. The Plan gives no special emphasis to any one resource but instead
emphasizes balanced, multiple use management and is based upon a realis-
tic expectation of funding.

Management Action Summary

Under Alternative F the BLM would consider 4,495 acres for transfer from
federal ownership through public sales or exchanges. An additional 1,340
acres would be considered for transfer under the Desert Land Act. The
BLM would attempt to acquire 5,600 acres primarily through exchange

A total of 161,909 acres would be open for oil and gas leasing with
standard stipulations, 221,519 acres with seasonal occupancy restric-
tions, and 77,369 acres with no-surface-occupancy restrictions. Approxi-
mately 14,796 acres would be closed to oil and gas leasing and 15,596
acres closed to geothermal leasing. About 92,165 acres would be closed to
solid mineral leasing. A total of 455,434 acres would be open for loca-
tion of mining claims while 18,921 acres would be closed to mineral en-
try. Mineral sales would not be allowed on 92,010 acres, but the remain-
ing 382,888 acres would be open to material sales.

Approximately 28,865 acres of public forest land would be open to commer-
cial harvest. Of this, 1,179 acres would receive restricted management
to reduce impacts to crucial elk winter range. Set-asides included in
this alternative would reduce the timber production base by 1,444 acres.
About 23,138 acres of woodland would be available for non-sawtimber pro-
ducts, while 3,131 acres would be closed.

Livestock management would provide 43,602 AUMs of livestock forage. The
BLM would maintain or improve existing perennial forage plants, maintain
or improve soil stability, and stabilize or improve areas currently in a
downward trend. Range improvements would be implemented to help achieve
these objectives.

Game populations of 9,350 deer, 2,194 elk, 2,950 antelope, and 200 big-
horn sheep would utilize 6,466 AUMs of forage. Project development would
occur, providing water, habitat, and safety for wildlife. Six habitat
management plans would be developed on 260,056 acres.

A total of 15.5 miles of riparian area would be fenced and four watershed
activity plans would be written. New timber harvest roads would be closed
when timber sales were completed, except for use in forest and fire man-
agement.

The BLM would maintain 94.7 miles of fisheries habitat in present condi-
tion and improve 3.0 miles. Surface-disturbing activities adversely af-
fecting Class III streams would be avoided, if practical.

Recreation would be recognized as the principal use of the lands in the
three special recreation management areas (SRMAs). Additional mineral
withdrawals, restrictions on some nonrecreational uses, and restrictive
visual management practices would be implemented. A recreation area man-
agement plan would be written for each SRMA.
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Off-road vehicle use would continue to be limited during winter months on
16,230 acres of big game range. A year-round closure to all vehicle use
would be placed on 14,796 acres because of wilderness designation.

A total of 14,796 acres would be recommended as suitable for wilderness
designation.

Full suppression fire management guidelines would be followed on 444,770
acres. Prescribed burns would be conducted on 30,078 acres, and heavy
fuel loading caused by logging debris and dead trees would be reduced on

10,000 acres to decrease the likelihood of having a disastrous fire.

Cultural resource management plans would be completed for the Chief
Tendoy Cemetery, Lewis and Clark Trail, Salmon River Corridor, Indian
Area A, and Indian Area B. A recreation area management plan would be

written for the Lewis and Clark Trail that would provide for protection
of cultural and historic values.

Environmental Consequences Summary

Under Alternative F there would be a modest increase in the amount of
land being transfered from federal ownership, compared to Alternative A.

The amount of land closed to mineral activity would be slightly in-
creased. Commercial forest land available for management would decrease
slightly. Ecological range condition would improve moderately. Livestock
AUMs would show a minor increase. Wildlife habitat condition and avail-
able wildlife AUMs would increase but not to the extent they would under
Alternative C. Fisheries and riparian habitat would show a slight in-
crease. Slight decline in watershed condition would occur because of
timber harvesting. A major increase in recreational opportunities would
take place. Wilderness values would be protected on 14,796 acres. Im-
pacts to cultural resources would decrease slightly.

Alternative G

Alternative G is basically the same as the Preferred Alternative (Alter-
native F). It was developed to manage those resources that would be

affected if Congress did not designate as wilderness the Eighteenmile
Wilderness Study Area recommended in Alternative F.

Management Action Summary

Alternative G would involve the same management actions as Alternative F,

except for the following:

A total of 163,723 acres would be open for oil and gas leasing with
standard stipulations, 221,905 acres with seasonal occupancy restric-
tions, and 89,165 acres with no-surface-occupancy restrictions. There
would be no lands closed to oil and gas leasing, but 800 acres would be
closed to geothermal leasing. About 89,965 acres would be closed to

solid mineral leasing. A total of 470,233 acres would be open for
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location of mining claims, while 4,125 acres would be closed to mineral
entry. Material sales would be allowed on 385,068 acres, while 89,830
acres would be closed.

Approximately 28,962 acres of public forest land would be open to commer-
cial harvest. Of this, 1,179 acres would receive restricted management
to reduce impacts to crucial elk winter range. Set-asides included in
this alternative would reduce the timber production base by 1,347 acres.
About 23,336 acres of woodland would be available for non-sawtimber pro-
ducts, while 2,933 acres would be closed.

A total of 2,182 acres in the Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area would be
open to off-road vehicle use. The remaining acreage would be closed to
retain existing recreation opportunities.

A total of 14,796 acres in the Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area would
receive full suppression fire management. A prescribed burn would be
conducted on 500 acres in the study area.

Environmental Consequences Summary

Under Alternative G impacts would be the same as described for Alterna-
tive F, with three exceptions. There would be less land closed to mineral
activity than in Alternative F. Commercial forest land available for
management would increase slightly when compared to Alternative F. Wil-
derness values would receive less protection.

The Alternative Summary Table (Table S-l) illustrates the management ac-
tions proposed under the various alternatives.
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Management Oblectlve/Action Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C Alternative D Alternative E Alternative F Alternative G

LANDS
A. Transfer areas

1. Transfer (sale, exchange) 4,818 3,419 4,077 3,629 5,087 4,495 4,495
2. Agriculture entry

2a. Soils potential 1,270 1^190 2,550 5,310 1,340 1,340
TOTAL TRANSFER 6,088 3,419 5,267 6,179 10,397 5,835 5,835

B. Retain in public ownership 453,478 456,147 454,299 453,387 '.49,169 453,731 453,731
C. Acquire 4,960 5,600 2,400 1,640 5,600 5,600
D. Acreage available for right-of-way

development
1. All right-of-way development 455,161 440,365 430,239 455,161 459,566 440,365 440,365
2. Restricted right-of-way development 4,405 4,405 4,40 5 4,405 4,405 4,405
3. Closed to right-of-way development 14,796 24,922 14,796 14,796

MINERALS
A. Leasable minerals

Aa. Oil and gas

1. Acres open to leasing with
standard stipulations 204,511 193,416 180,396 469,188 175,121 161,909 163,723

2
' se^sonaToccuUnty^estrlctions 239,315 214,804 174,319 264,003 221,519 221,905

3. Acres open to leasing with no

surface occupancy stipulations 31,767 52,577 91,526 6,405 36,469 77,369 89,965
4. Acres closed to leasing 14,796 29,352 14,796

Ab. Geothermal

203,816 191,921 179,701 468,493 173,626 161,214
1. Acres open to leasing with

standard stipulations 163,028
2. Acres open to leasing with

239,315 214,804 174,319 264,003 221,519 221,905
3. Acres open to leasing with no

surface occupancy stipulations 31,767 52,577 90,726 6,405 36,469 76,569 89,165
4. Acres closed to leasing 15,596 30,152 800 15,596 800

203,816 191,891 179,701 468,493 174,426 160,848
1. Acres open to leasing with

standard stipulations 163,028
2. Acres open to leasing with

seasonal occupancy restrictions 239,315 215,634 174,319 264,003 221,885 221,905
3. Acres closed to leasing 31,767 67,373 120,878 6,405 36,469 92.165 89.965

B. Loca table minerals
1. Acres open to location 471,962 455,569 438,805 472,794 469,388 455,434 470,233
2. Acres closed to location 2,346 18,789 35,688 1,564 4,970 18,921 4,125
3. Open to location but subject to

superior rights (Material site,

Free Use Permits, etc.) 590 540 405 540 540 540 540
C. Salable mineral materials

1. Acres open for mineral material
disposals 447,631 408,240 354,735 472,923 439,052 382,888 385,068

2. Acres closed to mineral material
disposals 27,267 66,658 120,163 1,975 35,846 92,010 89,830

FOREST MANAGEMENT
A. Commercial forest land (CFL) 36,355 36,355 36,355 36,355 36,355 36,355 36,355

1. TPCC set-aside 6,046 6,046 6,046 6,046 6,046 6,046 6,046
2. Set-aside (protection of developed

recreation sites, national scenic
2,583 2,954 15 1,444 1,347

3. Total available CFL 30,309 27,726 27,355 30,294 30,309 28,865 28,962
4. Multiple use restrictions on forest

management 2,275 6,066 2,302 1,760 1,760
5. Available CFL without restrictions 30,309 25,451 21,289 27,992 30,309 27! 105 27,202

B. Available woodland 26,269 20,755 19,460 26,269 26,269 23,138 23,336
C. Woodland closures

2,237 622 622 2,933
2. Wilderness 3,277 6,187 2,509

D. Allowable cut (million board feet) 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07 1.07

RANGE MANAGEMENT
A. Areas of use by livestock

1. Available acreage 459^566 459,566 454,674 459,566 459,566 459,566 459,566
2. Closed 4,892
3. Potential land transfer 5,422 2,766 4,683 5,867 9,983 5,182 5,182

B. Stocking levels (active preference) 63.898 6), 898 63,898 6 3,898 63,898 63,898 63,898
1. Initial (actual use) 52,541 61,910 29,^21 53 803 49,589 43,602 43,602
2. % Change from existing* (-18%) 0% (-3%) +16% (-53%) -44% (-16%$ 2% (-22%) -7% (-32%) -19% (-32%) -19%

3. Future (+20 jears) 53,633 70 836 37 064 59,129 55,465 52,632 52,632
4. % Change from existing (-16%) +2% (+11%) +32% (-42".) -31% (-7%) +10% (-13%) +4% (-18%) -2% (-18%) -2%

C. Vegetation communities
1. Ac. poor improved 1,064 1,064 1,064 1,064 1,064 1,064

2. Ac. fair improved 1,914 55,834 25,576 16,912 21,876 21,876
D. Range improvements

1. Brush control 1,550 24,606 7,490 14,000 22,700 22,700 22,700
2. Seeding 275 13,438 5,400 17,500 4.400 4,400 4,400
3. Springs 10 50 31 30 32 32 32

4. Pipelines 8 81 58 41 50 50 50

5. Reservoirs 1 9 11 7 4 4 4

6. Fences 9 101 42 56 63 63 63

7. Total cost 109,791 1,465,290 617,826 68 3,900 787,947 787,947 787,941
E. Allotment categorization

1. % Maintain (M) 16 16 16 16 16 16 16

2. % Improve (I) 55 55 55 55 55 55 55

3. % Custodial (C) 17 17 17 17 17 17 17

*(%) Is percent change from active preferen
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Management Objective/Action Alternative A Alternative B Alternative C Alternative D Alternative E Alternative F Alternative G

WILDLIFE
A. AUM's (cattle equlv.) of use

1. Elk 2,182 980 3,124 946 1,296 2,407 2,407
2 Mule deer 2,767 1,800 3j878 2,185 3,125 3,463 3,463
3 Antelope 450 351 474 300 419 474 474
4 Bighorn sheep 246 80 122 122

B. H ldlife habitat improvements
Prescribed burns 5,500 7,360 3,705 7,360 7,360

2 Pipelines (to augment guzzlers) 2 6 6

3

3a. Construction (miles) 2 5 x 2

1

6 6

3b. Modification (miles) 30 75 154 40 101 154 154
4. Guzzlers 4 5 18 5 9 18 18

C. Management actions
1. Minerals no surface occupancy to

protect Important habitats 69,057 85,800 29,540 69,057 69,057
2. Restricted timber management/harvest 2,305 5,156 1,646 591 1,179 1,179
3. Restricted livestock 48,000 15,900 8,800 8,800 8,800

related) 240,000 223,400 196,900 269,460 223,400 223,400
5. State land acquisition 4,360 4,960 1,920 1,160 4,960 4,960
6. Private land acquisition 600 640 480 480 640 640
7. Off-road vehicle restriction 16,200 16,200 16,200 16,200

WATERSHED AND FISHERIES
A. Miles of stream managed primarily for

riparian habitat Improvement, water
quality protection 9.5 22 11.5 11.5 15.5 15.5

B. Acres of riparian area in unsatisfac-
tory condition that would be managed
for improvement 138 5,100 167 167 500 500

watershed that would be Improved to a

10,430 Q 1,494 1,494
D. Miles of stream Iiabitat improvement 0.0 3.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
E. Miles of stream maintained in present

condition 97.7 94.7 92.7 94.7 94.7 94.7 94.7
RECREATION MANAGEMENT
A. Off-road vehicle designations

1. Open 426,696 424,514 418,414 459,566 443,336 428,540 430,722
2. Limited 16,230 16,230 16,230 16,230 16,230 16,230
3. Closed 16,640 18,822 24,922 14,796 12,614

B. Recreation opportunity spectrum classes

1. Primitive 3,840 3,840 3,840 3,840 3,840
2. Semi-prlmltlve non-motorized 12,800 14,982 21,082 10,956 8,774
3. Semi-primitive motorized 17,280 15,098 8,998 19,124 21,306
4. Roaded natural 416,371 416,371 416,371 450,291 450,291 416,371 416,371
5. Rural 9,275 9,275 9,275 9,275 9,275 9,275 9,275

C. Special designations

1. salmon river SRMA« 4,405 4,405 4,405 4,405 4,405 4,405 4,405
2. Continental Divide National Scenic

Trail SRMA* 4,600 4,600 8,200 4,600 4,600 4,600 4,600
3. Lewis and Clark National Historic

Trail SRMA* 1,800 9,080 9,080 1,800 2,810 9,080 9,080
D. Visual resource management classes

1. Class I 29,327 14,796 38,407 4,405 14,796
2. Class II 15,720 32,805 22,920 18,530 29,280 30,280
3. Class III 183,200 1811,880 180,680 203,325 182,515 184,205 184,205
4. Class IV 231,319 231,085 217,559 256,241 254,116 231,285 245,081.

E. Developed recreation sites 7 9 9 7 9 9 9

WILDERNESS
A. WSA recommendation

1. Suitable 14,796 24,922 14,796
2. Nnnsultable 24,922 10,126 24,922 24,925 10,126 24,922

FIRE MANAGEMENT
A. Suppression restrictions 14,796 24,922 14,796
B. Prescribed fire areas 3,200 35,115 11,520 18,450 22,075 30,078 30,578
C. Full suppression 459,566 444,770 434,644 459,566 459,566 444,770 456,566
D. Limited suppression
E. Hazard reduction 1,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000
CULTURAL
A. Withdrawals

1. Lewis and Clark Trail 1,820 2,810 2.810 1,820 1.820
2. Indian Head 40 40

3. Hawley Creek 440
4. Indian Area A 120 120 120 120 120 120
5. Indian Area B 120 1,040 40 120 120 120
6. Salmon River Corridor 4,405
7. Chief Tendoy Cemetery Add-on 40 120 80 80 80

B. Already withdrawn
1. Chief Tendoy Cemetery 40 40 40 40 40 40 40

C. No surface occupancy
1. Lewis and Clark Trail 2,810 2,810 1,820 1,820
2. Chief Tendoy Cemetery 40 160 320 40 160 160 160
3. Indian Head 40 40 40 40 40
4. Hawley Creek 440 440 440 440 440
5. Indian Area A 120 120 120 120 120 120
6. Indian Area B 760 1,040 40 760 880 880
7. Gllmore Pittsburg Railroad 300 300 300 300 360
8. Salmon River Corridor 4,405 4,405 4,405 4,405 4,405

Special Recreat
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PROPOSED PLAN FOR THE LEMHI RESOURCE AREA

Introduction

This Proposed Lemhi Resource Management Plan (RMP) and Environmental Im-
pact Statement (EIS) uses an abbreviated format. This proposed Lemhi RMP
is the land use plan that BLM proposes for the resource area for the next
15 to 20 years. BLM considered all of the comments received by letter
and the public hearing and made a thorough review of the Draft RMP/EIS.
Alternative F, with some minor additions and corrections, was chosen as
the Proposed Plan for the area.

A portion of the Ellis Planning Unit (Approximately 40,000 Acres) is now
a part of the Lemhi Resource Area. The entire Ellis-Pahsimeroi area was
recently covered by the Ellis-Pahsimeroi Management Framework Plan and
Environmental Impact Statement (1982). Since that plan is still current,
the BLM has not developed or analyzed a new plan for that portion of the
Ellis Planning Unit which is now in the Lemhi Resource Area.

The Lemhi RMP is being prepared under the authority of and in accordance
with Sections 201 and 202 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976 (Public Law 94-579, FLPMA) . Further, pursuant to Section 603 of

FLPMA, this document contains a preliminary wilderness suitability recom-
mendation for the Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area (WSA) located within
the planning area boundary. For this WSA, this document will make only
preliminary recommendations as to its suitability or nonsuitability for
inclusion into the National Wilderness Preservation System. This recom-
mendation will be reported through the Director of the BLM, the Secretary
of the Interior, and the President to Congress. The final decision on
suitability or nonsuitability of the WSA will be made by Congress. A
separate Final Environmental Impact Statement will be prepared for the

Eighteenmile WSA.

This document also serves as the instrument to satisfy the Intent of the
1975 U.S. District Court approved agreement (Case 1983-73) between BLM
and the Natural Resources Defense Council et al., in which BLM agreed to
consider the impacts of various intensities of livestock grazing in its
decision-making process. Livestock grazing has been identified as one of
the planning issues. This issue is addressed in the land use plan and
considered in the EIS.
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Plan Approval

The Lemhi RMP will be approved by the State Director no sooner than 30
days after the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) publishes a notice
of filing of the final E1S in the Federal Register and pending final
action on any protest that may be filed. Approval will be withheld on
any portion of the RMP being protested until final resolution has been
completed on such protest. Before the RMP is approved, public notice
will be given if there is a significant change made to the proposed Lemhi
RMP and the public will have the opportunity to comment on the change.
Approval of the RMP will be documented in a record of decision meeting
the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA).

Protest Provision

The procedures for raising a protest about the proposed Lemhi RMP are
contained in 43 CFR 1610.5-2, which is reprinted in its entirety below:

1610.5-2 Protest procedures.

(a) Any person who participated in the planning process and has
an interest which is or may be adversely affected by the approval
or amendment of a resource management plan may protest such
approval or amendment. A protest may raise only those issues
which were submitted for the record during the planning process.

(1) The protest shall be in writing and shall be filed with
the Director. The protest shall be filed within 30 days of
the date the Environmental Protection Agency published the
notice of receipt of the final environmental impact statement
containing the plan or amendment in the Federal Register.
For an amendment not requiring the preparation of an environ-
mental impact statement, the protest shall be filed within 30
days of the publication of the notice of its effective date.

(2) The protest shall contain:

(i) The name, mailing address, telephone number and in-
terest of the person filing the protest;

(ii) A statement of the issue or issues being protested;

(iii) A statement of the part or parts of the plan or
amendment being protested;

(iv) A copy of all documents addressing the issue or

issues that were submitted during the planning process by
the protesting party or an indication of the date the
issue or issues were discussed for the record; and

(v) A concise statement explaining why the State
Director's decision is believed to be wrong.
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(3) The Director shall promptly render a decision on the

protest. The decision shall be in writing and shall set forth
the reasons for the decision. The decision shall be sent to

the protesting party by certified mail, return receipt re-
quested.

(b) The decision of the Director shall be the final decision of
the Department of the Interior.

Protests should be filed with the Director (202), Bureau of Land Man-
agement, U.S. Department of the Interior, Washington, D.C. 20240.

Governor's Review

The Governor of the State of Idaho has an opportunity to review this
Lemhi RMP for consistency with State and local plans, policies, and pro-
grams. The Governor has 60 days from the date this document is filed
with EPA to identify any inconsistencies and provide written recommenda-
tions to the State Director, Bureau of Land Management, 3380 Americana
Terrace, Boise, Idaho 83706.

Note that recommendations on wilderness study areas (WSAs) may not be
protested since BLM and the Secretary of the Interior are merely making
recommendations to the President. Protests on these recommendations will
be returned to the protesting party.

Final Wilderness EIS

Only Congress can add an area to the National Wilderness Preservation
System. The BLM and the Secretary of the Interior make suitability rec-
ommendations to the President, who in turn makes recommendations to

Congress.

A separate final wilderness EIS and a wilderness study report for each
WSA will be prepared for the suitability recommendations made in the
Lemhi RMP. It will contain a detailed analysis and rationale for the
suitability recommendations. All individuals and organizations on the
Lemhi RMP mailing list will receive a copy of the final wilderness EIS.

Changes in the Proposed Plan

The following changes were made between Alternative F, published Septem-
ber 1985 in the Draft RMP, and the Proposed Plan:

The target number of deer managed for under Alternatives F and G were
changed from 10,113 deer to 9,350 deer. This portion changed the
forage demand for deer from 3,746 AUMs to 3,463 AUMs and changed
total forage demand from 6,749 AUMs to 6,466 AUMs.

The following are changes to the text concerning plant species that are
candidates for inclusion to the list of Threatened and Endangered Plants:
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1. Draft RMP page 50: Table 2 shows species and areas where all manage-
ment activities will be analyzed for possible impacts during the
writing of any activity plans or environmental assessments.

TABLE 2

T & E PLANT MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

Species Area
Physaria didymocarpa var. lyrata _ _ Williams Creek

Pattee Creek
Basin Creek
Trail Creek

Agency Creek
Astragalus scaphoides Agency Creek

The only activity that would seriously impact Penstemon lemhiensis is

herbicide spraying, particularly along roads. An analysis of impacts
to populations of this species will be done if herbicide spraying is

proposed.

2. Draft RMP page 18: Physaria didymocarpa var. lyrata is presently
listed as a candidate federally endangered species. A monitoring
plan has been developed in conjunction with the U.S. Fish and Wild-
life Service at the Williams Creek shale pit site. An ongoing inven-
tory of potential sites is being conducted in hopes of locating other
populations of this rare plant.

Penstemon lemhiensis is presently listed as a candidate federally
threatened species. It has been identified along many roads within
the RMP area. Herbicide spraying along roads is the only activity
that could seriously impact this species.

Astragalus scaphoides has only recently been considered as a proposed
federally endangered species. Any future management will consider
impacts to this species.

3. Appendix 1: Resource Monitoring and Evaluation Plan

Element Item Location Technique Unit of Measure
Threatened &

Endangered
Physaria
didymocarpa
var. lyrata

Population
Dynamics

Williams Cr.

gravel pit
Slope Stability
panoramic photo

points

Population
density &

frequency

Frequency Information Warranting A Decision Change Annual Cost

f3000Annually Downward Population Trends

Minor text changes are listed on the Correction Sheet at the end of

this document.
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Format

The items discussed in the Proposed Resource Management Plan are present-
ed in the following format order:

1. Description of the Planning Area.
2. Planning Process.
3. Planning Issues, Scoping, and Planning Criteria.
4. Management Actions or Concerns Common to All Alternatives.
5. Questions and Concerns Not Addressed.
6. Multiple Use and Transfer Classes.
7. The Proposed Management Prescription.
8. Selection of the Proposed Plan.
9. Standard Operating Procedures.

10. Support Requirements.
11. Consistency with Other Plans.
12. Monitoring and Evaluation.
13. Corrections.
14. Public Review and Comments.

Public Hearing
Public Hearing Responses
Comment Letters
Comment Letter Responses

15. Appendix.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANNING AREA

The Lemhi Resource Area is located in south-central Idaho and encompasses
459,566 acres of public land (see Location Map 1). The area includes the
lands surrounding the town of Salmon in the northern end of the Salmon
District and then stretches to the southeast along the Lemhi River Valley
and the upper reaches of Birch Creek, joining the Idaho Falls District at
the Clark/Butte County line. The Lemhi and Salmon rivers run through the
area. The Salmon River provides recreational use such as fishing, boat-
ing and camping. The Lemhi River is essentially all on private land.

Elevation varies from 4,000 feet at Salmon to 11,000 feet along the
Montana line. The climate varies from semi-arid to sub-humid. Precipita-
tion varies from 9 inches at Salmon to 22 inches at higher elevations and
occurs mostly during winter and spring.

Most of the public lands are dry grazing lands. These dry grazing lands
are for the most part marginal for agricultural development and are left
over from Homestead Act and Desert Land Act settlement. Livestock use the
public land during spring, summer, and fall.

The total population in the area is about 6,000. The area's largest com-
munities are Salmon (population 3,303) and Leadore (population 114).
During the summer months Salmon and Lemhi County experience a noticeable
population increase. Summer homes; government, timber and recreation
jobs; and recreation use results in a large influx of people.
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Agriculture and agriculture related industries provide the base for the
local economy. Agriculture is mainly livestock grazing. Beef cattle
numbers remain relatively constant in Lemhi County, fluctuating between
30,000 and 32,000 brood cows. Also significantly contributing to the
economy are recreational activities such as hunting, fishing, camping,
river floating, and off-road vehicle use.

PLANNING PROCESS

The planning process described in the BLM Planning Regulations 43 CFR
1600 contains nine steps. These are described below and illustrated in
Figure 1:

1. Identification of Issues

Each BLM resource area has different problems, needs, and resource
uses. At the very beginning of the planning process, BLM listens to

citizens' suggestions regarding development and protection of the
area's resources. At this stage, BLM needs the public to help deter-
mine the issues and their importance. These issues then become im-
portant to the planning effort and are considered in each step of the
process. The issues and conflicts are not resolved at this step, but
it is important for the BLM to hear specific comments.

2. Development of Planning Criteria

Once the issues have been identified, the District Manager prepares
criteria to guide development of the plan. These criteria are used
to guide the gathering of information and, later, to formulate and
evaluate alternatives. The criteria are published for public comment
before they are adopted by the District Manager.

3. Inventory and Information Collection

The BLM planning team needs to know the present condition of the re-
sources in the area and their past production levels. The District
Manager arranges for the district staff to collect and assemble this
information. The BLM appreciates public contributions of information.

4. Analysis of the Management Situation

The planning team assesses the capability of the public land
resources to respond to the needs, concerns, and opportunities pre-
viously identified through public participation. BLM policy and the
policies, plans, and programs of other federal agencies, state and
local governments, and Indian tribes also play a role in this analy-
sis. The Analysis of the Management Situation for the Lemhi Planning
Area is located in the Salmon District Office.
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Figure 1

STEPS IN THE
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLANNING PROCESS

Identification of Issues, Concerns,

and Opportunities ^L— — * 1-15-84

Completed

Development of Planning Criteria ,y.|

Completed

Inventory Data and Information Collection

Completed

Analysis of the Management Situation

Completed

Formulation of Alternatives

6 Completed

Estimation of Effects of Alternatives

Selection of Preferred Alternative *

# 4-31-84
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5. Formulation of the Alternatives

Several alternative plans are prepared that range from emphasizing
production of resources to favoring protection of resources, includ-
ing continuation of present management. Each alternative must be a

complete plan for managing the resources in the planning area.
Public comments help identify conflicts among the alternatives.

6. Effects of the Alternatives

The BLM interdisciplinary team analyzes the physical, biological,
economic, and social effects of implementing each alternative. The
relationship between short-term uses of the environment and
long-term productivity must be analyzed during this step.

7. Selection of a Preferred Alternative

Alternatives and their effects are evaluated according to the plan-
ning criteria developed in Step 2. The District Manager then selects
a preferred alternative based on information and analysis developed
up to this point in the planning process. This alternative is in-
cluded in the draft plan and draft environmental impact statement
that are presented to the public. It is important for the public to
participate in the review and comment period at this time. This
draft RMP/EIS identifies BLM's preferred alternative.

8. Selection of the Resource Management Plan

After evaluation of comments received on the draft plan and draft
environmental impact statement, the District Manager selects a pro-
posed Resource Management Plan. If the proposed plan is not within
the range of the alternatives in the draft plan and the environment-
al effects are significantly different, a new draft plan must be
prepared. After review and concurrence, including a review by the
Governor for consistency with state or local plans, policies, or
programs, the BLM State Director approves the final plan and envir-
onmental impact statement.

9. Monitoring and Evaluation

Once the plan is approved by the State Director, it is then time to
begin carrying it out. Review of the plan is ongoing and revisions
are made as needed. The ongoing review determines if mitigating
measures are effective, if environmental limits have been exceeded,
if other federal, state, or local plans have changed, or whether
there is new data significant to the plan. Monitoring studies begin
as soon as possible and are used, along with initial inventory data,
to sustain or modify livestock use adjustments. Studies are conduct-
ed on a recurring basis. Monitoring and evaluation reports are
available for public review.
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10. Maintenance, Amendment, and Revision

Resource management plans are updated to reflect minor changes in
data and further refinement or documentation of the approved plan.
Maintenance does not result in expansion of the scope of resource
uses, or restrictions or in changes in the terms, conditions, or
decisions of the approved plan. Maintenance does not require formal
public involvement, interagency coordination, or the preparation of
environmental analysis documents.

When changes are required that go beyond routine maintenance, the
RMP must be amended in accordance with the BLM planning regulations.
Amendments must include the environmental analysis process to deter-
mine environmental impacts, public involvement, interagency coordi-
nation, and consistency determinations as required by the regula-
tions.

When changing conditions (e.g., major improvements or declines in
forage condition) affect all or major portions of the plan, then the
plan must be revised, using the regulations required for the pre-
paration of a new plan.
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PLANNING ISSUES, SCOPING, AND
PLANNING CRITERIA

Issue-Driven Planning and Scoping

The BLM planning regulations generally equate land use planning with pro-
blem solving or with issue resolution. An issue may be defined as an
opportunity, conflict, or problem regarding the use or management of

public lands and resources. Not all issues can be resolved through land
use planning. They may instead require changes in policy, budgets, or

legislation.

Scoping

The Lemhi Resource Management Plan (RMP) addresses public issues and man-
agement concerns related to public land management in the planning area.
An initial list of issues and concerns was developed by the resource area
staff. This list was submitted to the Multiple Use Advisory Council and
the Grazing Advisory Board. It was also published in the local newspaper
and mailed to all other known interested parties. Comments were solicited
from all of these parties as well as from a variety of informal public
contacts. From this initial list of issues and public comments, similar
items were combined and agency management concerns were incorporated to
avoid duplication. The result was nine planning issues that the Lemhi
RMP will address. These nine issues have been used to establish the scope
of this RMP.

It is important to understand that issues brought to BLM's attention by
the public involve value judgements or personal preferences. This fre-
quently results in differing or opposing views of public land management.
These different ways of looking at public land management are reflected
in the various alternatives, which are described and analyzed later in
this document.

Some of the issues identified by the public were not considered in the
RMP. These are issues that do not require a land use decision. These
issues may be handled through routine administrative channels. An example
of an issue that was brought to BLM's attention and will not be included
in this RMP is that "trespass land uses should be identified". Resolution
of this issue involves an administrative decision, adequate funding, and
commitment of manpower.

All public input relative to the Lemhi RMP has been documented and filed.

It is available for examination at the Bureau's Salmon District Office,
Lemhi Resource Area.

Planning Criteria

Planning criteria are the factors or data that BLM must consider prior to

arriving at a land use decision relative to any issue. The following are
the factors that have been used in arriving at decisions in the RMP:

1. Social and economic values.
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2. Plans, programs, and policies of other federal agencies, state and
local governments, and Indian tribes.

3. Existing law, regulations, and BLM policy.

4. Future needs and demand for existing or potential resource commodi-
ties and values.

5. Public input.

6. Public welfare and safety.

7. Past and present use of public and adjacent lands.

8. Public benefits of providing goods and services in relation to costs.

9. Quantity and quality of noncommodity resource values.

10. Environmental impacts.

Issues Addressed in the Lemhi RMP

Nine issues are addressed in this document. These issues were identified
based on planning team members' judgement, interagency consultation,
public input, and review by BLM managers.

The following discussions present a brief overview of the issues included
in the alternatives. The alternatives are found in Part II, Chapter 2

and analyzed in Part II, Chapter 4 of the Draft RMP/EIS.

1. Land Tenure Adjustment

The Issue

How should disposal or retention of public lands be managed?

Background

Land patterns in the Lemhi Area are such that public and private
lands are interspersed, resulting in access and management problems.
In addition, there is a need to review the public lands for agricul-
tural development and community expansion. The transfer of public
lands to private ownership could reduce natural wildlife habitat,
reduce acreage available for livestock grazing, and affect recrea-
tional uses on the public lands. Administrative efficiency could be
improved by disposing of unmanageable parcels of public land.

Criteria

Public land disposals involving either public sale or exchange must
meet the criteria in Sections 203 and 206 of the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act.
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In accordance with Section 102(a)(1) of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act, "The public lands shall be retained in Federal owner-
ship, unless as a result of the land use planning. . .it is determined
that disposal of a particular parcel will serve the national inter-
est. .

."

Lands falling within any of the following criteria will not be con-
sidered for disposal:

a. Public lands having value for mineral and energy production,
except as provided for under Section 209 of FLPMA and the 1872
mining laws.

b. Public lands providing habitat essential to the continued survi-
val of threatened or endangered species.

c. National Register Sites or sites that have been formally pro-
posed for inclusion on the National Register (and sites that may
be eligible for the National Register, except that they may be
transferred to another agency for management as National Regis-
ter Sites).

d. Congressional designations or areas being considered for Con-
gressional designation, such as:

(1) Wilderness study areas and designated wilderness areas.

(2) National Conservation areas.

(3) Wild and Scenic Rivers, Study Rivers, or those recommended
for study for inclusion.

(4) National or Historic Trails Systems.

e. Large well-blocked areas of public land.

f. Administrative designations and agreements (except that such
designations and agreements may be reconsidered during the plan-
ning process) such as:

(1) Developed recreation sites.

(2) Administration sites.

(3) Stock driveways.

2. Energy and Minerals Management

The Issue

a. How will energy and mineral resource development be accommodated?
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b. What public land, if any, should be withdrawn from energy and
mineral exploration and/or development in order to protect sur-
face and ground water quality, visual quality, wildlife habitat,
and other resource values?

Background

The area contains many energy and mineral resources. Exploration and
development has been primarily for metallic minerals and coal since
the mid-1800' s. In more recent years, exploration and development
has expanded to other mineral resources including gypsum, phosphates,
thorium, oil, gas, and geothermal. These commodities are important
to both the local and national economies.

Criteria

The BLM will manage geological, energy, and mineral resources on the
public lands. Generally, the public lands are available for explora-
tion and development, subject to applicable regulations and federal
and state laws. Geological resources, however, will be managed so
that significant scientific, recreational, wildlife, and educational
values will be maintained or enhanced.

Areas will be identified where there are major conflicts between
energy leasing and other resources. Generally, when these conflicts
occur, special studies will be completed to develop protective stipu-
lations (such as seasonal closures) or mitigating measures which
would be tailored to the specific conditions and resources affected.
These stipulations would be designed to eliminate, or reduce adverse
impacts to the resources in conflict with energy leasing. Where ad-
verse impacts to critical resources cannot be adequately mitigated,
leasing will be allowed only with a "no surface occupancy" stipula-
tion.

3. Forest Management

The Issue

a. What forest lands are available for intensive forest management?

b. What forest lands should be subject to restricted forest manage-
ment to protect high recreation, watershed, and wildlife values?

Background

Areas of concern include the McDevitt, Agency, Cow-Yearian Creeks,
and Perk Canyon drainages. Wildlife, watershed, and recreation values
could be adversely affected by timber harvesting in these areas. How-
ever, timber harvesting is a source of income and employment for
Lemhi County. The timber cut on BLM-administered lands is currently
about 10 percent of the timber cut in Lemhi County.
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Criteria

Generally, lands containing commercial timber or other forest pro-
ducts such as firewood, posts and poles, and Christmas trees are
available for harvest except where expressly closed by law or regula-
tion. Some areas may also be subject to special restrictions to
protect other resource values. All Timber Production Capability
Classifications will be reevaluated relative to current BLM Forest
Land Policy.

4. Livestock Grazing Management

The Issue

a. How should the range resource be managed to meet existing and
future livestock demand?

b. How much and where should forage be designated for livestock and
wildlife use?

c. What special management techniques should be initiated on live-
stock grazing to improve sensitive areas?

Background

Continuation of past and present livestock management practices con-
cerns many people. Adjustments of livestock grazing, including poten-
tial reduction in grazing could reduce the income and disrupt the

lifestyles of the ranchers involved, their families, and communities.

Thirty percent of the resource area is in fair and poor ecological
condition; the other 70 percent is in good ecological condition. Most
of the fair and poor condition range is on the lower elevation range,
which is the first part of the allotment used by livestock in the
spring. One percent of the resource area has highly erosive soils in
fair condition.

Areas of concern are riparian areas such as the McDevitt Creek, Basin
Creek, and Pattee Creek drainages, where livestock and wildlife com-
pete for forage and space. Livestock use levels and season of use
are the main concerns in these areas.

Criteria

The following factors are to be considered in setting livestock use
levels and establishing basic management:

a. The economic stability of the local livestock industry in Lemhi
County must be considered.

b. Plant vigor maintenance requirements, as well as watershed and
riparian area protection and stability requirements, must be met.
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c. The Bureau will provide habitat, including forage, for wildlife
on public land. The amount of forage provided is determined by

BLM through consultation with the Idaho Department of Fish and
Game and public land users.

5. Wildlife Habitat Management

The Issue

a. How should fisheries habitat and seasonal range for big game and
sage grouse be managed?

b. How should disposal of public lands containing important wild-
life habitat be handled?

c. How should habitat for threatened and endangered species be man-
aged?

Background

The Lemhi Resource Area contains a rich diversity of aquatic and ter-
restrial wildlife habitat. Hunting and fishing are extremely import-
ant to the local economy. Wildlife populations can be threatened
when habitat is used for livestock grazing, timber harvesting, or

other uses. These land use activities, however, are important to the

people of Lemhi County as a source of jobs and income.

Criteria

BLM will manage fish and wildlife habitat on the public lands. A
variety of methods may be employed, including the use of management
actions designed to maintain or improve wildlife habitat, inclusion
of stipulations or conditions in BLM leases, granting of licenses and
permits, and development of detailed plans for fish and wildlife hab-
itat management. Priority will be given to threatened or endangered
species habitat. All BLM management actions will comply with federal
and state laws concerning fish and wildlife.

6. Watershed

The Issue

a. How should BLM deal with riparian area degradation due to live-
stock grazing?

b. How should BLM address water quality and fisheries habitat deg-
radation due to forestry practices?

c. How should the problem of early spring turnout and overgrazing
by livestock on highly erosive, low elevation rangeland be

handled?
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Background

Areas of concern include most riparian areas within the Lemhi Re-
source Area and low elevation ranges typically dominated by highly
erosive soils. These areas are the first impacted by livestock each
grazing season or are the most susceptible to damage.

Reductions in water quality and fisheries habitat as a result of log-
ging practices and roading is a problem within watersheds having a
commercial forest base. Lack of both tree seedling regeneration and
establishment of vegetation in general because of livestock use fol-
lowing timber sale harvesting is also a concern.

Criteria

Executive Order 11990 states that BLM will avoid long and short-term
adverse impacts associated with destruction, loss, or degradation of

wetland-riparian areas. The BLM must also ensure the preservation
and enhancement of "the natural and beneficial values of wet-
land-riparian areas which may include constraining or excluding those
uses that cause significant, long-term ecological damage." A variety
of methods may be employed, including the use of management actions
designed to maintain or improve riparian habitat, inclusions of stip-
ulations or conditions in BLM leases, granting of licenses and per-
mits, and development of detailed plans for watershed management.

7. Recreation Management

The Issue

a. How should BLM address the overcrowding of existing recreational
facilities and the deterioration in the quality of recreational
experiences in the Lemhi Resource Area?

b. What management practices should occur within areas of national
significance?

Background

Recreation in the area is primarily centered around the Lemhi and
Salmon rivers. The increasing popularity of float boating and the
improvement of the steelhead fishery has attracted, and continues to

attract, increasing numbers of visitors. Increased recreational use
pressures are affecting public recreation opportunities because of

space, access, and facility limitations. There is a need to identify
recreation sites for development and areas for access acquisition.

The Lewis and Clark Trail and the Continental Divide Trail are of

national significance and have been designated by Congress as parts
of the National Trail System. The Salmon River from its headwaters
to North Fork, Idaho, has been identified as a potential Wild and
Scenic Study River. All of these areas are managed as special recre-
ation management areas by BLM.
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Criteria

The BLM will manage recreation on the public lands. A variety of

ways to maintain or improve recreation opportunities will be con-
sidered. Some areas may be subject to special restrictions to protect
resources or eliminate or reduce conflicts among uses.

The BLM may develop and maintain various recreation facilities on the
public lands, including campgrounds, picnic areas, and boat launches.
These recreation facilities would be provided to meet existing or
anticipated demand.

All rivers on the Nationwide River Inventory will be evaluated as
suitable or nonsuitable for addition to the National River System.
Criteria for the evaluation are the guidelines prepared by the Secre-
taries of Interior and Agriculture in 1970.

Off-Road Vehicle (ORV) Management

The Issue

Which areas should be designated as open, limited, or closed?

Background

Off-road vehicle use east of Salmon in the vicinity of the existing
motor-cross track and cross-country course conflicts with existing
livestock grazing and past mining activity. In the Agency, Pattee,
and McDevitt Creek drainages, snowmobile use may disturb big game on
their crucial winter ranges.

Off-road vehicle use is a popular activity in the area. However,
unrestricted ORV use could create conflicts with watershed manage-
ment, wildlife habitat, livestock management, and recreational uses.
Designation of open, limited, or closed areas of ORV use could pro-
tect resource values at risk.

Criteria

Where control of ORV use is required, public lands will be designated
as either open, limited, or closed to motorized vehicles. In making
these determinations BLM will consider the following:

a. Public safety.

b. Conflict resolution.

c. Resource protection requirements.

d. User access requirements.
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9. Wilderness Suitability

The Issue

Should the Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area (WSA) or any portion of
the WSA be recommended as suitable or nonsuitable for wilderness des-
ignation?

Background

The Eighteenmile area has been identified as a wilderness study area
(WSA). This indicates it meets the legal requirements for wilderness
characteristics: it contains a minimum of 5,000 acres, is in a near
natural state, and possesses outstanding opportunities for solitude
or primitive and unconfined recreation. The area adjoins lands in
the Salmon, Targhee, and Beaverhead forests that are being studied
for wilderness suitability (Italian Peak, XI-1945). All of the WSA
has been leased for oil and gas. Other known minerals found in the
WSA include phosphates and gypsum. Several areas of commercial tim-
ber have been identified. A wilderness decision by Congress will
determine the potential for development of existing resources.

Criteria

A recommendation for preservation as wilderness or nonwilderness must
be based on an environmental analysis of the designation/nondesigna-
tion impacts.
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MANAGEMENT ACTIONS OR CONCERNS COMMON TO ALL ALTERNATIVES

Fire Management

Develop a fire management plan for the Lemhi Resource Area and maintain
vegetation types based on:

1. Capability of the land for improvement through fire manipulation.

2. Protection of certain public and private lands (e.g., critical wild-
life and watershed areas, cultural resources, privately owned struc-
tures such as homes, oil and gas pumping stations, etc.).

3. Need to change plant communities to a subclimax vegetation, primarily
for the benefit of livestock and wildlife forage, as well as to im-
prove watershed conditions.

4. Economic impacts of any fire management alternatives.

Cultural Resource Management

The BLM will manage cultural resources so that representative samples of
the full array of scientific and socio-cultural values are maintained
consistent with state and federal laws.

The Lemhi Valley has special cultural resource significance because of
the high socio-cultural value the Lemhi Shoshone place on the area as a

significant part of their heritage. The American Indian Religious Free-
dom Act (P.L. 95-341) emphasizes considering the impact of federal
policies and procedures on American Indian religious freedoms. Many of
the tribal members now residing on the Fort Hall Reservation, as well as
the local Lemhi Indians, are descendants of the Sheepeater or Mountain
Shoshoni and the Lemhi Indians who resided in the Lemhi River Valley un-
til the reservation at Lemhi was closed and most moved to Fort Hall in
1907. The values, memories, and traditions attached to the Lemhi River
Valley by these Indians are as important as the material remains them-
selves.

Significant sites or districts will continue to be managed for their cul-
tural resource values. Management will emphasize appropriate site use
through the development of specific management plans which identify cul-
tural resource protection and use objectives, establish the actions BLM
must take to achieve its objectives, and outline procedures for evaluat-
ing accomplishments.

During the planning process there has been consultation with the Idaho
State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO).

Noxious Weeds

Control of noxious weeds is an important management concern. Especially
important is Leafy Spurge ( Euporbia esula ) , which has infected the area
from Kirtley Creek to Badger Springs. Leafy Spurge is a very persistent
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perennial that spreads both vegetatively and by seeding. It Is difficult
and expensive to control and is readily spread by livestock and wildlife.
It is the most persistent weed known of all the weeds capable of growing
in this climatic area. BLM policy is to control noxious weeds and BLM
has prepared the "Idaho Noxious Weed Control Environmental Assessment"
and "Northwest Area Noxious Weed Control Program EIS." Control of noxious
weeds will be accomplished through close coordination and cooperation
with Lemhi County and the Lemhi County Agent.

As stated in the "Idaho Noxious Weed Control Environmental Assessment"
the purpose of weed control is twofold:

1. To reduce present and future economic losses to ranchers, farmers,
and the general public caused by reduced crop yields, lowered range-
land productivity, and costly weed control efforts. These losses
could be reduced by controlling the designated noxious weeds on pub-
lic lands.

2. To comply with state and federal laws. Federal law restricts inter-
state shipping of contaminated products and addresses itself to weed
control efforts. These losses could be reduced by controlling the
designated noxious weeds on public lands.

The BLM is responsible for implementing the proposed weed control program
on public land and may do so through cooperative agreements with county
weed control districts. The Idaho Department of Agriculture is respons-
ible for coordinating weed control activities on federal, state, and pri-
vate land. Proposed control efforts to minimize infestations of noxious
weeds will use an interdisciplinary approach.

The need to control noxious weeds has been recognized by federal and
state lawmakers. It is also demonstrated by annual estimated economic
losses which could be reduced by an effective weed control program.

As stated in the Standard Operating Procedures noxious weed control will
be considered under all alternatives. Individual sites and species
(larkspur, Canadian thistle, leafy spurge, etc.) will be handled on a

case-by-case basis through the environmental assessment (EA) process.
Where biological controls have proven to be effective, they will be used
in preference to chemical or mechanical methods.

Threatened and Endangered Plants and Animals

Whenever possible, management activities in habitat for threatened, en-
dangered, or sensitive species will be designed to benefit those species
through habitat improvement.

The Idaho Department of Fish and Game and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS) will be consulted prior to implementing projects that may
affect habitat for threatened and endangered species. If a "may affect"
situation is determined through the BLM biological assessment process,
consultation with the USFWS will be initiated in accordance with Section
7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended.
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The BLM is aware of the presence of three listed species (gray wolf,
peregrine falcon, and bald eagle) in the Lemhi Resource Area. Also,
several plants are listed as candidate species. Therefore, BLM has con-
sulted with the USFWS throughout the Lemhi RMP process and will continue
to coordinate with the USFWS.

Physaria didymocarpa var. lyrata is presently listed as a candidate
federally endangered species. A monitoring plan has been developed in
conjunction with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service at the Williams Creek
shale pit site. An ongoing inventory of potential sites is being con-
ducted in hopes of locating other populations of this rare plant.

Penstemon lemhiensis is presently listed as a candidate federally threat-
ened species. It has been identified along many roads within the RMP
area. Herbicide spraying along roads is the only activity that could
seriously impact this species.

Astragalus scaphoides has only recently been considered as a proposed
federally endangered species. Any future management will consider impacts
to this species.

QUESTIONS AND CONCERNS NOT ADDRESSED

The following questions and management concerns were considered but not
analyzed in the planning process.

1. "Access for minerals and energy exploration is a concern. Conflicts
exist where roads to public lands cross private land."

The access concern cannot be addressed in alternative levels (pro-
posed levels of management action). The resource area staff will
continue to work with those landowners who own lands which block
access to large parcels of public land. Negotiations to obtain an
access easement where needed to manage the public lands will be
sought. In some cases, the guarantee of total public access onto or
through private lands may not be possible.

2. "Utility Corridors may be needed for future development."

Should area growth require additional transmission lines, there are
regulations and BLM procedures that will allow for this.

3. "Trespass land uses should be identified".

The resolution of trespass will be considered a priority within the
constraints of funding. An inventory will be done to determine areas
being used in trespass. The cases will be reviewed to determine if
the trespass should be authorized or terminated based on the
long-term planning for the area.
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4. "What opportunities exist for blocking state and federal lands?"

The current Idaho BLM policy and directives require development of a

statewide program, in coordination with the state of Idaho, to iden-
tify opportunities for blocking and the process for the blocking of
both state and BLM lands. An amendment would be prepared on this
action and incorporated into those plans in effect, including this
RMP, at the time of approval.

5. "Are there any Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACECs)?"

There are no identified ACECs in the resource area. If such areas
are identified in the future and their resource values cannot be pro-
tected through other management techniques, ACEC designation will be
proposed and a plan amendment completed for the Lemhi RMP.

MULTIPLE USE AND TRANSFER CLASSES

The Lemhi RMP Area has been broken down into the following multiple use
or transfer classes: intensive use, moderate use, limited use, or trans-
fer. Multiple use and transfer classes are general planning categories
included in Idaho RMPs to provide statewide consistency and uniformity.

Multiple use and transfer classes serve two purposes in this plan. The
first is to describe overall opportunities and constraints by indicating
what level of resource production and use is appropriate, what intensity
of management is needed, whether there are sensitive and significant re-
sources that must be protected, and whether BLM would consider transfer
of public lands from its jurisdiction. The second purpose is to provide
a basis for considering unexpected proposals by supplementing the de-
tailed resource management objectives and required actions established
for the resource area with general purpose and policy statements. This
feature is intended to help keep the plan responsive to future demands
and to reduce the number of future plan amendments that otherwise might
be needed.

Prior to undertaking or approving any proposed resource management action
on public lands in the resource area, BLM will ensure that such action is
consistent with the purposes and policies of the multiple use or transfer
class or classes involved.

The multiple use classes assigned to the RMP area are shown on Map 3.

Map 3 illustrates all of the potential transfer classes. Public lands are
placed in the multiple use or transfer class that best reflects the spe-
cific resources and management priorities for the area. The multiple use
and transfer classes described for the RMP area pertain only to the sur-

face acreage managed by the BLM. A description of these classes and their
purposes and policies is given in the following sections:

Moderate Use Class

A total of 140,047 acres are classified as moderate use in this RMP.
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Purpose

The purpose of a moderate use class is to delineate public lands that are
suitable for a wide variety of existing and potential uses.

Policy

The first priority for managing a moderate use class is to provide for
the production or use of forage, timber, minerals and energy, recreation,
or other consumptive resources while maintaining or enhancing natural
systems. These areas will be managed for a moderate intensity of use and
will generally be available for production and use of consumptive re-
sources, subject to BLM standard operating procedures and other controls
as needed. Sensitive and significant resource values, however, will be
protected consistent with federal and state law. Public lands in a

moderate use class will be retained in federal ownership.

Limited Use Class

A total of 313,684 acres are classified as limited use in this RMP.

Purpose

The purpose of a limited use class is to delineate public lands where
strict environmental controls are required to protect sensitive and sig-
nificant resources.

Policy

The first priority for managing a limited use class is to protect key
wildlife habitat, scenic values, wilderness, cultural resources, water-
shed, and other sensitive and significant resources while providing for
other compatible uses. These areas will be managed for relatively low
intensities of use and with strict environmental controls to protect sen-
sitive and significant values. A limited use class may be closed to or
contain restrictions on off-road vehicle use, mineral and energy explora-
tion and development, forest management practices, location of utility
corridors and installations, and livestock grazing. Because of the rela-
tively significant environmental considerations in these areas, some uses
may not be permitted. Special attention will be given to finding appro-
priate locations for compatible uses. Public lands in a limited use class
will be retained in federal ownership.
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Intensive Use/Development Class

The following nine recreation sites are classified as intensive manage-
ment sites:

Existing Proposed

Tower Rock Elevenmile
Morgan Bar Camp Creek
Shoup Bridge
Williams Lake
Agency Creek
McFarland
Smokey's Cubs

Purpose

The purpose of an intensive use/development class is to delineate areas
suitable for large-scale intensive use and development.

Policy

The first priority for managing an intensive use/development class is to
provide for existing and projected demands for large-scale intensive use
and development. Intensive use areas are generally reserved for major
recreation sites or facilities, off-road vehicle intensive use areas,
large-scale mineral or energy extraction operations, military use areas,
or major utility installations. These areas will be managed for a high
intensity of use. Because of the potential for conflict with other uses
in these areas, some uses may not be permitted. Protection of sensitive
and significant resources, however, will be ensured, consistent with
federal and state law. Public lands in an intensive use/development class
will be retained in federal ownership.

Transfer Class

A total of 5,835 acres are classified for transfer in this RMP.

Purpose

The purpose of a transfer class is to delineate public lands that may be
considered for transfer out of federal ownership.

Policy

The transfer class is the class in which public lands may be transferred
out of federal ownership under this plan. Public lands declared eligible
for transfer by their inclusion in this category are subject to detailed
consideration prior to the final decision regarding transfer. Transfer
classes are delineated in response to specific developments, community
expansion, and other transfers, including transfers to the state of
Idaho. Transfer classes will be managed on a custodial basis until
transferred from federal jurisdiction. New public investments in these
lands will generally be kept to a minimum.
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THE PROPOSED MANAGEMENT PRESCRIPTION

This section identifies resource management objectives and required man-
agement actions. The resource management objectives set priorities for
managing the various resources in the area. Required management actions
identify the management actions, limitations, and other provisions that
are needed to accomplish the objectives.

Lands

Management Objective

Retain a public land base of 453,731 acres for long-term management in
federal ownership.

Required Management Actions

BLM would examine 4,495 acres of public land, applying the standard oper-
ating procedures for sales or for state or private exchanges. An addi-
tional 1,340 acres would be considered for transfer under the Desert Land
Act. Detailed examination would be made before any lands were trans-
ferred under sale, exchange, or Desert Land Application. BLM would
acquire 5,600 acres. (Refer to Map 3 in Appendix).

Minerals

Management Objective

Manage 475,595 acres of federal mineral estate for mineral and energy
exploration and development while minimizing adverse impacts to other
resource values.

Required Management Actions

A total of 161,909 acres would be open for oil and gas leasing with
standard stipulations, 221,519 acres with seasonal occupancy restric-
tions, and 77,369 acres with no-surface-occupancy restrictions. Approxi-
mately 14,796 acres would be closed to oil and gas leasing. About 161,214
acres would be available for geothermal leasing with standard stipula-
tions, 221,519 acres with seasonal occupancy restrictions, and 79,569
acres with no surface occupancy; 15,596 acres would be closed. A total
of 160,848 acres would be open for solid mineral leasing with standard
stipulations; 221,885 acres would be open with seasonal restrictions;
and, 92,165 acres would be closed to solid mineral leasing. A total of

455,434 acres would be open for the location of mining claims, while
18,921 acres would be closed to mineral entry. An additional 540 acres
would be open to location but subject to superior rights established by
community pit and mineral material site designations. Mineral material
(sand and gravel) disposals would be permitted on 382,888 acres; 92,010
acres would be closed.
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Forest Management

Management Objective

Intensively manage 28,865 acres of available commercial forest land for
the sustained yield production of timber (see Map 5). Manage 23,138 acres
of woodland for the production of woodland products (firewood, Christmas
trees, etc.).

Required Management Actions

Timber sales could occur on 28,865 acres. Of this, 1,179 acres would
receive special management to protect crucial elk winter range. An addi-
tional 581 acres would receive special management to enhance the Conti-
nental Divide National Scenic Trail. Setting aside of 1,354 acres of
commercial forest land would be made to protect Wilderness Values within
the Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area. Another 15 acres would be set
aside to protect the Williams Lake Recreation Site. In order to maintain
the visual qualities of the existing landscape along the Continental
Divide Trail, 75 acres of commercial forest land would be set-aside. No
timber harvesting would be scheduled in any of these set-aside stands.

Woodland product sales (firewood, Christmas trees, etc.) would occur on

23,183 acres. Within the Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area, 2,509 acres
would be closed to woodland product sales. In addition, 622 acres would
be closed along the Continental Divide Trail.

Range Management

Management Objective

Manage 459,481 acres for grazing. Improve 595 acres of poor condition
range to good and 21,876 acres of fair condition range to good. Provide
52,632 animal unit months (AUMs) of livestock forage in 20 years.

Required management Actions

In the long-term, reductions would be made on 46 allotments, increases
would occur on 6, and 36 would remain unchanged. Grazing adjustments
would be made over the 20-year life of the RMP and would occur only after
conducting monitoring studies and coordinating with affected users. The
initial stocking level of 43,602 AUMs would be below the active prefer-
ence and the five-year average use. The long-term stocking level of

52,632 AUMs would be 18 percent below the active preference but only 2

percent below the five-year average use. Proposed improvements would
include 22,700 acres of brush control, 4,400 acres of seedings, 32

springs, 50 miles of pipelines, 4 reservoirs, and 63 miles of fences.
Selected allotment management plans (AMPs) would be designed to maintain
or enhance forage for wintering elk herds (8,800 acres). Refer to

Appendix B (Draft RMP/EIS) for specific allotment recommendations. (Refer
to Table 5 for Allotment Summary, and Map 4 in Appendix).
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These management actions will be accomplished in the steps outlined in
the Implementation Section of this document.

Wildlife

Management Objective

Provide forage for 9,350 deer, 2,194 elk, 2,950 antelope, and 200 bighorn
sheep. Improve 4,000 acres of elk winter/spring range; 17,000 acres of

deer, antelope, and sage grouse seasonal ranges; and 22,000 acres of non-
game habitat from fair to good ecological range condition to good. Im-
prove 7,320 acres of seasonal elk and bighorn sheep ranges. Provide 40
acres of river habitat for waterfowl. Provide a more consistent water
supply on 81,000 acres of antelope, sage grouse, and non-game habitat in
the Gilmore and Muddy Creek area. Preserve habitat values of 30 small
isolated seeps and wet meadows created by livestock water developments.
Enhance big game movement and safety. Protect the future integrity of
the elk breeding area in McDevitt Creek and antelope migration corridor
near Center Ridge. Enhance the integrity and availability of 69,057 acres
of crucial habitat of raptors, waterfowl, elk, and other wildlife. Im-
prove the quality of 10,400 acres of crucial elk and bighorn habitat.
Enhance bighorn sheep health protection in the Little Eightmile to Eigh-
teenmile area.

Required Management Actions

BLM would reserve 6,466 AUMs of forage for big game. Table 4 of the
Appendix illustrates big game forage demand for the Proposed Management
Plan. Seven habitat management plans (HMPs) would be developed on about
299,000 acres.

Species Location Acreage
Elk/Deer Haynes Cr. to Hayden Cr. 54,000
Elk/Deer Kenney Cr. to Peterson Cr. 58,000
Elk/Bighorn Little Eightmile to Eighteenmile 28,000
Antelope/Sage Grouse Leadore to Blue Dome 120,000
Antelope/Sage Grouse Upper Lemhi Valley 39,000
Nongame/Waterfowl Morgan Bar 16

Nongame/Waterfowl Tower Creek Flats 40

Prescribed burning would occur on 7,320 acres of big game range and 40
acres of river habitat. The BLM would install 18 guzzlers, construct six
miles of pipeline, and fence numerous guzzlers (2 1/2 miles of fence).
Roughly 3 to 4 miles of fence would be required on 30 small isolated
seeps. About 154 miles of fence would be modified for big game movement
and safety. The BLM would acquire 4,960 acres of state land and 640
acres of private land to protect critical habitat in the McDevitt Creek
and Center Ridge areas. Crucial habitat would be enhanced through adop-
tion of no-surface-occupancy restrictions on 69,057 acres available for
mineral leasing. The quality of 8,800 acres of big game habitat would be

improved through restrictions on livestock use and timber management and
harvest. Bighorn sheep health protection would be improved by shifting
all domestic sheep use to cattle use from Little Eightmile to Eighteen-
mile Creek.
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Watershed Management

Management Objective

Manage 31 miles of stream to improve riparian habitat and water quality.

Improve 500 acres of riparian area that are in unsatisfactory condition.

Improve 1,494 acres of unsatisfactory condition watershed to satisfactory
condition.

Required Management Actions

Four watershed activity plans would be written to help evaluate manage-
ment options in different areas within the RMP area. New timber harvest
roads would be closed when timber sales were completed except for use in

forest and fire management. BLM would fence 15.5 miles of perennial
stream riparian area.

Fisheries Habitat Management

Management Objective

Maintain 94.7 miles of stream in their present condition; improve 3.0
miles of McDevitt Creek from fair to excellent condition. Improve 2.5

miles of Sevenmile Creek, a tributary to the Salmon River.

Required Management Actions

Livestock grazing would be managed to maintain existing fishery habitat.
Surface disturbing activities that would affect fisheries habitat would
not be allowed. Stabilization projects would be considered in areas with
unstable banks. Livestock would be excluded on 2.25 miles of Sevenmile

Creek and 3.0 miles of McDevitt Creek and associated riparian areas by
fencing. The current land ownership pattern would be retained.

Recreation Management

Management Objective

Recognize recreation as the principal use of the lands in the three spe-
cial recreation management areas—the Salmon River, Continental Divide
Trail, and Lewis and Clark Trail. Continue to manage for dispersed rec-
reation by maintaining existing recreational opportunity settings. Manage
the visual resources on lands outside of the special recreation manage-
ment areas to maintain existing scenic qualities. Protect existing and
planned investments in developed recreation sites.

Required Management Actions

The three special recreation management areas (SRMAs) would entail
mineral withdrawals, restrictions on some nonrecreational uses, and res-
trictive visual management practices. A recreation area management plan
(RAMP) would be written for each SRMA.
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The Salmon River SRMA would include 4,405 acres. River access recreation
sites would be constructed at Camp Creek and Elevenmile. The river would
be managed as a "recreational" wild and scenic river, but Congressional
direction for a formal Wild and Scenic River Study is not anticipated.

The Continental Divide National Scenic Trail SRMA would include 4,600
acres that would result from establishing a trail corridor one-quarter
mile on either side of the proposed treadway. Visual resources within
the corridor would be managed under Class II guidelines within a

200-foot-wide corridor along the treadway and under Class III guidelines
within the remainder of the corridor. The set-aside of 75 acres of com-
mercial forest land from the timber production base and all woodland pro-
duct sales would be proposed. Restricted management activities on an
additional 518 acres is proposed in order to maintain existing visual
qualities. Restrictions may be imposed on the size of harvest units,
siting of roads, slash disposal, and percentage of cover reduction.

The Lewis and Clark National Historic Trail SRMA would include 9,080
acres that would result from establishing a corridor wide enough to re-
tain the natural aspects of the historic trail route. Visual resources
within the corridor would be managed under Class II guidelines. With-
drawal of 1,820 acres from mineral entry would protect the trail route
from disturbance. A no-surface-occupancy stipulation would also be added
to all leases within these 1,820 acres.

Recreation Opportunity Spectrum: Recreation opportunities in the recrea-
tion opportunity spectrum (ROS) classes would remain similar to the
existing situation. Lands would be managed in the primitive (.8 percent),
semi-primitive nonmotorized (2.4 percent), serai-primitive motorized (4.2
percent), roaded natural (90.6 percent), and rural (2 percent) opportuni-
ty classes.

Off-Road Vehicle Use

Lands open to unrestricted vehicle use would total 428,540 acres (93 per-
cent). Recreational off-road vehicle use would continue to be limited
during winter months on 16,230 acres (6 percent of the RMP area) of big
game winter range. A year-round closure to all vehicle use would be
placed on 14,796 acres (3.5 percent of the RMP area) because of a wilder-
ness designation.

Visual Resource Management

For visual resource management, the following designations would be made:

Class I, 14,796 acres; Class II, 29,280 acres; Class III, 184,205 acres;
and Class IV, 231,285 acres. No interim classes would remain.

Withdrawals

Existing and planned investments in developed recreation sites would be

protected by withdrawal of 186.75 acres from mineral entry. However,
revocation of existing withdrawals on 640.14 acres no longer required for
recreation program management would be recommended. An additional 800
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acres at Sharkey Hot Springs would be closed to geothermal leasing, sub-
ject to valid existing rights. Withdrawal of 15 acres of productive tim-
ber in the existing Williams Lake Campground would be necessary.

Wilderness

Management Objective

Recommend 14,796 acres of the Eighteenraile Wilderness Study Area as wil-
derness and the remaining 10,126 acres as nonwilderness.

Required Management Actions

Following designation by Congress, a wilderness management plan would be
prepared for 14,796 acres of the Eighteenmile Wilderness Area. Approxim-
ately 1,354 acres of commercial forest land would be withdrawn from the
timber production base. The 14,796 acres would be withdrawn from mineral
entry and leasing as well as closed to all vehicle use.

Fire Management

Management Objectives

Manage fire for the protection and enhancement of resource values such as
livestock forage, wildlife habitat, and timber. Reduce fire hazard poten-
tial on 10,000 acres.

Required Management Actions

Full suppression fire management guidelines would be followed on 444,770
acres. Under this alternative, 14,796 acres would be managed under the
suppression restriction to maintain wilderness quality. All developed
recreation sites and sites that have the potential for site development
would be under suppression restrictions, i.e., no retardant, no heavy
equipment use, and no fire line explosives. Prescribed burns for vegeta-
tion manipulation would be conducted on 30,078 acres. Heavy fuel loading
caused by logging debris and dead trees would be reduced on 10,000 acres
to decrease the likelihood of having a disastrous fire.

Cultural Resources

Management Objectives

Manage cultural resources so that representative samples of the full
range of scientific and socio-cultural values are maintained consistent
with state and federal laws.
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Required Management Actions

Cultural resource management plans would be written and implemented for
the Chief Tendoy Cemetery, the Salmon River corridor, the two Indian
burial areas, and the Lewis and Clark Trail. These sites would be pro-
tected from surface disturbance through appropriate withdrawals and
no-surface-occupancy restrictions

:

Cultural Area Withdrawals No Surface Occupancy

a. Chief Tendoy Cemetery 80 acres 160 acres
b. Lewis and Clark Trail 1,820 acres 1,820 acres
c. Salmon River Corridor 120 acres 4,405 acres
d. Indian Area A 120 acres 120 acres
e. Indian Area B 120 acres 880 acres
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SELECTION OF THE PROPOSED PLAN

Seven alternatives are analyzed in the Lemhi Resource Management Plan EIS
(Part II of Draft). Each alternative emphasizes a different management
philosophy, ranging from continuing present management to making signifi-
cant changes in future management. Impact assessment of these alterna-
tives has identified the magnitude of environmental consequences associ-
ated with each. A Proposed Plan has been selected based on the planning
criteria previously described.

PLANNING CRITERIA

Planning criteria are the factors or data that BLM must consider prior to
arriving at a land use decision relative to any issue. Listed below are
the planning criteria and a discussion of how the ten general criteria
have been applied in selection of the Proposed Plan.

1. Social and Economic Values

The Proposed Plan considers social and economic values in Lemhi
County by providing for land disposal, livestock grazing, mineral
development, timber harvest and wildlife values. About 5,835 acres
would be transferred from federal ownership. Livestock management
would provide 43,602 AUMs of livestock forage. A total of 460,797
acres would be open for oil and gas leasing and 455,434 acres would
be open for location of mining claims. Approximately 28,865 acres of
public forest land would be open to commercial harvest, with an
allowable cut of 1.07 million board feet per year.

2. Plans, Programs, and Policies of Other Federal Agencies, State and
Local Governments, and Indian Tribes

The BLM's resource management plans must be consistent with official-
ly approved and adopted resource-related plans (or in their absence,
policies or programs) of other federal agencies, state, and local
governments, and Indian tribes. The Proposed Plan is consistent with
the 1981 Lemhi County Comprehensive Plan. Public input from federal
agencies, state and local governments, and Indian tribes does not
indicate that there are any inconsistencies with their plans.

3. Existing Law, Regulations, and BLM Policy

In the Proposed Plan, there does not appear to be any discrepancy
with existing law, regulation, or BLM policy.

4. Future Needs and Demand for Existing or Potential Resource Commodi-
ties and Values

The demand for minerals and energy is expected to remain low. The
demand for the livestock grazing resource is high and there is a

moderate demand for the timber resource. The Proposed Plan meets or
exceeds these demands.
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A lot of land Is leased for mineral and energy development, but
actual development is limited. Coal does occur in the Lemhi Resource
Area but is of low quality; no coal mines have operated in the area
for over 40 years. Leasing interest for geothermal resources is

generally low. Phosphate rocks of low and medium grade do occur but
development in the near future is unlikely.

The average use by livestock the past five years has been 52,541
AUMs. While the initial stocking rate would be 43,602 AUMS, the
long-term stocking rate would increase to 52,632 AUMS.

Approximately 28,865 acres of public forest land would be open to
commercial harvest, with an allowable cut of 1.07 million board feet
per year.

5. Public Input

The Proposed Plan has taken into consideration the concerns of the
minerals and energy industry by making lands accessible and avail-
able for exploration. Other public concerns have dealt with range
resource, wildlife habitat, wilderness, lands disposal, and timber
harvest. The Proposed Plan provides for the protection and use of
all of these resources.

6. Public Welfare and Safety

Facilities provided at developed campgrounds and other recreational
areas would provide for public welfare and safety. While public
land within areas identified as open to motorized vehicle use gener-
ally would remain available for such use without restrictions, res-
trictions could be imposed when there was a need to promote user
safety. To provide for public safety, stipulations would be included
in mining plans of operations. Public hazards would be clearly
marked and fenced, if necessary, to prevent injury. Full suppres-
sion fire management guidelines would be followed on 444,770 acres.
In addition, heavy fuel loading caused by logging debris and dead
trees would be reduced on 10,000 acres to decrease the likelihood of
having a disastrous fire.

7. Past and Present Use of Public and Adjacent Lands

The Proposed Plan provides for the continuation of past and present
use of public and adjacent lands while still providing for the pro-
tection and development of other resource values.

Livestock management would provide 43,602 AUMs of livestock forage
in the short-term and 52,632 in the long-term. A total of 460,797
acres would be open for oil and gas leasing and 455,434 acres would
be open for location of mining claims. Approximately 28,865 acres of

public forest land would be open to commercial harvest, with an
allowable cut of 1.07 million board feet per year. Game populations
of 9,350 deer, 2,194 elk, 2,950 antelope, and 200 bighorn sheep
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would utilize 6,466 AUMs of forage. For fisheries, BLM would main-
tain 94.7 miles of stream in their present condition and improve 3.0

miles. A total of 15.5 miles of perennial stream riparian area would
be improved.

This plan would recognize recreation as the principal use of the
lands in three special recreation management areas. Lands open to

unrestricted vehicle use would total 428,540 acres.

8. Public Benefits of Providing Goods and Services in Relation to Costs

It is estimated that it would cost $1.7 million over the 20-year
life of the RMP to provide goods and services. However, over a

20-year period, revenues of $10.8 million would be generated and
state and local governments would receive $9.6 million.

9. Quantity and Quality of Noncommodity Resource Values

The Proposed Plan provides noncommodity resource values such as
wildlife, fisheries, watershed, recreation, wilderness, and cultural
sites. The quantity and quality of these resources would best be

protected by alternative C. However, the Preferred Alternative would
result in game populations of 9,350 deer, 2,194 elk, 2,950 antelope,
and 200 bighorn sheep. For fisheries, BLM would maintain 94.7 miles
of stream in their present condition and improve 3.0 miles. A total
of 15.5 miles of perennial stream riparian area would be improved.

This plan would recognize recreation as the principal use of the

lands in three special recreation management areas. Lands open to
unrestricted vehicle use would total 428,540 acres. The Proposed
Plan recommends 14,796 acres as suitable for wilderness designation.
Five cultural resource management plans would be written.

10. Environmental Impacts

Transfer of lands out of federal ownership would result in a loss of
administrative control of all resource values except mineral values.
Designation of the Eighteenmile WSA as wilderness would result in
the loss of harvestable timber yield from suitable commercial forest
land in that area. Completion of nonstructural range improvements
would represent a commitment of land and resources for the lives of
the projects. Recreation opportunity spectrum classes that shifted
from primitive and semi-primitive nonmotorized to semi-primitive
motorized and roaded natural would likely never return to the origi-
nal class.

On the positive side, the Proposed Plan would provide for improve-
ment in ecological range condition. Livestock AUMs would show a

minor increase over the 5-year average use. Wildlife habitat condi-
tion and available AUMs would increase. Fisheries habitat would show
a moderate improvement. Improvements in riparian areas and watershed
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can be expected. A major increase in recreational opportunities would
take place. Wilderness acreage would be 14,796 acres. Impacts to cultural
resources would decrease slightly.

Rationale

The Proposed Plan gives no special emphasis to any one resource but em-
phasizes balanced, multiple use management and is based upon a realistic
expectation of funding. Alternative G would be the Proposed Plan if the

Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area is not designated by Congressional
action. The rationale for selection of the Preferred Alternative is sum-
marized below.

Outlined below is a discussion of how the Proposed Plan addresses the
issues developed during the planning process.

LANDS - Retention and Transfer

Issue No. 1 deals with the disposal or retention of public lands. The
Proposed Plan identifies a total of 5,835 acres to be evaluated through
detailed studies for potential transfer out of public ownership. Of this
total, 4,295 acres would be considered for transfer by public sales or
exchanges; 1,340 acres through the Desert Land Act, and 200 acres by ex-
change only. Land acquisitions include the possibility of acquiring 1,240
acres of private and 4,360 acres of state land.

Rationale: The issue of disposal or retention of the public lands can
best be handled by using a balanced land tenure adjustment program that
improves management efficiency. The Proposed Plan would allow for a

balanced sale, exchange, and Desert Land Entry program. This alternative
maintains continuity in the grazing program and retains parcels that have
high wildlife and other multiple use values. Only parcels of relatively
low multiple use value that are difficult to manage or present management
problems would be available for transfer.

The Proposed Plan would also recognize the expressed need to make land
with agricultural potential available for development under the Desert
Land Act. The lands specifically available for agricultural development
would be transferred only if determined suitable as a result of the re-
quired detailed studies. Otherwise, they would be retained in federal
ownership. This would assure continued multiple use management if the
lands were not suitable for agricultural development.

Acquisitions would be aimed at benefitting the wildlife program (Issue
No. 2b) by acquiring valuable wildlife habitat and migration corridors.

MINERALS

The Proposed Plan would maintain approximately 97 percent of the RMP area
open to energy leasing, 81 percent open to solid mineral leasing and
saleable mineral disposals, and 96 percent open to mineral location. All
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of the RMP area is prospectively valuable for oil and gas. The occurrence
of known solid leasable minerals is limited to a small area, approximate-
ly half of which would be closed. Mineral materials are widespread
throughout the RMP area.

Approximately 18,921 acres would be withdrawn from mineral location by
the recommendation for wilderness designation on a portion of the Eigh-
teenmile WSA, for the protection of important historical and cultural re-
sources, and for the protection of recreational developments. Roughly
92,596 acres would be closed to solid mineral leasing, but only 1,580
acres or 2 percent of this has any known potential for solid mineral
leasing.

Rationale: The specific issues affecting minerals management are wildlife
(Issue #5), wilderness (Issue #9), and recreation (Issue #7). In addi-
tion, minerals are affected by the management concern relating to cul-
tural resources. The Energy and Minerals issue (#2) asks, "How will
energy and mineral resource development be accommodated?" (2a); and "What
lands would be closed to various mineral activities for the preservation
of other resources?" (2b). These issues are addressed and answered in
the RMP Proposed Plan as follows:

Wildlife (Issue #5): This issue is addressed by the seasonal closures
for fluid mineral leasing and by some of the closures to solid mineral
leasing and mineral material sales. Disruption of wildlife habitat by
operations under the 1872 Mining Law can often be reduced or mitigated
during the review process under the surface management regulations.

Wilderness (Issue #9): The issue is whether or not the Eighteenmile Wil-
derness Study Area (WSA) should be recommended for wilderness designa-
tion. Under this alternative, over half (roughly 60 percent) of the WSA
would be recommended for wilderness designation. Designation of the area
as wilderness would close it to mineral activity. Preliminary data
(Geology, Energy, and Minerals Studies Phase 1 and Phase 2) indicate that
potential for mineral development of this area is low. There are no known
mineral occurrences within the WSA, and there are no mining claims locat-
ed within the WSA. The Phase 2 study conducted by the U.S. Geological
Survey is not conclusive as to the possibility of mineral occurrences
within the area, since some of their geochemical data may indicate poten-
tial for metallic minerals. However, the lack of reported occurrences
and mining claims is a good indicator that the industry may consider the
area to have low potential. Therefore, the withdrawal of this area from
all forms of mineral activity is thought to have no significant impact on
national mineral production.

Recreation (Issue #7): The first recreation issue (#7a), overcrowding of
facilities, would hardly affect mineral production. Developed recrea-
tional areas would be withdrawn from the operations of the mining law,
closed to mineral material sales and non-energy mineral leasing, and
leased for fluid minerals only with the no-surface-occupancy stipula-
tions. None of the existing recreation sites, or future proposed sites,
are in areas with known mineral potential, so any impact would be small
if areas were closed or withdrawn.
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The second recreation issue (#7b) is, "What management practices should
occur within areas of national significance?" This issue is answered by

the use of no surface occupancy for fluid mineral leasing and the closure
of some areas to material sales and solid mineral leasing in the Proposed
Plan. Activity under the 1872 Mining Law can be adequately managed under
the surface management regulations during the Plan of Operations review
process. In general, the primary restrictions on minerals would be placed
on the Lewis and Clark Trail area, the Salmon River corridor, and the

Continental Divide Trail. Of these areas, only the Continental Divide
Trail has a significant known mineral deposit (primarily thorium), and
the trail would not be withdrawn from location under the Proposed Plan.

Cultural Resources (Management Concern //2): Under the Proposed Plan,
this management concern would be answered by the use of the no-sur-
face-occupancy stipulation for fluid mineral leasing, closure to solid
mineral leasing and mineral material sales, and, where necessary, with-
drawal from the operation of the 1872 Mining Law. In general, closures
would be small and would have little, if any, impact on local or nation-
ally significant mineral values.

FOREST MANAGEMENT

Under the Proposed Plan, over 95 percent of the suitable commercial
forest land would be available for intensive forest management (see Map
5). The set-aside acreage under this alternative would amount to 90 acres
for protection of recreation values and 1,354 acres for protection of

recommended wilderness.

Of the 95 percent available for intensive management, approximately 6

percent would be restricted for protection of high value resources. Spe-
cifically, 1,179 acres would be restricted to reduce the impacts to cru-
cial elk winter range and 581 acres to maintain the visual qualities of
the existing landscape along the Continental Divide National Scenic Trail.

Approximately 88 percent of the woodland within the planning area would
be open to woodland product sales (firewood, Christmas trees, etc.). The
remaining 12 percent would be closed to protect 622 acres having high
recreation values and 2,509 acres encompassing recommended wilderness.

Intensive management of the 28,865 acres of available commercial forest
land would enable the planning area to support its present sustained
yield allowable cut of approximately 10.71 million board feet per decade.

Rationale: The Proposed Plan recognizes the local demand for timber while
accommodating other high value resources requiring protection from the
impacts of timber harvesting. This alternative designates the commercial
forest lands available for intensive management (Issue 3a) and provides
for the planning area to meet its present sustained yield allowable cut.
The alternative further delineates areas of restricted management in
response to important recreation, watershed, and wildlife values (Issue
3b).
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Protection of certain high value resources includes the set-aside of
1,444 acres necessitated by the importance of maintaining the visual
quality within the proposed Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area, Continen-
tal Divide National Scenic Trail, and the Williams Creek Recreation Site.
Less restrictive measures allowing the harvest of timber were found to be

inadequate in the proposed management of these resources under this al-
ternative. All of the proposed set-asides in this plan are in conformance
with current BLM forest land policy.

Selection of this plan provides an even supply of timber to local mar-
kets, yet mitigates the impacts of timber harvesting on other important
resource values. Designations of set-asides and restrictions are consis-
tent with current BLM forest land policy; they eliminate major impacts to

conflicting resources while having negligible economic impact to the
local community.

RANGE MANAGEMENT

The Proposed Plan is based on 459,481 acres of public land in 88 grazing
allotments with the short-term grazing preference reduced from 63,898
AUMs to 43,602 AUMs. If 5,182 acres of public land are transferred to

private ownership, this would leave 454,299 acres in 82 allotments with a

short-term grazing preference of 42,842 AUMs. The long-term stocking
level would be between 51,872 AUMs and 52,632 AUMs depending on the acres
transferred.

The Proposed Plan recognizes the need to improve watershed condition,
riparian areas, and livestock distribution while providing forage and
habitat for wildlife and initiating a brush control program. Seeding
would be done in areas where a native perennial seed source was not
available. Additional range improvements—spring developments, pipelines,
reservoirs, and fences—would also be provided.

Rationale: The Proposed Plan recognizes livestock grazing on public land
as the third most important economic resource for this area. It main-
tains most of the current livestock operations with the exception of

those allotments which would be transferred to private ownership through
lands actions. The Proposed Plan would provide for multiple use by
allowing livestock grazing, soil protection, wildlife habitat, and other
resource uses. It addresses the major range management problems of repe-
titive early grazing of spring range and over-utilization of riparian
zones and meadows, both wet and dry. It also provides the parameters for
controlling the spread of noxious plants. It identifies small allotments
which could be combined with other adjoining small allotments to improve
management flexibility and opportunities.

Range improvements, designed to improve livestock distribution, would
enhance or have minimal adverse impacts on the other resources.

There would not be significant long-term grazing reductions while in-
creasing good ecological condition range from 61 to 66 percent of the
planning area.
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The Proposed Plan would address three issues: (4. a) managing the range
resource to meet existing and future livestock demand, (4.b) designating
forage for livestock and wildlife uses, and (4.c) using special manage-
ment techniques for livestock grazing to improve sensitive areas.

WILDLIFE

The Proposed Plan would provide for existing big game populations and
Idaho Department of Fish and Game population projections through 1995.

It would provide for improvement of crucial elk winter range; deer, ante-
lope and sage grouse habitat; and nongame habitat. Habitat would be pro-
tected or enhanced through acquisition of limited acreages of state and
private land; moderate restrictions on livestock use, forestry, and
mineral activity; and retention of all important habitat. Fences pre-
senting a hazard or movement problem for big game would be modified.
Guzzlers would be installed for antelope, sage grouse, and nongame in
water deficient areas. Sensitive and threatened or endangered species
habitats would be protected through standard operating procedures. This
alternative should provide enhanced habitat conditions such that popula-
tion increases for many wildlife species would be possible.

Rationale: The Proposed Plan formally recognizes the ecologic noncon-
sumptive and consumptive values associated with viable populations of
diverse species of wildlife and their habitat. Supporting that recogni-
tion are accommodations for wildlife by other, potentially competing,
resource activities and various habitat improvement efforts. The Proposed
Plan should provide the enhanced habitat conditions that would make pos-
sible population increases for many wildlife species.

The Proposed Plan addresses the issues of livestock and wildlife forage
designations (4.b), wildlife habitat management (5.a,b,c), restrictions
on forestry to protect wildlife habitat (3.b), and restrictions on miner-
al activities to protect wildlife habitat (2.b).

WATERSHED

Under the Proposed Plan, 1,494 acres of watershed presently in unsatis-
factory condition would be improved through monitoring and livestock
grazing use modifications. Approximately 15.5 miles of perennial stream
riparian area would be improved by fencing to exclude livestock. Thir-
teen of fourteen riparian areas listed in Table 3-5 page 3-20 of the
Draft RMP/EIS as "most in need of Improvement" will improve under this
proposed plan. Timber harvest roads would be closed except for forestry
and fire management purposes following completion of timber harvest acti-
vities to mitigate the adverse impacts of timber harvesting on watersheds
and water quality.

Rationale: The Proposed Plan recognizes that water and water-related
resources in the area are of great importance to both public and private
lands. Mitigation efforts for water and watershed resources would sup-
port this recognition. The Proposed Plan should maintain or improve
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riparian and watershed conditions such that benefits associated with
healthy riparian areas and watersheds (improved wildlife, fisheries, rec-
reation, water quality, and flood control) could be maintained or
improved.

The Proposed Plan addresses the issues of riparian degradation due to
overuse by livestock (6. a), watershed degradation caused by timber har-
vest practices (6.b), and overgrazing by livestock on highly erosive, low
elevation rangeland (6.c). The proposed plan recognizes the direct and
indirect values associated with healthy riparian areas. The political,
socioeconomic, and ecological complexities surrounding the riparian prob-
lems are enormous. Refer to Appendix A-8 for detailed rationale concern-
ing riparian management.

FISHERIES HABITAT MANAGEMENT

The Proposed Plan would improve fisheries habitat on 3.0 miles of
McDevitt Creek and improve water quality on 2.25 miles of Sevenmile
Creek. A total of 94.7 miles of stream would be managed to maintain
fisheries habitat in its present condition.

Rationale: The Proposed Plan recognizes the importance of the aqua-
tic/riparian habitat along 5.5 miles of perennial stream that would be
improved. The other 94.7 miles would remain in an overall static trend.
This addresses planning issues (6. a) and (4.c).

SOILS

Issue 6.c asks, "How should the problem of early spring turnout and over-
grazing by livestock on highly erosive, low elevation rangeland be
handled?"

Rationale: The Proposed Plan would establish lower stocking rates, im-
plement more range improvements, and improve livestock distribution. The
improved distribution would lead to improvement of the poor and fair
ranges (20,200 acres), thus reducing the erosion potential on these
areas. The better distribution would lessen, but not eliminate, the im-
pact of grazing and wildlife on the bentonite badlands areas (5,028
acres).

RECREATION

Recreation use varies in direct proportion to the national economy, river
water levels, big game seasons, and anadromous fish runs. Principal uses
include hunting, fishing, off-road vehicle (ORV) use, river running, and
sightseeing. The Proposed Plan would continue the designation of three
special recreation management areas: the Salmon River, Continental Divide
Trail, and Lewis and Clark Trail. Recreation sites would be developed at
two locations. Mineral entry withdrawals, no-surface-occupancy restric-
tions, and other use restrictions would be used in developed recreation
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sites and special recreation management areas. The Proposed Plan would
leave 93 percent of the area open to ORV use. There would be 14,796 acres
closed to ORV use, and 16,230 acres would have a seasonal (winter) use
limit.

Rationale: The development and protection of recreation sites and
nationally designated trails would help meet the projected demand for
recreation in the area. There has been an increasing demand for recrea-
tion opportunities along the Salmon River. The special recreation man-
agement area designations would provide for more detailed planning so
that most uses could be accommodated. The closure of 14,796 acres to ORV
use is required for the area recommended for wilderness (if designated by
Congress).

This plan designates open, limited, and closed ORV areas in response to
Issue #8 and provides specific management direction for existing recrea-
tional facilities and nationally significant areas in response to Issue
#7.

WILDERNESS

Within the Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area (WSA), 14,796 acres would
be recommended for wilderness designation and 10,126 acres for nonwilder-
ness uses under the Proposed Plan.

Rationale: The area recommended for wilderness designation contains the
heart of the WSA, including all of the primitive and most of the
semi-primitive nonmotorized lands. This area is manageable as wilderness,
little influenced by past land uses, and borders a portion of the Italian
Peaks Roadless Area recommended for wilderness by the U.S. Forest Service.

The area recommended for nonwilderness is a narrow strip adjacent to
several mining areas that has been more affected by nearby past uses than
the rest of the WSA. Management of this narrow strip of land as wilder-
ness would be difficult. Adjacent Forest Service lands are not recommend-
ed for wilderness designation.

This plan offers a reasonable response to the issue of wilderness suit-
ability (Issue #9).

FIRE MANAGEMENT

The Proposed Plan would provide for full suppression on 444,770 acres and
limited suppression only on isolated tracts. A total of 14,796 acres
would be managed under the suppression restrictions within the WSA. A
hazard reduction program would be conducted on 10,000 acres. Prescribed
fires would be used to treat 30,078 acres to improve forage and wildlife
habitat.
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Rationale: Prescribed fire is an economical means of carrying out brush
control and other vegetative manipulation projects. The WSA has certain
criteria that state what type of suppression actions can be taken in that
area. Hazard reduction is a means of removing fuel loading in areas that

have the potential, if a fire starts, to support a disastrous fire.

CULTURAL RESOURCES

The Proposed Plan would protect and preserve documented prehistoric and
historic sites. Cultural resource management plans would be prepared for

five areas, including the Chief Tendoy Cemetery, the Salmon River, the

Lewis and Clark Trail, and Indian Area A and Indian Area B. Management
plans would guide the use and protection of significant cultural, natural
history, and paleontological resources under BLM administration. The
cultural resources standard operating procedures would be applied to pro-
tect cultural resources.

Rationale: The Lemhi Resource Area's cultural resources are fragile,
nonrenewable resources. They have significant socio-cultural values as-

well as excellent archaeological research potential. The Proposed Plan
recognizes the nature and significance of these resources and would rec-
ommend protective and interpretive measures. The Bureau is required by
law to protect the cultural resources on the public lands. Cultural re-
source protection and use would remain consistent and compatible with
other public land resource uses and activities. The standard operating
procedures would help protect cultural resources throughout the planning
area. This alternative addresses management concern #2, which was iden-
tified during the scoping process.

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

The following management guidance applies to, and is a part of, the Pro-
posed Management Prescription. All Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)

are based on existing laws, regulations, and policy.

Allowable Uses

The public lands will be managed under the principles of multiple use and
sustained yield as required by the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
(FLPMA). Any valid use, occupancy, or development of the public lands
that conforms with the RMP will be considered. Those uses, including
rights-of-way, leases, and permits, will be subject to environmental re-
view and may require limitations or stipulations to protect and preserve
natural resources. Limitations may also be imposed on either the type or

intensity of use, or both, because of environmental values, hazards, or

special management considerations. Some limitations have already been
identified for specific areas. These are included in the land use allo-
cations and management objectives in this land use plan.
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Coordination With Other Agencies, State and Local Governments, and Indian
Tribes

The BLM will ensure that the detailed management plans and individual
projects resulting from the RMP are consistent with officially adopted
and approved plans, policies, and programs of other agencies, state and
local governments, and Indian Tribes. Cooperative agreements and memor-
anda of understanding will be developed as needed to promote close coop-
eration between BLM and other federal agencies, state and local govern-
ments, and Indian Tribes.

Lands

Land Ownership Adjustments

Objectives for acquiring public lands are discussed under activity needs
within the alternatives. Site-specific decisions regarding land ownership
adjustments in the resource area will be made based on whether the lands
are needed for Bureau programs or are considered more valuable for other
purposes. The following criteria will be applied to site-specific deter-
minations for lands that are within transfer areas:

1. Public resource values, including but not limited to:

a. Threatened, endangered, or sensitive species habitat.
b. Riparian areas.

c. Fisheries.
d. Nesting/breeding habitat for game animals.
e. Key big game seasonal habitat.
f

.

Developed recreation and recreation access sites.

g. Class A scenery.
h. Municipal watersheds.
i. Energy and mineral potential.

j. Sites or places eligible for inclusion on the National Register
of Historic Places,

k. Wilderness areas and areas being studied for wilderness.
1. Other designations authorized by law.

2. Accessibility of the land for public uses.

3. Amount of public investment in facilities or improvements and the
potential for recovering that investment.

4. Difficulty or cost of administration (manageability).

5. Suitability of the land for management by another federal agency.

6. Significance of the decision in stabilizing business, social, and
economic conditions and/or lifestyles.

7. Encumbrances, including, but not limited to, Recreation and Public
Purposes leases, withdrawals, and other leases or permits.
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8. Consistency of the decision with cooperative agreements and plans or
policies of other agencies.

9. Suitability, and need for change in land ownership or use, for pur-
poses including, but not limited to, community expansion or economic
development such as industrial, residential, or agricultural (other
than grazing) development.

The land ownership adjustment criteria identified above will be consider-
ed in land reports and environmental analyses prepared for specific ad-
justment proposals.

Retention Areas

Public land within retention areas generally will remain in public owner-
ship and be managed by the BLM. Transfers to other public agencies will
be considered where improved management efficiency would result. Recrea-
tion and Public Purpose applications will be considered on all public
lands except those lands of national significance. Land exchange propos-
als will be considered on all public lands. However, these proposals
must be in the public interest, which will be determined by site-specific
application of the land ownership adjustment criteria.

Transfer Areas

Public land within transfer areas generally will be made available for
disposal through sales, exchanges, or desert land entry. Some land may
be retained in public ownership based on site-specific application of the
land ownership adjustment criteria.

Exchanges

Land to be acquired by BLM through exchanges generally should be located
in the retention areas. In addition, acquisition of such land should:

1. Facilitate access to public lands and resources.

2. Maintain or enhance important public values and uses.

3. Maintain or enhance local social and economic values.

4. Improve management efficiency through the elimination of isolated
tracts and the blocking up of public lands.

5. Facilitate implementation of other aspects of the Lemhi RMP.

Sales

Public land to be sold must meet one or more of the following criteria
derived from Section 203(a) of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976:
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1. The land must be difficult and uneconomic to manage as part of the
public lands and must not be suitable for management by another
federal department or agency.

2. The land must have been acquired for a specific purpose and must no
longer be required for that or any other federal purpose.

3. Disposal of the land will serve important public objectives that can
be achieved prudently or feasibly only if the land is removed from
public ownership, and these objectives outweigh other public objec-
tives and values that would be served by maintaining the land in
federal ownership.

Sale will be the preferred method of disposal when:

1. It is required by national policy.

2. The level of interest in a specific tract indicates that competitive
bidding is desirable for reasons of fairness.

3. Disposal through exchange is not feasible.

Agricultural Development

Public land identified for agricultural development must meet all of the
following criteria:

1. Each 40-acre parcel in an application must contain at least 40 per-
cent of Soil Conservation Service capability Class I, II, or III
soils.

2. The land must be lower than 6,350 feet in elevation.

3. The land must meet the requirements of the Desert Land Act of March
3, 1877, as amended.

Unauthorized Use

It is BLM policy to identify, abate, and prevent unauthorized use of pub-
lic lands. Existing unauthorized uses of public land will be resolved
either through termination, temporary authorization by short-term permit,
issuance of rights-of-way, leasing through the Recreation and Public Pur-
poses Act, sale, exchange, or other appropriate manner.

Utility/Rights-of-Way (ROW) Avoidance

Utility and transportation development may be permitted based on consid-
eration of the following criteria:

1. Type of and need for the proposed facility.

2. Conflicts with other existing or potential resource values and uses.
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3. Availability of alternatives and/or mitigation measures.

Land Use Authorizations

Land use permits under Section 302 of the Federal Land Policy and Manage-
ment Act may be used as an interim management measure for resolving un-
authorized use problems prior to a final land use/status determination,
and for one-time uses of short duration. Leases will be used as a

longer-term (5 to 10 years) interim management tool, particularly where
future disposal or dedication to another particular land use is contem-
plated. The latter may allow for agricultural use on an area that may
also be needed for future materials sources, or for community expansion
needs.

Cooperative agreements, under certain circumstances, may be reached with
other federal entities for uses that are not appropriately covered by a

right-of-way or a withdrawal. Flood control and aquifer recharge areas
may be most appropriately covered by cooperative agreements.

Withdrawals and Classifications

It is BLM policy to review all withdrawals on and classifications of pub-
lic lands by October 20, 1991. This includes a review of approximately
6,180 acres of various withdrawals as well as review of the Classifica-
tion and Multiple Use Act (1-1639) that will involve approximately
422,578 acres of public land. Review of these latter acres is to be com-
plete by the end of September 1987.

The multiple use classification will be reviewed through the planning
process and a decision will be made to cancel or continue the classifica-
tion, either in whole or in part, based on the transfer and retention
areas.

Access

All existing public access routes will be reserved if the lands are
transferred out of public ownership. Easements will be obtained across
private property as needed for general public use and public land manage-
ment by BLM.

Energy and Minerals

Oil and Gas Leasing

Oil and gas leasing is presently covered by a district-wide environmental
assessment, which is incorporated in this RMP.

As a general rule, public lands within the resource area are available
for oil and gas leasing. In many areas, oil and gas leases will be issued
with only the standard stipulations. In other areas, leases will have
special stipulations attached to them at the time of issuance to protect
seasonal wildlife habitat or other sensitive resource values. In highly
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sensitive areas, where special stipulations do not provide adequate pro-
tection for important surface resource values, portions of the lease, or

the entire lease, will be issued with a "no-surface-occupancy" stipula-
tion.

This analysis assumes that horizontal deviations of up to 1,500 feet are
feasible with current directional drilling techniques. However, because
of the high cost of directional drilling, such operations would not be
anticipated unless there is high potential for a discovery.

The general areas where standard, special, and "no-surface-occupancy"
stipulations would apply are shown on the map. During any given year,
the authorized officer could waive the special restrictions if actual
conditions did not warrant them. The standard stipulations are as fol-
lows:

Endangered, Threatened, or Sensitive Species: The Federal Surface Man-
agement Agency is responsible for assuring that the leased land is ex-
amined prior to undertaking any surface-disturbing activities to deter-
mine effects upon any plant or animal species, listed or proposed for
listing as endangered or threatened, or their habitats. The findings of
this examination may result in some restrictions to the operator's plans
or even disallow use and occupancy that would be in violation of the
Endangered Species Act of 1973 by detrimentally affecting endangered or
threatened species of their habitats.

The lessee/operator may, unless notified by the authorized officer of the
Surface Management Agency that the examination is not necessary, conduct
the examination on the leased lands at his discretion and cost. This
examination must be done by or under the supervision of a qualified re-
sources specialist approved by the Surface Management Agency. An accept-
able report must be provided to the Surface Management Agency identifying
the anticipated effects of a proposed action on endangered or threatened
species or their habitats.

Erosion Control: Surface disturbing activities may be prohibited during
muddy and/or wet soil period. This limitation does not apply to operation
and maintenance of producing wells using authorized roads.

Controlled or Limited Surface Use Stipulation: This stipulation may be

modified by special stipulations which are hereto attached or when speci-
fically approved in writing by the District Manager, Bureau of Land Man-
agement, with concurrence of the Federal surface management agency.
Distances and/or time periods may be made less restrictive depending on
the actual on-ground conditions. The lessee should contact the Federal
Surface Management Agency for more specific locations and information
regarding the restrictive nature of this stipulation.

The lessee operator is given notice that the lands within this lease may
include special areas and that such areas may contain special values, may
be needed for special purposes, or may require special attention to pre-
vent damage to surface and/or other resources. Possible special areas
are identified below (would be listed below on an actual lease). Any
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surface use or occupancy within such special areas will be strictly con-
trolled or, if absolutely necessary, excluded. Use or occupancy will be
restricted only when the Bureau of Land Management and/or the Surface
Management Agency demonstrates the restriction necessary for the protec-
tion of such special areas and existing or planned uses. Appropriate
modifications to imposed restrictions will be made for the maintenance
and operations of producing oil and gas wells.

Geo thermal Leasing

Geothermal resource leasing is covered by a district-wide environmental
assessment at the present time, and this assessment is incorporated in
the RMP. Lease applications will continue to be processed as received.
Stipulations developed during the preparation of the district-wide envir-
onmental assessment will be attached to the leases prior to issuance.
Specific proposals for prelease exploration or operation on leases will
be reviewed by an interdisciplinary team. This review process will result
in a site-specific environmental assessment of the proposal and may in-
clude additional special stipulations necessary to protect other resourc-
es. Seasonal or no-surface-occupancy stipulations for oil and gas leas-
ing apply also to geothermal leasing in the same specified areas.

Non-Energy Mineral Leasing

Prospecting permits and lease applications will be reviewed by an inter-
disciplinary team and environmental assessments will be prepared for each
proposed action. These assessments will develop any special stipulations
necessary for the protection of other surface resources. A phased ap-
proach will be used, with site-specific analysis of a proposed activity
following the analysis completed for permit issuance. The only known
potential for hardrock leasing is in the Hawley Creek area; an environ-
mental assessment has been completed for Hawley Creek, with a recommenda-
tion for issuance of prospecting permits.

Coal Leasing

In this RMP, coal leasing is not considered as an issue because the po-
tential for commercial development appears very low. Applications for
coal prospecting permits or coal leases will be evaluated when received.
Preliminary applications of the "Coal Suitability Criteria" indicate that

not all lands identified as having coal potential are suitable for leas-
ing.

Locatable Minerals

Mineral exploration and development on public land will be regulated un-
der 43 CFR 3800 to prevent unnecessary and undue degradation of the land.
The BLM will conduct validity examinations, checking mining claims to
determine whether a claimant has established any right to the mineral
resources, under the following conditions:

1. Where a mineral patent application has been filed and a field examin-
ation is required to verify the validity of the claim(s).
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2. Where there is a conflict with a disposal application and it is

deemed in the public interest to do so, or where the statute author-
izing the disposal requires the removal of mining claims that are not
valid. If the validity examination showed that the mining claim was
valid, the disposal action could not be completed.

3. Where the land is needed for a federal program.

4. Where a mining claim is located under the guise of the mining law and
flagrant unauthorized use of the land or mineral resource is occur-
ring.

Withdrawals from mineral entry will be used only where there are signifi-
cant resource values that cannot be adequately protected under the sur-
face management regulations. This would include areas recommended for
wilderness designation, Important historical and cultural resources, and
recreational developments.

Public land will be reopened to mineral entry where mineral withdrawals
are revoked through the withdrawal review process.

Salable Minerals (Common Variety)

Applications for the removal of common variety mineral materials will be
processed using the standards developed in this RMP and the restrictions
developed for each alternative. Since most disposals within the resource
area are generally under the 100,000 ton or cubic yard threshold, the
Categorical Exclusion Review process for critical resources will be used;
an environmental assessment need not be prepared. Community pits will be

designated where there is sufficient demand to open new material sites.
Disposals to state, county, and municipal governments will generally be
handled through issuance of free use permits rather than establishment of
mineral material sites.

Forest Management

General Forest Management and Planning

The suitable timber production base, as determined by the Timber Produc-
tion Capability Classification inventory, will be subject to the specific
restrictions and withdrawals required by this RMP. These RMP actions fur-
ther refine the timber base to those acres available for sustained yield
production of forest products. All lands within the available timber
production base will be considered for scheduled timber harvesting and
subject to a variety of forest development activities.

Restrictions placed on the available timber base because of concerns for

other resource values (wildlife, recreational use, etc.) will not rule
out intensive forest management and planned timber harvest. However, any
loss in timber yield resulting from these restrictions will be taken into
consideration in future allowable cut computations.
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Any commercial forest lands set aside are removed from the timber produc-
tion base will not be available for scheduled timber harvesting. This
acreage will not be included in allowable cut calculations. However,
these set aside stands, along with those classified as woodland, will be

subject to limited forest management activities such as logging road
right-of-ways, salvage operations, and firewood cutting. Any volumes of

timber removed from these lands will not be used to satisfy allowable cut

levels.

Timber Harvesting and Silvicultural Treatments

Methods of harvest will include clearcutting and shelterwood systems.
Clearcutting will be utilized in predominantly lodgepole pine stands,
with limited use in Douglas-fir to control dwarf mistletoe infestations.
Clearcuts will be limited to 40 acres and will be irregularly shaped to
minimize wildlife escape distances and blend into the surrounding land-
scape.

Timber marking prescriptions will concentrate on genetic improvement of
the regenerated stand and will be designed primarily to encourage natural
regeneration.

Natural regeneration will be the primary method of reforestation except
where an area has been depleted or heavily affected by insects, disease,
fire, or other natural catastrophe. Artificial reforestation or site
preparation will be considered when natural regeneration does not occur
within five years after harvest. The backlog of harvest areas without
adequate regeneration stocking levels will also be planted or scarified
as forest development funds become available.

Tractor skidding will be restricted to slopes of 45 percent or less in
the volcanic, granitic, and sediment land types. Skidding on quartzite
soils will be allowed on slopes up to 60 percent. One exception to the
45 percent restriction would be on small areas of convex slopes with in-
adequate deflection for cable yarding. Some limited skidding activity on
slopes up to 60 percent would be allowed in these areas.

Slash treatments will vary with the specific harvesting system and the
silvicultural objectives for the stand. Most Douglas-fir harvest units
will require lop and scatter slash disposal with some piling of large
concentrations at landings. Lodgepole pine slash treatments will vary
between lop and scatter and piling depending on cone serotiny and stand
objectives. All burning of slash will be conducted by BLM personnel in
conformance with state air quality guidelines.

All skid trails will be cross-drained with the construction of water bars
upon completion of skidding operations.

All harvest units susceptible to livestock damage will be protected by
grazing closures or fencing until such time as regeneration becomes
stocked and established.
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At least three nonhazardous snags per acre will be left in shelterwood
harvest units for nongame wildlife use. In the absence of sufficient
numbers of nonhazardous snags, some large culls will be substituted.

Seasonal harvest restrictions and road closures will be imposed to pro-
tect soils, watershed, and wildlife values during critical periods.

No firewood cutting permits will be issued in cottonwood/aspen and asso-
ciated riparian areas/drainages except as part of a special vegetation
management project designed to encourage sprouting and regeneration of
the stand.

All forestry practices will meet or exceed those set forth under the
Idaho Forest Practices Act, Title 38, Chapter 13, Idaho Code.

Range

Allotment Categorization

All grazing allotments in the resource area have been assigned to one of
three management categories—M (maintain), I (improve), and C (custodi-
al)—based on present resource conditions, potential for improvement, and
management objectives. The M category allotments generally will be man-
aged to maintain current satisfactory resource conditions, I category
allotments generally will be managed to improve resource conditions, and
C category allotments will receive custodial management while protecting
existing resource values.

Allotment-Specific Objectives for the Improvement Category

Multiple use management objectives have been developed for each allotment
in the I category (see Appendix B, Draft Lemhi RMP/EIS). Future manage-
ment actions, including approval of allotment management plans, will be
tailored to meet these objectives. However, the priorities assigned to
achieving sometimes conflicting objectives for wildlife habitat, water-
shed, vegetation condition, and livestock forage production differ be-
tween alternatives.

Implementing Changes in Allotment Management

Activity plans are commonly used to present, in detail, the types of
changes required in an allotment and to establish a schedule for imple-
mentation. Actions set forth under the AMP that affect the environment
will be analyzed and compared to alternative actions. During the analy-
sis, the proposal may be altered or completely revamped to mitigate ad-
verse impacts. The following sections contain discussions of the types

of change likely to be recommended in an activity plan and the guidance
that applies to these administrative actions.
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Livestock Use Adjustments

Livestock use adjustments are made by changing one or more of the follow-
ing: the season of use, the number of head, or the pattern of grazing.
For each of the alternatives presented in this RMP, target stocking rates
have been set for each allotment (refer to Appendix B, Draft Lemhi
RMP/EIS). While most livestock use adjustments will occur in the I

allotments, use adjustments are permitted for allotments in categories C

and M.

In reviewing the target stocking rate figures and other recommended
changes, it is emphasized that the target animal unit month (AUM) figures
are not final stocking rates. All livestock use adjustments will be im-
plemented through documented mutual agreement or by decision. When ad-
justments are made through mutual agreement, they may be implemented once
the Rangeland Program Summary has been through a public review period.
When livestock use adjustments are implemented by decision, the decision
will be based on operator consultation, range survey data, and monitoring
of resource conditions. Current BLM policy emphasizes the use of a sys-
tematic monitoring program over a period of years to verify the need for
livestock adjustments proposed on the basis of one-time inventory data.

Monitoring will also be used to measure the changes brought about by new
livestock management practices and to evaluate the effectiveness of man-
agement changes in meeting stated objectives. Detailed guidance for
rangeland monitoring is available in current BLM policy and guidance.
(Refer to Implementation Section of this document).

The federal regulations that govern changes in allocation of livestock
forage provide specific direction for livestock use adjustments implemen-
ted by decision. The regulations specify that permanent increases in

livestock forage or suspensions of preference "shall be implemented over
a five-year period...." The regulations do provide for adjustments to be
implemented in less than five years when (1) an agreement is reached to

implement the adjustment in less than five years or (2) a shorter imple-
mentation period is needed to sustain resource productivity.

Temporary Suspensions and Closures

Temporary suspensions of grazing use or closures of all or portions of
allotments may be implemented to protect the public lands because of
drought, fire, flood, or insect infestation. When conditions such as

fire, flood, or insect infestation create a significant impact on the
normal operation of a grazing operator, efforts to mitigate the impact
will be taken by BLM. These mitigating efforts may consist of relocation
of grazing use, modification of grazing systems, and granting of tempor-
ary nonrenewable grazing use in other allotments under permit or lease.

No action will be taken by BLM prior to consultation and coordination
with affected permittees or lessees and other affected parties.
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Range Improvements and Treatments

Typical range improvements and treatments and the general procedures to
be followed in implementing them are described in Appendix B, Draft Lemhi
RMP/EIS. The extent, location, and timing of such actions will be based
on the allotment-specific management objectives adopted through the re-

source management planning process, interdisciplinary development and
review (to include the Idaho Department of Fish and Game) of proposed
actions, operator contributions, and BLM funding capability. Since some
of the soils in the resource area may be unsuitable for range improvement
projects, proposed projects will be investigated for feasibility prior to
approving location and design plans.

All new fence construction will comply with the Lemhi Resource Area fenc-
ing policy dated May 20, 1983 which is as follows:

It shall be standard policy for the Lemhi Resource Area that:

A. All wire fences constructed subsequent to this policy statement shall
be 3-wire only.

B. Wire spacing shall be as follows:

a. Top wire shall be set no higher than 38" from ground level.
b. Bottom wire shall be smooth and set at a minimum of 18" from

ground level.
c. Mid-wire shall be set at 26" from ground level unless:

1. Bighorn sheep are involved (34")

2. Fence is adjustable for antelope (29")

C. All new fences shall be flagged (e.g. cloth strips, survey flag-
ging) between every other post.

D. Exceptions: Variances or exceptions to the above may be allowed in
unusual or unique circumstances where public safety is in- volved or
where total exclusion of animals is required (e.g. campgrounds,
exclosures, etc.). Exceptions will be justified in writing.

All allotments in which range improvement funds are to be spent will be
subjected to an economic analysis. The analysis will be used to develop
a final priority ranking of allotments for spending range improvement
funds that are needed to carry out activity plans. The highest priority
for implementation generally will be assigned to those improvements for
which the total anticipated benefits exceed costs. Generally, all struc-
tural range improvements will be maintained by the benefitting party(s).
All nonstructural range improvements will be maintained by BLM.

Noxious weed control will be considered under all alternatives. Indivi-
dual sites and species (i.e., larkspur, Canadian thistle, leafy etc.)
will be handled on a case-by-case basis through the environmental assess-
ment (EA) process. Where biological controls have proven to be effective,
they will be used in preference to chemical or mechanical methods.
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Grazing Systems

The type of system to be implemented will be based on consideration of
the following factors:

1. Allotment-specific management objectives (see Appendix B, Draft Lemhi
RMP/E1S)

2. Resource characteristics, including vegetation potential and water
availability

3. Operator needs

4. Implementation costs

Typical grazing systems available for consideration are described in
Appendix B of the Draft Lemhi RMP/EIS.

Unleased or Unpermitted Tracts

Unleased or unpermitted tracts generally will remain available for fur-
ther consideration for authorized grazing, as provided for in the current
BLM grazing regulations. However, certain tracts currently closed or
restricted to grazing use will remain so.

Wildlife and Fisheries Program

General

Fish and wildlife habitat will continue to be evaluated on a case-by-case
basis as a part of project-level planning. Such evaluation will consider
the significance of the proposed project and the sensitivity of fish and
wildlife habitat in the affected area. Stipulations will be attached as

appropriate to assure compatibility of projects with management objec-
tives for fish and wildlife habitat. Habitat improvement projects will
be implemented where necessary to stabilize or improve unsatisfactory or
declining wildlife habitat condition. Such projects will be identified
through habitat management plans or multiple resource management activity
plans

.

Seasonal Restrictions

Seasonal restrictions will continue to be applied where they are needed
to mitigate the impacts of human activities on important seasonal wild-
life habitat. The major types of seasonal wildlife habitat and the time
periods in which restrictions may be needed are shown in Table 1. Ap-
proximately 60 percent (226,000 acres) of the resource area lies within
areas potentially subject to restriction. During any given year, the
authorized officer may waive seasonal restrictions if actual conditions
do not warrant them.
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TABLE 1

SEASONAL WILDLIFE RESTRICTIONS

Habitat Restricted Period

Big Game Winter Range (Deer/Elk/Bighorn) 11/15 - 03/15
Elk Rut Areas 08/15 - 10/01
Elk Calving Areas 04/30 - 06/30
Raptor Nest Sites Dates vary by specie;

Sage Grouse Strutting Grounds 03/01 - 04/30
Sage Grouse Nesting & Broodrearing 04/30 - 06/30
Antelope Fawning Grounds 05/01 - 06/30
Antelope Winter Ranges 11/15 - 03/15

Threatened, Endangered, and Sensitive Species Habitat

Whenever possible, management activities in habitat for threatened, en-
dangered, or sensitive species will be designed to benefit those species
through habitat improvement.

The Idaho Department of Fish and Game and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service will be consulted prior to implementing projects that may affect
habitat for threatened and endangered species. If a "may affect" situa-
tion is determined through the BLM biological assessment process, consul-
tation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service will be initiated in
accordance with Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as
amended. All activities occurring within the interagency wolf coordina-
tion zone (east of Idaho Highway 28 between Kenney Creek and Eighteenmile
Creek) will be subject to Section 7 consultation.

Table 2 shows species and areas where all management activities will be
analyzed for possible impacts during the writing of any activity plans or
environmental assessments.

TABLE 2

T & E PLANT MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

Species Area
Physarla dldymocarpa var. lyrata _ _ Williams Creek

Pattee Creek
Basin Creek
Trail Creek

Agency Creek
Astragalus scaphoides Agency Creek

The only activity that would seriously impact Penstemon lemhiensis is

herbicide spraying, particularly along roads. An analysis of impacts
to populations of this species will be done if herbicide spraying is
proposed.
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Terrestrial Wildlife Habitat

Sufficient forage and cover will be provided for wildlife on seasonal
habitat. Forage and cover requirements will be incorporated into allot-
ment management plans and will apply to specific areas of primary wild-
life use.

Range improvements generally will be designed to achieve both wildlife
and range objectives. Existing fences will be modified and new fences
will be built so as to allow wildlife passage. Water developments gener-
ally will not be established for livestock where significant conflicts
with wildlife for vegetation would result.

Vegetation manipulation projects will be designed to minimize impact on
wildlife habitat and to improve it whenever possible. These projects
will comply with sage grouse, antelope, and mule deer management guide-
lines. The Idaho Department of Fish and Game will be consulted two years
in advance on all vegetation manipulation projects. Animal control pro-
grams will be coordinated with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Management actions within floodplains and wetlands will include measures
to preserve, protect, and, if necessary, restore their natural functions
(as required by Executive Orders 11988 and 11990 and BLM Manual 6740).
Management techniques will be used to minimize the degradation of stream
banks and the loss of riparian vegetation. Bridges and culverts will be
designed and installed to maintain adequate fish passage.

Riparian habitat needs will be taken into consideration in developing
livestock grazing systems and pasture designs. Some of the techniques
that can be used to lessen impacts are:

1. Constructing shade structures in conjunction with water development
away from riparian areas

2. Using prescribed fire to draw cattle away from riparian zones

3. Changing class of stock from cow/calf pairs to herded sheep or year-
lings.

4. Eliminating hot season grazing or scheduling hot season grazing for
only one year out of every three.

5. Locating salt away from riparian zones.

6. Laying out pasture fences so that each pasture has as much riparian
habitat as possible.

7. Locating fences so that they do not confine or concentrate livestock
near the riparian zone.

8. Developing alternative sources of water to lessen the grazing pres-
sure on the riparian habitat.
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9. Using temporary electric fencing.

10. Excluding livestock completely from riparian habitat as a last resort
by using protective fencing.

Forestry Activities

Where applicable, the elk management guidelines contained in Elk Habitat
Relations for Central Idaho (Ralphs, 1981) will be followed. These in-

clude:

1. Managing public vehicle access to maintain the habitat effectiveness
of security cover and key seasonal habitat (such as winter range and
calving/nursery areas) for deer and elk.

2. Maintaining adequate untreated peripheral zones around important
moist sites (for example, wet sedge meadows, springs, and riparian
zones).

3. Ensuring that slash depth inside clear cuts does not exceed 1 1/2
feet.

4. Generally discouraging thinning immediately adjacent to clear cuts.

Fencing

To the extent possible, fences will be located and constructed to maxi-
mize their visibility, to take advantage of flat areas (benches, saddles,
etc.), and to cross contour lines.

Existing fences posing a potential or known problem to big game movement
will be modified as necessary.

All new fence construction will comply with the Lemhi Resource Area fenc-
ing policy dated May 20, 1983. See Range Improvements and Treatments .

Water Development

1. Free water for use by wildlife shall be maintained at or within 1/4
mile of all spring developments. This water shall remain available
for at least as long a period as predevelopment conditions provided.

2. Adequate water shall remain at spring developments to maintain any
associated riparian zone.

3. Height of troughs or other water containers shall not exceed 20

inches above ground level.

4. Bird ladders or other appropriate wildlife escape devices will be
installed and maintained in all water troughs.
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5. As appropriate, pipelines and troughs will remain charged with water
from June 15 to October 1 to provide for wildlife that has become
dependent upon them. Maintenance of these projects will be negoti-
ated between BLM, Idaho Department of Fish and Game, and the permit-
tee.

Vegetation Manipulation

1. The Idaho Department of Fish and Game shall be given at least two
years notice prior to any vegetation manipulation project.

2. Brush control projects will be designed to maximize edge effect to
the extent possible. Islands of untreated sagebrush will be incor-
porated into project design as necessary to provide cover for sage
grouse and other species.

3. Proposed brush manipulation projects on sage grouse winter and/or
nesting range or antelope winter and/or fawning range must have a

predicted neutral or beneficial effect on these species.

a. The sagebrush canopy cover will not be reduced below 10 percent
on sage grouse broodrearing areas.

b. The sagebrush canopy cover will not be reduced below 20 percent
on sage grouse nesting and wintering areas.

c. The sagebrush canopy cover will not be reduced below 10 percent
on general antelope ranges. Winter ranges and spring fawning
areas will not be treated unless overall benefits to antelope
will result.

4. Brush control proposals within 2 miles of known strutting grounds
will be subject to on-site inspection by BLM and Idaho Department of
Fish and Game personnel to determine prohibited areas.

5. As a rule, no brush control will be allowed within 100 yards of
streams, meadows, or secondary drainages (dry and intermittent). The
desirability of increasing or decreasing the width on specific areas
will be determined via on-site evaluation by BLM and Idaho Department
of Fish and Game personnel.

6. A mixture of grasses, forbs, and shrubs (if appropriate) will be used
in all range rehabilitation or improvement projects.

General

Soil, water, and air resources will continue to be evaluated on a

case-by-case basis as a part of project level planning. Such an evalua-
tion will consider the significance of the proposed projects and the sen-
sitivity of the resources. Stipulations will be attached as appropriate
to prevent adverse impacts to soil, water, and air.
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Soils

Adequate cover will be maintained to keep soil erosion within tolerable
limits. Recent research suggests the soil loss tolerance figure for
rangeland is 1.0 ton per acre per year (personal communication with Agri-
cultural Research Service staff).

Water

Water quality will be maintained or improved in accordance with state and
federal standards. State agencies will be consulted on proposed projects
that may significantly affect water quality. Management actions on public
land within municipal watersheds will be designed to protect water quali-
ty and quantity.

All BLM initiated or authorized programs and actions potentially affect-
ing wetland-riparian areas will comply with the spirit and intent of
Executive Order 11990 (Wetlands Act) and BLM Policy as put forth in BLM
Manual Section 6740.06. These directives stress the avoidance of (1)
"...long and short-term adverse impacts associated with the destruction,
loss, or degradation of wetland-riparian areas" and (2) the preservation
and enhancement of "the natural and beneficial values of wetland-riparian
areas which may include constraining or excluding those uses that cause
significant, long-term ecological damage."

Roads and utility corridors will avoid riparian zones to the extent prac-
ticable.

Air Quality

Under the Clean Air Act (as amended, 1977), BLM-administered lands were
given a Class II air quality classification, which allows moderate deter-
ioration associated with moderate, well-controlled industrial and popula-
tion growth. The BLM will manage all public lands as Class II unless
they are reclassified by the state as a result of the procedures pres-
cribed in the Clean Air Act (as amended, 1977). Administrative actions
on the public lands will comply with the air quality classification for
that specific area.

Recreation

Recreation Opportunities

A broad range of outdoor recreation opportunities will continue to be

provided for all segments of the public, depending on demand. Trails and
other means of public access will continue to be maintained and developed
where necessary to enhance recreation opportunities and allow public use.
Developed recreation facilities receiving the heaviest use will receive
first priority for operation and maintenance funds. Sites that cannot be

maintained to acceptable health and safety standards will be closed until
deficiencies are corrected. Investment of public funds for new recreation
developments will be permitted only on land identified to remain in pub-
lic ownership.
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Recreation resources will continue to be evaluated on a case-by-case bas-
is as a part of project-level planning. Such evaluation will consider
the significance of the proposed project and the sensitivity of recrea-
tion resources in the affected area. Stipulations will be attached as
appropriate to assure compatibility of projects with recreation manage-
ment objectives.

Motorized Vehicle Use

Travel planning, including the designation of areas open, restricted, and
closed to motorized vehicle access, will remain a high priority for pub-
lic land. Public land within areas identified as open to motorized
vehicle use generally will remain available for such use without restric-
tions. Exceptions to this general rule may be authorized after consider-
ation of the following criteria:

1. The need to minimize damage to soil, watershed, vegetation, or other
resource values.

2. The need to minimize harassment of wildlife or significant degrada-
tion of wildlife habitats.

3. The need to promote user safety.

Public land within areas currently having motorized vehicle use restric-
tions generally will receive priority attention during travel planning.
Specific roads, trails, or portions of such areas may be closed seasonal-
ly or yearlong to all or specified types of motorized vehicle use.

Public land within areas closed to motorized vehicle use will be closed
yearlong to all forms of motorized vehicle use except emergency or auth-
orized vehicles.

Restrictions and closures will be established for specific roads, trails,
or areas only where problems have been identified. Areas not designated
as restricted or closed will remain open for motorized vehicle use.

Visual Resources

Visual resources will continue to be evaluated as a part of activity and
project planning. Such evaluation will consider the significance of the
proposed project and the visual sensitivity of the affected area. Stipu-
lations will be attached as appropriate to maintain designated visual
resource management classes.

Wilderness Resources

The Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area (WSA) will continue to be managed
in compliance with the Interim Management Policy until it is reviewed and
acted upon by Congress. If all or part of this area is designated as
wilderness by Congress, it will be managed under BLM's Wilderness Manage-
ment Policy. A site-specific wilderness management plan will be developed
to guide future management.
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If all or part of the Eighteenmile WSA is not designated as wilderness,
it will be managed under the multiple use guidelines set forth in this
RMP.

Wild and Scenic River Area

The Salmon River from North Fork to its headwaters has been identified as
a potential Wild and Scenic Study River. The area will continue to be
managed to prevent unnecessary and undue degradation until it is reviewed
and acted upon by Congress.

Fire

The primary fire protection objective will continue to be the control of

all wildfires on or threatening public land during the first burning
period. Upon completion and approval of the RMP, activity plans will be
completed to accomplish the direction of the RMP guidance.

The resource area has many scattered talus mountain tops with lone or
scattered trees. These would be limited suppression areas. However,
each public report on a fire would have to be checked to make sure the
fire was not spreading or sliding down into adjacent fuels. If found to
be safe, a fire would be monitored and allowed to burn out unless too
many reports were received from residents or tourists.

Fire suppression within the Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area will fol-
low the Interim Management Policy until the area is designated as wilder-
ness or nonwilderness by Congress.

Prescribed burning will continue to be used in support of resource man-
agement objectives.

Cultural Resources

The BLM is required to identify, evaluate, and protect cultural resources
on public lands under its jurisdiction and to ensure that Bureau initi-
ated or Bureau authorized actions do not inadvertently harm or destroy
nonfederal cultural resources. These requirements are mandated by the

Antiquities Act of 1906, the Reservoir Salvage Act of 1960 as amended by
P.L. 933-191, the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and amend-
ments, the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, Executive Order
11593 (1971), Section 202 of the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
of 1976, and the Archeological Resources Protection Act of 1979, together
with 36 CFR 800.

Prior to starting any Bureau initiated or authorized action that involves
surface disturbing activities, sale, or transfer from Federal management,
BLM will conduct, or cause to be conducted, a Class III (intensive) in-
ventory as specified in BLM Manual Section 8111.4. This intensive inven-
tory supplements previous surveys and will be done to locate, identify,
and evaluate cultural resource properties in the affected areas. If
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properties that may be eligible for the National Register are discovered,
BLM will consult with the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) and
forward the documentation to the Keeper of the National Register to ob-
tain a determination of eligibility in accordance with 36 CFR Part 63.

Since any Bureau authorized or initiated action recognizes and accommo-
dates cultural resources by virtue of standard operating procedures, the
only activity that may damage these resources is unplanned public use.
Such activities include unauthorized recreational vehicle use, artifact
collection, and illegal excavation for materials and antiquities. The
location of these activities is impossible to predict and may occur in
spite of measures designed to exclude or limit them.

Cultural resource values discovered in a proposed project or authorized
action area will be protected by adhering to the following methods.

1. Avoidance. Cultural resources would be protected by redesigning or
relocating the project or excluding significant cultural resource
areas from development, use, or disposal.

2. Salvaging. If a project cannot be redesigned or relocated, cultural
resource values will be salvaged through controlled, scientific
methods pursuant to the SHPO agreement.

3. Project/Action Abandonment. If the site is determined to be of

significant value or the above-mentioned methods are not considered
adequate, the project will be abandoned.

All cultural sites identified as special management areas will be closed
to off-road vehicle use, vegetation manipulation, and surface occupancy.

All cultural sites known to be eligible for National Register nomination
or listed on the National Register will be protected from deterioration
and be retained in federal ownership.

Cemetery areas or known concentrations of burials will be closed to live-
stock grazing. Known cemeteries or concentrations of burials will be
withdrawn from mineral entry. No surface occupancy will be stipulated
for known cemeteries or concentrations of burials.

Paleontological Resources

Paleontological resources will be managed to protect specimens and main-
tain or enhance sites or areas for their scientific and educational
values.

The potential impacts to the paleontologic resources of the Lemhi Re-
source Area are unknown as an inventory has not yet been completed. Once
an inventory is completed and site clearances become standard practice,
the resource will be adequately protected.
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Cadastral Survey

Cadastral surveys will continue to be conducted in support of resource
management programs. Survey requirements and priorities will be deter-
mined on a yearly basis as a part of the annual work planning process.

Road and Trail Construction and Maintenance

Road and trail construction and maintenance will continue to be conducted
in support of resource management objectives. Construction and mainten-
ance requirements and priorities will be determined on a yearly basis as
a part of the annual work planning process.

Investment of public funds for road and trail construction generally will
be permitted only on land identified for retention in public ownership.
Exceptions may be allowed where investment costs can be recovered as a
part of land disposal actions.

Specific road and trail construction standards will be determined based
on the following criteria:

1. Resource management needs.

2. User safety.

3. Impacts to environmental values, including but not limited to wild-
life and fisheries habitat, soil stability, recreation, and scenery.

4. Construction and maintenance costs.

Detailed Management Plans

The RMP provides general guidance for the resource area. More detailed
management plans called activity plans will be prepared to deal with
areas where a greater level of detail is required. Activity plans will
indicate specific management practices, improvements, allocations, and
other information for a particular site or area. They will be prepared
for most major BLM programs, including range (allotment management
plans), recreation (recreation area management plans), wildlife (habitat
management plans), and cultural resources (cultural resource management
plans). Where two or more activities have activity planning needs in the
same general area, a single consolidated activity plan may be prepared.
Coordination, consultation, and public involvement are important in the
formulation of activity plans. Each activity plan will be analyzed
through the environmental review process and these environmental assess-
ments will be available for public review.

Economic and Social Considerations

The BLM will ensure that any management action undertaken in connection
with this plan is cost-effective and takes into account local social and
economic factors. Cost-effectiveness may be determined by any method
deemed appropriate by the Bureau for the specific management action in-
volved.
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Environmental Review

An environmental analysis or categorical exclusion review will be comple-
ted prior to approval of any project involving public lands. If no sig-
nificant impacts are identified, the analysis will be documented through
an environmental assessment and a finding of no significant impact. If
the analysis suggests a major federal action that would significantly
affect the human environment, an environmental impact statement (EIS)
will be prepared under the direction of the BLM Idaho State Director.
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SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

Once the RMP is approved, it will require support from many sources in
order to be implemented. Support requirements are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3

SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

SUPPORT RESOURCE REMARKS

Appraisal Lands, Forestry, Range
Management, Wildlife,
Recreation

Appraisals must be conducted on
those lands identified for
transfer and acquisitions. Also
access acquired for timber
sales, range and wildlife pro-
jects, and recreation develop-
ments must be appraised.

Cadastral Survey Minerals, Wildlife,
Range, Lands, Forestry,
Wilderness

Identification of public land
boundaries may be required for
actions such as: mineral dis-
posal, land transfers, timber
sales, range projects, wild-
life projects, and occupancy
trespass settlements.

Access Forestry, Minerals,
Range, Wildlife, Recre-

ation, Cultural,
Watershed

Legal access is required for a
number of actions such as:

timber sales, mineral disposal,
range projects, recreation
use, wildlife projects, cul-
tural resource management, and
watershed projects.

Water Rights Watershed, Wildlife,

Range
All BLM water developments re-

quire water rights.

Engineering Range, Wildlife,
Forestry, Recreation

Engineering design, review,
and construction or contract
preparation; administration of

construction is required for
range projects, recreation
developments, and road build-
ing and maintenance projects
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TABLE 3 (cont'd)
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS

SUPPORT RESOURCE REMARKS

Fire Management Range and Wildlife Hab- Technical assistance is re-
itat Management quired for preparation of pre-

scriptions for prescribed
burning and fire management
on prescribed burns designed
to improve range and wildlife
habitat.

All Fire suppression, as specified
in the RMP for the protection
of resource values and proper-
ty.
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CONSISTENCY WITH OTHER PLANS

This proposed plan does not appear to be inconsistent with the officially
adopted plans, programs, or policies of other federal, state, or local
governments or with Indian tribes. The public comments to date have shown
no inconsistencies.

The Lemhi County Comprehensive Plan was reviewed by BLM. The Lemhi Draft
RMP is consistent with the Lemhi County plan. Coordination with the U.S.
Forest Service, Soil Conservation Service, Lemhi County, city of Salmon,
local Lemhi Indians, and Shoshone Bannock tribe does not indicate any
inconsistencies

.

Agencies, governments, and Indian tribes may notify BLM of inconsistenc-
ies with their plans during the 90-day public review period. The final
RMP/EIS will document inconsistencies and, if they cannot be remedied,
will explain why.

The BLM planning regulations provide for a 60-day review by the Governor
of BLM's proposed plans or amendments (1610.3-2(e)) . The purpose of this
review is to give the Governor the opportunity to identify inconsistenc-
ies between BLM's proposed plan and state or local plans, policies, or
programs. A Memorandum of Understanding (May 3, 1984) with the Office of
the Governor has been executed to provide for The Governor's consistency
review . In accordance with this Memorandum of Understanding, the BLM
has notified the Governor of the Lemhi RMP and will provide the proposed
plan and associated final EIS, including BLM's responses to comments on
the Draft Plan and EIS, to the Office of the Governor for the 60-day re-
view.

IMPLEMENTATION

Decisions in the plan will be implemented over a period of years and must
be tied to the BLM budgeting process. Priorities will be established to
guide the order of implementation for each resource and will be reviewed
annually to help develop annual work plan commitments for the coming
year. New policy, Departmental guidance, or new BLM goals may influence
priorities.

Detailed activity plans and environmental assessments may be needed be-
fore taking some actions such as timber harvest or range improvement con-
struction. Rangeland improvement projects, for example, will require a

site-specific analysis and a review of economic efficiency.

The following steps will be taken to implement the Proposed Plan:

1. Initially, grazing permittees will be allowed to run up to their Ac-
tive Grazing Preference.

2. Develop and conduct monitoring program for each allotment.

3. Comprehensive allotment management plans will be developed to meet
multiple use resource objectives.
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4. Implement range Improvements identified in Allotment Management Plans.

5. Adjustments in livestock use will be made after monitor data indi-
cates the need. These adjustments could include:

A. Change in season of use.

B. Change in grazing system or management.
C. Change in number of livestock.

6. Changes in kind (cattle, sheep, or horses) and class (cow/calf pairs
or yearlings) would be incorporated into the AMP initially at 75% of
the total calculated conversion rate. Through monitoring, the con-
version could be changed from the initial level.

7. Continue to monitor to insure that resource objectives are being
achieved.

MONITORING AND EVALUATION

The results of implementing the selected RMP will be examined periodical-
ly to inform the BLM resource managers and the public of the progress of
the plan. The results being achieved under the plan will be compared
with the plan objectives.

Monitoring and evaluation will help the resource managers to:

1. Determine whether an action is accomplishing the intended purpose.

2. Determine whether mitigating measures are satisfactory.

3. Determine if the decisions In the plan are being implemented.

4. Determine if the related plans of other agencies, governments, or

Indian tribes have changed, resulting in an inconsistency with the
RMP.

5. Identify any unanticipated or unpredictable effects.

6. Identify new data of significance to the plan.

The proposed monitoring and evaluation plan for the Lemhi Resource Area
RMP is shown in Appendix I of the Draft Lemhi RMP/EIS. The plan speci-
fies resource components to be monitored and how, when, and where these
components will be monitored. Monitoring intensity (the number and fre-
quency of studies) will vary among areas and allotments according to the
amount of information that is needed to determine if the plan objectives
are being met. If future monitoring shows that important RMP objectives
are not being met, the reasons will be examined closely. An RMP decision
may need to be changed even if the problem is due to factors beyond BLM's
control, such as changes in the climate or economic factors.
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CORRECTION SHEET

The correction list that follows are changes that have been made to Part
II and III of the text of the Draft RMP/EIS. Some of the corrections
were the result of response to comments and the remainder were a result
of internal review. Changes in Part I of the Draft are reflected in the
preceeding Proposed RMP.

Pg. i - 1st paragraph, last sentence:

Change "input" to "impact".

Pg. xii - 2nd paragraph, 2nd sentence:

Change "set-aside" to "set-asides" and delete the word "with-
drawal" .

Pg. xiv - 1st paragraph, 1st sentence:

Change "set-aside" to "set-asides" and delete the word "with-
drawal" .

Pg. xviii - Under Environmental Consequences Summary, 2nd sentence:

Change Minerals management to Minerals activity.

Pg. xix - 1st paragraph, 5th sentence:

Change "Mineral sales could not occur" to "mineral sales would
not be allowed".

Pg. xix - 4th paragraph, 1st sentence:

Change deer population to 9,350 and change AUMS from 6,749 _to

Pg. xx - Under Environmental Consequences Summary, 2nd sentence:

Change to read: "The amount of land closed to minerals activity
would be slightly increased."

Pg. xxi - Under Environmental Consequences Summary, 2nd sentence:

Change "Minerals management" to "Minerals activity".

Pg. 2-2 - "NO TIMBER HARVEST", 4th sentence:

Replace "the timber industry. . ."sentence with the following:
"The timber industry in Lemhi County is already in a severely
depressed condition. This alternative would have reduced the
availability of economically viable timber sales and thus would
have been unacceptable to the people of Lemhi County." (Replaces
two sentences!)
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Pg. 2-3 - bottom of the page:

The following words were omitted and will be added: ...of wild-
life values; and about 31,767 acres would be leased with a "no
surface occupancy" stipulation for the protection of recreation,
watershed

Pg. 2-7 - last line:

Remove last line to facilitate. . .by adjust.

Pg. 2-9 - Under Forest Management, 2nd sentence:

Change "critical" to "crucial".

Pg. 2-10 - 6th paragraph, 2nd sentence:

Change "61,190 AUMs" to "61,910 AUMs".

Pg. 2-17 - Under Forest Management, 2nd sentence:

Change "critical" to "crucial".

Pg. 2-20 - 5th paragraph:

In sentence preceeding HMP list, change "six" to "seven"; insert
in list following last entry for elk/bighorn, "antelope/sage
grouse", "Upper Lemhi" , "39,000".

Pg. 2-25 - Under Forest Management, 2nd sentence:

Change "critical" to "crucial".

Pg. 2-31 - bottom of the page:

The following words were omitted and will be added: ...available
with seasonal occupancy restrictions, primarily for the protec-
tion of wildlife values; and about 36,469 acres would be avail-
able only. . .

.

Pg. 2-39 - Under Forest Management, 2nd sentence:

Change "critical" to "crucial".

Pg. 2-41 - 5th paragraph, first item:

Should read: "No significant conflicts with other resources
were identified at the proposed stocking level."

Pg. 2-42 - last paragraph, last sentence:

Change 6,749 AUMs to 6,466 ; change deer from 10,113 to 9,350 .
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Pg. 2-42 - 6th paragraph:

In sentence preceeding HMP list, change "six" to "seven"; insert
in list following last entry for elk/bighorn, "antelope/sage
grouse", "Upper Lemhi" , "39,000".

Pg. 2-44 - 2nd full paragraph, last sentence:

Should read: "Surface-disturbing activities adversely affecting
Class III streams would be avoided."

Pg. 2-47 - Under Forest Management, 2nd sentence:

Change "critical" to "crucial".

Pg. 2-51 - Table 2-1:

Under input to crucial Wildlife Habitat Alternatives F and G,

change deer +35% to read deer +25%.

Pg. 3-9 - 2nd paragraph:

Delete 4th sentence.

Pg. 3-15 - 5th paragraph, 1st sentence:

Rewrite as follows: "Although elk were historically common in
this area, none were known to exist at the turn of the century
(Anderson, 1979)."

Pg. 3-17 - 4th paragraph:

Will be changed to read: "All perennial streams not included in
these four categories are considered 'unclassified' and will be
evaluated prior to the implementation of management activities."

Pg. 3-35 - 4th paragraph, 3rd sentence:

Change AUM to animal unit.

Pg. 3-37 - 4th paragraph:

Replace 1st sentence with: "Since 1982, the lumber industry in
Lemhi County has been quite unstable, with sporadic closings of

the lone sawmill."

Pg. 4-2 - After Number 1:

Change "Give" to "Given"

.
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Pg. 4-4 - top of the page:

Add the following:

Impacts to Energy and Mineral Availability:

Over 99 percent of the resource area would be available for min-
eral location, leasing, and 94 percent would be open for mineral
material disposal under this alternative.

Pg. 4-20 - 4th paragraph, 1st sentence:

Change 72 percent to 12 percent.

Pg. 4-22 - 4th paragraph, 1st sentence:

Change 63,898 AUMs to 61,910 AUMs.

Pg. 4-36 - 3rd paragraph, 4th sentence:

Change 25 miles to 12 miles.

Pg. 4-67 - 5th paragraph, 1st and 2nd sentences:

Change 1st sentence to read: and ...and the Salmon River Corri-
dor.

Change 2nd sentence to read: ...been little historic use ...

from the WSA area . .

.

A 5th sentence will be added to read: Demand is moderate in the

Salmon River Corridor and this alternative will increase haul
distances when existing sources are exhausted.

Pg. 4-79 - 4th paragraph, 5th sentence:

Should read: ...up to 25 miles within the Salmon River Corri-
dor, . .

.

Pg. 4-84 - 6th paragraph:

Change deer percent increase from 35 to 25 .

Pg. 4-84 - 9th paragraph:

Change deer increase from 2,600 to 1,950 and their percent in-
crease from 35 to 25 .

Pg. 4-95 - 1st paragraph, 2nd sentence:

Should read: ...crusher sites within the Salmon River Corridor...
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Pg. 4-101 - paragraph 3, 1st sentence:

Should read: A total of 225 acres...

Pg. 5-9 - Add to Bibliography:

Anderson, L.D. 1979. Elk of the Upper Salmon River - A Brief
History . Bureau of Land Management, Salmon District Office,
Idaho. 8 pp.

Pg. 5-24:

Add the following definition: "Intensive Management : A high
level of forest management intensity often characterized by sil-
vicultural treatments (i.e., thinnings, planting of genetically
improved stock, control of competing vegetation, etc.) aimed at
increasing the growth and yield of a regulated stand."

Pg. 5-26 - Glossary Low Mineral Potential :

The area has no reported mineral occurrences, mining claims, or
known mineral value.

Pg. 5-28 - Glossary Prospectively Valuable :

An evaluation ...the discovery of leasable mineral resources.

Pg. A-l - 1st paragraph, 3rd sentence:

Should read: ...indicated interest. The true potential of any
lands is never fully known until extensive exploration is com-
pleted.

Pg. A-l - 3rd paragraph, 1st sentence:

Should read: ..."Computerized Resource Information Bank" (CRIB)

were . .

.

Pg. A-l - 3rd paragraph, 4th sentence:

Should read: ...any deposits reported in the CRIB data.

Pg. B-ll - Item number 3:

Should read: ...would not change existing trends.

Pg. G-23 - 3rd paragraph:

Add: All water quality standards set forth by state and federal
regulations will be complied with. But, accidents could lead to

noncompliance with water quality standards.
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Pg. G-23 - 5th paragraph, 2nd sentence:

Will read: Sediment levels could exceed standards set by EPA.

Pg. 1-3 - End of Table 1-1:

Add the following:

Appendix 1: Resource Monitoring and Evaluation Plan

Element Item Location Technique Unit of Measure
Threatened & Population Williams Cr. Slope Stability Population

Endangered Dynamics gravel pit panoramic photo density &

points frequency

Frequency Information Warranting A Decision Change Annual Cost
Annually Downward Population Trends $3000
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PUBLIC REVIEW AND COMMENT

The Lemhi Draft Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact State-
ment was released to the Environmental Protection Agency and the public
in October, 1985. During the public comment period, which ended January
13, 1986, testimony was received at a formal hearing and in 194 letters.

A verbatura record of the hearing is reproduced in this document, along
with the comment letters. A number of similar letters were received and
were combined for response purposes. Letter number 63 represents 110

similar letters, and letter number 64 represents 20 similar letters.
Substantive comments are identified and numbered on the hearing record or

the appropriate letters. The BLM responses follow the hearing and letter
section. Substantive comments are those that question the adequacy or

correctness of the data or analysis, or provide new information.

The hearing record is listed and reproduced on the following table:

HEARING SUBSTANTIVE COMMENTS
COMMENT # FROM RESPONSE PREPARED

HI Jack Ellis (statement for Lemhi Cattle X
and Horse Growers Association)

H2 Heather Thomas

H3 James Whittaker X
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HEARING TRANSCRIPT

STATE OF IDAHO

PUBLIC HEARING RE

LEMHI RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

DRAFT PLAN

Hearing before HAROLD RAMSBACHER, Hearing Offl

at the Salmon Public Library, Salmon, Idaho, November

1985, at 7:30 p.m.

DICK TELFORD REPORTING SERVICE
460 "B" Street

P.O. Box 195
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402

208-529-5491

Jack El

Heather ii

19

APPEARANCES

Hearing Offi

Highway 93 South
P. O. Box 430
Salmon, Idaho 83467

JERRY WILFONG, Lemhi Are
Manager

HARLEY METZ, Team Leader
DAVE WOLF, District Wild

JACK F. ELLIS H

1

HEATHER THOMAS

H

2

JAMES WHITTAKERH3

PROCEED _ « G S

THE HEARING OFFICER: I think mo st of the people

hav signed in; so we'll start the meeting. My name is

Hal Ramsbacher. I'm the deputy st te direc tor for renewable

res urces at the Idaho State Office, Bureau of Land Manage-

men I've been designated by the state di rector, Delmar

Vai , to chair this meeting. Other DLM representatives from

the Salmon District here tonight a e: dist riot manager,

xen Walker, sitting in the back of the room Grant Harber,

the sergeant-at-arms; and at the head table at my right we

have Jerry Wilfong, the Lemhi area manager; Harley Metz,

the team leader for the EIS; and Dave Wolf, district

The purpose of tonight's me ting is twofold. First,

it eets the requirements of the w lderness Act to Obtain

pub ic comment concerning suitabil ty or no

the eighteen mile Wilderness Study Area for inclusion in

the National Wilderness Preservati n System

The second purpose of this nee ting i 5 to receive

comments on the adequacy of the al ernative s, the impact

ana ysis, and other information do umented m the Draft

Env ronmental Impact Statement or he Lemhi Resource Manage-

men Plan. This Resource Management Plan a id its alterna-

tives cover more than four hundred fifty-ni te thousand acres

of BLM-administered land in Lemhi County.
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I would now like t..„._-_-.
will follow tonight. Reb scca Myers, our court reporter,

will make a verbatim tran script of this hearing. All

presentations while we ar e in session will be reported by

the reporter to ensure a complete and accurate record.

Comments received tonight plus all previously received

statements and any commen ts or any future statements or

comments received through January 13, 1966, will be consider-

ed in the presentation of the proposed Resource Management

Plan and final Environmen tal Impact statement. That plan

and EIS are scheduled to be released in May, 1986. A

decision on the plan and state director approval will be

made no sooner than thirt t days after release of the final

EIS. That decision will lave no commitments for the manaoe-

ment of the Wilderness St udy Area other than to preserve

the existing charactenst ics pending Congressional consider-

ation and action.

In addition to the proposed Resource Management Plan

and final EIS, a separate Wilderness EIS and Wilderness

Study Report will be forwarded to the Secretary of Interior

and the President for the ir review and recommendations.

Ultimately, Congress will make the final decision as to

whether any areas will be designated wilderness. The

release date for that fin al Wilderness EIS has not yet been

scheduled.

_* the speake In other words this

>- not an open public meeting wh ere BLM responds to questions

or comments from the f loor. It is a hearing to record

you r statements only. The district people have informed

me that they would be more than welcome to recei re you at

'• District Office an d go over any of your concerns or clear

up any points that you may have at that time.

When you come to the pod urn, please give ne your

e, address, and sta te whom yc u represent. If you wish

to submit additional written testimony, you may hand it to

the reporter, and it w ill be marked as an exhibi t. We will

not lfy you when you ha ute remaining of your ten

minutes. I'll try to do that, t ut you might get the dong.

Bei ng we only have a few people signed up, I wou Id imagine

tha t after it dongs we can probably give you one minute

t° finish up. We won' t keep anybody up too late

you hear the dong, the n take abc ut one minute to summarize.

One final announcement: this is a public meeting.

and I ask that you do not smoke We will take a ten-minute

break during each hour , and if he hour happens to come

whi Le somebody is speaking we'l wait until you' re finished.

Are there any question s before we call on our first speaker?

(No response)

THE HEARING EXAMINER If not, then our first

""aker will be Mr. Jack Ellis.

Ton ight' s speakers will be cal led the orde

which they were Signed in at the re cept on table. There's

a ten-minute time limit for each pres ion, and t at

will apply even though you may repre sent more than one

party. Only on e person may speak at a time, and no >ne will

be recognized t o speak other than the per on present ing the

statement. Thi s is necessary so that the court repo rter can

produce an rate copy of tonight's pro eedings. If any

speaker ha extra copy of a prepared s atement, the

reporter v, ill appreciate receiving it jus before or just

after the prese ntation.

If you.v, ish to give a supplemental statement and

you don't have time for the oral presenta .ion, you c an

submit it later in written form. As I me itioned ear lier.

all your comments must be received in the Salmon Dis trict

Office by the close of business on Ja nuar , 13, 1986.

Lat the evening after all per sons who ha ve

requested to speak have finished and if t ime is aval lable

I will conside requests for suppleme ements

or statements rom those who did not sign up to speak at

the start of t e hearing. These Stat ts will als o be

limited tc ten minutes. There will be no interrogat ions of

speakers; howe er, BLM representative b permitted to

ask quest ons of the speakers for cla rifi cation. In that

regard th BLM represen a lves are no require

H1
JACK ELLIS

MR. ELLIS: That's what I get for being here

first. My name i > Jac k Ellis , address. Box 301, Salmon,

Idaho. This is th sta tement of the Lemhi Cattle and

Dwers Asso -rati on: I am Jack Ellis, president of

the asso ciation, repres enting one hundred eighteen livestock

members. The directors of the association are agreed that

they can live with Alte rnative G in the proposed Lemhi

Resource Managemen Pla n. At present the association favors

no further wildern ss n Lemhi County. We feel that the

approxim ately. four hunc red twe nty-six thousand acres of

the Rive r of No Re urn Wilderness in the county is suffici ,»1

to lock up. There are howeve r, a number of items in this

proposal which require further drscussion and study.

ne of the terns of greatest concern to stockmen is

the reimposition o forage product ivity/ forage allocation

schemes into the manage ment equation. It has been shown

repeated .y that we are unable to quantify forage product io n

with any degree of prec ision i n the cold desert areas of

the coun try. How hen can we ity

of feed for wildli e tl en subt ract this from total produc-

tion and arrive at som, figure remaining for livestock use

Since we are unable to make th is quantification, we should

""""""' in in the proposed plan.



Also regarding wildlife, we may be near

populations which are sustainable given amount

ind the increas
i

i

lfe deprive ion

problem on the private lands within the

Perhaps we don't need to plan to handle

wildlife than current populations.

Another item requiring discussion and

fence construction standards. Public sa fety in son,

instances requires more than three-wire iences, especially

along public highway rights of way. In livestock

pressure because of topography will requ ire substan lal

fencing to assure some degree of control bit

excessive maintenance costs.

tion that r petitive

early spring grazing can lead to reduced plant vigo and a

down trend in range condition; however. most of the

problems in the Lemhi Resource Area are caused by lack of

AMP's, which lead to improved grazing us e. not turn out

date per se . It needs to be recognized in the plan that a

lot of the early range is ephemeral; tha t is, the r nge

desiccates so rapidly that if it is not used early t is

not available. In addition, water avail ability is a problem

on many of the lower ranges. They can be used earl when

precipitation and snow melt provide poth oles and in ermittent———-—-— lable fo:

ently unsatisfactory solution to the_
Bryant found that ripar ian areas responded m ch more rapidly

to almost Bl . reatment except seaso i-lon, use at

• .eking rates than to exclusion of

THE HEARING OFFICER: I think I'm going to

dispense with this buzzer. you can probably hear it in

the back of the room tieking. Heather Thoma

HEATHER THOMAS H2

MS. THOMAS: This is just a summa ry of a longer

written statement I'd 1 ike to send later. I can still send

one later, ca.n't I?

THE HEARING OFFICER: You bet.

MS. THOMAS: My name is Heather Thomas, Box 215,

Salmon. Idaho. I'm rep resenting myself.

This EIS is of g reat concern to ranchers who depend

on the range. Ever sin ce the Taylor Grazing Act ranchers

have been working with the agency to improve their allot-

ments, and most ranges are in good shape tod ay. Range

trend has definitely be en upward.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: Excuse me. people in the

back can't hear you. Do we have a speaker s ystem or any-

range that?

(Brief recess)

THE HEARING OFFICER: Start over. please.

The final item wh ich requires c j. if catio n is the

arbitrary acre/ AUK figur e whi h is use 1 as a star ting point

for determining stocking rate Range sites in th e Lemhi

area vary from two to th ree acres/AUM to as much as forty

acres/AUM. It will reqt ire a good dea 1 of , onito ring and

further study to deternu ne that a stoc king evel needs to

be reduced just because the a lotment loes ach the

arbitrary nine acre/AUM figure used in this docuirent.

The emphasis on r iparian lands in th s doc ument is

warranted. There is no quest on that the r paria n lands are

the most preferred habit at fo many „i Idlife spec les and

are the most productive lands in most allotments The

suggestion that all riparian problems resul t of poor

livestock grazing management anted work of

Larry Bryant in Oregon and ob ervation in t ea will

quickly demonstrate tha acce erated stream bank erosion

attributable to livesto. able Rapid

stream runoff and icing contr bute a much g eatel magnitude

of bank erosion and stream be J sedimentation thar any other

cause. We agree that g azing systems to pr vide some degree

or period of rest for r paria 1 area wi 11 al eviat e most

problems.

Again, citing th work of Bryan t and co-wc rkers.

grazing

MS. THOMAS: This EIS is of gr eat c oncern to

ranchers who depend on the range. Ever = ince the Taylor

Grazing Act ranchers ha re been working wi th tt e agency to

improve their allotment s, and most ranges are in good

shape today. Range trend has definitely been upward.

so we read the d raft EIS with dist elie and frustra-

th a very negative view of grazing.

It looks at cattle as s rathe r than bene-

ficial and natural. Th = main emphasis of the document

seems to be enhancement of wildlife habit at and populations

and the feeling that wi Idlife and livestc ck a e basically

incompatible, which the y are not.

Economic impacts addressed in the EIS c on't adequately

reflect the adverse impact upon affected ranch ers and sub-

sequently the community and county that » ould occur if

these ranchers have to take the proposed cuts There are

some inaccurate conclus ions regarding ecology impacts of

livestock on wildlife, soil erosion, ripa areas. The

means used to determine proper stocking I ates and proposed

cuts are questionable.

It's frustrating to the rancher tc be onfronted

that so important ly a fects his life

and be given only a few weeks to respond to i when BLM had

years EIS.
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BLM employees get paid r o matter how

MO! of them will move on; so t may not mat er to them how

it urns out. It may not matt. r whether inv •ntories and

dec sions are correct, figures here, lines o i a map there.

So tfhat if a bunch of ranchers future is at stake? If a

mis -ake is made or a vegetatio site is poor y chosen or a

site write-up is left off the map by mistake who cares?

The BLM employee gets paid all the same, but the rancher

sees the errors that make his ange look wor se than it

rea ly is, the soil studies and vegetation w rite-ups that

may affect his whole future th t were done in an afternoon

by a temporary employee who may have been in a hurry or

los or unable to cover the wh le range to get a truly

rap esentative sampling, and h is totally f rustrated.

All through the EIS it s assumed tha t grazing

:au ses decline in wildlife hab tat and numbe rs, destruction

of riparian areas, damage to s il and waters led. I could

lis . twenty references, but th s attitude is maybe summarized

by the statement on page twelv : hunting an i fishing are

ext renicly important to the loc 1 economy. W lldlife popula-

tie is can be threatened when habitat is used for livestock

'" ' zing, timber harvest, or other uses.

BLM seems to think wild ife are more valuable than

liv .stock or timber or perhaps feels wildlife interests

have more political clout. Th

shown by a two-year study in Nevada, and also benefits birds

like curlew, mountain plover , horned lark, to name a few,

that perfer short vegetation and nesting sites with maximum

visibility.

Cattle fill an import ant ecological niche left by

. I j. There are a nu mber of wildlife species

dependent upon conditions cr eated by large grazing herbi-

vores. We have to remember that buffalo grazed these

ranges for thousands of year s and that native wildlife

coexist with bovine grazers very well.

Some people think tha t streams are delicate parts

of the environment and that in pristine conditions they were

never trampled or overgrazec . Not so. Buffalo had more

impact on stream banks than our cattle. They traveled in

much larger herds.

Most streams in North America have been impacted by

grazers for thousands of yea rs. yet fish survived. Stream

bank vegetation survived. Mother Nature has been compromis-

ing for a long time.

Hooved animals actual ly decrease stream bank erosion

by slooping the banks. Without this sloping effect you have

more undercut banks that are toppled into the stream during

high water, adding more silt all at once than is added during

the whole year from grazing impact. And when undercut banks

topple with the added force of spring runoff, they may take

livestock are compatible._„_ very well

together on our ranges wi th wildlife numbers greatly

increasing in recent yeai s. Yet BLM assumes there is a

conflict and is proposinc to reduce livestock to have even

more wildlife to satisfy the goals of Fish and Game for

increased game numbers e\ en though many areas already have

such expanding populatior s they are encroachi ng on private

lands with elk getting i to haystacks, deer and antelope

decimating hay crops. not because BLM habi tat outside the

fence is poor but becaus the alfalfa inside the fence is

just too tempting.

Ranchers want good conditions for wile life also,

but we're not sure we want as much expansion in numbers as

Fish and Game and BLM ar shooting for, no pu n intended.

The preferred alternativ of BLM meets the Fi sh and Game

projected population goa s for big game and sn't much

e C, which would ma» imize wildlife

and restrict other uses.

So BLM wants to i crease wildlife and reduce livestock

even though the two are compatible and compl mentary. Deer

and antelope eat more br wse and forbs than g ass. Cattle

keep elk range healthy by keeping down old r e nk growth.

Regrowth is always more palatable and nutrit ous. Grazing

was shown to greatly imp rove elk winter rangr in a study

in Oregon. Grazing a] . improves sage grous< habitat, as

,„.. and bushes with them impeding the channel, causing

more cutting and new channels, contri uting more destruction

and e osion th

and less vulne rable to undercutting. Natural erosion does

more damage than livestock, and ripar an areas usually

bounce back fa ster than surrounding a id land when grazed

becau e of mor e rapid regrowth potent al, more available

store 1 moistur

The EIS acknowledges that graz ng is important

econo nically, maintaining most of the livestock operations.

Yet t le BLM pr oposes to cut many perm its. BLM keeps trying

to as sure us that these cuts won't be implemented without

forth •r study and that after the cuts are made we would

event lally get the numbers back, but they said the same

thing in 1964 Improvements were mad The grass increased,

but 1 ivestock numbers were never rest :>red. Now they

propo se to cut us again giving the same old promises. But

why r it when r anges improved after the early cuts?

[t's hi rd to convince BLM the range has improved

when they didr 't do any monitoring or trend studies after

the I ast cuts to see how the range re sponded. BLM people

invol ved in tr ose earlier actions are long gone. BLM has

no consistency, keeps no promises. Other

uses come along that have to be consi Jered. Other priorities

ont . Policies change.
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Tha...... er doesn't trust the BLH and is

re uctant to agree to a cut. Range managers come and go

Wh rancher has to s ay on the land, pick up the

pi iust to each new policy with no gua antee of

tomorrow. A new manager, a new pol cy, may make it all

di ferent. We have no gua antee BLM will give ou numbers

back if we ii' them up. They didn' before.

The EIS states that actual fa m income in emhi

County declined fifteen per cent since 1978 and th t after

ad usting for inflation th s decline was forty-two percent.

" s reall y hard to stay in business at that rate yet

BLM proposes to cut most of our alio ments. If re ductions

jeopardize the ranchers' at ility to c ontinue, it 1 as serious

nomic repercussions for the whole county. If we manage

to stay in business, if we have to 1c ok for priva e pasture

to rent be cause our range r umbers are cut, this wc uld make

so much competition for the limited [ rivate pastu e that

it ecome higher pric ed and eve n the nonrange ranchers

Id also be affected.

The EIS lists severa 1 alternatives, most o which

are n't ent irely realistic. Alternat ve A, the ex sting

sit uation. seems the most r ealistic. least damagir g to

cut rent us es, and least cos tly to the taxpayer.

Alt ernative B maxima zes livest ock, but it portrays

""' _

... -u,-._ costly program when the

exist . tl n seems adequate with its improving range

conditions and expanding wildlife populations? Can we

afford a more expensive program have an adverse

effect on range users? Why not stick with the existing

situa ion with beneficial results at much less cost?

Let's c ntinue to work on range problems and conflicts

ase-by-c se basis, which is really the only way you

lve them not with some blanket plan, make improvement:

where needed instead of adopting a costly plan that looks

suspic iously 1 ke the dream plan of Fish and Game with

ranch* rs coming out on the short end.

One of he truest statements in the EIS is on page

three fourteen quote, from a historical prospective general

range condition is probably the MSt it has been in about

the 1c st one hundred years. I a ree. Thank you.

I can g ve this to you if I can give a longer comment

later too, is that all right?

THE HEARING OFFICER: Oh, yes. Jim Thompson.

MR. THOMPSON: I don' wish to make a statement

at th s time.

THE HEARING OFFICER: Okay. James Whittaker.

JAMES WHITTAKEP. H3

MR. WHITTAKER: If I'd have thought a little

the tremendous BLH expenditures for improvements that few

would choose it.

Alternative C maximizes wildlife and cuts li /estock

numbers ridiculously low. There would be so much g ass left

most years that we'd have a fire hazard.

Alternative D maximizes mineral development ,ith a

doomsday picture for wildlife, watershed, and envi -onment.

Alternative E maximizes timber but is claime to be

detrimental to wildlife, cultural and wilderness va ues.

BLM seems to think timber management and elk are incompatible

even though elk seem to do well in longed, regrowth areas.

BLM's preferred alternative F claims to give no

special emphasis to any one resource and to have ba anced

multiple use management. Yet BLM plans to increase game

populations almost as high as in C, same budget f >r

wildlife projects, increasing deer by three thousan 1 head,

elk by two hundred, and antelope one hundred fifty. Project-

ed management costs for all alternatives except the existing

conditions are high. Highest is B at over two mill ion

dollars. Next highest is BLM's preferred F at one million

seven hundred twenty-one thousand, but even with al these

costly improvements livestock will be cut. By cont -act the

existing management, alternative A, is costing only one

hundred forty-six thousand one hundred dollars.— •™—

—

, I'd have brought a ope and j

talis s and I guess the BLM and lives tock and everybody just

stand up he re and we'd have had a tug of war and decided

this onigh t. But anyway. estimony ,n the draft resource

and environ nental impact statement fo r the Lemhi Resource

Area. I'm James Whittaker, Leodore 1 ivestock operator.

First I'd 1 ike to commend t e Lemhi r .source management

team or do ing an admirable job on th 2 task set before them.

alternatives ce tainly re resent everyone's

interest, b it it's very apparent that we have a different

team here than we had. I on't know if it was twenty years

,en years ago, b t anyway

alter ative

Afte r a thorough rev ew of the draft and all alterna-

fives these are the points that I'd 1 Lke you to ponder.

Fisca responsibility, as far as I'm ;oncerned, this should

have een t le number one is ue. I do Vt know. It seems

like at thi » tine, why, whe we have such huge federal

defic ts an 1 everything tha it's got to be the number one

issue and Lt wasn't brough up. We had nine other issues,

but f seal esponsibility «, sn't one ,t them. But I want

to go some costs here. Heather already explained some

of the m, bu „ management costs of alte -native A, the existing

situa ion. *ould cost an additional a hundred sixty-four

llion two hundred sixty-seven
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thousand seventy. C would be c„.„,,„ six hundred

twenty-s X thousand seven hundred sixty-s x. D v, ould be

one mm on three hundred eighty-two thou sand thr ee hundred

forty. ; lternative E would be one millio i five hundred

ninety- se vc-n thousand four nunc red seventy-seven The

preferrec alternative F would t e one mill n hundred

twenty-or e thousand six hundred eighty-se /en, whi ch is

approximately a hundred twenty percent of the exi sting

situation.

w, can we afford that right now? I don t think

I don't think we can. The reven les gene rated are

fairly cc nsistent, running arot nd five hu idred f

thousand dollars. The receipts received Erom al the

alternat ves are fairly consist ent, around four hundred

eighty a ousand dollars coming back to ou r countv and state

governmer t here in Idaho. And for altern stive G the

economic impacts are largely tl

It might be well to reit erate wher » the re venues

are gene ated and that they're fairly con sistent among all

the altei natives. Number one i s grazing Eees, s< venty-one

thousand seven hundred. Now, t his really isn't ruly

represen ative of the amount. That's the total c ollars

all righ , but how many permitt ees in this e putting

in money every year just using pie?

I pretty we

But t it all off, when my other died in 1971,

why. the IRS come in. They think a li tie different than

the BLM and 'ores t Service. They said "Hey, you'

luation iere." So they figur d them up. I don't

remember the exac t figures, but I think the tax wa s figured

at t venty-Ci
!

rcent. So they apparently gave two hundred

thou sand dollars valuation that we had out there. We paid

twen ty-five thous snd dollars taxes on his. Well, then we

come along a nd ]u st like has already been mentioned people

change. Times ch snge. But the livest ck operator out

ther .. he st a ys t le same, and he tries to make a 1

And w go1 out and we maintaine ghs. We

go o ut and c neck them three times a we k. They wa nt to put

biro ladders lem. In the last sum/,er I think I've seen

hal i a dozen bird s in water troughs ou there that died.

Thi s weren't ba Ld eagles or that other bird that's up for

exti notion. Now, is it really feasible to go in and require

bird ladders in a LI these water trough

Not o nly t lat, but we had a larkspur problem here.

Oh, it's bee n abo it three or four year ago now. I think

you remember that we dropped about twenty-six cows and two

bull s Off tl) 2 re i i twenty-four hours. And at that time I

Eigu red cows were worth five hundred d liars. so there's

plus two bulls at a apiece

n remember when the range was

adjudicated. and my father was on the BLM Advisory Board

at that time He was one f the two guys in the United

States that s erved the ful length of he time from the

time that adv isory board was initiated until it went out

of existence But in that length of t me we're running

right close t o fifty miles of fence. fhat's two miles of

fence we put in each year. We also pu in approximately

twenty-five miles of pipel ne. On tha fifty miles of

fence, why, the material w is furnished A lot of it was

on the Gilmor e summit on t lat right of way fence, and I

personally w th a crew bui t that fenc up over there on

a contract fr om my father. And he put up all the money for

the actual construction of the fence. We didn't furnish

the material but nearly a 1 the fence that's up there.

why, we furn shed the cons truction for it . And if you

figured that on today's figures of app roximately twelve

sixty thousand

dollars righ there. Plus we've got twenty-five miles of

pipeline. I didn't calcul ate that. Plus we bought a lot

of those AUM s and made as high as I t link in the fifties

I think we p id for the la st ones. I don't know. Maybe I

have a weigh ed point of v lew -- I rea lly do - because I've

got an inves ment out ther B, and I don t think most of

There ._„„„... thousand. rhe next year we dropped

anoth r seventeen.

Anyway, we're getting quite a sizable inv stment out

there If you'll lo ,k a s you drive out through here, why.

I sec plenty of ante ope and plenty of deer. An they' re

using our water faci ities; and we' re maintaimn them

for t ali sts all the time.

But, anyway, 11 get back t o my prepared text. I

don't know. Some of tho se things j ast get to eating on me

a lit le bit because n I go on d Dwn their lis I see

miner 1 leasing, fou ndred ten t lousand. The ,e boys are

paying their .fair share. Land sale s, thirty-six thousand

one hundred. Timber sales, thirty- : ive thousand two hundred

And I think consider ng the areas t Mt's included here, why,

maybe that's realist LC.

Then I come d to recreati on fees, and t's

consistent on all th se. Five hund red dollars? Five

hundr d dollars on f ve hundred tho jsand acres? Boy, that's

really a return, isn t i t?

And these env I looked in he back

secti >n there. They hai all the ag sneies that had been

contacted, and I see t eight of them are environmental

organ zations. How nany were lives tock or resou ce industry

organ izations? Five *hy I didn't >nn, that

"" onight. ff the cliff n ., hole.
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Me da

ur costs of do ng

==s without a commensn..,. in production

for our re source Indus! L.
,-,, .inly will not he P

Lemhi County.

Stocking e A, e ive-year av ran,e

as the base l to dete he proposed

stock ing level. Now, that sounds .. o r alistic to me.

ftlternati proposed r,g level was b ,sed

on improvement o f one-third of the total ... es in fair

condi tion. Nov.-, that sounds good. but iOT,e imes what t

BLK e Kpects ujs t 3 do and what they act ua iy do are two

diffe rent things So this may be ,.„.,, th ng clow: ro id

or, that.

C, U, E, F, and G are all b ased f om nine to

fifte ,n acres pe I AUN. Now, this real iy is 't a viable

alter native when range sites vary from two o three acr ,s

per A UM to as much as forty acres ler

Game popu ations. I believe our p nt wildlife

popul ibout all that are sus ta na le consider in.

we have a limited amount of winter ran je and the increa sing

wildl ife depriva tion problem on th e pr ivate lands that Ls

mater lalizing. We, already had elk in the haystacks up there

now.

ind of an unusual may

.!- I Dmcmber right, according o his talk I went u to

at Cha lay. Also

d grasses from becoming

matted i hu cedu Lng 1 he produ tion. Fencing to prevent

wer.

Fence standards, fence s andards need to be modified

t the situation. Road right of ways ne

four b -..-en- inch botto n, forty-six inch .

for public safety.

I really don't know whether this is adequate or not.

was probably two weeks st -aight - this year was a

Little dry year, and we had a 1 ittle increased pressure up

there still lost two cows and a

calf. There was two weeks stra ght we went up there every

night ]ust to check on that, ma <e sure we had them off the

road. We still didn't. We supposedly went along that fence

and maintained good four-barb w ire fence, but for some

reason those calves could alway s find their way out.

They have a libel suit n ow up on Yankee Fork. It's

in the

highwa y, right of way. So we c ertainly don't want to

decrea se our fence standards al Dng any public right of ways.

This fence is necessary in other places because of

topography, class of livestock, sheep, yearling cattle.

certainly won't hold yearling

re too many game if we h ave heavy snow

this early and t hangs on late. My father said that he

last drought - he's been predicting an early winter a 1

the time. He s aid, "Prepare yourself, Son. Tough times

is here." And [ think maybe he's right . He said that he

remembered — h ls father's home ranch was just back of ours.

He said that th a last time it had a drought year like his

up there that t ie snow come on there in October, the f rst

day of May ther . wasn't a bare spot on the ranch. So we

might just be on the verge of this iceberg of this

depredation problem.

Forage a llocation for wildlife, it's not really

quantifiable to any degree of accuracy at this time.

I feel it's premature. It should have been left out o E

the statement a Itogether.

Riparian Habitats, a problem or an opportunity, a

speech by Larry Bryant of Starky Range Experiment Stat ion,

LeGrande, Orego n. His research proved that stream ban

erosion attributable to livestock is al most immeasurab le.

that rapid spri ng runoff and icing cont , Lbute i mm h g reater

magniture of ba nk erosion and stream be d sediment

than any other cause.

He had o ne illustration there wf ere fourteen fe et

had been wiped out in five minutes. T

"'"" ers, four to fi

all.

will k nd ,t hold sheep until we take the wool off. Then

it won t.

Bef >re any fences are modi fied the e shou d be

proof hat they are rest ricting game animals. I have yet

to see any game animals restricted for ov r abou five

seconds go ing down that road.

Jus . right out of Leadore is a rea good llustration.

That fence doesn't run a quarter mile fro n the c eek, but

these eer like to go up that ereek. You better

easy w en you 90 across Big Timbe because they're

going , on that road and jump ing that fence. They're

restricted right there for just f lve seconds to

mind to jump over that fence instead of going ou to the

gua rd and around Jhere the re isn't any fe ice. I've

never een a deer do tha t all the ,e been there.

lould be taken with dat es and t evidence.

As far as I'm concerned. why, tha t's no a ternat

We can get a new employe = at BLM that's w ildlife minded.

SOS sects that my fence is restrict ing gam • Why,

I just can t bite that ne off. I got to live w th tha.

for the ne Kt twenty-five years or SO.

Ear y spring graz ing, most of the problem

caused by the lack of an allotmen t management pi n where
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,_„.„«„...„„„
early , but I think that we've come -o a point now in time

that the livestock industry realizes that in order to have

cows make money they have to breed on time in sixty-day

breed ls the feed had to be

adeq* ate out there on the BLM when you breed out there,

which we do. TO set the date back, why, on a dry year or

an. ex ceedingly early year, why, the change in management

- th e BLM can't fluctuate, but we -an fluctuate. If the

feed s not there, why, we don't put

about what it amounts to.

I know, there's a lot of opin on on that. You come

up and say, there isn't grass, but the cattle' are doing

good. Why, as far as I'm concerned there is adequate

grass cover out there.

Some of these ranges could b reseeded to crested

wheat grass and greatly increase the carrying capacity for

lives took and game. We don't have o reinvent the wheel

on th is crested wheat thing. It's proven up there. We've

got 1 t up on my Uncle Bob Adams's. We've got a lot on my

own t nere. We had seven to ten head of antelope that come

and g o through a woven wire fence a d three barbs there to

summe r in our crested wheat for the last three years, and

to sa y that game don't like that or that the fence is

icting game, why, I haven't ha y seen any game

(No response)

THE HEARING OFFICER: Go ahead.

MR. WHITTAKfJK: Okay. Tr e conclu sion, initially

a lot of thought and study went intc alternative A. At this

time it still fills the needs of all interes ts the best if

the BLM would just go ahead and com] lete the rest of the

allotment management plans. Most o the pro blems listed

above are not contained in alternat ve A and we can afford

it.

The BLK will best serve Idahc by cont inuing to

balance the recreational and asthet c values of public land

with commodity production. Putting emphasis on recreation

and wildlife over commodity product on is nc t in Lemhi

County's best interest. Right now everyone in Lemhi County

should emphasize creating and prese ving jot s, not

increasing the federal deficit.

The tourist boom has never material!, ed . Common

will not draw any more

tourists than we have now. And are rs, lumberjacks,

and livestock men supposed to pump gas for t he Canadians

and Ohioans? Public lands do not have to be wilderness

to be protected.

Let us remember what has made this ne tion great.

private enterprise, not government iominatic n or a public

restricted on account of a fence If they .„...., falfa

patch or crested wheat feeding, v, hy, they go there.

Minimum stream flow, those advocati ng minimum stream

flow in Big Timber Creek do not r ealize th e amount of water

it takes from the mouth of the ^ nyon to the Lemhi Ri ver

or for that matter from Garner's Ditch to the Lemhi P

The creek owners were appa rently al 1 in compli ance

with this because McCrays have a ways had a right out of

Timber Creek, and this last year it was exchanged to Lloyd

Garner for a right out of Timber ause it toe k so

much water to go from Garner's d] tch down to that poi nt.

I realize that there's a c f on the BLM,

but the thing about it is Big Tin ber Creek had a real high

spring flow, and there's still a lot of ground that's

capable of being put in desert lc If that y as

cut off after some of them filed desert la no entries or

something like that, why, I can' visually or financ ally

see where we'd gain anything fror minimum st ream

flow in Big Timber Creek because the right s - it wot Id only

be while high water was on anyway if it's set off in the

fifties or whatever. After then why, it would be ci t off

anyway; so you wouldn't have a m nimum str earn flow.

THE HEARING OFFICER: Excuse me , Jim. Le

, K Li there is anyone else that speak. Koc p your—

THE HEARING OFFICER: Now,

ldn't sign up to speak that wou

ime? We've still got plenty of

e anybody

THE HEARING OFFICER: If

upon the proceedings
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OFFICER'S CERTIFICATE

STATE OF IDAHO )

) SS

I r Rebecca Myers, certified shorthand reporter and

Lary public, hereby certify that the foregoing transcript,

isisting of pages numbered from one to 32, inclusive, is a

LI, true, and correct transcript and record of the proceed-

i had at the public hearing of said cause

26th day of November, 1985.

Rebecca Myers *

Certified Shorthand Reporter

My Commission Expires: 3/24/87
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HEARING RESPONSES

Hl-1 We are not using a one time inventory to adjust stocking levels,

but rather as a warning that stocking levels may be in error. If

adjustments are necessary they will be made after monitoring
studies are in place. See page 47 of the Draft RMP/EIS and the
Implementation section of the Proposed RMP.

Hl-2 Big game population goals were identified following consultation
with the Idaho Department of Fish and Game. We believe these
goals to be reasonable. Wintering conditions during some years
may very well contribute to increased use of private land. We
would assume that the Idaho Department of Fish and Game would
make every effort to reconcile that problem with the landowner.
They recently requested that we reduce the deer population goal
shown in the Preferred Alternative (F) by 850 animals. Appropri-
ate adjustments in forage reservations and percent increases of
deer have subsequently been made.

Hl-3 The 3-wire fence noted as the "standard" for the Lemhi Resource
Area does not necessarily preclude more substantial (and expen-
sive) fences. It does mean, however, that there must be strong
justification for constructing something other than the "stand-
ard".

Something over 90 miles of 3-strand fence have been built in the
Challis Resource Area since the late '70's. They have proven
entirely adequate for containing livestock. We have seen no pro-
blems and none have been reported to us by the permittees in-

volved, even though we have solicited comments to that effect
from them.

Policy Statement : It shall be standard policy for the Lemhi Re-
source Area that (1) all wire fences constructed subsequent to

this policy statement shall be 3-wire only; (2) wire spacing
shall be as follows: Top Wire - shall be set no higher than 38"

from ground level; Bottom Wire - shall be smooth and set at a

minimum of 18" from ground level; Mid-wire shall be set at 26"

from ground level unless (a) bighorn sheep are involved (34");

(b) fence is adjustable for antelope (29").

All new fences shall be flagged (e.g. cloth strips, survey flag-
ging) between every other post.

Exceptions: Variances or exceptions to the above may be allowed
in unusual or unique circumstances where public safety is in-

volved or where total exclusion of animals is required (e.g.

campgrounds, exclosures, etc.). Exceptions will be justified in
writing.
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Hl-4 Nine acres per AUM was used for analysis purposes. Monitoring
studies will determine exact stocking rate on each I-category
allotment. Also see Implementation section of the Proposed RMP.

Hl-5 The applicability of Larry Bryant's Meadow Creek study to those
riparian areas administered by the BLM in Salmon is tenuous. The
area within the Meadow Creek study averages 20 inches of precipi-
tation a year compared to an average of 12 to 13 inches in this
area. Even in higher precipitation areas, Larry Bryant found
that utilization exceeding 70% resulted in degradation to the
riparian area. Lou Meyers found no improvement in riparian areas
where utilization exceeded 40% in the Dillon, Montana area.

Most riparian areas in the Salmon District are utilized at levels
exceeding 70%. Lou Meyers found that short duration, high intens-
ity use of riparian areas during the cool season with utilization
levels not exceeding 40% resulted in riparian improvement. In-
corporation of proven methods of livestock management such as

these into AMPs and Watershed Activity Plans that we develop in
cooperation with permittees will be our top priority with respect
to riparian management. Total exclusion of grazing in riparian
areas will be an alternative used only as a last resort to proper
livestock management.

H3-1 The caveat noted at the top of Page C-l (Draft RMP/EIS) applies
well to both big game and livestock. The obvious difficulty in
precisely and accurately determining forage demand by either cat-
egory of animal does not eliminate the need or the value of such
calculations for planning and management purposes.

H3-2 See Response Hl-3.
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COMMENT LETTERS

United States Department of the Interior

OCT 17SK.

District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Salmon District Office
P.O. Box 430
Salmon, Idaho 83467

Dear Sir:

The Draft Resource Management PI a

Lemhi Resource Area, Idaho, has t

our region, and we have no object

and Environmental Impact Statement for

Regional Envi ronmenta

First of all I think it is great that sagebrush burns

being considered for various parts throughout the county,

should have been done more, years ago, but better late tha

Range improvements have been needed to help improve these

seeding and etc., to help the impact of our whole area. I

STATE OF IDAHO

October 25, 1985

TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

DIVISION OF HIGHWAYS

I am against selling off any BLM lands. Exchange is OK but

they are sold it deprives the generations to come the oppor-

y to use these areas. I am particularly interested in the

Big Springs area by Cottom Lane at Leadore. I know that in the

st 5 years it was hunted by numerous people, (if you need some

mes I can supply them,) from Pocatello to Salmon. The hunting

s for deer and antelope mainly. I don't know if^anyone taking

e game surveys ever stopped to check that this area is a natura

ossing for the deer from the Walter and Mill Creek area moving

winter range on the Peterson Creek to Little Eight Mile Area

where they winter. So the use for hunting alone in this area

ig deer season when deer are crossing has quite an impact.

lis BLM were sold it would stop all generations from its use.

iLMs desert land entry by Cottom Lane has already started to

[e deer and antelope movements in this area.

I have lived here all my life, off and on and know these pro

Sincerely)

Jim Kluesner

opportunity to co
EIS. Our interes
the State and Fed

In order for the

th.it

he Idaho Division of Highways appreciates this
rnment on the Draft Lemhi Resource Management Plan a

t lies in the maintenance and periodic upgrading of
eral highway system within the Lemhi Resource Area.

Division of Highways to carry out their mandated
we require readily accessible and strategically
f aggregate and fill materials for present and futu

:ted.

On Page 4-79 of the DEIS it is stated that the Division of High
prefers to use several centrally located aggregate sources and
haul material up to 25 miles from those sources. In fact, the

3-1 prefers haul distances of less than 12 miles for economic reaso
have historically sought and acquired sources that allow the sh
possible haul distance. This is especially true along U.S. 93
parallels the Salmon River throughout the Lemhi Resource Area.

g depleted. Two of our existing sources on BLM lands adjacent to
Salmon River have been physically restricted in size because of the
ence of cultural resources. If we are prevented from acquiring new
ral material sources on lands administered by the BLM within the
r corridor we would have to:

Haul material longer distances than considered economical, or

Acquire new material sources within the river corridor from private
ho Department of State Lands.

SAFE TRANSPORTATION MEANS PROGRESS
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STATE Of IDAHO - TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

Both of these options increase the cost of maintaining the existing
road system, which in turn decreases the number of highway miles that
can be maintained yearly. For a number of reasons such as public
safety, access to recreation and scenic areas, and the transportation
of goods, the Division of Highways believe several changes should be
made in the proposed RMP.

[The Division understands the reason

However, we believe there are some

because of the existing vegetative

12.
The Division has several existing s

{both free use areas and material w
nearly depleted. We propose that t

f the Salmon River Cor

13. The BLM ighway Archaeologist should inventory the BLM
terraces along the Salmon River and determine
resources present. If any of the terraces la
Durces then they should be considered for mine

rThe District proposes that a 100' to 200' corridor be set aside for
highways. This corridor would allow for upgrading, maintenance,
and minor realignments of the highway as required.

Thank you again for

Sincerely,

November 4, 1985

Mr. Kenneth Walker
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 430
Salmon, Idaho 83467

We appreciate the opportunity to comment

^Ji^eM-/^
Pollard, II

Regional Supervisor

HAP:MR:JD:dk

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Bureau of Program Coordination
Bureau of Fisheries
Mel Reingold

• EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER •

I observation the preferred alternative
sonable management approach given curre
tandard operating procedures for the pr
:al and historic sites are adequate to

plans for
rid the Sal
not famil

plans, pleas

Lying assumpt

The following comments pertain to the fisheries, riparian and sedimentation

aspects of the Lemhi RMP and ELS. The contents include general comments on

the overall plan and subjects not covered under the previous three catego-

ries. Our preferred <

"'

along with recomtnendai

acceptable.

Our overall impression of the RMP and EIS is that the docum
a professional manner, it was brief and to the point, easy to read and under-

stand, and the use of a summary table aided analysis. The realistic approach

was refreshing although somewhat depressing. There were, however, several

shortcomings that need to be rectified: lack of information on fishery habi-

tat and riparian habitat condition, the failure of addressing the problem of

sedimentation and the lack of variation for improving riparian, fishery and

sedimentation problems aside from livestock manipulation. There were no goals

or standard operating procedures to reduce sedimentation or remove sediment in

streams produced by previous management activities. There were no goals or

standard operating procedures to improve fisheries in the RMP (page 49).

es . Obviously cattle do affect such properties vj

-zed to congregate on sites for long periods of ti
we believe range improvements designed to disper

springs actually reduce l

Challis range improvement
are good examples

.

Lly the spring deve

t on the plan. If

Under proposed management prescriptions there was n<

improving riparian habitat nor was there any mentior

tion control or improvement of degraded streams. On page 25 you

propose (bank) stabilization projects but do not include time

tables other than within the 20 year life of the plan. A list of

proposed projects, listed by priority, accompanied by estimated

completion date would provide a framework to evaluate progress on

improvement

.

i^J.)U-
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i

Novenbi I 4, 1985
Page 4.

IS
I at 1.

Range
should

6-2 Icedures requi
guidelines included the standard operating pro-

plans to include time
riparian and fishery habitat in
"good" condition.

J [Wildlife and Fisheries Program
5-3 llhere was no Fisheries Habitat Program included in the standard

operating procedures.

Soils
What are the "tolerable limits" for soil erosion? We would defin
these limits as "below the level that would be detrimental to fis
species plus a buffer zone". An example would be 30% sediment
yield is considered the threshold for detrimental effects to
emerging fry, we would recommend a sediment yield between 20-25%
provide a buffer zone. Keep in mind that any catastrophic

]

non could eliminate three age classes of steelhead and two age

5. Inclusion of guidelines and standard operating procedures requiring

AMP'S to include plans for upgrading riparian and fishery habitat

to the good condition.

Platts, W. S. and R. L. Nelson, 1985. Stream habitat and fisheries response

to livestock grazing and instream improvement structures. Big Creek,

Utah. Journal of Soil and Water Conservation. Volume 40, Number 4.

Platts, W. S. and J. N. Rinne. 1985. Riparian and stream enhancement manage-
ment and research in the Rocky Mountains. North America Journal of Fish-

5(2A):115-125.

Table S-l, Watershed and Fisheries, B
The difference between Alternative C and Alternative F, 5,100 acres
and 500 acres, respectively, for "acres of riparian area in unsat-
isfactory condition that would be managed for improvement" seems to
be unnecessarily large. Since the main method of riparian improve-
ment will be to livestock manipulations, an additional 500 acres
would be more acceptable. The rationale (page D-5) that only 275
acres was all that could be improved in a 20 year period because of
planning, studies, etc. seems to be weak. Many studies have
already been completed (Platts and Nelson 1985, Platts and Rinne
1985) on grazing practices to improve riparian and this would sub-
stantially decrease the 6-10 years necessary to implement grazing
practices to improve riparian habitat. Therefore, it would be pos-

number of riparian acres to be improved.

2-51 liable 2-1, Impacts to Fishery Habitat
5-6 llhe differences between Alternative C and Alternative F related t

Ithe miles of stream improvement was not significant as indicated.

lemp]

f Iceptable. Th:

Inlficant econc

I Industries as

ble 2-l f Impact to Economic Factors
alternatives indicate that only minor impacts

|employiiEnt would occur, therefore, all <

"

This was a very misleading si

impacts on the mining
i well as economic impacts on fishery and wildlife

lvalues, which appear to not have been considered.

income and
would be ac-

There would be sig-
ing and ranching

Plsheries Habitat
The assumption that "all perennial streams not included in these
four categories are considered 'unclassified' and have very few
fisheries values" is totally ridiculous. The term "unclassified"

two streams, Haynes Creek and McDevitt Creek, that were not clas-
sified by the Idaho Department of Fish and Game evaluation study
that had fisheries potential and the fisheries habitat was listed
as fair (Table 3-3) . Any stream that has not been classified
should not be "written off* as having few fisheries values. In-

, the fisheries values should be evaluated prior to the imple-

activities.

Salmon District
P.O. Box 430
Salmon, ID 8346

of detrimental

ray*
4-49 [There a

a~w Isection
Isions.

Alternative B
lOfThere was a mathematical

Inew stocking level should be

Summary and Conclusion

Eased on the amount of wildlife and fisheries habitat improvements that would
be performed. Alternative C was clearly the best. Alternative F would be more
acceptable if the previous suggestions were addressed in the final draft.
These suggestions and recommendations are sunrrarized as follows:

More riparian habitat acreage included for improvement

A greater emphasis on sediment reduction.

More fisheries habita
spawning habitat to a

t (instream) improvement
ve condition.

mainly eturning

higher priority for fisheries
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'STATE OF IDAHO
DEPARTMENT Of HEALTH
AND WELfARE

-35: and 12)

Salmon, Idaho 83467

Dear Slci

The Idaho Air Quality Bureau has reviewed your Draft
Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact sta

for the Lemhi Resource Area and found It to be lncomp

In that major air quality concerns were not addressed
listing of these concerns followsi

To

Air Quality
development of a Smoke Management Program for
Prescribed Burning In Idaho and will abide by the pla

when It Is Implemented.

r
The protectlo
visibility, 1

addressed.

lues, including

my management

ighorn sheep B69"/.

Thank you for the opportunity to CO
plan and If you have any questions

at (208) 334-5362.

sincerely,

Barnes L. Boylan
Meteorologist
Air Quality Bureau

JLB/bf
cci Steve Bauer, Hater Quality Bureau

Pile 48.3
COP 1.1 EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Game Depa

Courthouse

206 Courthouse Drive

Sllnon. Idaho 83467

Phone 1206) 756 2824

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE

Universityof Idaho&'

Mandiuement

Bureau and

EIS. The di

•though mostly on private lands - p. 3-18;
ality throughout the resource area is gener
r and is in a stable or down trend - p. 3-1B;
tal county income and 40V. of total co

tat, sustained high

fcUjJl V\ sjt><*-~r&-—
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IDAHO AIR NATIONAL

i Resources Management Plan - 1601 (933)

rict Manager

The 124Th Tactical Reconnaiaaance Group i

litary Training Route (MTR) which overfl

rom 100 ft. above ground

kts ground speed depending on a rcraft type and specif ic mission. The
obj ctive of these missions is to 8

3 hostile environment.

3. When HTR's are established. populated areas, low si titude civi air
are considered and svoide

Interior become optimum training grounds
for The Department of Defense haa publ i

written policy concerning flight in these areas. As stated from

(AC No. 91-36A) The O0D advises, "mil
managed by the Departmen of the Inte

•e .ower than the recommended 2, mpliance wit

on being conducted". Us
to the minimum published altit i the

omplishment of our tactical tra lnlng mission and ia in compliance wit

91-79 and 000 Policy.

4. It should be apparent our fl ight operations will di rectly impact the

ree specisl recreation management areas
dee native F. Of special not is the fact

the entire proposed Eighteenmile Wi lderness Ares lies beneat h the IR 30 /307
reation being recognized as the principle usi

noise complaints that will be generated would i

irapace and adversely affect the training miss

HEATHER SMITH THOMAS
BOX 215
SALMON, IDAHO 83<*67

(208) 756-28M

November 29, 1965
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Salmon Jl strict BLM
P.O. box 430
Salmon, Idaho 8346?

its on the draft BIS, which my husband
with our ranching future

range, your EI3 and plans for
read with jii

»lii
n

6 re«tly affect ua. .7e Veei that we have worked togeth

ELM very well during the last SO years to manage our allotment and

we want to continue to work with BLM. We want to cooperate In any

way we can to ensure good, healthy rsngelsnd. We care -leeply ahout

the land and Its future, ror
children. All we're asking 1

so that we can work together.

The draft Els la a big d]

good Job in trying to soften
frustrated ranchers like us i

EI3. But if we are to belle'
draft EI3 written the way It

sappolntaent . BLM employees h'Ve done a

the blow when talking individually with

no have been asking questions about the

was? Just to satisfy the r'RDC court

tj who forced it? Regardless of the
little two-faced- -printing1 or Is BLM

s but trying to tell the ranchers tnat. h n<

really mean what It says. The document, In all Its negatlvtw
against livestock, Is what the public reads. If BLM truly wan

to work with the ranchers to Improve the range, the agency "ur

wrilte a more responsible £13, and write 1

less negat
livestock docu

ter stead
-.ly

more realistic and
type of arbitrary end anti-

lap In the face to the

We ranchers want to Jo our part In

Yet BUI puts forth this kind of documen
end mAkes him antagonistic. No matter
CIS stands glaringly for all to see, en

the public

; range

.

nonslble range management,
iloh alienates the rancner
t you tell us verbally, the

g can only assume that this
Therefore we feel we have

no choice but to take lssu< M th the parts we feel are unrealistic,

rre sponsible

,

to try to explain our reasons for doing

of fostering ml cation
where on down the line—as to try to work together with

BLM as mutual managers of t taking Issue with the

local BLM employees as much ae we are with the BLH's goals and actions

as an egency major on; perhaps the agency

can not be re sponslve to t le I anchers Yet st ill, we must try to

communicate. Best wishes.

it pi :raft E13

5. Therefo
of the temhi
three SRMAs. In addi
training miaeion and t

object to the proposed
We cannot subject our a

generated by military a

recreational areas. Should
Ste»naon. 208-385-5489.

ROBERT R. C0RBELL, II. C010NEL. IC Cy to: FAA/AFREP
AFRCE WK/R0V
HQ 12AF/D0TX

The Lemhi Resource Area contains rangeland that has been traditionally

used by ranchers as part of their ranching operations ever since those

laws (none of the aomestead laws really fit the arid West— 160 to 3«0

acres was adequate for farming In humid country, but grossly inadequate

for raising livestock on mountain native pasture) livestock operators

had to pasture their animals on surrounding public lands In order to

have enough land for a viable operation. On many small western ranches,

only a portion of the deeded land was farmaole—for growing hay and

forage crops—and the rancher hao to pasture his livestock on public

lands In order to get them off his hay meaiows to make a crop for winter

feed. To have an operation large enough to support a family, the rancher

haH to have more land than he was able to acquire In his homestead.

The inadequacies of the small homesteads can be seen In the great number

that "starved out" and sold to a neighbor, or on a sheriff's sale for

tales, most ranches today are "put together" combinations of several

original small homesteads and a "range right".

This Is why ajany ranches today consist of de-del vilify bottoms

and a nearby range permit— a portion or public land that the rsncher has

traditionally used as part of his ipfrithn. He an- his father or

Into making It useful to the opera tl
.
n--puttl n b in rences, water

levelopments, etc. to make It a functions! part of the livestock operation.

Without that piece of r»n6r, the rancher has only half a ranch; he has

to have it to stay In Duslness. »o what heppens to hi 8 range Is of

utmost concern to hli...

The present draft EI3 is of concern to the 121 ranchers who depend

on this ran„eland for their livelihoods ^nt'. way of life. Ever since

th' Taylor -jrezlng Act created some muc>- nee led order In the use of

these ranges (nlvlillns them Into allotments, specifying rules for uae),
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page 2

the ranchers hi ve b»en working tottether »1 1>- tw- u .v. mm nt r n

mow BLk) to improve the allotments, mik» them more

workable, find to ensure a good crop of tjriss by proner gr-tzlng u<*e.

kany ranges were overused prior to the 1930's because rnncrie-s haa no

legal control ana most rr.nges (especially the lower elevations close

to the ranches) were used In common by too many people crid too many

snluials— Including milk cows and worses, am itinerant Dams of sheen.

Those overgrazed ranges have made a lot of Improvement. Range con-ltlc

trend since 1944 has definitely been upward, an? the ran6e allotments

in the Lemnl Hesouroe Area are for the most part In good shape today.

So we ranchers—who have put so much of our lives Into Improving

these ranges, ana who depend utterly upon them for our continued e«lste

read the present draft £13 with dlsoellef and frustration. The documen

has several glaring proolems. First of all, It Is written with a

very negative view of grazing— a bias against livestock on public land-

looking at cattle in terms of something damaging to the environment

rather than as something beneficial end natural to be man-iged properly

for the 6ood of the land, the rancher, the community and tne nntl n.

Secondly, tne main thrust and emphaals of tne tls seems to be tne

enhancement or wlldlire haoltat and populations, and aeems to be wrltte

Dy people wno feel wildlife and livestock are basically Incompatible,

conclusions concerning ecological situations, Impacts on wildlife, soil

erosion, riparian areas and other environmental concerns that are

supposedly proDlems on ranges grazeu by livestock. Fourtn, the economl

impacts addressed in tne MS do not seem to adequately refiect the

adverse economic Impact upon the affected ranchers lend subsequently

nty) ild

to take the proposed cuts in livestock numDers. Fifth, tne means used

to determine proper stocking rates am proposed cuts are highly questionable

consequences— In spit*' of tvemen-'oua &L*. expei • rovements.

Alternative "C" OmxU.lze wildlife) cuts livestock nunbers Mdlculously

low; there woulci be so much ri left <vrr, it «oult ce<;te a fire

hez»rn. altern tlve 'b" IeipxImIzs Dinar 1 levalopment) Is pnlnted as

doomsday picture lor wildlife, w-terahel and environment, Alternative

"«i" (maximize tii.per pro:,uctl on) lso Is jloom and doom for

r^l rlp-,r

rnatlvincompatible. Alternative "F" Is the bLt-'s cho

claims to ' blve no special emphasis to any one resource" an claims

to emphasize "bnlf-.nced multiple use management" based on "a rellatlc

expect-tlon of funlln ". Yet BL«. pirns to spend exactly the same for

wildlife projects as In alternative 0" (which maximizes wildlife)

pnd plans to lncre-se wildlife nopulatlons nlnost -, s high ao In Alterntt:

"C". Current big g^me numbers -,re 7470 deer, 1974 elk, 2999 antelope.

alternative C" plans for 10,470 deer, 2847 elk and 2950 antelope. The

BLk's preferred plan "F" w-mts 10,11* deer, 2194 elk and 2950 antelope—
an Increase over today's numbers By about 3000 deer, 200 elk and 150

antelope. It looks like a plan to maximize wildlife even though it

claims to be balanced multiple use.

ihe management costs for all alternatives are high:
Alternative "B"... „2, 267, 070
Alternative "0".

. . 1,626,766
Alternative "0'.' 1,382,340
Alternative "£".... 1,597,477
Alternative "F" 1,721,687. Compere this with the "existing

situation—alternative A—at 4146,100.

The chosen Alternative F la the uost expensive (except for the

unrealistic Alternative B), yet Insists on cutting livestock numbers

in spite of its costly "range Improvements") In this day of trying to

cut taxes and fe eral spending, to balance the budget, do we really want

a more costly and elaDorate program when the "existing condition"—

It is frustrating to the rancher to be confronted with all this—

which will so importantly affects i-ls lire— in to be given only R few

weeks to respond to It, when the BLk took several years to do the EIS.

The BLk employees are Just doing the EIS as part of their Job, and they

get paid no matter how It turns out. Most of them will m- ve on to

how It turns out. They have no lasting Interest In the consequences.

They have no personal commitments to these particular pieces of range.

They are indifferent to the actual consequences to the lend or ranchers.

It doesn't matter that a bunch of ranchers' futures are at stake.

If a mistake Is made in the calculations, or an estimate is questlonabl

or a vegetation site Is chosen that Isn't really representative of the

area in question, or a si te -write-up Is In the wrong place (changing

the condition class of that area), do they really care? The BLk employee

gets paid regardless. He only worries about It If *e gets flak from

some rancher. But the rancher sees the errors, the soil studies and

vegetation write-ups ( and the arbitrary formulas that are tied to them)

that m»»>-afeeet his whole future— that were done In an afternoon by

a temporary employee (who may have been In a hurry, or lo°t, or unable

to cover the whole range), and the rancher Is totally frustrated. On

the whole, the BLk employees have tried to do a good Job, but It's a

big Job, and they cen't be 6ln to know the range like the rancher .oes.

So some slopplness and mistakes ere Inevitable in a fast rpnge survey

like this one— and therefore some Invalid conclusions are bound to

be drawn for the EIS. The rancher was hoping for more accuracy.

The BLk haa eet forth a number of "Alternatives", most of which

are not very realistic. Alternative "A"—the eslstlng situation— la

probably the mOBt realistic and feaslaie. Alternative "B" (maximize

Altern:. tlve A— Is seemingly °iequ?te (with improving range conditions,

not too many restrictions on legitimate multiple uses, an expanding

wildlife population, and fairly decent range management)-: Con we really

ffford a more expensive program that is going to Impact local users

EIS, out it was overlooked.

I think It would, be a much more responsible action to stick with

the "existing situation" which has alre-.dy given some proven and.

Deneflclp.l results, at much less cost. Let's work on range proDlems

on a case-by-case basis, make Improvements where needed, work out

conflicts where they occur, Instead of trying to Implement a coatly

overall plan which looks suspiciously like a dream plan of the Fish &

liame Department, with the ranchers coming out on the short end.

I want to take a closer look at some of these flaws In the EIS.

First : The EIS is written with a very negative view of grazing. This

bias comes through time and time again. The EIS says that wildlife

habitat is "threatened" when used for livestock grazing, and that there

are are:,s of "significant conflict" between livestock and »lldllfe.

Statements to thla effect can be found on pa^es 12, 50, xll, xlll, xlv,

XV, 2-19, 2-20, 2-28, 2-35, 2-43, 2-51, 3-16, 3-17, 4-23, 4-24, 4-25,

4-26, 4-39, 4-83, 4-84. Riparian degradation Is "due to livestock

^razing" and must be managed to minimize livestock use of these areas.

A great number of statements assume that riparian areas are "overutlll zed"

by livestock and damabed: statements on page 13, 36, 51, 54, vlll, xl

,

xlll, 1-4, 2-12, 2-19, Impact summary on pabe 2-51, 3-12, 3-18, 4-7,

4-11, 4-12, 4-27, 4-28, 4-39, 4-42, 4-43, 4-44, 4-54, 4-57, 4-58, 4-59,

4-e5, 4-86. Low elevation ranges are "overgrazed" by eariy spring

turnout (page 13, 35, 36, lx, 3-11, 4-8, 4-42, among others). Livestock

are supposedly hard on watershed, water quality, forest regeneration
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LIS Comments

enJ ut'itr envlror.m-nt'.l concerns I 13, 46, ... . -20,

4-8, 4-26, to name e few).

The tlS Is full ur statements like these: .."lack of both tree see «li ng

regeneration anJ establishment of vegetation In general bec>use or

livestock use following timber sale harvesting" Ir'g* 13). "Range

Improvements would be designed to enhance, or to havt re* adverse impacts

on. the other resource uees" (page 34). This seens to Imply an emph." si s

on the Importance ana priority of the "other" uses. Range lnprovement

in terms of how It ml^t benefit grazing.

Under "livestock brazln6 bt anient", two of t'-o three Issues are

"How raucv and where should forage -e design- 1" ' for livestock 'n'

KIS •n-.j

^nluues s>-rul i bawildlife use", an. "Whet special manage:

initiated on livestock grazing to Improve sensitive ° rees". The

emphasis seems to be on restricting and contr. llln b ^razln (to "lmrrove

sensitive areas" or to leave forage for wllillfe) rather than Just on

6ood ranbe management in Itself. BLk is assuming that livestock are

basically incompatible with wildlife ana the health of the environment.

The whole thrust or the portions of the KIS dealing with raelng

never any attempt to protect grazing from possible disruption by other

uses. In the BLlu ' s "plan", grazing Is the use .'oln6 most of the

•giving", for Instance, restrictions on mining, energy cm', mlner-ls

extraction "are designed to protect wllnllfe habitat, recreaSlonal

values, wilderness values and cultural reiources" (page 1-2 j . But

not to protect grazing. ir grassland or water sources for livestock

were afrected or cut orf by raining or energy development, so whatT

The same with timber and wood products restrictions. The EI3 states

(page 1-3) that "efrorts to protect recreation anl wilderness values

and to protect or enhance »lk winter range could result in some suitable

vepvy lipiot- >n private land: elk gettlnB into hnyst- cks, tearln B
J own

fences, ueer i.na intelope llvlnu in private men 'Ms ana alfplfa rields

and declaiatln u hay crops, etc. It's not that the BLk ^pbltat is poor,

Its oacuse private £.lfelfa crops are Just too Jam tempting to wildlife,

• s are no deterrent. The increased game numbers are making an

increasing >-eavy lmract on private land. The Fish and -jane has had

more requests this fall ror panels to keep elk out of '•aystacks than they

tut the point Is that blii seems to t*lnk wildlife are more valuable

than livestock on public lands, ind wants to increase wildlife at the

wildlife and seemUg heedless or the inroads these increased gome numbers

will oe making on private lands. Perhaps their thinking is colored

because they feel wildlife interests have more political clout than rpncher*

Thus the bill, working hand in hand with Fish and liame (big game

populations In the preferred i lternstlve were suggested by Fish and

names own target goals) has slanted the whole EIS with a view to

favor wildlife expansion End a renuctlon in llve«tock. Fish and name

will be directing it all. BLU is to consult with Fish and name to

determine the extent, location, and timing of all range improvements

(r.age 48) and Fish and name will be B l v«n at least 2 years' notice

before any vegetation manipulation project is begun (page 52).

BLM seems to think that in order to Increase wildlife, we must

reduce livestock. The entire EIS takes the assumption that livestock

compete with wildlife and adversely affect wildlife habitat. For example,

in Altern-tlve B, it states th-t fa proposed stocking level of livestock

would intensify competition with 'eer, lower the ecol-glcal range

condition, and probably remove "vlrtu-lly all herbaceous materia]

shown that dear an' cattle dor't eat the s-i..e Hups of plants to any

page 7

rorest lands and woodlands being unavailable for harvest." But It

aoesn't matter ir grazing or livestock use patterns or an area are

severely disrupted by timber harvest. And under "Impacts to livestock

gracing" there is no mention of possible adverse impacts from increased

recreation, timber harvest, wilderness designation, mineral extraction,

etc. Grazing seems to be the barely tolerated "poor relation" among

the publlo land uses, kicked aside whenever anyone can come up with

some other use for the land, livestock grazing seems to have a low

priority, as well as being blamed for decline in wildlife habitat,

destruction of riparian areas, damage to soil and watershed. If there's

any kind of problem out there, livestock must be to blame.'

Secondly , BLM ' s main empasls in this EI3 is on wildlife. The BLLi ' s

attitude is perhaps summarized in the statement on page 12: "Hunting and

fishing are extreme ly Important to the local economy. Wllillfe population

can be threatened when habitat is used for livestock grazing, timber

harvesting or other uses."

And on page 35: "The preferred alternative formally recognizes the

ecological nonconsumptlve and consumptive values associated with flable

populations of diverse species of wildlife an i their habitat. Supporting

that recognition are accomodations for wlldlire by other, potentially

compeUng\_by whoee opinion are they potentially competing?:] resource

activities and various habitat Improvement errorts. This alternative

hould provide the enhanoed habitat conditions thpt would make possible

population increases for many wlldlire species."

The BLM has tpken it upon themselves, as their primary goal, to

adiress'the Issues or livestock and wlldlire forage designations",

making eure that livestock don't compete with or damage wildlife habitat.

BLk la assuming there is a conflict, and is assuming we should * • ve more

wildlife to satlsry Fish and names' goals—even t'-oug'- we have more game

than we need in some areas already. The Increasing numbers are making

BIS comments
page 9

.gnlflcant degree, »no that deer do very "ell on gr ze ; r-

n

L
a s Perk

imbers of dear In the v.est In the 1950' s coincided with high numbers

f cattle on the r nges. heavy gr,zln B of grass leads to increase in

rushy plants and browse, enhancing deer habitat.
deer

Pa6e 3-16 claims that "much of t'e/\wlnter end spring range is only in

sir ecological condition." Is BLk equating ecological condition with

abltat condition? I think bLM realizes that "excellent" ecological

sually denotes a dense stand of trees. Fair ecological con'ltlon (plan'

n a lower stage of succession) often sports brush and brow.e plants and

Is often very good wllillfe habitat.

As stbted in the £13, deer winter range in lower elevation country

is 'almost exclusively a sagebrush community." The LIS claims there

is very poor cover here, so winter exposure factors are extremely high.

Doesn't the BUi know that Jeer use heavy sage as cover? They lie down

out of the wind in that heavy sage, and are quite protect«d from weather

(and from oelng seen.') .

The LIS goes on to say, "In the absence or a mountain crush zone

and very limited rorage dl versl ty L. 1 e bL" trying to blame cattle ror the

absence of a mountain brush zone? This country never had a mountain

brush zoneQthe nutritional level available to deer la probab ly lower

£ire speculation?} than in many other regions. They may therefore be

more susceptible to the weakening erfects of exposure, resulting In

lncn 'i mortality nnd decreased production r-tes." Then why are they

tolng so w.'il?

»n pa^e 50 It states that range Improvements will be designed "to

achieve both wildlife an- range objectives". Water developments wrn't

be put in for cattle If they wight lead to conflicts between wildlife

an livestock for vegetation In that area. BLk doesn't want to encouraj

cattle to use r"rts of i r: nge that might Interfere with wildlife use.
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pa.;e 10

This Is evidence a^aln or BL..'e nssumrtl en thai wlld.llfe «m livestock

are Incompatible an thet .11 life are more valuable t>- an livestock.

fl-.ue oLk Is playing fevorltes and catering to a Bpeclnl Interest use.

Flab and uame Jepartments make money en a ctmnodlty thet uses public

Inn- (wildlife), aelllnu llcene.ee to hunters. Thet nekee Fish <* mm
no different—profiting from n consumptive use—than ranchers who graze

livestock on public land. Yet Fish and liame Is coming out w y ahead In

this EI3, having a lot More Influence ant' Input then the ranchers, ' nd

seemingly convincing BIX that we o)ust h^ve more wildlife out there.

Another Illustration of this bias is the fact that BLk ncnts to

mo-ury all existing fences (making tu em only three strand, no higher

1 38 Inches, with a smooth oottom wire at least 18 Inches off the

ground), so they'll be no obstacle to wildlife movement—whether or not

they can continue to keep livestock in the proper place. It doesn't

atter to Fish and ueme or BLk that these "cor-ected" fence, will cause

lot of livestock mix-ups, cattle on the wrong ranges, bulls getting

nto the wrong pastures, livestock out on roads becoming a safety haeard

to traffic, and In general create a lot more work and heade.che for the

oor rancher trying to keep track of his livestock. A three strano fence

1th those specifications is about as good as no fence. All through the

[3 the BLk mentions that fences will be "corredted", with larlouB amounts

of fences corrected with various alternatives. "Though not quantifiable

why do lt?jj fewer deaths, fewer injuries, and more efficient range

by big game, are to be expected." Balderdash! There are a lot mnre

slope an- deer kleled by coyotes and on the hlghw-y then In all the

fences put together. Wildlife manage to find ways over or under fences,

svldenced by their many trails through the pieces that ire easy to

get through. liood standard cattee fences do not hinder deer, antel. pe

:1k. The ranchers who are "on the ground" (or out In the field, or

tever you want to call It) In more of a position to observe wlluife

cross &M'.nuci. Puss Ida' foui untaln ouffalo

oy the hun rees, In February, Either t'cy were wintering ' ere in the

... >l V. i 'j, or tr-'poeu Oj heavy snows, unable to go to southern r-.n.jes

The ,ieep snow m, a rrsstntlon to u^len who w,- n te< to go south Into

better berver country, r.n-l In March he sent 6 men on h nrseback to

explore one or the passes to find a w°y through. They drove about 600

buffalo ahead of them to bre, -k tr«u through the deep snow over the paes

iieorue E. 3houp, writing memoirs In 1935, told of finding numerous

buffalo akulls and bones and mentioned a swamp on his land that was "a

virtual Duryln b ground or ourralo". he estimated, from talking with

elderly In Hans In e rller years, that the last buffalo to occupy this

region were here In aoout the 1830' s.

ky point Is that buffalo grazed these hills, these valleys, these

riparian areas. Impacts by lar e v oofed bovlnee sre completely natural.

At times that Impact was Such breater than that of domestic livestock,

for there were more buffalo. In larger herds. They grazed out an

area completely (they ul .n't leave 50 to 60* of the vegetation, a„

specified by some range manager ror protection of range or riparian

wrazlnb Is the natural conditio

to better 6rowth and vigor, o-i

gorous anu Its total production

lis vegetation, end stimulates

t Is never grazed Is never as

lees. A several-year study

at the University of Nevada shrw64 that range plants grazed properly

mey -roduce as much as 802 more plant material than plants that are

completely protected, and that range plant health Is directly related

to grazing and browsing stimulation. If grazing were truly damaging

to the vegetation, these plants would have been killed out thousands

of years ago. The plants adapted to belnb grazed at some point during

the growing season, lhl s doesn't mean they can stand constant year-around

r.age 11

movement dally (herds moving In out cut of private property, or from

one range allotment or pasture to another) can elve a better idea of

whether or not existing fences are a hazard. In thirty years of observatlc

In our range area, we can recall perhaps 3 animals h Ung up In a fence,

compared with countless deer and antelope kills by coyotes. As a major

hazard to wmllfe populations, health or movement, the fence Is not!

Altering fences will onij cause a lot more problems with range management,

allowing cattle Into the wrong pastures (why have crossfences to control

grazing use?) and creating problems between range neighbors. Let's

keep our fences functional!

I cannot understand the present bias against livestock on public

land and the antipathy emlnatlng »rom environmentalists who feel livestock

are damaging. While domestic cattle are somewhat exotic on these ranges,

they are hot entirely foreign. This valley, like most of the West,

supported native bovine grazers, the buffalo. Here In the Pacific

Northwest we had mountain buffalo rather than plains buffalo, but they

were an Important part of this ecosystam until the 1850' s. Grazing

by bovine animals on these ranges Is entirely nptural; the vegetation

evolved being eaten by a variety of grazers ant! browsers. Bison In

North Amerloa go back at least 400,000 years, accordln 5 to fossil evidence

kountaln buffalo In our own valley have left recent evidence, with

bones and skulls at buffalo Jumps (Pratt Creek, bluffs along the Salmon

River) where Indians killed them, and horn shells and bones at many

other locations. We've found buffalo horn shells ho re on our ranch,

history gives us lots of documented evidence of native buffalo

In this region. In 1624 Alexander Ross led a party of fur trappers

through the Big Hole Basin ann over Lemhi Paas Into Idaho, and. up the

3almon River, seeing many buffalo along the way. In one lerge valley

(either the Pahslmerol, or the Round Valley near Chollls), they estimated

10,000 buffalo In one herd. In 1825 Peter Skere Ogden led the Hudson Bay

dltlons the fo

page 13

8 a chance

to regr

But

place „

thing to remember Is that buffalo held a very Important

r rangee »nd were crucial to the health of the range. With

no grazer, the grass eventually crowds out forbs and many Bhrubs, and big

game habitat suffers; the food for the browser Is drastically reduced.

Elk are grazers, but they shared this niche with the buffalo and cannot

fill It alone; cattle come much closer to simulating the role of the

buffalo on our ranges.

With balanced use by grazer and browser, we keep a healthy habitat

for both. Livestock are very necessary to the health of wildlife habitat,

Fish anu uame Department bias notwithstanding. Grazers and browsers

complement one another in their food habits, and a good range can support

antelope, and compete somewhat with cattle, out tend to use different

ereas. With their greater mobility they can use "rested" pastures when

cattle aren't in thea.as well as the higher, steeper slopes. Cattle

grazing has been shown tc ImpDove elk forage by reducing accumulation

of rank, old growth. The resultant new regrowth Is more tender, palatable

and nutritious ror elk. Cattle grazln6 stimulates some plants to become

more bachy, with more volume or regrowth. Grazing greatly Improved

quality or rorage on elk winter range in Oregon In a study done several

years ago.

Grazing also Improves sage grouse habitat, as shown by several

recent studies, Including a 2 year stuly in Nevada (completed in 1983).

un 6razed meauoee and streambanks. Grazing stimulates regrowth of forbs

used by Brouse and maintains them longer; the forbs with regrowth had

a higher protein content, lower fiber content, and longer period of

leaf succulence, making them more nutritious and attractive to the birds,

especially the young ones, kea.iows that are not ^Tazed tend to have
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t,rowth is obstructed by the mat of old dee* plant material , "n* the birds

h = ve trouble using the ne» growth.

Nongame species and many birds llncludlng long billed curle|r, mountain

plover, kllldeer, horned lark and others) r.lso b»n»flt from grazing,

preferlne, to nest In grazed areas with maximum visibility. Our livestock

are providing a very necessary ecological service. Xany species that

co-existed with buffalo on prelrle ano mountain grasslands were dependent

upon conditions created by that large herbivore. They might be In

serious trouble without domestic llv-atock to fill thtt niche and

carry out the same role. 10 assume that we oust minimize livestock

brazing In order to maximize wildlife Is not only grossly unfair to the

rencher who has traditionally used these lands with livestock, but also

highly Inaccurate biologically. The native wildlife have co-existed

Thirdly this brings us to some other ecological factors that should be

emmented upon. The ecological condition rating UBert to categorize our

anges la confusing and aoraewhat queatlonable for the purpoee of thla

PIS. Potential plant communities ( "811max planta") are determined

natural factors such as soil tape , topography, amount of precipitation,

c. which work together to theoretically create an environment Ideal

r that particular native plant community. Theoretically
,
plant

ecesslon Is a process that takes place In a plant community as one

group of species replaces another until "climax' vegetation takes over

the site. The climax plants arc those that can best make use of that

lcular soil and climate. The usual trend Is for small, drnught-

teslstant species (weeds and annuals, desert plants, etc) to give way

to larger and less drought-resistant species, for as the soil "matures"

the plant community progresses, It helps dreate better conditions

larger plants. They shade out the competing short plants, the

ceased abundance of plants helps hold soli moisture sn- make it possible

;.l
v t ill

KILBLIFE HABITAT, .-.

tryln b to Improve the ecological site condition

r.ilse the ratln6 of a It of the "fair" conU

looks like they should be working to Improve

the forage gondltlon, not the ecological con.:

of Idaho Department of Lends stater. In his commc

EI 3 comments
page 16

ecological dondltlorj

then, Is BL4

?ee ranges, seeking

range to "good 1

inge condition

As the Director

n the Chains EI9:

itlnB s br. seJ on
n are mlslea,.ln^ to most laymen. The
A, fair end poor" Jo not eouate to
r utility, but apply strictly to a specific

use composition. Geologists, especially foresters,
ind wildlife biologists, have long recognized that
Leal plant auccesslon well below the climax level
Lrable for livestock and wildlife. An example
y Illustrates such a situation Is the Loc 1

- sa Elk
rn Ide>-o. Fires ellmlm te the climax vegetation

! and fir). The first etuge or secondary plant
(prooaoly "poor" coniltlon class) was the growth of

shrubs sucv^ n wlilow, red stem ceonothus, aliers, etc. T*le
condition class produced some of the finest elk range and elk
population dynamics In ilstory. As the browsed shrubs grew
higher ("fair to good" dondltlon) and above t*e reach of elk,
big game conditions and populations declined. As the site developed
upward toward the climax fir ar. 1 pine atage ("good to excellent"
conultl n) the situation reached r point where sportsmen, wildlife
biologists -nd now the general public are clamoring for controlled
burning to recommence the cycle (reduce the range condition class

palatablll ty, productlc

it graphl
U,e in no
lte plr

fair"),

r examples coul~ be given, b

d ecological condition class

wildlife or livestock on certain sit

lasB ooes not mean better wildlife

he fallacy of the ecological rating,

easure of vegetative cover, soil ho

alue to wlllliSe or livestock. And

s to whet the true climax vegetatlc

lasses on these ranges. And even 1

etermlning whether that particular

lldllfe?

ltat. watei

s th«t excellent ,r

-an desirable for

xcellent condition

shed or grazing caps

ut It Is not a good

shoul !

racterl sties, or nutritional

:olo^lsts often disagree

ae on many sites. There

agree) If temporary BLU

Lne ecological condition

ii I,

good range for lives

the less drought-resistant species to get started, and bo on.

lolls alao supposedly undergo developmental atages as they are bro

a by cUmate and living organlems from the original rook or "paren

material". With each phaee of soil development, a specific plant

•lopment should be found— theoretically— though the actual plants

vary because of climate and uolature. The problem with range

management ecology is that all too often the range scientist is lookl

i mythical climax condition that may never have existed. Some so

up of trane-looeted materials, b-ought to their present site by wind

ind water, and are not created from the underlying parent material at all

Competition among plants is a factor In succession. Trees compete

best because they are larger and taller am can shade out ot^er species.

the size and species of tree will depend on < D»nse, tall

Sparce, wood

bs are climax In drier areas.

This "ecological site condition" rating la the method BLU use* to

Judge our range condition. Excellent ecological condition would be 76

to lOOJt of the klnda and amounts of vegetation supposedly In the "cllmex"

"potegtlal" plant community, uood condition would have si to 75;J

these plants, fair woul 1 oe 26 to bo. anJ poor wo 1* be zero to 2b,-l.

Yet "good" or "excellent" ecological condition may not be gooo grazing

land nor good wildlife habltet. In areas with good soil and moisture,

Umax (exoellent condition) is alwajs »rees . as stated in the alls

page 3-11), "A plant community that Is altered by burning, sprayln^, or

echanlcal treatment may rate as fair In ecological condltl on [^because

its climax vegetation has been destroyed and It Is working back up toward

Iollmejc,
starting with plants In a lower succession stage], but be in good

or even excellent condition for livestock grazing. Thereto

the potential plant community Is not always the management

'-is part of the formula In

Judged to be in goo* to ej

looked upon as needing a <

Yet the ecological condltl

capacity or wildlife habU

no longer native ve gets tit

.Hot

Oslcal condition Dedal

particular site. iet In i

htly more than 10\* of

lsted as "unmapped".

alus or rock outcrops

be for livestock". Tv

they are climax and shoulr

BUi should be more cor

logical condition ratli

if they are going to 1

/ should list those set

page 17

3 that condition class Is being used bv BLM

determining proper stocking rates. A range

:ellent ecological condition is perhaps not

it, compared to a range In "Talr" condition,

on may have little to do with actual grazing

at health. A seeded area, for Instance, is

n and can't be listed as good or excellent

ough climax plants. Yet It may be excellent

it. And on the other hand, there are areas

should have been listed as "exoellent*

se they are timber- -climax plants for that

Jme cases BLk put them down as "unmapped".

the grazing land in the Lemhi Resource Area

According to the EIS, unmapped class consists

3r " lense timber stands that provide little

it's right. T*ey provide little forage. But

have been listed as excellent con'ltlon clas

Blatent. If they are going to use the

i, they should map the timber as excellent.

irow out the timber and go by forage conditio

ilngs and "unnatural arcs" pnd some of the

fall ranges thrt are provlalng

Latencies almost make a per

lot of good forage, as excellent. The

on think they are deliberately tr lng

paper thr.n they actually are (perhaps

hey can Justlgy some cuts In livestock numbers*)

"Trend" etu-iles are equally confuslnu . *e ranchers tend to think

upward trend" as range improvement (better forage plants and more

"downward trend" as range deterioration (less palatable

plants, leas volume of good foliage), but technically that'a Incorrect.

Range trend Implies whether the plant community Is moving toward ollmax
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1

stances would mean poorer rnnge--invaslon of rir trees In a st"nd of

o.i gross, movlrie, toward deaBe timber Instead of gre?s, for instance,

t's start usin b more practical criteria -nd 1' as confusing terminology!

BLil out to be using criteria to .
.

I

.•- of gegetetlon In terns

of healthy habitat and forage plants, not some mythical "climax"

vegetation that may be totally different on
i

<zen afferent sites

he 8->me allotment due to a variety of soils, precipitation levi l ,

elevation, and whether It's a northern or southern exposure.

Livestock grszlng «n< eivly spring turn-out I
' ve been bl u.ie ' as the

cause for "most of the low-fair .in' poor condition range" (page 3-11).

But much of the low elevation range h< s less r°tnf'-ll »nd p»rt of It

consists of poor soil (bentonlte) that doesn't grow much. As st- ren

on page 3-19, speaking of the foothills along the LemM watershed from

Lemhi to Salimn,"even In a natural ecological con '1 tlon (^wh" te ver that

ls--"natural" should always be thought of as Including grazing! the =e

sufcls are highly erosive and sparsely vegetated." So why blame the

livestock?

Page 3-20 contains statements blaming livestock for erosion, saying

cattle cause too much soil compaction and c.ecreasen Infiltration rate

(Increased runoff) end that these problems are affect«d significantly

by the intensity of the fuzing. &t this depends upon the s. 11 type

and other factors. The LI 3 states that depleted plant cover nnJ

trampled soils are the two main factors thrt contribute to sill erosion

of rangelands. Not so. Mother nature ( sud 'en cloudbursts, hailstorms,

extremes In weather and climate) does much more to contribute to soil

sroslon In these young mountalns--whlch are In a geological process

of wearing down--then any other factor. Livestock lmpaets are minor.

Environmental worrlerers are telling U9 that today our watersheds

C13 Consent?

I .ill: seem most susceptible.

not wet, Che to nlmnle ire ctually beneficial in loosening

soil surface and In covering - ny seeus t l
I

ground. Trampling la usually temporary l.-.-pr-ct, even on wet

r-ctlble soils, because winter frost--whlci exp-nas -n. "heaves" the

unl surface— loosens t'e soil again.

Another supposedly detrimental Impact of llveitock Is "damage to

In the EIS ere devoted to listing

tat (such as page 4-e6 which discusses

Riparian habitat, in SLk ' s opinion,

a areas where livestock are totally

riparian habitat ". Several pi-

ll ve stock impacts to riparian h

BUl's preferred alternative "F"

could be Improved to "excellent

on. bLM Seels that 1

"productivity an 1 beo

5 says, "Those rlparia

excluded. amount of forage used by llvestoc

for determining riparian coniltlon classlfle

more Ml ou to 60/. of th« forage Is used, t

of riparian are-s Is greatly reduced." Page D-5 flay

are.,s bring fenced will see dr-matlc Improvement within 4 to 6 years.

Those stas expecte' to Improve t> rough livestock use adjustments will

be much slower to respond." This Is very simplistic thinking. Some of

the areas with riparian problems aren't affected by livestock. The

problem Is soil Instability -nd natural erosion, or other f-.ctors.

or Instance, the terrlole destruction of creek bed an bank below

She forks of Wlthington Creek has n L t been caused by livestock. That

MB fine, 15 years ago. Cattle have been basically fenced out

or that canyon Dottom for 21 years— not to keep them a» ay from the

k, Dut to keep them away from poisonous plants (tall larkspur, wate

IO-4|bemlock and cow parsnip, growing along the creek bottom. The horrible

Ion (deep channeling, uprooted treei, gravel movement, etc.) atarte

r that, when the Forest Service changed the road— Improved It for

logging trucks—ani put a big culvert In the creek, changing the channe

the- thrust and nlrectlon of the water. This started the gravel bed

EIS com.ents
page 19

are being rapidly deteriorated by lumbering, mining and overgrazing and

that our runoff, floods, water quality, erosion and slltatlon are much

greater than In pristine times before the white man disrupted things with

his treecuttlng, digging ana his livestock. But history ?nd old records

prove this false. Flood recons on major rivers show that there were

serious flo' ds before the white man's disruption of the watershed, rnd

water quality and slltatlon varied with Mother Nature's whims from time

Immemorial. The Missouri River was called "the Big Muddy" when the first

explorers happened upon it.

Erosion Is a normal process and was necessary for life on this planet,

changing It from a rocky surface to a predominantly soil-covered surface.

It Is often difficult to tell the difference between normal geologic

erosion and accelerated erosion (causel by disturbance such »s overgrazing

because dry regions are often too sparsely vegetated, even In their "beat"

range condition, to fully hold the soil an" protect It from water or

wind In a severe storm. Jeologlc erosion In some areas (even If they

are not grazed at ell) may be very high. We have to remember that the

mountain West Is geologically young ami that erosion is part of the

natural process of wearing down hills and mount-tins.

Accelerated erosion Is due to abnormal soil disturbance (such n
jeep tracks, timber activities tearing up the soil surface, overgrazing

or anything else that kills out vegetation that might otherwise help

hold the soil). Livestock are blamed for soil trampling and completion

which may Interfere with absorption of water so that more of It runs off.

Some trampling Is Inevitable and was part of the natural seene long

before domestic livestock came olon6 . The buffalo were probably the

worst tramplers because they were large and heavy animals -nd traveled

In large herds. The effect of trampling Is highly variable and "ap'nis

a lot on t*-e character of the soil as well a s the -"egree of tr-mpllng.

Some soils show no change In surface density under heavy trrmpling, while

this mess with any kind of "management".

The whole subject of riparian hablta

inderstoor by g lot of people who see

parts of the environment and that In pri

Jrampled nor overgrazed. Untrue, buffel

link streams are delicate

:ondltlons they were never

tremendous Impact on

treambanka Decause they came In such large herds to drink. Early

uploeers reported huge herds In the river bottoms, and early observations

lggest that riparian habitat may have been much more denuded In those

Lmes than In recent years—especially In drought years.

But let's look at the problems of today. Several studies have

pointed to livestock grazing an- trampling as a major Impact on streambenks

and vegetation, while other studies have shown that livestock Impact

Perhaps It depends on who Is doing the studying and what they are trying

to prove, or upon the sites chosen for study. A factor we have to keep

In mind Is that no two streams are alike and that problems usually have

for all.

For Instance, two studies founu that ungrazed portions of a stream

study concludes that Iurlnb eprlnb runof : , streajnban(X.degradatlon occurs

mere often ana to a greater extent along ungrazed streambank than along

a grazed Btreama.ank. Undercut banks may not be the healthiest situation

for the stream 01* the lana. 3prlnb runoff often takes them, adding more

silt all at once than Is addttd during the w*- ole year due to grazing Impact.

And when some of these undercut ban'.cs topple, with the added force of

spring runoff, they may take trees with them, or bushes, and tape* the

channel, causing more cutting and creating new channels—contributing to a
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P"ge 22

lot more trosl^i than If We b r.hs had ofen slcpeo by c- ttle walking up

ami down them, -n i less vulnerable to severe undercuttll

»ost streams In North «nerlc? have been Impacted by ungulates for

the rish survive 1, the streeiibsnk vegetation survive-, -other Nature

has been compromising for a long time, niparlan areas c-n usually wiWst-.

overgrazing better then the surrounding arid lan's because ripsrl-n re; s

bounce back faster (due to better soils, rapid regroww potential from

more available store.) moisture).

Combined effects of geology, soil, climste, vegetation tvpes n

nater runoff can often result In unstable stream con1lti<ns even without

livestock grazing, r n recognlzlr.i what is natural an 1 what Isn't cm

be difficult. Researchers are not In agreement es{ to what actually

happens when ©razing occurs an~ there Is still some question re to

what constitutes proper use levels. BLM should not be In such a hurry

to fenoe off stresmbanks or protect these r.reas by limited use Just

because some biased studies and reports have claimed livestock create

serious Impacts. A number of current studies are showln b that proper

management ana season of use can result In good streajnbank habitat -nd

that there are many ways to use riparian habitat by cattle without damege

.

Fourth . let's look at economic factors. The EIS does scknowlegge

that livestock 6r=zlng Is Important to the county, maintaining most of

the current livestock operations (page 34), yet the preferred alternative

proposes to cut many permits. BLM tries to assure us Wet these are

only proposals, that they won't be Implemented without further study,

and that after the cuts are made we would eventually get our numbers

back. That sounds good, and we'd like to believe them. But we've been

this route before and It's Impossible not to be skeptical. The BUI made

promises In the past, saying numbers would be restored after range

Improvements were made. When some of us were cut In 1964, Improvements

v>lue of permits woud be ".-

*oule tike n cut In numbers

some of the -ropoeed cuts f

buslnf ss In the Interim.

it-e BU, w- nts to ..- xi .. 1 z

r-n-J fishing at present gene

county (using m-.ltl pliers,

Lis co,.nents
» 4

rr.ucr ---s a. . ' ,rost allotments

Tp< -la looks only °t the projected small

t the end of the 2C ye-r plrnnlng period but

e ..ctu-lly made, some ranchers may go out of

ldllfe numbers. BU. estimates th. t hunting

4772,000 In Income anJ 108 Jobs In the

woul; be il.l million «n' 157 Jobs). But

livestock it present brlr b In r.ore money: ^12 million In Income, an-) 1190

Jobs. The r = nge ranchers contribute almost 12 times as much to the

economy a s do We v-unters, on ranchers spend wis new money loc-lly

all yeer aroun-, suppi rting ell loci businesses. Hunters come In only

for a couple of months or less In the Fall, and spend money primarily

at only a few kinds of stores (gas, groceries, outdoor g«ar, etc). The

Fish ana a,me department makes SSflpon the licenses (-nrt this Is why they

want to expand the g: me populations) but the total revenue brought In Is

only a fraction of the value of the livestock on these ranBes, an! not

much of the license revenue Is ever seen by the local community.

The Lis discusses the level of sales generated per AUM (page 4-16)

and I assume this means the value of livestock marketed (price received)

per AUk. The Els figure of $21.70 seems a bit low. I'm not sure how they

came up with It. A rnnche1 dependent upon public land would not exist

as o ranch without that permit. Thus the livestock sold from that ranoh

—

even the part of the herd that may stay home on private pastu"e—are all

tied to that permit. Thus total livestock sales from the rfnch are generated

by that permit. Any BLm decision Wat reduces cow numbers on the range—
lf the reduction Jeopardizes the ranchers' ability to continue In business—

1 ::
I

-

very limited amo

EIS
page 23

Jain, giving the sine old. promises

the e»rller cuts?

restored. Now they propose to t

But why cut, when ranges lmprovi

they didn't do any monitoring after the last cuts to see how the ranges

responded' BUI pereonel Involved In those earlier actions are long gone.

And so will these employees be, when further decisions are made. The BUi

has no continuity, no consistency, keeps no promises. Other uses come

along that have to be considered. Priorities change. Policies and

formulas change. The BLta measures grass differently now. That's why

the rancher doesn't really trust the BLM and why he's reluctant to agree

to a cut. "dange managers come and go, while the rancher has to stay on

the land, pick up the pieces and try to adjust to each new policy and

get along with each new overseer—with no guarantee of tomorrow. A new

manager, a new policy, wljl make It ell different. What Is assured today

Is long gone tomorrow. We have no guarantee BLM will give our numbers

back If laa* give them up; they didn't before, Yet we've got to struggle

qlong and try to manage our operations and stay In business.

Under "Economic Conditions" on page 3-3© the EIS states that actual

farm Income In Lemhi County declined by 15,* since 1978 and that after

adjusting for Inflation, this decline was actually 42/.. It's har . to

allotments!

Pages 3-34 add 3-35 give a description of We livestock industry's

contribution to Lemhi County economy (meat animals generate 20* of total

county personal Income and 40a of total county employment, using

multipliers that take Into consideration the "r-pple effect" of this

new Income). An- page 3-35 states that permit values In the Lemhi RMP

are somewhere between $3.6 and *16 million. Yet We EIS blatantly

states ^^alternative F (BLL.'s preferred alternative) "»ould h PVe

little economic Impact on Lemhi County" though the decrer.se in oipltol

page 25

private pasture In this va±ley available for lease. If We range wasn'

the rancher, he woulo be lookln u for private pasture for his cows, and

there woulu be so much competition for this limited forage source that

private pasture would become so >~lgh priced Wot even non-range rancher

would be adversely effected. Some of then might go out of business too

If they are dependent upon rented p.-sture. Any Impact on the range

agriculture and upon the w»- ole c.mnunlty.

FlfW , the BUI's means to determine stocking r tea are questionable

Page B-ll states th t "The majority of allotments did have available

forage problems and were In less than satisfactory range condition and

BLIu measure the forr, 6e? The vegetation surveys were all done very

quickly, all at the sri,-,e tl ...e of year, an Inventory like wis Isn't

a very accurate way to Ju.l Be what these ranges produce. Looking at a

range after It has been grazed Is like looking at a htyfleld after the

crop has Deen taken off—and tr'lng to guess how much tonnage of v-ay

was put up. The actual amount would depend on moisture conditions end

other factors. Sure, you can tell a little from the density of the

plants, but many other factors enter In. A dry year can mskc a good

tange look bad and a wet year can make a poor range look pretty good.

It year after ye-r. He l-.nows whether It provides a tequite feed for his

bigger every ye r, or If We range con'ltlon Is declining and the

settle aren't lolng ne well as they should.

The BUi Is Just uesBlng. T»-ey Ton't h»ve trend plots an- haven't

one much monitoring, so how could they know? "Less than s-ttef aetory

trend o.cruse of heavy sageDrush densities.." compared to what? Do
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vk ; let lees 9it,p n >w thsn they

aheepen out" In the 1920 ' s n.i

t>-e present BU. employees 1.. »

Thirty years O o? »fn y of our r n '

did earlier. A lot of our

1930' s ana have come s lon L; * Ipw

Improving, why cut?

Page B-J.J. goes on to aey "After revlewir. i '.cre-ses 1

m idlife numbers , the ra.nge on wliuire staff felt these allotments

were not anle to provl le enough forage for » 11 Ufa np° " ?
.

" Thus the

proposed wildlife increases aeera to be what led to proposed range cuts

In livestock numbers—because BUI n Fish & l*<.jne feel that wildlife

and llvestook ore competitive an • Income tlble.

Page B-12 says, "In most e sfs ownw-.ril n'Justments were b^sed on

er9 of acres per AUU, ^enerfl obs<-rv tlons An i rofesslonal Ju'^at

Perhaps this was Influenced by a "professional" bias against livestock

a wlah to maximize wildlife? Numbers of acres per AUM la tlso

eatlonable factor, blanket assumptions cannot be rao-"e (like using

9 acrea or 10 or 15 acres per AUik). h nw many acres It takes to provldi

adequate feed for a cow will i depend a ^real 4Sal on many factors—

lncluclng amount of precipitation, type or soil, elevation, etc. Some

of our high elevation ranges with good aoll and adequate moisture will

produce a lot more feed per acre than low elevr-tlon ranges with poor

aoll aj)u low precipitation. BUI should look more at the vegetation an

the ahape It's In, how well the livestock are doing, en" forget 'bout

arbitrary formulas like acrea per AUM. Every Individual allotment la

different.

The BLb ha en d lng tr end stuues on nly 8 allotment

The BLU cut some allots ents 1 n earlier yeara bu did no fo

the re la no docum on of Improvements in foragp conditl

an ' t know w nat the e ondltl on w-s earlier, and c-n't see

(be cause these e... loye. n't here back t en) now they .

•
•; i ence, now f'vor with court

JU'ib'J.s!) than ao i-.nc'ers. environmental Interests are concerned about

riparian hat-i t I , fei i that cattle damage the watersheds. So BLii

•••ly gets its act together to respond to thl a concern, proposing

livestock cuts—evn before All the fr.cts are In on thege controversial

lsaueg. Ket bUi har'ly llatena to the rancher who ar.ya the range and

the »>.terghed h.f s improved In the lost 30 yei-rs.or trlea to point out

that the "eroalon" under euc* concerned c on gl deration la natural eroslin.

The tL. can'

t

llaten to the rrac^eis, oec-une the a,,ency la caught up In

t>-e court-mandated EIS' s that ^ave a goal of reducing livestock on

public land. The BUI goe a through the motions of listening to ua ranC-en

but It Is politically bound In another direction.

It all came about through the bLM ' a own push for more authority over

public land. In the last t*o deendee BLii hna Bought to lntenalfy lta

mamgement of public land end to develop a bl6ger budget ana a more

powerful agency. Beginning In 1959 the BUi started making a case for

sre. ter bueeaucrtlc euthorlty and an expanded program. In 1959 BLM

published anta that was critical of the ranchers' peet UBe of the range—

-na u ot Itself off the hook by claiming, Its hands were tied by lack of

funis an mnnpower m-: limited regulatory authority.

In 1957 pp.' 1958 Bill An nual Reports acknowledged egtreme drought

1959 and after, the reference to drought was dropped «nd the poor

conditions were lamed on overgrazing. The 1960-1963 Annual Reports

called for more BLU management to reverse the,e "undealreble paat trends"

and to rehabilitate the range. These calls for more BLii managfoent were

repeated through the 1960(8 and climaxed by the highly critical "Nevada

Report" of 1974 which denounced the ranchers' use of the range. The

Nevada Report was a BLW "study" showing that bLk was understaffed and

the ranges unaermana bed. It became the catalyst for action by
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"cut" again. This la totally unjustified, liust the ranchers pay for

the BLM'b unaccourjtablllty and Inability to do Its Job? If bUi was goln L

to make cuts they should have done some m nltorlng to see If the cuts

Improved the range. utherwlse, why cut? Ign't the purpose of livestock

reduction to improve the range? why do anything only halfway? Is the

BUi really Interested In range condition and Improvement or Just Interest

In taking more cattle off;

On page 47 the EIS atates that stocking levels and livestock use

the rancher and BUI can't a B ree. ThBe the final word Is with BUi. So

the final word la » decision by BLM, which m-y be slanted, due to

political leanings and c omial tments; BLU managers may have a personal

blaa In favor of reducing llveatock or they may be pressured to satisfy

other Interests Iwlldllfe, recreation or environmental Interests that

want leas llveatock Dn public landa) rather than being guided by any

real application of range eclence.

PolitlCB 1b the moving force behind BUi; there's no way we can get

around the fact that the a6ency la a political entltlty—It was conceive*

grew up, and continues Its existence and derives Its sustenence from

politics. Ho matter how conscientious and dedicated the employees (and

many of them are), they are caught In a political framework that dictates

over-all policy. P lltlca and priorities change. Thus thaBLM as an

agency le unaccountable. The rancher then, la left holilng the bag.

un page 61 the EI3 states that deel alone In the plan will be tied to

the BUI budgeting process, and priorities will be established But

"new policy, departmental guidance, or new BLM goals may Influence

priorities." How true. That'e a way out of any commitment, 1 an ' t it?

The rancher's major problem In dealing with bLk Is th»t toany the

BLM eeeme to think It more politically expedient to cater to environment;

lntereate. Environmental lnter«eta certainly ksve more clout (more

't iolnB lta Job. Some people wa

entirely, while ot

expenditure—hire

fcIS comments
page 29

point out that BLk admitted

e more and better-trained range coneervatlonl ats, etc.

After the publicity of the Nevada Report, other State BLM offlcea laeued

studies on their ranges, and these were combined Into a range condition

report for the Senate Committee on Appropriations.

Partly spurred by BLM'b own "advertlelng efforte" (to make Its case

tor more authority and more budget) In painting a grim picture of the

public ranges, public concern began to grow. BUI found ltaelf crltlclMri

and condemned by llvejtockmen and environmental! ats alike. In many BLM

.latrlcts there was a tendency on the part of BLk to do nothing much In

the way of Improvements unless full-ecale reet rotation achemea could

be put Into practice. Unless funds were available for a "big" project,

not much wae done. Another problem was that BUi didn't have any basic

data upon which to base management plans. Range condition and trend

studies hadn't been done since the 1960's. BUi didn't really know what

the range condition was, for the ranges hadn't been monitored.

A report to CEl» In 1977 (Box, Dwyer and Wagner) stated that
"It appears that the BUi decided In the I960' a that It wae
necessary to dleasaoclnte ltaelf from grazing to become a
multiple uae mana beme n t agency... Inetead of broadening Its
range oondltlon and trend work and expanding carrying capacity
studlea to Include wildlife an 1 recreation, there appears to us
to have been a rejection of t>-e basic resource surveys, perhaps
because they were "range" studies and these kinds of studies
lmpfcled grazing as a alngle uae."

In the 1975 Range Oondltlon Report for t»-e Senate, the BUi pointed out

that Its major problem was lack of funds and personal. The Report >aa

an effective advertising effort on the part of BUI to state Its urgent

need, and for Itself as the highly neceaaery meana by which the range

rroDleme couli be reeolved throu^ more Intensive management.

In actuality, the report served more to show how ELM operates than

as a new or cccurafte aeaeeanent of range condltlrne. There were o lot of
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lndicptl.ns In v-rUus ELu Jlstrlcto that r»nc*a w
- 1 Improved considerably

between 1935 ana 1961, and there were probably more Improvements between

1961 an". 1976, yet the figures In the various bUl reports showed

no changes In that 16 year period. In their report to CEJ,, Box, Dwyer

and Wagner stated that It was Incredible to them that any ranges could

remain "static* for 15 yearBi The BLM claimed t*e-e »f s "insufficient

deta" for determining "present conditions". Same old story! The B1M

wanted more manpower an funding, and In order to get it they >iari to show

a need for It. Therefore the range had to look bad. The land and the

ranchers had become a political football, as always. Adding to the

problem was the faot that range management was getting less attention

at BLM; th« managers were trying to shift their emphasis to other "uses",

Illustrating the fact that BLM Is purely a political entity, motivated

by political directions.

But conflicts between BLM and Its conservation-environmentalist

supporters emerged after 1973 and began to grow, partly because BLM • ml

the environmentalists baa souewhat different purposes and the latter

sought to control the BLk In their own Interests. Environmental groups

weren't satisfied with BLM's single LIg Ub required by NEPA) for its

allotment management plans, and wanted greater emphasis on recreation

and wildlife. And the only way they could demand and influence that

ehpbasls was on a case-by-case basis. So NHBO files suit and won, with

the court ordering BLM to prepare 212 (later reduced to 144) EIS's and

requiring that alternatives to livestock grating be documented ( so the

EIS process has a built-in bias against grating.1 )-- the court referred

to BLM's own data on range deterioration as evidence of the need for

site-specific EIS's. Thus the BLM's own "advertising" and figures used

to further its cause legislatively (to make a case for gaining more

authority and budget) backfired and was used against It in the NROO suit.

Thus the NRDC forced even stricter and more rapid adoption of limits

to respond to thelr-.own demands (more wildlife: Less llv»stock!) So

now we're stuck with p. costly EIS process in wthlch It Is almost guaranteed

that livestock will come out on the short end—wMch Is w*at the

environmentalists wanteo in the first olece. Die bUi ani the ranchers

manipulate land management throu*- the courts.

The SIS process discriminates against the rancher, he Is t>>e most

affected party because If his range is reduced, his whole operation and

way of life is in canber. Yet he, perhaps of all special Interests, Is

least aDle to defend himself or even take the time to read through a

lengthy and confusing EIS In the short time he is allowed to do so.

He's spendinb all of his time trying to make a living. His hoi. re aren't

9:00 to 6:00 and he doesn't have weekends off. He doesn't have the

llesure time nor the financial resources nor the Influence with the

media that environmental groups have. And since Ms occupation 1«

workln6 with land and livestock rnther than people, he may not be very

eloquent. All too often he Is reluctant to speak out because he Is aelf-

conectoue about his Inability to express himself, his livelihood and

future is at stake, yet in many Instances he is virtually helplees to

defend himself. 3o the environmentalists and wildlife interests, hand In

hand with BLM, are running over him roughshod, reducing his permit without

any good logic or science to back them up, and he loses out by default.

This Is not American Justice!

I went to take a quick look at the various "alternatives" in this

EIS. Alternative "A" is merely the existing situation and livestock

are allotted 52,541 AUMs tactual use), even though 63,698 AUMs are

still licensed (part of these are In "suspended" form, from previous cuts)

BLM assumes there ere "deteriorating conditions" at present (page x) but

these would be handled on a case-by-case bsslB. Actually, most ranges

on grazing (through the EIS process) than even the BLM had desired. BLM

wanted more control of the range, but hadn't really wanted to eliminate

grating, since this was still one of its major programs. The AMPs and

range Improvements were some of the most Important tools used by BLM

to further its own agency Importance and expansion. Immediate and

extensive grating restrictions ordered by the environmentalists through

the courts were sure to trigger adverse political reaction from the

ranchers, so the BLM chose to lessen this reaction by delaying the

livestock reductions and working into the program gradually. It Is eafle

to fight a small piecemeal reaction, region by region, than a large,

well-orgenl ted and united reaction. By adopting the plans gradually

(divide and conquer) the BLM could handle the Isolated and individual

reactions from the ranchers. This Is evident In our own local EIS.

BLM's main goal seems to be to make sure Its own authority is firmly

established, and It also wants some flexibility In responding to demands

of competing user groupe--to Insure political support for its own prograa

and to avoid entanglements put opon 1 t by any one group. BLM wanted to

weaken the ranchers' rights, but It wasn't quite ready for the clout

of the newly strong environmental groups. BLM wanteo to make the declslc

and settle the conflicts smoijg users, but the legal hassle between BLM

and the environmentalists illustrates the tradeoffs Baced by admlnlstratl

agencies that depend upon political Influence and have to respond to new

or changing political conditions. The environmentalists climbed Into

with the court ordered EIS's.

The BLM is gaining more authority and control all right, and the

ranchers are losing out. The EIS process provides for public hearings

and third party (non permit-holders) Input lnflo the development of the

grazing plane. These hearings early-on became a forum In which

environmental groups could put public pressure on BUri to get the bureau

on the land ewhlle can verify this. But if there are spots of concern,

they should certainly be taken care of on a case-by-case basis. Nothing

wrong with that. Present game populations (7470 deer, 1974 elk, 2799

antelope and a recently introduced group of bighorn sheep) eould continue

to use about 5,399 AUMs. Project activity would be limited to maintaining

existing habitat. Nothing wrong with that. The game numbers right now

ere quite high. Deer numbers have Increased dramatically in the last ten

years, antelope number! are Increasing, and elk populations are expanding

and moving Into new territory where they haven't existed for at least 150

years. This looks like we must have a healthy habitat for wildlife under

the present condition.

This alternative looks the least disruptive to multiple uses Including

recreation, mining, lumbering and grating. Range condition Is expected

to Improve (page 4-5), as is riparian habitat. Yet BLM makes the conclusion

that "there would be significant negative impacts to range vegetation

because of the current amount of unsatisfactory (fair and poor) ecologloal

condition range that would not change." Yet the long-term peedlctlon

(on the same page) Is for more "good" ecological condition range and

less "fair", ana there is zero percent "poor" range.

BLM seems to be making a case for their own preferred alternative "F"

(In which wildlife is maxlmlted nearly as much as In Alternative "0") by

stating that no Improvements In wildlife habitat would be made under

alternative "A", and habitat quality "would remain less than adequate

on en estimated 37# of elk win ter/ spring range, 65" of dee r enter/ spring

ran Bc and about 47,i of antelope ana s> ge grouse seasonal ranges." If

habitat Is so poor, then why are these wildlife thriving so well under

the existing conditions? BLM also predicts fisheries habitat 10 decline

(tootln,, their horn for a different alternative) and land sold for private

use under the Ueeert Lind Act to suffer soil erosion and stream sedimentation.

uoes BLM think tnat private ownersiUp automatically means degradation of
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-.y la pi-

costly

land on more erosion? Th

than public land'' Thfre as

Economically; Alter-netl

the county economically, n

taap&yer. The EI3 states that overall, range,

conditions would not change. Therefore, If It

working, and If a not expansive, why not atlck with It?

I

Alternative B, which theoretically empi-sslaes livestock gniln,;

ropoaea to provide 61,11)0 AUMs of livestock forage (less than the

damaging Impact

smaglng, Mil It

Alternative B, which theoretic

oaea to provide 61,190 AUMs of

lcenaed AUMs today, but about 9649 more Al'Ua then In actual uee today)

hlch len't reelly much of an lncraase. The long-term stocking level

a projected at 70,836 AUks If range trenn end feasibility of r»nge

mprovements warrant It. "Increaae would occur only If funding for

mprovement projects was available ana the projects were completad",

ays the h'la. Tr.et sounds reasonable.

Page all says, "BLM would atrlve to maintain or Improve exlatlng

rennlal forage plants, malntall aoll atablllty, stabilize areas currentl

downward trend ana Increase availability of perennial forage plants."

t on the very next page Ixlll) unaer "Environmental Consequences

mmary" It says that "Ecological range condltton would decline

gnlflcantly" and that "Wildlife, riparian an" fisheries habitat would

algnlflcantly degraded. Substantial adverse changes In wetarsned

ndltlon are expected." Why? Isn't this p contradiction from the

BLU's stated goals for thla alternative? There are contradictions In

several places regarding range condition, for alternative B. Why Is

grating viewed as damaging? Why doea BUS lnalat on thinking that any

Increase In llveatock would automatically degrade wildlife habitat and

Iceuae ecological range condition to decline? Page 4-23 states that

"the amount of fair and poor ecological range and unsatisfactory wildlife

BLrf's Idea that wllullfe habitat woulfl decline wit' lncre-.se-i llveatock

use. but this Is very negatlvj and unrealistic. Doxens of other

references coula be jlven, to quote studies which hf proven t.iat

proper H'n^fi ;j°n^, euent can rssure continued health of rangt conntlon

ant" wildlife haoltst ant' raterahed with optimum uae by livestock.

Alternative B proposes game popul-tlons of 4800 e»»r, 900 elk and

2-00 antelope (2670 less de-r, 1074 le-s elk an- 559 leas antelope fan

presently). Why so few? What are they going to do with the extra?

Xn« BLM Is Implying that livestock ana wildlife are Incompatible, even

tnough present wildlife numbers h rive grown staadlly In fie laat decade

in livestock numbers should have to mean such a decrease In wlldlire.

Alternative B says, "T*ls alternative would have the most serious

In nil unclassified streams where grazing was lncressad could be expecte

to deteriorate at lei st one condition class." Alternative B also says

the increased livestock numbers might eliminate bighorn sheep. How thai

almost funny. Bighorns aren't even fart of the picture yet. A few were

to the area this p'st January: BLM also prealcts that

non forested nongaue habitat quality aould declln

J speculation. This type of negative eseump

"Ideal" some kind of "pristine" ungrazed environment

about 50*. " Thl
»£>

la pure speculation. This type of negative assumption must have Its

There seems to be a dlacrepency here. Page 2-10, ana th»
se the 61JB0 figure, but page 4-22 says 63,898 AUMs for the

ate for Alternative B. Which figure Is correct?

The £la contradicts Itself. Under Alternative B It states tnat a

respond to management, "If Indeed they did at all. To expect

tnlflcant Improvements In areas In IE to 20 years wit*- grazing sys

page 35

feels that more range would be In a downward trend "because the long-tar

stocking rate Is too high." Y>t the MS said Increases In stocking

levels would only occur If Improvement projects were funded and complete

If Improvements »ere made and the forage Is there, how can the range

decline? The BLk Is doggedly making the assumption that livestock nurb-
should NOT Increase.

Thla Is a pessimistic ani negetli

grazing ana a.- owing a lack of lmaglr

and sup-ort a lot of game animals ai

3o why can't public range? If it c

ltude, reflecting at"

F:-'. v

>se stocking levels and even higher,

•11, while continuing to Improve.

me rancher doe an t have enough Individual control of his allotment.

He doesn't have enough free rein to manage It properly, Mnnfgement and

Improvement la alwaya a site-specific thing. Best results are obtained

from locally adapted management to fit conditions on -. sraclflc range,

giving It the kind of Intensive care a private owner would give It.

answer seems to be In more funding for land management, closer supervlslc

by more am better trained range managers wno can monitor the results

of Wlmprovement" programs ana change the procedures when necessary.

ThlB approach Is coatly ana will never be entirely satisfactory because

moat feovernment land managera do not have the aame care and Interest

of the office to awe the land). The land managers come and go, and have

a variety of attitudes about grazing. At best, government management Is

mediocre management, sometimes good, aometlmes bad. No one really cres

funds to try to dupllc

:aniot affemrd the commitment of publl

lmlvldua.l user can do—and what the

Lax-ays,

page 37

t are tne Droduct of 50 to 75 years of ml saanagement

management Is *ml smanagement " Jj In low precipitation

zones Is unrealistic." Yet on page 2-10 It states as goala for Alternative

B, to "maintain and/or Improve each range site to Its potential...

stabilizing erraa currently In downward trena" ana Improve some fair

am poor condition r=nge to good condition. And on page 4-43, In glowing

terras (speaking or Alternative 0+_wnlcn cuts livestock to a bare minimum

of 29,921 AUMs), BLK says "soils would Improve, given f-e limited grazing

and the resulting lncreese In forage production. The 59,399 acres of

highly erosive soils woula regain substantial vegetation cover."

Id lmpr

On tne BLM has i 3 a plan

ilternatlve

B, the land may never Improve, even wltn grazingyyetems and lmprovamenti!

Alternative emphaalzes wildlife. BLk would cut livestock to 29,921

AUMs fna range Improvements would be llmltea to correcting problem areas.

Livestock grazing woula be totally excluded on 22 miles of riparian pnd

aquatic arras. Allotment management plans would emphasize management

of wildlife habitat rather than livestock grazing. liame populations

would be expanded IZjt, higher than the Fish ana liame Department's target

goala, and 48,000 rcrea would be managea Just to beneri t elk.

At the proposed low livestock l'vl, "no conflicts wltn other resource

"ould occur. Yet with only 29,921 AUMs of livestock grading e.nd 7,722

AUks for wllallfe, that's only » total of 37,643 A'.'lis (present cattle

AUtls -re 52,541). Why eo low? Why not allow more cows? At this

projected low utilization, tnere will be a lot of forage going to waste

each year, creitln^ a serious fire hazard.

There would be a 20 < reiuction in hprve^table timber rue to restrlctlo

for elk winter ran^e . tv nge condition would Improve sntt riparian habitat

"aould be Improved b/ eliminating livestock use." This alternative
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to satisfactory" , 44* of unsatisfactory 51- of unsatlsfa

; dream child of

ei rs.

ailing wllillfe In Its preferred

Fish Mia uame. "Restrictions on -omestlc livestock woill llow for 60 to

100p of potential ells use to occur on flk wlnte- range." Under economic

lmnact, the.Ela states that tot-1 sales of livestock would decrease oy

J490.B54. But the actual decrease woild be nucn more than tils b«c"use

a number of ranchers would go out of business, uneblo to fin" alternate

sources of feea. The BLU has the audacity to say, "this -lternatlve

•oui: t ve little Impact on Lemhi County".

Alternative D emphasises mineral development an" would provl .e

53,803 AUils for livestock (slightly more than actual use to-r.y). The

fcla predicts a significant adverse lmrect on midlife hr.oltat, soil,

watershed, etc. from mining activity, even though "ecological range

condition would Improve moderately 11 (page xvll). Tnls "oesn't quite

Alternative m. emphasizes forest management. Livestock would have

49,586 AUids, lower than today's actual use. Tnls stocking level "could

do supported In a drought year when forage production was low" (page £-34).

Yet this numDer of AUMs Is higher man the proposed stocking level in

BUI's preferred alternative F (43,602 AUMs). Why should livestock numbers

be cut? BLM also assumes e decrease In elk pppulatlon, Implying that

timber management and elk are Incompatible. Yet elk consistently do

better In logged-off habitat with regrowth t^nn In old timber stands.

On page 4-71 the EIS states that maximum forest development and

management solely for wood products production would be extremely

damaging to many species of wildlife and "would put all other plant and

animal species at risk. The ecosystem would be inherently less healthy

and stable." Impacts on elk "would be Immediately obvious and probably

long term." Elk are supposed to decrease 40, ° under this alternative.

a been lor

It looks like BL>.

The goal: "Pro Uftian , no. use of com lty resources and commercial use

authorisations would occur Dut fragile resources, wildlife habitat,

cultural values, and of-er nonconsumptlve resource uses would be protected."

i like the main thrust Is protection of resources to the point

of n, t -1 owln u ouch use (except hunting?)

Page 4-3-1 at- tea that this lternatlve would »llow the Department

of Fish an jaiae target populations to be met snd would "rut habitat

integrity on a. firmer b16l6." This alternative almost seems to be written

by the Fish rn -i woe Department Instead of by BLM. They certainly had

« hand In It, much more than the ranchers did. We ranchers didn't even

Bet contacted when vegetation studies and other surveys were done on our

own allotments, even though »LL promised us we would be contacted. The

ranchers, who sre as Involve.- On thlB lano as anyone, who are more vitally

affected thr-n anyone else (and therefore most interested In procedures

surveys were made. BLk didn't "ant our Input, advice or suggestions,

even though we know the land, the topography better than anyone else

because we've spent our lives out there on It. Instead, the Fish and

ii=me, with their big plans to maximize wildlife (especially big game for

hunting) has a free ha.no, and since Fish and liame has a negative attitude

about grazln6 (feeling that cattle compete with gajne), this comes through

strongly. Llult 6razlnb here, exclude livestock there.

BLk states that some of the areas with unsatisfactory watershed

condition are low preclpltr.tlon areas with a large percentage of bentonlte.

These factors, more than "mismanagement" ar- the main re-son some of these

areas are poor watershed. Yet BLm says that "considering that these areas

are the product of over half a century of overuse, any Improvement over a

15 to 20 year period Is aolng to be llmlter.." But the worst "overuse"

Really? This sounds like r.n environmentalist's opinion; The BUI la

a«vocatlng burns to Improve habitat for elk, but adamantly opposes tlmbe,

harvest, which does as much good as a burn but doesn't waste the trees

Timber Is climax. riot good habitat for game. "3 tablllty"

as an old-growth timber stand, Is not diverse, nor good habitat. There

Is more diversity In a younger, earlier ecological stage of succession.

and wildlife

timber Is re ed. Elk move Into these more open are-a after a timber cu

or a burn; therw Is a lot more wildlife feed In the regrowth than In the

old timber stands. There are a lot more elk In Wlthington Creek since

. No elk stayed on our side of the

ange until

the Forest Service timber h.

mountain before. It was wi

last 8 or 10 years. How tt ere are elk are year around.

Page 4-70 states that "restrictions on domestic livestock would allow

for 73* of potential elk use to occur on elk winter range," Implying that

livestock grazing Is harmful to elk range and should be restricted. But

In studies In Oregon, grazing has proved to greatly improve elk winter ran

Alternative F (BLto's chosen alt :) would reduce livestock

43,602 AUMs (32* reuuctlon from IK

use flgure 8 )--a substantial cut In

with other resources were Identified at the proposed stocking level." Thu
BLM Is making sure livestock won't Interfere with any other uses. Jane

populations would be Increased to 10,113 deer, 2,194 elk, 2950 antelope,

•nd 200 bighorns would be Introduced. These numbers r re much higher than

present levels and only slightly lower than Alternative C which maximizes

wllollfe. Elk are a very recent Introduction on many Pllotm.nts. As stnt.

on page 3-15, "Mo elk are known to have existed In the resource area at

the turn of the century." They originated from transplants between 1910
and 1920 and spillover from Hontnn, . There were no elk her. -„ 1

(Lewis an-. Clark's observations). The ourrent populf.tlon Is probably hi b
-rt

a. The Eli states that "Do

rage 41

took place longer ago than that. The last 50 years hed better management

than the previous half century. And If the Bill Is going to make a statement

like "any Improvement Is going to be limited", then why get carried away

with range cuts or livestock exclusions aimed at these e.-e.-s, If they

aren't going to do that much good anyway?

Page 4-86 says riparian areas are expose; to "stocking rates 5 to 30

mee those of adjacent uplands and may provide as much as 80* of all the

forage grazed from f.n allotment." This Is a blanket statement, not trua

all allotments. BLM should not rely on this kind of generalization

should look at each specific allotment. Every range area is unique

Its Its own special characteristics and problems. How much a certain

am la used or overused depends on the Individual allotment— Its

physical features and how the rancV era manage their cattle. Some ranchers

t ride much and don't trrln their cows to use the whole allotment—

t*e bottoms suffer. Other herds habitually use the steeper slopes

et up out of the hot bottoms and onto the cool breezy ridges away

from the flies. It 11 -.epends on the cattle a.n d how they ere managed

"nd whether they know the range and know how to use It. Riparian problems

should always be dealt with on a case by case basis, not wit* blanket

statements that condemn grazing. ThlB only shows Ignorance and lack

of experience with cattle, here again, a typical BLM-Flsh and a„me

In alternative F, livestock would be excluded from 15.5 miles of

stream. Changes in season of use woi 1.1 be marie "where there was a conflict

with oteer resource neec.s." J-me habitat would Improve. All fences

suspected of creating hrzard or movement problems for big game would

be altered. Funding for alternative F would be an annual cost of

tl, 721, 687, c..i:.;.-ra wlt^- present costn of .146,000.

1 fell tnat BU should stay wlf- Alternative A (existing situation).

It Is the le ; ?t costly, laust disruptive of traditional land use-., and
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KI3 comment

roninent. m«^ st • •- m p u > -1-11 for

nd soil con'ltlon on rangelan-tfl vtmlA

tementa In the whole t.13 is the

sentence on r ge 3-14 which say a," From e historical perspecitv. . • rn• I

range condition Is probably Hie b«?t it has been In *bout the 1 t 100

not detrimental to wildlife

Alternative *, "overall v, t

not change." One of the ti proposals. .. .prohibited i

Resource deterioration?

;lck with Hie t|ipe of pr

Lldllfe populrtlone, end

W a 've mede progress, we've

pre nrp problems we're tryln

to correct them. Let's continue trying to solve problems on a crse-by-

basls (which is the only way they cht\ really be resolved, enyw.'-y) rathe

than try to Implement an expensive nll-encompa sing program th' t mry not

really be any better end which looks like It will impact vorlous sexier,

of the public land users ( an 1 the entire community) n^wsely. Lex's

forget alternative F and st*y with the existing situation.

that Is adaptable, compatible,

Under the Preferred Alternative, 28,865 acres would be under a coi

clal timber harvest. We did not see a potential road development

s of potentially

and seeded?

able loss of forage

Page B-7.
classlflca
SCS's defl

k Grazing. Statements are made throughout the

ck would be excluded from (?) acreage of riparian

o the livestock and perhaps an Irretrievable loss

tlon. Your description of the SCS's range site
is somewhat confusing and could be misleading,

lonal Range Handbook, Section 302.1) of a range
A range site is a distinctive kind of rangeland
er kinds of rangeland in its ability to produce a

differs from that of other range sites in the kind or proporti
species or in total production. Differences in kind, proporti
production of plants are In large measure the result of differ

Range altes are the basic component of rangeland Invent
ecological subdivisions Into which rangeland Is divided
evaluation and management.

They ar

11

District Hanager

Saloon District Office
P.O. Box 430
Salmon, Idaho 83467

Dear Sirs:

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the "draft" Lemhi

Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement. Ue have the

following comments:

- We appreciate the length of time given (90 days plus) for review of th

;tatement made to fence 15.5 miles of

Would the fenced areas be large enough to be part of a grazing

.e. time-controlled grazing of livestock, or would livestock be

areas, these need to be

stock bottlenecks, unnec*

degradation. These Just

egically placed

f trailing, and
the problem.

Fencing small areas often causes unnecest

and agency through accidental fence breakage, which may or may not

either parties' negligence.

Page 52 Fencing. The first paragraph appears to be a little confu

Also, from the livestock "pounds of gain" standpoint and good range

resource management, we often build the fence in the wrong location,

I.e., ease of maintenance, etc. from a human standpoint. Most fences

should be placed such that livestock movement Is not channeled, movemen

is generally unhindered and leaves fewer areas for serious degradation

Page 52. Vegetatl<

restrictions plac
range ecological

vement - irregardless of

Page B.8.

using all
zological Condit
the condition 1

rived

3 ted

B-9, you cannot refer to SCS methods In arriving at ecological condi-
tions. Neither does SCS in Idaho nor does SCS In the National Range
Handbook, July 1976, give guidance on using Indicators such as "Current
Erosion," "Stand for Site," or "Preferred Species Present," in cal-
culating ecological condition on rangeland.

First page, 3rd sentence. This sentence refers to SCS's Range Site
Descriptions. Beginning in 1979, all site descriptions developed for
your area were titled BLM-SCS or INTERA with considerable input from BLM
personnel. This needs to be recognized In your statement.

Page B.8, B.

Page B.9. W

Projecting Ecological Condition and Trend.

change from ecological condition to an area of seeded range,
ance, the SCS National Range Handbook, Section 305.9 (b)
s areas of rangeland that are seeded to native or adapted spec-
to be delineated.... and labeled "seeded." The names of princl-
ed species and an indication of the stand or ground cover can

Addressing these seeded areas In t

a more meaningful Inventory lnterp

Page B.27. Table B-4. Within this table at varioui

Problem/Conflicts, Objectives, and Management Alten
to noxious weeds. The objective Is to "control of i

losely align with
;

>tf A&d+f-u; £*&,
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Rock//fountain
Oil & Gas Association, Inc.

12

December 18, 1985

Wllfong
i Manager

Bureau of Land Management
P. 0. Box H30

Salmon, ID 83U67

Dear Mr. Wllfong:

On behalf of the Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association (RMOGA), I would
like to offer our comments on the proposed Resource Management Plan (RMP) and
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Lemhi Resource Area in

Idaho. RMOGA is a trade association representing hundreds of members who

account for more than 901 of the oil and gas exploration, production and trans-
portation activities In the Rocky Mountain West. As a result of this, our mem-
bers have a vital interest in how the BLM manages its lands, particularly with

December 18, 1985

Mr. Jerry WilTong
Lemhi Resource Area Manager
Bureau of Land Management

lands not currently producing. If productio

governments. Additionally, this
management alternatives, thereby

tions regarding our comment:

_JfcJ W$L—

-

energy reso
The exploration

tial should influence other
>e limited only by the minimum

for these resources

On Page 1-78 of
Preferred Alternate

seasonal occupancy restriction
surface occupancy (NSO) stipul
fact F<[.M

DEIS, Environmental Consequences, the BLM indie

standard stipulations, a decrease of 7. It in 1

:lon. Such changes are
en to recommend de3ignat
gas potential. Given t

s. The Preferred

to have taken this potential into consideration. In fact. Alternative
of the most restrictive in terms of mineral access. Even though the BL

13

Continental Divide Trail Society

r. Jerry Wllfong
emhl Resource Area Manager
ureau of Land Management

December 26, 1985

states on Page <J3 of the plan, Operating Procedures, that the authorized offi-
cial may waive certain conditions should he situation warr
latlon is In place It will be difficult t change.

The BLM further states that actually only 12,720 acres will be inacces slble

to oil and gas exploration and productlc n because compani nally
drill the remaining acreage. Thi3 estimatlon is based upo technology.
While the current technology may allow f lling In

ing. There

der normal circumstances ill be
cessful, but the chances are significan
involved. Directional drilling is not th panacea many see n to thin

While we appreciate that the BLM has been specific in terms of restrie tlona
d production ac

There is no evidence that the BLM has do

valuable for oil and gas resources. But has the BLM consldered

tions on oil and gas activities? Indust -y has proven tlm and tin e again that
its operations are compatible with sensl tlve resource val jes. Th

ve resources
other than a no surface occupancy 3tlpul tion. It is interesting
timber access and cutting do not appear t ..i ga
vitles.yet timber activities generally ave a more 3ign fleant e ental

Ion that the BLM modify the proposed
in Alternative D, the Mineral Development

i a more balanced, multlple-use-orlented
ould like to see Alternative D selected as

e that it is not realistic. However, we
and F would provide a more equlta-

District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
SalJnon District Office
P.O. Box 430
Salmon, Idaho 83467

Dear Sir:

Thank you for inviting us to review and comment on the Draft Resource
Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement for the Lemhi Resource
Area - 1601(933). Our review relates solely to matters affecting the
Continental Divide National Scenic Trail.

We are pleased that the CDNST :

Management Area and that the LRMP ai

the Trail corridor. We concur with
management plan for the SRMA, as stated at page 2-Ul* of the EIS. We also
agree with your emphasis upon visual quality goals for the SRMA.

thatThe difficulty we have with the Plan is that it seems
location of the CDNST has already been selected. It has nc

the comprehensive plan for the Trail must be issued by the Secretary of Agri-
culture and then the criteria must be applied, after consultation with inter-
ested parties, before any such a route selection decision can be made.

It is thus premature

regards as likely location
interim management i

identify the CDNST corridor. Notwithstanding
tirely in order (l) to identify areas which BLM
for the Trail and (2) to apply appropriate
to assure that the qualities of those areas is

;hat the RMP clearly state that the formal
1 be preceded by a process, involving public participation, to
and prepare a recreation management area plan in accordance
comprehensive management plan. Specific practices proposed in

should be reviewed on that occasion to assure compatibility
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There ia no good reason for this

December 26, 1985

be part of the SRMA,
oute along the crest
likely. On the other

,'iM/l -

K. The CDT quite obviously will hug the crest throughout
this stretch. For interim purposes, the SRMA indicated on the map ia
acceptable. When the recreation area management plan is prepared,
however, minor adjustment should be made to provide corridor protection
on both sides of the actual treadway. See the 1980 Management Option

T17N R27E. The

Whiskey Spring Creek when
SRMA boundary would need to be adjusted

T1AN R28E . Again, there is no objection to including this tentatively
in the SRMA. We anticipate, however, that option DC (map 11 in the
1980 MOP) ia less likely to be selected than route A-Bt, which lies in

T13A1JJJ R29E . The indicated SRMA reflects the location of route D2 of
the 1980 MOP. As noted in our letter of August 30, 1983, we think route
BU may well prove to be a better choice over the long run, although it

might require some new construction around the south side of Eighteenmile
Peak. The pros and cons of all the alternatives can be weighed when
the RAMP is developed. For interim purposes, however, we have no objec-
tion to showing the SRMA along the crest, provided that the Eighteenmile
WSA is managed as wilderness. In any case, we question the following
statement, at page G-13: "it is doubtful that the trail location would be
in the WSA since an existing trail aystem exista nearby in Montana." We

will keep an open mind on the subject and ask only that you do the same.

A decision should be arrived at carefully, taking into account the factors
identified in the comprehensive management plan.

For further information, we refer you to our publication, Guide to the
Continental Divide Trail , v.. : ind Idaho , which provides a
detailed description of parts of the route.

One specific management detail should be brought to your attention, though
perhaps it should be dealt with in the context of the RAMP rather than here.
Specifically, it would be desirable for the spring at the southern boundary of
Section 2k of T17N R27E to be improved so as to provide a better water supply

if you wish any further informati

SALMON 15

In res ponse to your t eam's Lem 1 Resource Plan and Associated EIS I VOL Id
like t commend you f or the wo k being compl ted and also submit Dm
As you are well aware . the ecor omlc base of he Salmon community hinge. on

1 factors and n maintain jr carry th
tly agrlc olid stable economic

The Indication that t here woulc be approxlma ely a 20Z decrease 1 n graz lng
rights specially pled with a slgnlflc
lncrea se In dee r. elk and big 1 orn sheep num

1 have always advocat ed and sur ported the mu tlple use concept ov er any
single some of the o her proposals; sped
Altern atlves B, C, D and E. Of course, Alte native A would be a hard one

ould encourage the BL.M to develop a multiple use concep
d the livestock levels and the wildlife levels In a bal
e plan for Improving the range via continued grazing al

hank you for this opportunity to respond and thank you

z Lj*

14

United States Department of the Interior

BUREAU OF MINES

December 31, 1985

District Manager, au of Land Management

,

mon District Offlc

Involvement Section, Branch of Engineering

and Environmental Impact Statement
Eastern Idaho

Is, the Lemhi Resource Management Plan and Environment
good document. However, there are a few deficiencies

, will Improve it substantially. They are:

ctlons are acknowledged to exist,
1on on management restrictions, wh
they will affect minerals and m1n

he document. In addition to this,
their effects on minerals should

opportunity to revie

D'ArcyJ>. Banister

16

708 Lombard St
Salmon, Idaho

January 5, 198

Salmon District Office
P. 0. Box 430
Salmon, Idaho 83467

Dear Ken,

I have thoroughly
Management Plan and Env

reviewed the Draft
ironmental Impact S
comments and sugges

TIMBER MANAGEMENT

1 You repeatedly ref er to "commercial f

I On these commercial forest lands, you refer to terms
Isuch as "intensively manage", "special management to protect

IWhat do these phrases mean? They are not defined in your

what vague. Table S-l (p.
CFL and woodland, yet the alio

rnative (1.07 MMBF). Shou

Table 2-1 (2-50) shows that th

:puts in Table 2-

On page 33 it sajrs, "This
nercial forest lands availa
provides for the planning
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proposed manage

RANGE MANAGEMENT

n y overgrazing pr
iphasis on ripari
Preferred Altern goes far enough

(p. 13).

e C and make "substantial improvement" to rip

e F (p. 2-51). This would appear to comply m

>nd the i

[ntains a

illowable

Draft Lemhi RMP and EIS.

KOMI MANAU Ml '.
[

fkaeuf/S./UA
HADLEY B. ROBERTS
Certified Wildlife Biologist
U. S. Forest Service (Retired)

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT

Bob Charles Mgn.

Muleshoe Ranch

Tendoy, Idaho. 83468

17

2). ree w th the ph losop ly, but with t e large a m. i>,

f W ldlii degra ation
t pas t d o loggi g, grazin g a

lni g, I go a The Resou
t wild big game . g

ird -game Lde nt and anadiomous )
herefore I wou d ike to del ably mo e emphasi
lac d on this mportant esour -e.

Under Alte na ive C, "wild ife ha bitat p otection
d y goals

eso rea. Th empha is wo aid be at protec tio

BLM lands. It

your highest pr

MY PREFERRED ATERNATIVE

fish and wildli

Jerry Wilfong

Lemhi Resource Mgn.

Bureau of Land Mgn.

Salmon District Offlc

Salmon, Idaho 83467

the t statement and Lemhi resource

visiting you in your office on December

if livestock grazing

janagement plan wh

18, 1985.

As seated bef

to favor Wildlife,

in the Lemhi Valley.

Che Information that is contained In the draft. A case In

point being the number of AUM's credited to the Muleshoe

h's 5 year grazing record in the Warm Springs allotment

The draft states the Muleshoe Ranch has only used 1169

17. 1 AUM's per year in Warm Springs the last 5 years. This

nts to 260 cows and calves for 4$ months. Our permit

ts us grazing for 550 pairs or 2250 AUM's per year,

e we have at times not used the full 2250 AUM's during

last 5 years, my records shows that we have certainly u

more than 1169 AUM's per year.

All of the alternatives listed in the draft except

B_ would cut our grazing permit drastically, with alternatt

C affecting us the greatest. Even alternative A the

"no Action" alternative shows the Muleshoe Ranch taking a

reduction of 481 in the Warm Spring area.
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This kind of negative information if brought into

effect will have a serious impact on the Muleshoe Ranch's

ability to function as a viable commercial cow ranch.

Economically speaking a 481 "cut"in Warm Springs would

reduce our income approximately $80,000.00.

We feel very certain that our neighbors feel the sam

way about this statement. We all want to cooperate with

the BLM to Improve our rangelands here in the west but fe

"threatened" because every alternative but one gives the

BLM the right to cut our grazing permits.

For these reasons, the Muleshoe Ranch can only

reccommend the one alternative that will let us continue

in business and that is alternative B the "Livestock"

Jan. 5,1985 -yQ

BLM Manager, Salmon Dlstrlc- Of f ice,
am writing to provide comment on the proponed management plan for the
lmon BLM Lemhi Resource Area. I strongly urge that the plan be adopted,
eluding significant decrease In cattle grazing, along with a minimum of
least the doubling the fee now paid per AUM. Since it is common practice

ong stockmen to graze more animals than they are allowed legally by their
ase, then they should pay for it. A saying among livestock operators is

their waste and if a ranchers stock causes this damage, the rancher should
be held liable for civic damages to the land. More grazing rights should
be allocated to wildlife, and not to the profit of a rancher. The amount
of land being considered for wilderness designation is avery good part of

t the expense of the taxpayer, by the
nd BLM advisory committees should no

Idles of the taxpayers on
stacked with stockmen whe
tween cattle and wildlife.

m2met

Bob Charles

© 18
NUCLEAR FUELS

/-*-?£ 20
GOLDEN PLEASURE, INC.

January 6, 1986

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN
LEMHI RESOURCE AREA
TE5PC

—
&UAJU3UK ^^La^fA<^-^~i^>i^^W

Mr. Jerry Wilfong
Lemhi Resource Area Manager
Bureau of Land Management
P. 0. Box 430
Salmon, Idaho 83467

Dear Mr. Wilfong:

your Draft Environmental Impact Statement and Proposed
Plan, and appreciates the opportunity to make these

comnents. The Lemhi Resource Area lies within the Overthrust Belt, a geologic
province that offers one of the few remaining hopes for the United States to
achieve energy independence. We, therefore, view with grave concern any
attempts to restrict or inhibit exploration and production in this vital area.

e area is exhibited by the fact that
leased for oil and gas. Access to
dnimum legal standards established

where conflicting resource values may

I

The high potential for
almost 90Z of the Lemhi Resource
this area should be limited only
for environmental protection. L
outweigh mineral values, the BLM should identify what minimum
protection is necessary to meet the plan objective for these i

It is Texaco's reconmendation that BLM modify the proposed action to include
Alternative D, the Mineral Development Alternative, as the Preferred
Alternative. This would result in a more balanced, multiple use oriented
resource management plan that would fit the stage already set bv the facts.

Very truly yours, _—

,
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21 22

United States Department of the Interior

Salmon, Idaho 83467

Gentlemen:

I support Alternative A with

continue to be the stocking level. 2. AMP'S be developed wi

sary imporvements to operate under the principles of Multiple

Sustained yield.

Writing from the background of an ordained minister, I 1

and the people of Lemhi County the following directives and ii

the Bible, the Word of our Creator. (Please read Genesis 1:21

HSH ANIlttll llll*hM-K\|<>
BOISE FIELD OFFICE

4696 Overland Road, Rood 57

1

Boise, Idaho 83705

January 7, 1986

formation from

Kenneth Walker, District Manager

Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 430
Salmon, Idaho 83467

sunt ain man s wellbeing and exi cence on earth.

All o

"foTmeatT"
es "Mul tple se" and requir s wise mana

nse of he loggar.
and to wi nd wi

It lo ks like the Fish an (although somewhat needed)
are trying

. 1,1 logger, min man out of Lemh

be ional and hunter's e. (Although I

alsc love t Ush.)

For analogy, I bring you the story of

night the Arab was sleeping in his tent when

A little later the camel said: "My shoulders

So the Arab let the camel get half his body

the camel said: "Master, my hind end is col

while later that the camel discovered that i

I guess you will have to move out."

The squeeze play that is taking place

butter off the tables of families in every s

authority over our local BLM people require

order to give room for elk and deer, more ro

The environmentalists and Sierra Club camels

country is taking

iple should

Our endangered species biologists have reviewed the dr

I

Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement. W.

is Implemented Section 7 consultation be considered wtv

specific projects.

Sincerely yours,

23

Hadley B. Roberts' Let
(Recorder -Herald, Januai y 2,1986) is ot as accurate a he uould have us
believ A pamplet pi made in the Sta

picture of elc , dead and iv rig f = ion Daused from d
er Dwth. Thick t imber had

brougl Jt the fact tha t logging and riai: iff: en luces good ga

700 Pulton
Salmon, Ida

JanuxiAJt 9, 1<jU6

Bureau ot LanA i^mjiaement
Sajjnon, OdaJw Hj^
OtOA. SIV

f)±4tn±ct plan and find that .

LetA fuvat aarbte^a the j^t-iue of fiahteen ''

Axea. We do not want ana moxe wjJM.tAnc.34

thai. pubLcc land ahoulA oe utcd 4o theu bt all people*.

We do not feel that the landa can tuppoxt much moxe b*^. game nox
can the nanchex* abtoxb ana moxe cat* in cattle xj-ghl*. Thu^a haa
la be decided on. an individual ba-u^o with evexuone '

xang,e impxovementA. Ot appeajha to ut th,. t wken bu,

invade xanchexA hauAtach* fox feeii due io Ancoxxec.
meaauxed 4toch±ng. level*, thai Fi^h. and
4upplementtna bio, aame wintex feeding.
conAuitent 4eeaUna would beneLAjt xanche>
a* well.

* ^
We feel ttmbex that meetA cxjjtexua. Jox .

offered fo/i tale. Qlo4ina noaxU aftex ,

pnadx.ce and th&ae noaxla do not need to

ihma toward
L..t wnen ota game animal.

4

o incoxxect r\u)h, and (jame

Came -ahould be the agencu
We beli-eve intensive ana
and bio, game amjnala

4.*ld tkoulA be

e fxn4t cla+6.

and j^xAeplaceable Kaatoxical
cjjLcfena cannot

•iV would IjJ\ to 4ee
vehicle*, foot BLft

of theU lanaU. h'e

managed -intenalu 04

noaaU ox motoxL^ed
tve moto/u.jtd aae

old luhe to
good watexaked ba4e, but gnawed bu cattle,

t 4u4tem would be beat fox th^a. rexhap/t moxe waatex txougha
Lech* awau fxi>m ttxeama an 1 an tnten44.ve aeenUng pxoaxam
cable axa44e4 and foxag.e undextaken in theae axeaa. U<
that Oxe fee4 fox cattle AUiV'4 ahould xetuxn to on-the-a,u>und
enjU of each allotments
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(*-'« bcMceve thai, ypad manaptment ia manage
and unpnavtA land uAtd bu all the ptoplt*

Ma. and tl^a. KenneiA £ Hyde.

C?U^ ^ /7H 25

fjhojjJ/A

XV / Boy ?

24
QUINTON SNOOK

26

Eox 430
Salmon, Id ho 33467

Dear Sir,

After a lengthy consideration of the Lemhi Resource Ilanagement Plan

we find that we cannot support the plan for a number of reasons

1. The overall theme of the pi an is too oriented toward wi derness.

wildlife and recreation. These are indeed res ources, but they d not

contribute greatly to the ecconomic base of t he local ar?a.

2. A great deal of emphasis is placed or fencing riparian ixeas. I

believe the BLM setB fence specific ation for theses areas that illow for

the easy passage of wild game. This type of 1 ence will not turn cattle, so

what is the purpose of going to thi s expence

3. The sawtimber acreage under plan F wc uld be reduced as ompared to

plan A. Saw timber acres are tocvaluable to t e replaced by wild mess in

Lemhi C unty.

4. At this time the IdahoDept. Of Fish « to has finaly d cided they

may have too many deer and elk for the amont of winter range in the Lemhi

Biver foothills. This be the case, t here is nc reason to provide for»larger

big game herd in the area.

5. There is absolutly no need for any e, pension of wildem ss in

the Salmon BLM District. Lemhi County has giv en its full share o wilderness

A great many people are at present using the 18 Kile Study Area for

non-wilderness recreation. The area does not show signs of abuse. Why throw

theBe people out.

6. Other alternatives are also quite lopsided and extreme. The most

sensible of them all is alternative A. It is least expensive to administer.

January 10, 1986

upport alternative

Wtfs+bj C7 Ul^L~<*>

Salmon, Idar.o 85^67

District Manaqer
Bureau of Land Management
Box 30
Salmon, Idaho 83467

Dear

We, Ouinton Snook and Lois Snook, favor the Alternative G

in the proposed Lemhi Resource Management Plan. We also

favor no further wilderness in Lemhi County at this time; '

feel that the River of No Return Wilderness in the county

We would like to emphasis the need for good management in

regard to livestock grazing. The Haynes Creek Association

has a workable rotation grazinq plan. However, weed and

sagebrush control and re-seeding programs that have previous

been practiced could greatly improve the present and future

QuTnton Snook

^^i^^L^cL
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COMMITTEES

27

Idaho State Senate

Manager, B.L.M.

Idaho 83467

Gentlemen:

stocking level.

2. AMP'S be developed with necessary improve-
ments to operate under the principles of
MULTIPLE USE and SUSTAINED YIELD.

? are many reasons we cannot support the preferred
rnative, such as the high cost, it attempts to cut
stock grazing for the benefit of wildlife and re-
gion, fence standards need to be modified for each
ition, and for many other reasons.

> my opion that the preferred Alternative F

commodity production on public lands. In addi-
, fencing to prevent livestock grazing is not the
sr to deteriorating riparian habitats.

Very truly yours,

Vearl C. Crystal
Assistant Majority Leader

District Manager
BLM, Box U30
Salmon, Idaho B3li67

emative A with two amendments. 1. Acting orefereno

stocking level and 2. AMP'S be develooed with necess

rate under the principles of multiple u-^e and sustain

lie land that by its very nature will

28

,^^ ^j House of Representatives

JpW <3U£fc*J State of Idaho

/4 . ^^t^L £. &*"< ••*/«m^4

*A

4&& ^t^^t^-^ —

Lemhi Livestock &
Wool Marketing Ass'n., Inc

tfr> vj 206 CouMhCuse Dn»e . Phooe 766 2624

ii IDAHO 63467

into valuable pr

The forage on nublic lands has no value

utilized by domestic cattle and sheep it is t

The stockmen, in cooperation with the BLM and (.he Forest Service, are

and have been the only ones developing and maintaining these lands so that

they may continue to yield their bounty. rheir improvement of seeding,

water development, etc. have also benefited the wild life.

oroduction in favor of wildlife and recreation. Without the free grazing

on private landr bv wildlife, their existence would be greatly jeoDardized;

likewise, they would also be threatened without the range developments now

maintained by the stockmen.

Very truly

3am P. McKinney

great enough

mum pipeline and -fence construction

&xA^p
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31 33

The It ]» damage than wild-
e our property adjoir
rify that a large

life to riparian habitat Is ridiculous.
the Haynes Creek grazing allotment, we
number of cattle live right In the creen bottom in late summer.
By September the stream-bank soil is compacted, the remaining
vegetation Is trampled Into the mud, the creek water is foul with

runoff.

If certain people's comparison of cattle and woodland bison
Is to be valid, then logically all the fences should be removed
and the cattle allowed to roam as freely as the bison did, thus

minimizing concentrated impact.

We surely don't object to cattle use of public lands; how-
ever, cattle are only one aspect of a multiple use plan. Thus,
we favor a reduction oTTnu's, fencing of vulnerable streams, and
preservation of the proposed wilderness at Eighteenmile.

y*^ //; ¥&

'tcyy^v. '

Sincerely,

Hike Monroe
Alexia Cochrane
fit. 1, Box 1*8 B-l
Salmon, Idaho 831+67

32

AJt~-~, 4jUL &
:

/o coSU ~J H

34
J. ALLEN JENSEN

Canyon Road

Box I66

Idaho Falls , ID 8340

1

Disinet Mana „
Salmon District Office
U.S. Bureau of Land Management

Box 430,
Saltion, Idaho 83467

RE: Draft Resource
Envir
Lemhi Resource

Dear Sir;

I have read and iitudied the atove-named

.ry Rogers C. B. Morton, I had c

by t he Park Service an d developed an apprecia

lly, conspire to
County and, for
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her. A healthy livestock industry makes it easier for the BLM

its job. Divergence from time-tested procedures cannot help bu

additional burdens on the livestock industry and, ultimately, i

Your own discussion of the Eighteenmi le Wilderness Study I

and your prediction is ttat in the foreseeable future such use

From your study it is apparent that even if nothing

implement wilderness designation, the wilderness experiem

particular
make the trip. The

du the exact boundary. Thla

. I showed Sue Kazacek a pile or rocks which I be-

lieve to be the northeast corner or this tract. It Is one-

rourth mile rrom the rest or the ranch. Herbst sold that land

to Hugh Sharp who, In turn, sold It to me.

(3) "Livestock distribution Is unsatlsractory ." I am well

aware that livestock distribution Is unsatlsractory, It has

cost me money, and It Is the BLM - not myseir - who Is respon-

sible Tor this condition. In 1972 I requested the BLM ranger.

Curt Smith, Tor rences so the grazing could be rotated. He

promised to be out In a couple weeks to look at It out he never

did come. Instead, I received a request to allow a "sportsmen 1

access" road across the ranch. I wouldn't agree to It. I be-

lieve It was three times, after Larry Bardsley became the ran-

ger, that I spoke to someone at the BLM olTlce about the need

for fences and every time they got the subject changed around

to their desire ror that road. I regarded It as an Intrusion
upon my constitutional right to control my property and, In

about 1Q76, I wrote a complaint to State BLM Director Mathews

•bout It being a conspiracy to derraud me or my constitutional
rights. I heard nothing more aboi
construct any rences.

public road through the
latlon which purported
appraiser to decide wha
a date Tor the appraise

Dad, neither did they

ave my repr

I had d rarted a reply to the letter but hadr 1

1 !

end mal led whe>n I got a telephone ciill Trom
to set the dat;e ror the appraiser tc ! n
hadn't to any road. The cal] sale
should talk tc 1 Ranger Bardsley". I replied to 1

that tllere wotildn't be any road and hung up.

The nex t day ] got the letter mallec 1 to Flnl
out thj ir the American Constll;utlon, cInly
thorltj lolnt an aopralser but rederal 11(76 1

such atithorltj r and I quoted a sectlc>n from i Lin

BLM asking
eplled that
d "Maybe yo
that

up Pratt

""" "aa Deen stolen irom on the ranch
lng to other parts of the ranch away
Creek. A oubllc road would Increase

January 7, 1986 35

In the " >I' Category All
page B33 of the Lemhi Resource Management Plan and Environ-
mental Impact Statement It states:

(1) "Certain areas are In unsatisfactory condition due to

sagebrush density." -- Sagebrush control Is certainly de-
sirable In those areas.

(2) "Boundary Is unfenced." — Actually, the only undefined
extensive area Is between the BLM and the National Forest. I

that high, anyhow. As BLM District Manager fcd Jones told me
In 1971, "some of the rences were built Tor convenience".

the BLM In order to stay on a ridge rather than Tor the rence
to be on a slope of more than 50*. -- In another case there
Is a small amount of BLM trespass In order ror the rence to
stay on a windswept ridge Instead of being where It would be

broken with a snowdrift every winter. -- In one case the
fence drops down onto my land to make

In atlc

atlons the fence rollows the

rlctlng It. -- At t

my land Tor about 200 ree
In Pratt Creek. -- In tw
torn or the mountain rathe
allows cattle movement rather than
mouth or Pratt Creek Canyon the rem
the canyon Instead or staying on the line. This makes sever
acres or my land which la outside or my rence. I don't know
where the actual line Is located but a Water Department map
made It appear that the real corner of the
very close to the headgate on Pratt Creek. -- At one pla

.1 !,.:<! or the
BLM or

Tor easier Tenclng.

I don't know whether there Is more BLM land 1
my rence or whether more or my land Is with t
Hove It Is about a standorr.

res. This obviously made

Inside or

property. One corner g
ch Is located. Farrell
d In order Tor cattle tc

BLM but does not Join
rders onto the SchaTf-
< where Schaffner's

.ue. I had allow
and Bardsley was

1 when he was wit
nlng. Jim was a friend or mine
In my letter th<it I always remoi
Tore beTore hum;lng season beglr
make livestock rnore vulnerable f

Nearly a month
i
Later I received

sley saying tha'l he and Flnlaysc
and orrerlng to come out to the
that I was going to the auction
the BLM office. which I did. H<

ve cattle fr

aid Ilk
rrom Bard-
neet with m

three tlm
-as Just t

y Flnlay

ld'lt was a

would
1, Larry Bardsley

rry was very apologetic
as a misunderstanding,
understanding about how

and pointed towaru

f private property.
3 control my proper

Pratt Creek

ago County Agent

1 or the 1 thlstlf
1 being successiful. I

.me or t

Lologlci.1 methtid or coi

(5) "Present manage
and the BLM." I •

provided means wher

9. When It will

iln good managemen
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page- six -- BLH

<«.) ' Vigor of key forage species Is low."

1103 W1th the BLM although I believe an unbl«

would
sugges defer grating on all or part of t

Your r s will show that I have regularly
for at en years. It Is the lowest part
which
paratl vely short fence.

The RMP suggests to change the salting orogr
place to draw the cattle away from the v

lying area i. This has not always been true
uater to the o

and there are

lng
sre It should never be placed.

o HerleyMetz explain !!»

lng of the BLM with the public. It became apparent that
reason some of the BLM permits were being
they had not averaged more heavy usage ove
He was making an explanation to Bob Charle
Ranch at the time and said there had oeen

BLM
On

to cu
they

of the allotment and Is utter
don't like to speak out like
me. The Alternative P, which
cut back ray allotment by 53*
This Is outrageous. This mlg
refusing to permit the public
may be partly a case or lncom
the range condition. I saw s

few yea

Improve the range, but If It
ion whatever, that Is then used

Lsts regardless of the true nee
dishonest to the permittee. I

Ls but It Is being forced upon
by "P.M, lid
U8£ long-

partly In revenge for me
through the ranch. It also
:y by BLM personnel to Judge

nlng and have
'ha

Wyoming, the Forest Service demanded a reductl
Creek Allotment of the Teton National Forest b
objected. It was agreed to leave the decision
>y the result of a study by a Range Survey Tea

" by Dr.

Fla

verslty of Wyoming,
There was a five-year study of

which received grazing

vehicles too often

thinks cattle will trail either up or down much or a slope
should try to get them to do ltl Unless forced to do other
wise, cattle Invariably travel quite horizontally - the up
and down trails are from game.

ably, rarther.

Sincerely yours,

Wlllard R. Moulton
Rt. 1, Box 30
Salmon, Idaho 831*67

36

January 13, 1986

except ror some small areas which he lden-
otment was in excellent condition. The Fores
el who attended the meeting appeared stunned,
who was competent to teach range management
agreed with the permittees Instead or the go

pars

In the case In the Challls area, a group were looking over
some allotments. A BLM orriclal kept complaining about con-
ditions and another man in the group rrequently disputed wha
he said. ATter the other man lert the BLM man asked "Who wa
that man who thinks he knows so much about range management"
He was answered that the man was Dr. Wayne Burkhardt, who ha
taught range management at the University or Idaho.

The BLM report says the Pra
condition". Doyle Mulkey h
seventy years and told me t

Creek Allotment ls In ,u,i.i

Alternative A would continue ,r«3»j t m anagement which would
mean no Tence s or anything. :ceptable

Alternative B would favor livestock gr azing management but It
does not shov Intent to lrapro al Why? It has
been my under standing that part or grazing rees are deslg
nated by lav to range lmprov t appears to me that
every altern
B looks the t

tlve ls designed agalr Lhe perml ttee although

The only alte rnatlves which s low an y i ltent to .morove the co
dltlon of the allotment are t
numbers are t o be drastically reduced
long-term. 1 le reason ror
200, 500 or e van 1,250 acres -oved IT
grazing Isn't to be used? This Res e Manage
Environmental Impact Statemen look s 1 slve rraud orgreat Incompetency, yet we ar expe 36 one or them

nine
3

or°L-sen
h like having a choice or being poisoned by stryc

iew of the Lemhi Resource

say, but I feel all

hen figuring range production

range analysis,

3.48

I oppose any lldernesa area In Lemhi County. The gover
o much locked up already. Multiple use la proper
lotment i 9 having multiple uae already. I am con-

District Manager
Bureau of Land Manage
P.O. Box 430
Salmon, Idaho 83^6?

Gentlemen!

After a very thorough r

Management Plan, I am sorry

professionalism was left out

stocking levels.

After all the soil samples taken,

e ground' observation, stocking levels wer

figure per AUM arbitrarily across the whole re

nine acre figure proposed by the BLM compares

the Forest Service, or thirty-nine (39) percent of the carrying

capacity of the Forest. A lot of this range joins the Forest

and would therefore have a similar carrying capacity, while

some of the really low ranges would have a lower carrying

capacity.

Also, your proposed increases in wildlife numbers seem

to already be admitted in error, therefore, that should be

re-adjusted allowing a further increase in domestic AUM's.

(Reference B-ll)

WE CANNOT AFFORD ANYMORE WILDERNESS!!!!

It seems unreal in this day and age of technological

advances that we cannot increase our carrying capacities on

the range without any adverse impacts to other resource values.

We are continually increasing our carrying capacity on private

ground.

MOST RANGE IMPROVEMENTS ARE ALSO BENEFICIAL TO WILDLIFE!

I prefer the original plan, «lternative .-,.

"(.ours for improved public lands,

L...... *, ^/£S.,
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37
January 13, 1986

District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Box V)0
Salmon, Idaho 831*6?

Gentlemen

t

There are more young famil ies work Lng in agri.culture in 1

Upper Lemhi Valley than there h ave been in a long time.

To de-emphasize commodity producti in favor of wildlifi

and recreation would be the rea.1 crime in this economically

devasted area.

And then to expect the grazing-permittee to subsidize

recreation is too big a pill to swallow.

We are hard working people in this valley. We love this

valley and chose this way of life as caretakers of God's creations.

To take away the means of supporting our families and to make it

too tough for young families to stay here are surely not your

intentions

.

The decisions you make for the Lemhi Resource Management

Plan affect the people in California, New York or Ohio only

ideologically. They do not change their way of life at all.

But these decisions affect personally, physically, monetarily,

the people of Lemhi County and the surrounding areas.

You cannot in good conscience implement an alternative that

will cost the tax payers and grazing permittees more money.

You cannot in good conscience implement an alternative that

de-emphasizes commodity production for wildlife and recreation.

We support Alternative A because it is the closest alternative

that fits the existing situation. However, two amendments should

be included in Alternative At 1. that active preference continue

to be the stocking level and 2. that allotment management plans

be developed with necessary improvements to operate under the

principle of MULTIPLE USE and SUSTAINED YIELD.

Sin&erely yours,

fiu.U J
U)£tttj/:tL

Paula J. Whittaker
Wife, mother of four, chief cook,
Ranch bookkeeper
Community church leader
Community organist for any school

function, wedding and funeral.
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Land Managemen

The undersigned are

Management Plan and Envi
Resource Area and make t;

ntfifcwho have

itement for the Lemhi

1. The economic stability of Lemhi County depends up
continued management of the public lands in a multiple use mode
as they have been in the past.

the greatest good fo

nough wildernes

If the system works's, don't fix it.

operating funds

think addi
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The Nature Conservancy
1221 So

(208) hm December '

Mr. Kenneth G. Walker, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Salmon District Office
P.O. Box 430
Salmon, Idaho 83467

Dear Mr. Walker:

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft
Management Plan and EIS for the Lemhi Resource Area. The
Conservancy's overall goal is the preservation of rare eb
of biotic diversity and it is toward this that the follow:

comments are directed. More specifically. ' »n

the plan addresses two major areas:
Rare Plant Taxa - For this information T

Natural Heritage Program. The Heritage Program is a col

ive biological inventory undertaken in a cooperative ef:

i Nature Conservancy and the Idaho Department
The resulting data base serves as a clea

40

Idaho and
laking it ideal

- A Memorandum
ncy and your S
numerates comnn

between The Nature Conser
? finalized soon. The MOU
provides for cooperation 1

ral areas including protection of b
reas via ACEC or RNA designations.

that Resource Mariai^-m. n-

-6

jraging that the RMP recognizes that
-emhi Resource Area and has identifie
will be designated. The Nature Conse

Natural Areas Coordinating Committee are will
Lfy biologically significant areas on the Reso
? worthy of special protecti'

Phvsari a didvmocarpa

^ metnod
. J XI : J

to help

MOU wi

_j^_
41

Salmon District Off
Bureau of Land
P.O. Box 430
Salmon, Idaho 83467

RE: Draft Lemhi Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement

Idaho Department of Fish and Game personnel have reviewed the above refer-

enced plan and a comment sheet is attached. Bie comments attached to this let-

ter pertain to the wildlife aspects of the plan, as fisheries related comments

were provided in our letter of

rf/*£-

Herbert A. Pollard, II

Regional Supervisor

U.S. Fish and wildlife Service
Bureau of Program Coordination
Bureau of wildlife
Ton Parker
Sally Gregory

Vihun., I )lh. ,

• EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER •

rare taxon but t is not "pr

endangered spec (DEIS, p
spec list ng ias not y
rai e plant spoa es, in addit
lyrata , that should be considered in any land management pl-am
for the Lemhi Resource Area. Foremost among them are EsD
lemh j.ensis (a Federal candidate) and Astragalus scaphoides

edgeable individuals in both

surveys have been conducted
species, although no rare
the Salmon District and
The Idaho Natural Heritage

"i'

3. Monitoring during the implementation phase of the planning
process should include rare plant populations. A monitoring
plan for EhisaLLd 4idvmoqarpa var. lyrata was developed in
conjunction with the 1984 USFWS-BLM Conservation Aggreement and
can be adapted for inclusion in the monitoring section of the
RMP. Likewise, similar monitoring procedures can be used for
other populations of rare species occurring on the Resource Area

Along

itablity of BLM pare
rveys will be done t

act. Such surveys c

raging 5 that endangered,
jsed in evaluating the
lis implies that

ide inventory.

Thanks again for the
EIS and I look forwa;
Lemhi Resource Area

Bob MosSlei

ty to comment on the Draft RMF and
working with the Salmon District and
near future. If you have any qu.es-

ments feel free to contact me.

BLM State Offi

General Comments and Major Concerns

The draft Lemhi Resource Management Plan is brief, well written and
mderstandable. Those portions of the Plan and DEIS pertaining to the status
and occurrence of wildlife and its habitats appears to be accurate and done in

a professional manner. The analysis of the current state of range conditions,
riparian zones and wildlife habitats points out in detail some obvious problems
i/hich need to be corrected.

The draft Plan could be strengthened by including more information on your
lans for timber management for the Lemhi Resource Area, there were no naps

even in general terms, where your commercial forest lands are located
where you will plan timber sales and build roads. A major concern of our

ent involves the harvest of timber on low elevation ar

ranges and access into existing security areas for bic

Under Standard Oper
for allocating forage o

ting Procedures, we noted no guidelines or standards
big game winter ranges. Without quantifiable goals,
Ihe inclusion of a timetable for achieving certain
zone improvement by allotment, would also strengthen

I

We believe an economic analysis of the benefits provided by amenity
products (such as wildlife, fish and recreation) would help identify these
values and their importance when compared to commodity products. This kind of

data may place more emphasis on a noncommodity alternative.

Management Prescription:

•~E
e BLM should define "special management" on timber sales in
itical winter ranges. We believe you should harvest timber <

itical winter ranges only when wildlife benefits can be show

I

Under Wildlife , the proposed management objective for deer in the
Lemhi Resource Area should be modified to reflect the latest
information in the Department's 1986-90 Mule Deer Management Plan.

Current goals for deer numbers in Units 30, 30A and 29 call for an
' ibout 1,550 deer by 1990. These goals reflect an
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of 1,000 deer foe Unit 29, 200 deer for Unit 30 and 350
deer in Unit 30A. Under Required Management Actions (pp. 24), the
AUM requirements should be adjusted accordingly.

We are pleased by your commitment to improve conditions for bighori
sheep in the area between Little Eightmile Creek and Eighteenmile
Creek. The Department will cooperate with the Bureau in an attemp
to continue the re-establishment of bighorns in this area as
transplant stock becomes available.

under Recreati you should consider
protect key wildlife

I

isting open roads on BLM ground makes control of
difficult. We suggest you include a statement

I

additional ro.

many miles of
big game harv<

that you will attempt to identify areas ana
benefit from seasonal road closures through
Department, other agencies and the public.

I

In the Forest Management section, another reference is made to
restrictions and protection of critical winter ranges. We believe
there are areas that should be included in the set-aside because of
high wildlife values and, therefore, excluded from the timber
base. We would be willing to meet with you and identify those

I

must be done in order to identify overstocked allotments. "Over
period of years" could mean that overstocked allotments will get
relief over the life of the plan.

Does the parenthetical
-11 Imean there will be no i

activities?

Terrestrial Wildlife Habitat , it is stated that sufficient
added) forage and cover will be provided. We prefer to

see the inclusion of specific and quantifiable goals for forage
utilization and cover.

ifying words such as "where applicable" weakens your commitment
the guidelines provided in the Elk Habitat Relations for Central

|Idaho. We suggest you include the guidelines here for timber
on big game winter range.

We fully support your commitment to modify BLM fences to allow
wildlife passage and to provide water for wildlife at spring
developments and troughs.

Page 4-101. I Under Riparian Habitat , there appears to be an inconsistency
41-21 I between 500 acres excluded on this page and page 4-86, where 225

I acres are excluded from grazing.

In reviewing the status of the variou
problems/conflicts on each, it appear
impossible task , given your current ;

Washington D.C. and your staffing/funding levels. We are
especially concerned about the high stocking rates of under 10
acres/AUM on many allotments with key big game seasonal ranges and
sage grouse populations. We hope some of these will have your
highest priority in developing AMP's and establishing trend
studies (we did not note a priority listing for development of
AMP's).

Summary and Conclusions

: under Alternative F (or G) , positive changes in
wildlife habitat conditions would come about very slowly, if at all.
Alternative C is certainly preferable from a wildlife viewpoint. We recommend
you strengthen your Preferred Alternative by considering the addition of the
following:

1. Adding more riparian habitat acreage scheduled for

2. More emphasis on road management (seasonal closures)

.

3. Additional restrictions on timber harvest on and adjacent

42

: 62. The proposed monitoring and evaluation plan (Appendix I) referenced
here is an ambitious program and hopefully within the scope of your
budget limitations. Do we understand correctly that the management

41-14 Igoal is 30% utilization of key grasses on winter ranges (pp. 1-2)?
That is an admirable goal, which, hopefully, you can achieve.

Salmon, Idaho P3467

1 Impact Statement:

I

In the Environmental Consequences Summary for Alternative E
(Timber Emphasis) , there appears to be a conflict since wildlife
habitat improves but wildlife numbers deline from the present
condition.

text why Table S-l shows no chai

ves A through F. The available
different in the high wildlife

reflected in outputs?

IOn

page 2-42, we suggest you consider a Habitat Management Plan
(HMP) for antelope and sage grouse in the upper Lemhi Valley. Thi

loss of habitat through sagebrush treatment projects, fencing,
conversion of lands to private ownership (DLE's and sales) and
grazing practices has, and will continue to restrict, the numbers
and distribution of these species. A plan for managing habitats
for these species in the future is needed.

Ilf you have information on general elk oc<

of the century (some information is avail,
included to clarify the transplants were

j

Le), this should be
-introductions .

i pages 3-15 and 3-17 appears to b

I

We believe the values you attribute to hunting and fishing
recreation are too low. A currently completed Idaho study
indicates the values for deer hunting at $50/T=EVD, elk hunting i

$60/RVD and S64/RVD for fishing. Details are available from L
Nelson in our Boise Office at 334-2920.

Under Livestock , it i;

the 20 year period, il

loverstocking problem.

AUM':

believes there could be significant difference in
based on the number of big game animals available

ider the various alternatives.

lellv,

r-.ed fur

;a lose their forage resourc

ig hot, dry years. Delaying

i t the avaiiabi lity of this

appears that wildlife

carrying capacity to

vinter. There has aj s

problems on private

3ry rapidly in the spring especially

l-out dales would only lessen, and

3UTRP. An alternative would be to

imiting factor for wildlife

their numbers if they have

b° standardized imc.r

ith differing wildlife

truction for alJ si

livestock problems.
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It is questionable how a stocking rate of 9 acros/AUM can be

allocated across the entire Lemhi Resource Area when there are such

diverne ranges and range conditions, in my own situation the present

stocking rate runs from 9.3 to 27. S ac./AUM and the higher rate

arbitrary figure of 9 ac./AUM needs a considerable amount of furthur

study and documentation for its support.

I'll.

your evaluati

and improving, than the proposed cut In alternative F. would indicate

19P5 was an extremely dry year, however out of 53 cows run on the

range there was only one open cow in Lite faJJ at preg. checking time.

These cows were bred on the lower portion of our allotment from I'lay 1

to July 1. This is the ephemeral portion of our range that was very

dry this past year. We ran our range cows, and the cows which stayed

at home, exactly the same way in lw<, as wn did in 1 9S4 (an excellent

range year). The weaning weights ol the steers was exactly the same

both years. The condition of the cows when they came off the range

The point. am ma ing is tha t the he

condition is by weighing cal ves and

she comes iff t ,e range, no by coun

CONCLUSION

] feel that e above i need

final Reso agement }'} an s se

of a larc e number of people in

iges
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ing the croposals for range and fore:!

uht out -for reveiw the nost workable oner are alternatives A ?nd
Lve 12 ee proposed by the Forest Service end Bureu of Lane lanage

eds to be a greater erohafis put on protecting existing State
11 ivaterv
jr t.ildernecs and the ..lid «nd

affected by any
Saloon I.ational

The wild game sh

on goi.-.g concern for the people that are
effecting the resoures of the people in the
also Salr.on Pureau of Land I'enagement.

.- with the domestic anicals that
scause both wild gane and domestic animals
s cor. unity and county which helps brings in

;ioering on going costs against timber, mineral and rater, the v.ag

;e and the well being of the citizens needs to be acoreseec.
-all effect upon not only the people of the community, those on ti

:e v.hose livelyhoods is affected, along with the taxes directly o

:tly paid by these poeple need to be figured in when determining
bentifits of both alternatives.

Each of the areas should be evaluated for there n

Poads thould be kept to a rinium and consideratio

and effects of them over all.

The cost of running a '.Vilderners is too prohibtiv
people it displaces must be a prim consideration.

Yours for multiple use thru good management.
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i Soil and Wate
Lemhi

' Conservation District

201 North Church Street s"™ n Id.ho »3W Ph.™ ".r. 426 l

Resources - Lenhi Area
Draft r-!i.naqerrent Plan

DATE: January 9, 1986

Jerry Wilfonq
eiil'i Resource Area Manager

[.ureau of Land f^naqenent
Cox 430
Salnon, Idaho 83467

r

or the opportunity to connent o the Bureau's Draft Manaoenc-nt

cle-. Resource Area.

els end as a District Board we re concerned with the ranacenent

ic land resources as they are a inportant r<art of our, and our

47

"7c>-t^ c-/ Q /^Wi a,./,^ A^»y>*A+'^-J T^v j***~/ -n

^^^m** A^uj^ Lu^i^ f^-tzzzt /lA_l*J~&/M*

A- C.<i^jbjL-y^.^L, CU' 'U\f-<- C^<

tsojrce area

end the Dureau Staff for a docunent we

ecu ent is a very rood assessment of the status of

in general. •e also feel, as is stated in the rami

JiMon is probably the best it has beer

'

ral ar« cf c c i ent is on the UUderness proposal fo

rhe 1 't'-ict's policy fs to oppose any furth

1

' He are o-nosed of the
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speculative value to be i

se used without unduly re

1. There has not been any evidence presented 1n your document, that

Indicates a National or local need for wilderness acres In the Lemhi Resoui

Area. We agree that most of the eighteen mile unit meets the criteria for

wilderness but feel It will continue to do so under current or other

w1l

C. FOREST MANAGEMENT : He believe that the Forest Management

prescribed under Alternative "F" to be the best, with the exception

Wilderness. Our preferred alternative would use "f" as 1s, with the

wilderness restriction deleted and added to the base.

2. Wilderness designation of tl

regulations on the grazing permittee,

grazing It becomes a secondary use, 1i

area would put unnecessary

1 though wilderness allows for

ur opinion, and more stringently

regulated. Regula

pretatlons. Often

cases would w<

by agencl ul ifC t manager

grazing permittee,

3. Wilderness designation of the eighteen mile area would unduly

the mining Industry. We feel mining can be conducted to the beneft

economics of the county, when properly planned and carried out,

t affecting the environment.

r on any corrmercial

portion of the proposed

4. Wilderness designation will close

Umber harvest In the area. Although only

wilderness area 1s commercial timber, who 1s to say the timber won't be

needed down the road. We propose that these lands be managed semi-motorl

and non-motorized areas and not designated wilderness.

support the preferred altern

-2-

0. CULTURAL : Our preferred alternative Includes the same as

Alternative "F". We feel this 1s essential to protect our Culteral Herltagi

from development and believe Alternative "F" does 1t best.

E. RANGE : We feel that the Initial stocking level should at least

be the five year average. However this 1s more on an allotment by alloonen

sis, some allotments could stand more, some could stand less. We feel

e goal for the next 20 years 1n range should be to go from the five year

erage use figure of 52,541 AUMs to the active preference of 63,898 AUMs.

is would be our preferred alternative.

ort term reductions would be necessary as range improvements were

1ng Implemented, but this would be done by agreement under coordinated

nagement plans. We feel at a minimum all "I" category allotments

hould be developed Into coordinated management plans.

I

Range Improvements would

Feel there are at least I

control, 1n addition to '

25,000 aci

cost benefit relationship. We

hat could be improved with brusl

,000 to 8,000 acres need brush

1s much to restrictive, and while a multiple use alternative, 1t leans

far to heavily to the protectionist side of things, and restricts the

livestock operation. We feel a multiple use alternative that protects

the resource base from degradation and maximizes resource use, 1s the

one that needs to be offered. We propose the following alternative.

A. LANDS : All lands suitable for agriculture would be disposed

of through desert entry, or sold to private land holders. This would

47.4 be the highest and best use for these lands. Suitable acreage would

be based on the ability of the land to produce a crop, without degrading

the soil or water resource.

Eands
unsuitable for agriculture that are ni

ecause of the location, be 1t access or smi

hat makes it not manageable would be sold.

Land would be acquired under this alternative. Critical land to

ldlife that 1s 1n private ownership would remain 1n private ownershl

«*-• The wildlife values on these lands should be protected 1n coordinated

anagement agreements which allow for these values in the coordinated

llotment management plan.

B. MINERALS : We favor alternative G's se

are pro mineral exploration and development. How

cases when the current uses need to be preserved

control and reseedlng, at least 50 springs could be developed. Pipes,

reservoirs and fences should be done on an economical basis. These

should be held to a minimum since these facilities are costly to build

Riparian areas need to be considered as part of the allotment pla

These can't be separated and treated by themselves, nor can the r

adjacent to these be treated separate. We recognize there a

problem areas and feel these need to be, and can be dealt with, 1

totment planning process.

strongly feel the current range condition Indicates proper

occurring on most of the public range. Development and Implementation

sound allotment management plans could lead to range Improvement with

number of AUMs going from the five year average to the active

preferences. We do not feel there 1s sufficient evidence that supports

ternatlve "F" which 1s a decrease of 181

F. WILDLIFE : We feel as a district that the current wildlife

mbers, whatever they may be, are sufficient and all the current winter

habitat can support. This 1s evident by the number of private land owner

complaints about predatlon of private forage by wildlife. There Is no

way another 3,000 head of deer could be supported by the current winter

.at on public land. We propose the following number of animals:

Deer: 8,000 - wintering deer Sheep: 200 - wintering sheep

,080 AUMs.

2,0 : .6

ventory figures for
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Therefore again we propose that wildlife be a part of allotment

ment plans, and then where areas of conflict exist between livestock

Idlife, those be resolved 1n the planning process.

Fences would only be modified if

and fence specifications

ere proven that a need existed. Ie.

fence was Impeding migration. We

I nuisance to wildlife. Again fences

t of the allotment management plans.

G. WATERSHED i FISHERIES : We would include 1n our

watershed and fisheries portion of Alternative F. There

e question the statement that 501 of the AUMs come off 23 of the land

ase (riparian area). This would mean 26,000 AUMs are coming off of

9,200 acres. Or the riparian zones are producing 2,300 pounds per acre.

rage width of the riparian zone along the streams would be 790 feet

about 95 acres per mile of stream. We feel the average width would

closer to 200 feet or 21 acres per mile.

2. 2,300 pounds per acre 1s an extremely high figure. Irrigated

es along the Lemhi are producing around 3,000 pounds per acre. This

cleared, with irrigation and no fertilizer. For the most part we feel

,200 pound figure would be a closer figure to the realistic situation.

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:

1. Page 13, Item 6. Th

riparian area degradation

er factors that Influence r

1ce. etc?

2. The first paragraph :

ccess acquisition for public i

Government to acquire private

be a more appropriate roll

s Issue statement leads one to believe that

s due to livestock grazing! Are there not

parian areas such as flooding, wildlife,

tates there is a need to Identify acres for

ecreatlon. Is this the role of the Federal

and right-of-ways for public use? Wouldn't

for private groups to acquire their own

s?

3. Page 17. We applaud the recognition by the Bureau that control of

4. Page 22. Iteml. Disposal. This states 5,600 acres would be

acquired - 4,495 would be sold or traded to private or public owners. Where

would the 1,105 acres come from that will make up the difference? It

should not be the role of the Federal Government to acquire additional

lands unless It is 1n the general public's best Interest! We don't feel

any of the land proposed to be acquired is in the general public's best

5. Stated in your plan, there 1s 30! of the range 1n fair and poor

nge condition or approximately 138,000 acres. Your preferred alternative

ates only 22,471 acres would be Improved to good, this is only 161 of

the 30J. We feel If you were to Implement alternative "F" that there

would be at least 50,000 1f not more of the fair and poor range improved

good. Brush control and seeding alone in the alternative provide for

26,700 acres of Improved range.

Therefore, if we fig

ins. plus an est

have 3,300 acr

97X24 = 2,328 acres of riparian habitat along tl

te of 1,000 acres in other riparian areas, we

of riparian habitat. 3,300 X 1,200 - 3,396,000

ntil allotment management plans are developed there is no way to assess

ow many acres of brush control, seeding, pipe etc.. needs to be

pounds times .50 untilization equals 1,980,000 pounds of feed divided by

800 pounds per AUM equals 2,475 AUMs of feed in the riparian zones.

63,000 - 2,475 = 60,525 AUMs 6,000 wildlife AUMs = 66,500 AUMs needed

from 456,000 acres or 6.8 acres per AUM. 6.8 AUM would mean the average

production per acre, of forage, would be around 117 pounds.

If we use Wyoming Sage-Bluebunch Wheat (8-12 ppt) habitat type, as an average

for the county. This site produces about 400 pounds 1n good conditions.

60% of this Is grass or 240 pounds, then 50S of this would be 120 pounds

of feed available. This would indicate that the 6.8 acre would be a

realistic figure to plan for and provide forage for the 6,300 AUMs for

livestock and 6,000 AUMs for Wildlife.

We feel our preferred alternative allows for the following:

1. Disposal of lands that are not manageable or are better

suited for agriculture.

2. Does not acquire any private land.

3. Eliminates wilderness designations 1n the eighteen mile area,

but manages the area to retain the wilderness values.

4. Provides maximum protection for cultural and recreational values.

5. Provides opportunity for mineral exploration and development, yet

protects critical areas from surface disturbance.

6. Allows for maximum forest management.

7. Continues the range improvement and provides for better management

8. Stabilizes wildlife at existing population for the most part.

9. Improves riparian management with the allotment management

plans.

The draft management plan should be written with a goal of improvln

50,000 acres of fair and poor condition range over the next 20 year

6. Page 24. Shifting of

Eighteen Mile Creek area. Is

cattle 1n the Little Eight Mile to

nt with the exchange 1n use policy

states the preferred i

tated In the standard operating proceedures?

7. Page 28. The first paragraph

or exceeds the demand for livestock grazing. Is this true? The

d for livestock grazing 1s 63,000 AUM. The preferred alternative only

s for 43,000 to start with and then builds to 52,000 over the next

8. Page 30. Item "I" states the preferred alternative recommends

that 14,796 acres be designated wilderness in the Eighteen Mile drainage.

We feel 1t Is mandated by congress that the Bureau assess acreage suitable

for wilderness designation. We agree that the acreage identified meets th

wilderness criteria for designation.

at we con't agree with is the Bureau recommending 1t as wilderness.

less the Bureau feels this 1s the only way to protect critical resource

lues or that there is overwhelming public demand for this area to be

signated as wilderness, then It should be left up to the public if

they want wilderness designation in this area. No evidence is presented

:1ther case in the document. Therefore, we feel Justified in

recommending a semi -motorized and non-motorized status for this area, or
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-b

-b

9. Page 3-16. rirst paragraph Indicates 37:

less than satisfactory condition. What does t

satisfactory. How will the preferred alternative Improve these

percentage will be Improved? What will be the cost? Who pays

10. Page 3-16 under deer. It would seem fron this i

r and fair ecological condition 1s good for deer. The

s not Justify the proposed alternatives 351 Increase In deer numbers.

11. B-ll Item 3. Increased grazing, when accompanied by range develop-

t, would change existing range trend. Is this always true? What 1s the

umentatlon or research literature to support this assumption?

12. B-ll second paragraph. What documentation supports the range

and wildlife staffs feeling that the majority of allotments were not able

to provide enough forage for wildlife needs? It would seem that 1f 70S

of the area Is In good range condition that this statement 1s not true.

13. B-ll until allotment management plans are developed for the "I"

allotments no stocking levels could be set. The majority of these

allotments 1n the "I" catagory have cattle distribution problems. It

does not seem Justified to make reductions until plans are developed to

solve the conflicts 1n each allotment.
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3 the first criteria 1n determining

nt. Because of our growing season

in Lemhi County. Many of the

IV land to grow forage crops on.

Page 41. We take except!

1 land suitable for devel

e are no class I or II so

Lemhi County are using cl

the limited crops (hay or small grain) they are able to use

these class IV lands without harming them. There are probably parcels

that are suitable to grow forage or that are 70% to 80? class IV.

propose that each 40 acre parcel be classes as suitable if they are

80% class IV or better, rather than the criteria used on page 41.

15. Under the standard operating proceedure for Energy and Minerals,

(page 43) this section should spell out the standard procedures for

operating and reclaiming mined lands.

16. Page 53. The amount of soil erosion that 1s tolerable 1s more

dependent on the soil type than the cover. Our Information tells us there

range between 1 and 5 tons that could be lost, depending on the soil

Use of the soil survey should be made to predict the allowable

of a soil. This should be a part of the management plan.

17. Minimum stream flow for B1g Timber Creek. There is not

dent water to fill all decrees 1n Big Timber Creek in the latter

part of the year. To get a minimum stream flow the Bureau would have to

acquire several private water rights. We don't feel this would be a

beneficial use of the water for the taxpayers. This proposal should be

dropped from the plan.
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Jerry Wilfong
District Manager
BLM
Salmon, Idaho

I support your preferred alternative for the Draft Resource Plan.
It is my feeling we have to look further down the road than
the next few years. The range resource has to at least be holding
its own or improving, not a continuous decline in range condition.

Also wildlife cannot take a backseat to domestic stock. Big game t%
particularly dependent on winter range on BLM lands. Certainly there
will be bad winters which will cause problems but on a long term
basis the Game is dependert on winter range forage at lower elevations
on BLM ground.

I have personal knowledge of many problem r/parian areas on the
BLM ground - some are in really poor condition. It appears to me
the longer the conditions persist the more expensive it will be to
rehibilitate these areas.

If tl e cost of managing the range is higher than generated revenues
hen the BLM could consider allowing the grazing permittee to
anage his own allotment (with no grazing fees paid) under the
ondition that periodic range inspection show good or improving
ange condition and significant feed available for wildlife grazing.
f the permittee failed to meet criteria

the permit would then be reissued to a new permittee,
different approach but it may be worth consideration.
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District Manager
BLM
Salmon, Idaho

Dear District Manager:

I am writing in support of your preferred alternative F for
the Lemhi Resource Plan. It seems to favor the long term impact
on the range and wildlife instead of the increased short term

I am particularly

ith additional road-; in
eer due to roaded area:
ause problems in other

prime elk and deer winter
timber are only slight I

sk disturbing the game habitat and fisheries
crutial areas. Displacement of elk and
or lack of range feed seems only to

areas. Example:elk raiding ranch hay stacks,
icant long term impact to livestock grazing, I

(range vegetation, wildlif habitat, fisheries and
tweight the adverse impacts.

as a means of permanantl

In closing, I feel your direction in either holding or improving
range conditions is essential in the long range planning. To me,
short sighted management is mismanagement.

Thank you for your efforts in preparing this plan and good luck.

sincerely,
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Box 430

Salmon. Idaho 8346? January 13, 1986

Dear Sirs

I support Alternative A with some exceptions. I feel that

the present stocking level should be maintained unless it can

be proven that this level is causing severe damage to the range.

I also feel the the BLM lands should be managed for Multiple Use.

Some general comments about Alternative F are as follows:

I am against any further Wilderness designation for Public Lands

in Idaho. I^eel that the character of an area can be maintained

thru management rather than designation. Use of road closures

and rehabilitation are examples of maintaining the area's values.

I feel that most of the wildlife winter range is now at its

carrying capacity. This is especially true on the Lemhi drainage.

It would make little difference if all of the cattle were off

the range, because during a heavy snow year the game would move

to private land and cause great problems. There is no mention

of the amount of big game that uses private land already on a

year around basis. If more are pushed onto private land the land

owners will have to eliminate some or go out of business.

The Federal Government already owns to much land and should

never be allowed to aquire private land.

II

don't feel that there is a need to fence riparian areas, I

think the majority of the damage is caused by high water and

cloudbursts rather than livestock. Instream flow is not a matter

for the Federal Government, it is a state right.

Bruce L. Mulkey J~

Idaho S;4'V7

Lemhi R.M.P.

jf B,

ri arian qual ity, range
adoption jf the full WSA

hi
j

a goals.
Con

ng he livesto ck ind ustry ie
e C's call for t he full

rov d riparian quality.

'.nrr-ias*i in wildlife populatio
vegetation quality, fisheries,
all fit very well with our memb

declining demand for beef is hu
is. We do strongly support Alt
24.000 acre wilderness and for

We suooort wilderness recommendation for all 24,922 acres
t.ie Eiehteenmile WSA—plus the 640 acres in the State of Idano'
Section 16, TUN, R28E (acquired by exchange). With this
addition, we feel you can have a highly manageahle wilderness

bighorn sheep, as well as protect elk winter range, elk breedln
area, and deer winter -ange. Plus, it would protect wolf and
raptor habitat. It also would provide additional wilderness
protection to a stretch of the Continental Divide Trail. It
would provide primitive non-motorized recreation in a larger

ge of the Resource Area. We believe the GEM study show
re is r.o special mineral potential in the northern area

We support greater reductions in grazing in this ape
rea than your R.M.P. calls for. The Elghteenmlle Creek
hould serve as the major access corridor to the wilderne
or families, the elderly, and the infirm. It travels th

that t
worth;

:ific
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District Manager
BLM
3ox 430
Salmon, Idaho 83467

Dear Mr. Walker,

Alternative A is the best choice for the following reasons:

Ranching is the mainstay of Lemhi County as it has been for over

100 years. These are economically tough times for everyone, but

especially for ranchers and farmer-. I feel that to cut livestock

grazing to Increase deer and elk population would be unjustified.

For many ranchers it could be the difference between profit and

,dy = lk

f administering the preferred alternative

Most of our problems with overgrazing

-lncerely yours,

6-U/W JlWUlWfA. Vl-

John Amonson Jr.

Lemhi, Idaho 83455

overgrazing. Some of the best potential campsites l

serve as base camps for day hikes up canyons to the
Divide, are in poor condition and may be getting worse! The
general comments in your Chamberlain Creek allotment discussion
in Appendix B-4 (page B-55), do not seem to go far enough to
ensure a high-quality recreation experience in Elghteenmlle
Creek. Nor does the very minor (3J) long-term grazing reduction

reduction in grazing along Eighteenmile Creek. We do not support

condition they are in now. We urge you to move this intensive
livestock use out of the WSA.

These steps are not urged simply because we support

primitive and primitive recreation opportunity. Foot and

cowples and heavily utilized range), than are ORV users. They'
deserve a less heavily grazed area to walk through on this
459,000-acre Resource Area.

We feel your discussion of noxious weeds is deficient. The
conclusion of paragraph one on page 3-13 should be changed to
read: "Future efforts will involve using any biological or
mechanical control methods available before developing any local
control programs that would allow for use of herbicides where
necessary. Areawide control programs using herbicides are the
least desireable step, and would only be used if more acceptable
measures were unavailable or proven ineffective."

A ;;

livestock grazing, or the additional 4300 acre
aside for elk thermal and security cover? Als
land in timber that can be utilized by the Sal
this type of timber be sent over to Montana?
lodgepole, and if this reserved timber acreage
significantly help elk, then we support additi

of timbe

A
t
'«i • !.«

itive
ju for the oppor ilty to

rtM^i
Sheldon Bluestein
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House of Representatives

State of Idaho
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Idaho State Senate

January 9, 1986

RE: Salmon

Gentlemen:

We support

tiple u

to be the stocking level. 2. AMP'S be developed
improvements to operate under the principles of

the 'Preferred Al

jfforJe simply earn
(1000%) percent of the existing Alternative A.
ie are against any further wilderness.
<le feel it is economically unsound and unfair t

to pay for the costs of improving wildlife and
Lfiably attempts to cut livestock grazing for

)f wi
=nt game popula t!-.j *e have winter feed

itifiable with any

ly spring grazing co
plan where the un

tances reseeded.
ek should not be a BLM

Page 2

House of Representatives

State of Idaho
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Alterrative A takes land out of government ownership
without adding anymore. The preferred alte
merely going to exchange lands
should stop acquiring land, with few CA^CF ,

11. The preferred Alternative F emphasizes recreation and

think government

public lands,

to deteriorat

produti

stock grazing

du^
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57
P.O. Box 729
Salmon. ID 83467 59

Reply to: 1920

Date: January 13,

ky) Styner Avenue
Moscow, Id*ho 836^3
January 11, 1986

Salmon District Office
P. 0. Bo* 430
Salmon, Idaho 83467

the Draft Resource M.na,

[it suggest that you avoid establiahing a policy in the Plan to always use

three-wire fences. We believe the determination of what type of fence to use

feel'th.t to

8

e.t.bl 1.nYbUu*
T

et PoUcy'for one typ7of
P

f"ce'wi U result in"

.hould hIve
1

bren
U
used

UV""Ck '""%""" t """'
* '""" ° th" ^ '"""""

nagement plans are developed for

Drdinated resource management,

nk you for Che opportunity to re

/« r BlCHA8D tVilaUFF

Dear Mr. Walker.

I appreciate the opportunity to

Plan and Environmental Impact St

the need for special areas, such

in the Plan for the Lemhi Resource Area.

Unfortunately, the Idaho Natural Areas Coordinating Committee did not have
the time or opportunity to work with Salmon District personnel in identifying
and searching out relatively undisturbed areas in the Lemhi Resource Area that
could be set aside as ACECs or research natural areas to include a number of

needed vegetation types and other situations. I was pleased to see on page
19 of the Plan the statement, "There are no Identified ACECs in the resource
area. If such areas are identified in the future and their resource values
cannot be protected through other management techniques, ACBC designation
will be proposed and a plan amendment completed for the Lemhi RMP". We
believe that it is important to Identify, establish, and protect areas which
will include needed types for research and education purposes, i

or reference areas, as gene pools, and for monitoring purposes.

Hotsprlngs sagebrush/Idaho fescue h.t
Black sagebrush/Bluebunch wheatgrass

I

Black sagebrush/Idaho fescue h.t.
Black sagebrush/ Colorado wildrye h.t

alluvial fan
mix of vegetatlo

There are other possible types. We hope that the Idaho Nati

Coordinating Committee and The Nature Conservancy can work l

District to Identify candidate areas.

Sincerely

58
S tar Route 1, Box 55
North Fork, ID 83466

11 Jan 1986

District Manager

/^ ffL
60

District Manager
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Your Prefered Alter-.atrvg
P
ar r
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available to adequatel impler er.t Alterna e F.
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I do not favor ciny more. The
the use of chain saws to main
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Gentlemen:

I am against Preferred Alternative F for the following reasons:

la We don't need any more wilderness. It is a waste of land, that only

a feu get any benefit from. The wilderness that we have now is fine and

enough. Wilderness does not help support the local community. It is for

a few outsiders that don't have to make their living here.

make an .allotment

you want to. You may

places you may not.

't need any more wildlife. As I

main reasons for having the nine acre per A

ildlife. It is unfair to cut

3 set grazing adjustments.

leaves the door open for the

sincere in what you say, but

support more wildlife.

the wildlife population is at its maximum. If I understood correctly, Tom

Parker of the Fish & Game admitted this in the meeting of January 7, 1986.

aving more wildlife would also put more hardship on the farmers and ranchers

ith wildlife moving in on the haystacks in winter and fields In the early

pring grubbing the new growth of graBS and alfalfa. Elk are carriers of bangs,

hich can infect cattle, like any other disease it is more prevalent when

populations get overcrowded. Wildlife also doesn't support the local community

The fence standards need modified to meet each situation. My experience

3-uire fences Is that there is no advantage over 4-wire fences concerning

wildlife. The first two years we put in a 3-wire fence, it was torn up just

ch as 4-wire fences are the first 2 years. Through the years, I have

ed that it takes a couple years for wildlife to get accustomed to a new

. 4-wires daft hinder wildlife any more than 3-vtres. The 3-wtre fences

hold cattle as well as 4-wlres; causing more riding & fence repair for

itiu
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|5> Cattle deteriorating riparian habitats has not been

through the expense & inconvenience of fencing streams

bias studies. Some studies have shown that cattle may

Iriparian habitat. Why penalize the ranchers for someth

I support Alternative A with two amendments.

1. Active preference continue to be the stocking level.

2. AMP's be developed with necessary improvements to o

principles of multiple use and sustained yield.

Rodger Swanson

Salmon. Idaho 83467
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Although we commend the plan for proposing c

action in regard to some riparian zones, we cannc
the goal ot maintaining an overall static trend
miles. Since the majority of riparian zones in X

area are typically dominated by highly erosive sc
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THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY

January 21, 1986

Salmon District - BLM
PO Box 4 30
Salmon, Idaho 83467

the Lemhi plan and supporting data and analysis,
lieve that the direction indicated by the plan is by-
arge good, however we do not believe that it will allow

Although a viable population of gr

Th ea ened nd Endangered

poor range
condit on or full protect ion f or ripar an
sented

wilderness
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Delieve the plan should go further. Range condition s

not be allowed to sink below a good condition, reseedi
the case of fire or range management snould never be s

production forage. Such low long-range grazing reduct
f/ill not, in our view, improve range and riparian cond
trom current poor conditions found throughout the RA t

sspecially along Eighteenmile and Chamberlin Creeks.
long-range reduction in these two areas should approac

Although communj ty stability for the livestock indust
important consj deration, the public's obligation to

is profitable at its current size doe
truction of other valuable resources.

is especially tr ue when the economic value of domestic
involves huge public subsidy compared
e economic values of wildlife.
lty and recreation. Specifically, the
the range condition, especially in t

elevation, wil show an improvement in trend from the

The plan does not present
ure of grazing economics tc
gain or loss to the public
stock at tne expense ot wil

the public

r managing

opportunity

Sincerely,

/cfane Leeson
(Regional Assist
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US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 10

1200 SIXTH AVENUE
SEATTLE,

62

Jerry Wilfong
District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Salmon District Office
P.O. Box 430

Salmon. Idaho 83467

Dear Mr. Wilfong:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the draft Lemhi

Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement (Draft RMP/EIS)
prepared by your staff. Thank you for providing us with additional time fo

our review. The Draft EIS evaluates alternative schemes for managing the

resources on the 459,566 acres of the Lemhi Resource Area, Idaho. The EIS
preferred alternative is expanded into a planning document in the draft
RMP. The Draft EIS/RMP also includes a preliminary legislative EIS for

management of the Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area (WSA). Our detailed

Elghteenmlle MSA i

ironmental Policy Act (NEPA),

We have rated the draft RMP/EIS ,

fflcient Information. A summary i

nclosed for your reference. This rating reflects our primary concern
water quality and beneficial uses are not adequately protected under
EIS preferred alternative (and therefore the proposed RMP). We would

support the redesignation of Alternative C as preferred in the Final EIS and

uality by setting standards for livestock forage use in riparian areas.

Similarly, we have rated the EIS for the Eighteenmile Wilderness Study
rea designation as EO-2 also. This rating results from the fact that none

omply with federally approved state water quality standards. As you will
emember, the Clean Water Act requires that federal agencies comply with
hese standards. Thus, at thfs time the only alternative which BLM may

currently select for implementation would be the all wilderness alternative.

Federal Register

determine whether

I nook salmon

affects fishery habi

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft EIS/RMP and the
preliminary Draft Eighteenmile EIS. If you have any questions concerning
our review, please contact Brian Ross of our EIS and Energy Review Section
at FTS 399-8516 or (206) 442-8516.

jiXMfa 4

and "Crucial" habitats for fish, game and plants.

for the Identification of such habitats are Indeed a

e Glossary (page 5-21 In the draft EIS for the RMP).

Identified wherever they

62-6 potential should be Identified. This could most easily be done by

BLM (State Director)
NMFS

USFWS

The Draft RMP/EIS

of activities should be
Ive and combined effect
the RMP/EIS Itself
effects of the various

coverage of a slngl

effects 1 He

(page 54) states that "All BLM Initiated i

and Intent of Executive order 11990 (Wet
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1 ng grazing

The Draft EIS (page

l though we support

BLM must manage. Spec

62-10

1 He believe that the "spirit and Intent" of Executiv
Inot be reflected in any alternative which allows contlnu

where grazing on public lands accounts for a very small

(national production, but where riparian areas are of gre

Iremaining fish and wildlife populations.

Order 11990 woul
ng degradation of

Resource Honitorinq and Evaluation Plan

62-11

I The categories presented are appropriate. Some of them should be

(expanded, however, to better reflect the Importance of particular resource
land the variety of planned activities that can affect them. In particular
riparian areas should be comprehensively treated as a separate element.
IaIso, would this plan, outlined In Appendix I, change if the preferred
[alternative were changed' If so. how 7

62-12

Under Vegetation, the criteria "warranting a decision change" Is 50

percent utilization on native range; riparian areas and meadows, etc.. are

Specific protec

adequacy of the parti

y that Impacts are

midlife and Fisheries

[suspension

land closur

jme that livestock use adjustments may Include temporary
and closure. In this context, "unsatisfactory resource
should be added to the list necessitating temporary suspens

ided under Grazing Systems.

lopment of habitat management

e plans differently. Do such

b^Ss
page 51) is

hnlques are adequately lessening impacts. What

be Included In timber sale stipulations? He be
Iparlan areas in general are Important moist si

Ing should generally not occur In them.

(page 53) shoul

affected? How

Detal led Management

Also, for fisheries, monitoring of In gravel
ded where spawning or rearing habitat exists H

ard of no more than 20 percent fines by depth wh

uency of once In 2 years is only useful for foil

Standard Oper at Ing J

I

This section of the proposed RMP (page 38-58) defines the manner in

which most activities will be managed. Reference to a cumulative effects
program should appear In this section. Several other comments and
suggestions regarding this section are presented below, by program category

(processes available to BLM to protect resources from potential adverse
effects of minerals exploration and development should be summarized Hhen
Imust Plans of Operation be filed and what must they contain? Hill these

2-16 IreceWe review by other agencies or the public' Hhat requirements can BLM
(attach to right-of-way permits and Plans of Operation (Including reclamatlo

Ishould be appended to the RMP. It Is stated (page 43) that "During any

2-16 |
w,th the appropriate state agencies (eg . Health and Helfare. Fish and

(modification to the approved RMP and require revision and public review of
the environmental documentation.

e managed 1 Hhy Is further logging reasonable prior to elimination of
existing backlog of areas without adequate restocking* Hhat will keep
backlog from growing'

(considering the variety of activities capable of adversely affecting the'

He support redesignatlon of Alternative C as preferred in the
EIS. with Its expansion Into a management document In the Final RMP
not believe that the other alternatives presented would adequately
water quality and associated beneficial uses (such as fish and dome

Our support for Alternative C Is quallfl
not presented In the draft documents whl

in the Final EIS and the following Record of
can comply with the applicable water quality s

As

Mining would be generally excluded In the WSA under this "A
wilderness" alternative, but livestock use would continue. This
(page G-19) that "Adverse Impacts on water quality at present an

Mso, no mention of trends Is made He are therefore able to g1

qualified support even to the "All Hllderness" alternative at th
The Final EIS for the HSA should evaluate in detail whether the

Iform ba<

Other Specific Comment

W'.A

condl tlon of

ments are provided primarily to aid In continued
of the draft documents. They should not be

e same weight, in terms of EPA's concerns, as the
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63

iDraft EIS. pages 4-
:;:::1

e provided for

ach of them. H

economic change

t:

RHP, page 19 . Given th

there no ACEC's
these destgnatlc

e -_31 IpRMP, page 53. The basis for the criteria for sagebrush canopy c<

|be given In the final documents.

IDBHP. page 58. Does the BLH periodically produce summaries of upi

62-32 land EISs? TTso, we would appreciate receiving I

|ldentlfy projects where EPA Involvement would be

!oard feet per year Is consistent among all the alten

arvestable yield (eg. 238 thousand board feet per
;

62-34 IDEIS. page 2-3. Please explain the statement, "i

Alternative A is the proposed action for livestoi

IDEIS. paqe 2-3.

luseful purpose.

added)

Bureau of Land Management

P. 0. Box 430

Salmon, ID 83467

jto be the stocking level; UJ2) AMPa be developed with necessary I

MULTIPLE USE and SUSTAINED YIELD.

of the existing

for flag -

63-5 I

63-6 |5.

It unjustifiably attempts

wildlife and recreation.

Our present game population

63-7 I

63-8 |7. Fence standards need

I

OEIS. page 2-44. The addition of the quallf;

the second full paragraph on this page confl

25 of the DRMP that surface disturbing actW

specified on page 2-44; this Is contrary to
|

He support the statement In the DRMP.

ffectlng fish

so. Class III
of the DRMP.

inook salmon

lost of the problems caused by early spring grazing

63-9 I an allotment management plan where the units could bi

|9. Instream flow on Big Timber Creek should not be a BLM conslderatl

10. Alternative A takes land out of government ownership without at

think government should stop acquiring land, with few exceptions.

11. The Preferred Alternative P emphasizes recreation and aestheti

to deteriorating

atment In the Final EIS.

Iress . \. f /(

Hu!xyU and Lwvuzme flUM&i
H£ 6/ lioK 175
Salmon, Cldalio X}i67

Hark and Melissa McKinney
Boi 17
Lemhi, Idaho 83U65

n*.*--Mi.-.
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Yours for better publ \/h arfos , ) /!J
Name and address />tf/'/***?

Yours for better public lande,^. /I f si

J/tUJj**«**
public l.„£. / ~ J&~Lr-,^^fa*

K̂ Jirt
grazing is not tne

Yours for better public

Yours for better public lands,

Name and address .J w —
/*> A* 34- X—J~. ^*" ffiZsZ&Zuv

tter public.lapis, ^-zf? =f^U-
-^-Itz^-t^f r-'fj^^ Tours for better public lends.

— Yours for better public lands,

Name and address .

Yours for better public lands

-</ Qo~ <SW_ Yours for better public lands.

Yours for better public lands, "o ") i

Name and address^^ .^/i^ -^g ^
#X„i,

~^C~dmaddress
3<?J"

lame and address c7-**~~~
, / „

a|

Yours for better public lands,

'**%£*&*&.Jo/& «***r-4£f-f
Yours for better, public landsYours for better, public lands.

Name and address ^f' ^?tA^c £?£*&*'

t

Yours for better public

r> n . t\ .. Yours for better public lands,

for better public lands, ^d^^f^GU^et^A*-'

Yours for better public lands, „A^<£,S<W
, gcKi^b)

\?*i->^

Mona L. Armstrong ^$*-—
urs for better public lands,

^^t^X CJLd/

Tour, for Dett„ p„llc lMdi>

'x
bettM public lai

lajneand address C

Ten f/y Jv ffJ
e/£b

Yours for better public lands.

Sincerely,

Ru
public lands,

Srrfmcn. ''\'Blt/£'
a
faffi'' zo?-7S-c- 3K72-

^Yours for better public lands,
Yours f<>r better pubU<. UndsO^U fi-3?°£M OmjL XL*

%*it/.-a

public lands,

tublic lands

^T^ {̂U4^-^

Jblic land!

'?7_e tic4--,-/^/.

Yours for I

Yours for better public lands.

Yours for better public lands,

Youra for belter public land,.

Yours for better public land,.

rs for be public landa,
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Yours for true Multiple
sustained yield,

Use and

^V,~. 'h'sZ<.
~~

J'ames Whittaker
Chairman
Citizens for Multiple U
Box 2^0
Leadore, Idaho 83Wt

/ Yours tru>,

lucFarland Lives took Co.

flame and address

*"{?.. A-tm^
Yours for better public lands,

Name 'and address '

Yours for better public lands.

"3 s

Yours for better public ]

Yours for better public lands,

' public lands

7a*^

&*//*.

^2-^^mJoA^

Yours for better publi

-Ynurs for better public lands,

—flame and address ,

public lands.

Name and address / /£/&>-??</

Name and address

ft T I 0^ 6?

Yours for better public lands,

Yours for better public lar

Name and address 7&^ /(,

.^cUX. ?$<{£-£

public lands

Yours for better public lands,

Name and address g"3 slC S~

/?

and address

^<^C

y\La-c±-^~-

'^sV^^CX
dt/graz iI16

CtUXIl^Uy..

«r b»tt_.bftter public lands

Mr. and lirs. John era
204 Larson Street
Salmon, Idaho 83457

P.O. Box 39?
Scd^tYi , Jdcuho %*3c/67

M(xam J<vl fcu-tW paXV ifi.'wdb)

Yours for better public lands

Name and address
-ThjJjL-l- 7LW~VU- Xo^i-oA^

Yours for better public lands,
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LETTER RESPONSES

All letters received are listed in the following table. Of the 64 letters
received, 42 letters contained substantive comments requiring a response.
They are noted below.

SUBSTANTIVE COMMENTS
LETTER # FROM RESPONSE PREPARED

1. Jim Kluesner X

2. Pacific Northwest Region, Bureau of Reclamation
3. State of Idaho, Transportation Department X
4. Idaho State Historical Society
5. Idaho Department of Fish and Game X
6. Targhee National Forest X
7. State of Idaho, Department of Health & Welfare X
8. Lemhi County Agent X
9. Idaho Air National Guard X

10. Heather Thomas X
11. Soil Conservation Service X
12. Rocky Mountain Oil and Gas Association, Inc. X
13. Continental Divide Trail Society X
14. U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Mines X
15. Salmon Schools
16. Hadley Roberts X
17. Bob Charles X
IS. Texaco X
19. Travis Whitaker X
20. Carrol and Pete Wells
21. Wilfred L. Keele
22. U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish & Wildlife X

Service
23. Kenneth Hyde X
24. C. L. Gilpin X
25. LaMar Cockrell
26. Quinton Snook
27. Vearl C. Crystal X
28. Sam McKinney X
29. Ray Infanger X
30. Lemhi Livestock and Wool Marketing Ass'n., Inc. X
31. Mike Monroe
32. Walter McConnaghy
33. Peggy McConnaghy
34. J. Allen Jensen
35. Willard Moulton
36. James Whittaker X
37. Paula J. Whittaker
38. Eugene Edwards
39. Citizens of Bonneville and Jefferson Counties
40. The Nature Conservancy X

41. Idaho Department of Fish and Game X
42. Gorden Kirschenmann X
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43. Matt Yakovac
44. Pat McConnaghy
45. Lance McCold X
46. Jeff Denton X
47. Lemhi Soil and Water Conservation District X
48. Zane Abbott
49. Dan French X

50. Joe Tonsmeire
51. Fran Tonsmeire
52. Bruce Mulkey X
53. John Amonson, Jr. X
54. Committee for Idaho's High Desert X
55. JoAnn Wood X
56. Dane Watkins X
57. Salmon National Forest X
58. Winfield Turner
59. Charles Wellner
60. Rodger Swanson X
61. The Wilderness Society X
62. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency X
63. Letter 63 from 110 individuals X
64. Letter 64 from 20 individuals X
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LETTER RESPONSES

1-1 All public land considered for disposal, whether by sale, ex-
change, or Desert Land Entry, will be reviewed to see if it meets
the criteria for disposal. Site specific decisions will be made
regarding the disposal or retention of each parcel. If the lands
are found to have public resource values, as listed in Standard
Operating Procedures (Pages 39-41 Draft RMP/EIS), the lands will
be retained in public ownership.

The Big Springs area that you wrote about will also be reviewed
individually to see if it meets the disposal criteria. Based on
the information you submitted, it appears that the parcels in

this area may not be suitable for disposal. The parcels will be

reviewed, through the environmental analysis process, prior to a

final decision.

3-1 The Transportation Department's statement about preferring haul
distances of 12 miles or less is demonstrated by the location of
material sites throughout the resource area with the exception of

those portions of Highway 93 within the Salmon River Corridor.
Within this area, there are only 6 miles of highway adjacent to

BLM administered lands. During resurfacing of the highway from
Salmon to Ellis, material was crushed at Elevenmile Creek, and
hauled in excess of 25 miles southward. Because of the preceed-
ing, the RMP will be changed by adding: "within the Salmon River
Corridor" immediately after "25 miles" on Page 4-79 of the Draft
RMP/EIS.

3-2 The Transportation Department feels that there are areas within
the river corridor where vegetative or topographic screening
would allow for the establishment of material sites while preser-
ving the visual quality of the area. Bureau of Land Management
field examination reveals that areas where this could be properly
accomplished are presently in private ownership.

3-3 Existing material sites will not be affected by the RMP and would
be allowed to expand to their authorized limits under all of the

proposed alternatives. We would also allow the location of new
sources of mineral materials on tributary drainages.

3-4 A complete archaeological inventory of BLM administered lands
within the river corridor cannot be done by the BLM with present
budgetary constraints. Site specific cultural resource inventor-
ies will be completed on any proposed expansion of existing mat-
erial sites under all alternatives in the RMP.

3-5 Most portions of the highway right-of-way within the river corri-
dor presently measure 100 or 200 feet each side of the centerline
and allow ample latitude for realignment of the highway without
further application.
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5-1 The proposed management prescriptions for improving riparian hab-
itat are summarized on page 24 of the Draft RMP/EIS. As a general
rule improvement in riparian condition and reducing sedimentation
will occur simultaneously.

Identification of (bank) stabilization projects will be done dur-
ing the watershed activity planning phase where management op-
tions are evaluated in more detail.

5-2 Riparian areas will play a key role in the development of all
AMPs and will be managed to insure their improvement. Guidelines
for consideration are shown on page 51 of the Draft RMP/EIS.
Timetables will be developed during the activity (AMP, watershed,
wildlife) planning process.

5-3 Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for the fisheries habitat
program are listed on page 49 of the Draft RMP/EIS. There are
SOPs that affect fisheries habitat management in virtually all
resources mentioned in the SOP section.

5-4 Sediment yield models that predict sediment yields with any de-
gree of reliability are nonexistent for our area. Confidence
intervals of il00% are considered good. Recommendations for
sediment yields of 20-25%, although scientifically sound, have
little meaning if the values cannot be substantiated with conclu-
sive data.

The watershed that significantly impacts anadromous fisheries
within the RMP area that we manage is Sevenmile Creek. Manage-
ment changes in this watershed that will reduce sedimentation
into the main Salmon River have been identified in all alterna-
tives of the document.

5-5 The studies we are referring to here are not research studies,
but utilization studies, monitoring studies, and Allotment Man-
agement Plans, Watershed Activity Plans, and Habitat Management
Plans. Funding and manpower dictate how many and how fast these
studies and plans will be done.

Many riparian areas can show a substantial improvement in a rela-
tively short period of time (2-5 years) with exclusion of graz-
ing. Improvements with grazing, although attainable, are much
slower. Considering our obligations to write these plans, conduct
the required studies, constraints with respect to manpower and
funding, and lag time before improvement is realized, the 275

acre figure is a very realistic one. See Analysis of Proposed
Riparian Management Appendix, page A-8.

5-6 As you suggest the differences between Alternative C and Alterna-
tive F are not great. This is because most fisheries habitat is

in fair to good condition. Our main objective is to maintain or

slightly improve existing conditions. This will not be as easy
as it sounds. Deteriorating riparian habitat is a precursor of
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degraded fisheries habitat. This situation exists on many of the
perennial streams in the RMP area. Mature and overmature willows
still provide shade, cover, and cool water temperatures along
most streams, raising fisheries habitat condition classes up to
fair to good. Regeneration of riparian shrubby vegetation is
virtually nonexistent. This is one of the characteristics of
unsatisfactory riparian condition and also indicates that if man-
agement changes are not made soon, fisheries habitat condition
will also decline. The result is unsatisfactory condition ripar-
ian areas, but fisheries habitat that is still in fair to good
condition. A concerted effort to reverse this trend is called
for in the Proposed Plan.

5-7 The economic analysis of alternatives (Draft RMP/EIS, Pages 4-15

to 4-18, 4-31 to 4-34, 4-46 to 4-50, 4-62 to 4-65, 4-74 to 4-77,
4-90 to 4-93, and 4-99) showed that the changes resulting from
the alternatives would have little impact on the local economy
(less than 1 percent of local income and employment in any alter-
native). Expenditures for plan implementation have limited local
impacts. Also, changes in permit value do not have a direct ef-
fect on local economies.

5-8 Good point. The text should read: "All perennial streams not
included in these four categories are considered "unclassified"
and will be evaluated prior to the implementation of management
activities".

5-9 This was a document printing error on our part (see Page 4-50 of
the Draft RMP/EIS).

5-10 Thank you for noting the error. The correct figure is 1391 AUMs.

6-1 The BLM is currently administering some allotments for the Forest
Service and the Forest Service is administering some allotments
for the BLM. For example, in the Dubois Ranger District, the BLM
is licensing five allotments for the Forest Service and the
Leadore Ranger District is managing one BLM allotment as part of
an overall grazing system.

7-1 This has been incorporated into the Standard Operating Procedures
(SOP). The Bureau of Land Management will coordinate with the Air
Quality Bureau on the development of a Smoke Management Program
for Prescribed Burning in Idaho and will abide by the plan when
it is implemented.

7-2 There are no Class I areas in proximity to the RMP area and since
prescribed burning is done during periods of instability when
there is normally a lot of mixing, the probability of any impacts
on Class I areas are negligible. Impacts of prescribed burning
activities on air quality and on Class I areas would be specifi-
cally addressed in an Environmental Assessment.
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7-3 Particulate emissions would not exceed National Ambient Air Qual-
ity Standards under any alternative. The attainment and mainten-
ance of Federal and State ambient air quality standards is ad-
dressed in the Standard Operating Procedures for Air Quality of
the Proposed RMP.

7-4 Impacts of prescribed burning activities on air quality will be
analyzed on a case-by-case basis in separate Environmental
Assessments for each prescribed fire.

8-1 Although livestock sales with Alternative F would initially de-
cline by $193,976, this would translate into an earnings loss
(based on the U.S. Forest Service IMPLAN Model) of only $5,412.
Secondary impacts would increase this loss to $19,702. At the
same time, benefits to the crop agriculture sector is estimated
to increase direct income by $12,369 with the total benefit (in-
cluding the secondary benefit) amounting to $25,805. The imple-
mentation cost of $1.7 million are one-time costs while the crop
agriculture benefits are annual and the livestock losses are
annual (until the benefits realized from the project developments
increase available AUMs). By the end of 20 years, project devel-
opments are estimated to increase available AUMs such that the
use level is slightly above current use.

8-2 See Response Hl-2.

8-3 New Range Alternative: (a) Is the same as what is being proposed
for I-category allotments. (b) Slightly higher variation on acre
figures but what we said was 2,4-D was not considered due to high
cost $17-20/acre and environmental constraints. (c) Slight vari-
ation on acre figure but, in general, what we proposed, however
all seedings will be a mixture of grasses, forbs, and shrubs as
appropriate (see Page B-6). (d) The same as what we proposed,
(e) When evaluating each I-category allotment, we estimated the
number of miles of fence and pipeline necessary to develop and
implement each AMP. (f) Our estimate of cost is based on what it

has cost in the past to complete a project, not just the material
but also labor and equipment. ($500/ spring; $6000/mile fence;
$15-20/ac, seed; $4500/mile pipe).

All fences would not be modified. It is estimated that approxim-
ately 41% (roughly 160 miles) of the approximately 360 miles of
fence in the Lemhi Resource Area do not meet accepted standards
for fences on big game ranges. It is doubtful each of the 160
miles will ultimately be modified. The figure of 160 miles has
been displayed as more or less of a worst case situation. We are
committed to altering as much of that mileage as adequate big
game passage warrants.
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The 3-wire fence noted as the "standard" for the Lemhi Resource
Area does not necessarily preclude more substantial (and expen-
sive) fences. It does mean, however, that there must be strong
justification for constructing something other than the "stand-
ard".

Over 90 miles of 3-strand fence have been built in the Challis
Resource Area since the late '70' s. They have proven entirely
adequate for containing livestock. We have seen no problems and
none have been reported to us by the permittees involved, even
though we have solicited comments to that effect from them.

9-1 While the need for Military Training Routes (MTRs) is recognized
by the BLM, their existence is not in itself sufficient reason to
eliminate lands from wilderness consideration. Low level mili-
tary flights would influence the perceptions of solitude, as do
commercial and private flights , although none of these uses have
a direct impact on the physical environment.

One additional factor is that the Eighteenmile Wilderness Study
Area is a small portion of a much larger roadless area, including
lands in the Beaverhead and Targhee National Forests. The issue
of MTR usage encompasses this whole complex of which the WSA is

only one piece.

Since Congress, not the BLM, will make the wilderness decisions
for this area, we feel that the conflict between MTRs and wilder-
ness airspaces is a matter for their consideration.

The three Special Recreation Management Areas (SRMAs) are loca-
tions where specific recreational uses or values require atten-
tion by the BLM. None of the three can be moved and the two
trails are already designated by Congress. Military overflights
should have minimal, if any, impacts on the recreational quali-
ties (i.e., historic location, crest of the continent, etc.) of

the proposed SRMAs.

10-1 For most of the deer winter/spring range involved, improved eco-
logical condition would indeed be better for deer. As noted
elsewhere in the document, the fair ecological condition rating
is a reflection of depleted grass and forb components and not
because of too much brush (except for a few isolated exceptions).
Increasing production of grass and forbs, while retaining exist-
ing browse stands, would add considerably to deer forage diversi-
ty and hence, to their nutritional well-being.

"Excellent" ecological condition does not "usually denote a dense
stand of trees."

10-2 Same as Response Hl-3.
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10-3 For the ecological range sites in the Lemhi RMP area, the overall
improvement from fair to good ecological condition will be bene-
ficial to both wildlife and livestock. The overall objective,
whether measured by ecological range condition or not, is to im-
prove livestock forage and wildlife habitat rather than continue
to maintain present unsatisfactory conditions.

10-4 Good point. It is difficult to make generalizations that apply
to all situations within an area with the variety of land types
as the Lemhi RMP area without exceptions. Some areas such as
Withington Creek have riparian problems that are not associated
with livestock use. Road layout and design, mining, and forestry
practices have caused problems in localized areas. Within the

RMP area, however, the majority of problems associated with ri-
parian areas are livestock related. Soil instability and natural
erosion are a problem, although livestock grazing on naturally
erosive areas magnifies existing problems.

10-5 As you point out, riparian areas did evolve under a grazing in-
fluence. Historically, cyclic build-up and decline of wild her-
bivores resulted in variable use of riparian areas ranging from
heavy use to none. Riparian areas are often quick to recover, as
was probably the case during massive wildlife die-offs during
severe winters. Present heavy livestock pressures at constant
rates have resulted in deteriorating conditions with no opportun-
ity for recovery.

10-6 The sales per AUM figure is based on ranch budgeting efforts done
for other grazing EIS's in the area (Ellis-Pahsimeroi, Big
Lost-Mackay, Big Desert) and represents total sales divided by
total AUMs (from all sources). See Appendix H of the Draft
RMP/EIS for a discussion of how this value was derived.

10-7 Forage, per se, was not measured. An ecological site inventory
was conducted. See Appendix pages B-7 and B-8, Draft RMP/EIS.
See also response 47-15.

10-8 There is no "professional" bias against livestock and a wish to
maximize wildlife. Our concern is for the vegetative resource
and the physiological requirements of the plants, which in most
cases are not being met under the current grazing practices. The
current grazing practices allow grazing to begin prior to range
readiness. See response 46-53. Also see Implementation section
of Lemhi Proposed RMP/Final EIS.

10-9 The initial stocking level of Alternative B is 61,910 (61,190 is

an error). This figure is down from active preference because of
the two allotments which are currently unallotted (Page 2-10,
Draft RMP/EIS). Also 63,898 on page 4-22 should read 61,910.
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10-10 You are correct, the management action summary for range and the
environmental consequences summary for this alternative conflict
heavily. That is why this alternative was not the preferred al-
ternative. (Refer to Implementation section of Lemhi Proposed
RMP/Final EIS.) Livestock adjustments can be either up or down
depending on results of management and subsequent monitoring.

10-11 Although this generalization does not hold true for all allot-
ments within the RMP area, it is a true statement for the RMP
area in general. Specific riparian problems have been identified.
Each allotment will be looked at individually when developing
AMPs. Management actions designed to correct the problems will
then be implemented.

"I" category allotments with serious riparian problems are iden-
tified in Appendix Table B-4 of the Draft Lemhi RMP. The allot-
ments that have only minor riparian problems are those allotments
which have little or no riparian areas or the BLM does not con-
trol or own those riparian areas within the allotment.

11-1 Location of fences will be looked at on a case-by-case basis when
developing AMPs and Watershed Activity Plans. Improving riparian
areas with livestock management and grazing will be used whenever
possible. Only in those areas where the degradation is so severe
or manipulation of livestock is unlikely to achieve riparian ob-
jectives will fencing to exclude livestock be done. Detailed
decisions as to which riparian area will be improved by what
types of management will be addressed when management plans are
formulated.

11-2 We want fences to be visible, primarily to wildlife.

11-3 It is well established that sage grouse can be easily extirpated
(eliminated) by improper vegetation manipulation. We felt it

prudent to display up front some of the major considerations
which will be made prior to manipulations in important sage
grouse habitat. These will be further refined on a site-specific
basis using criteria set forth in published habitat guidelines
for sage grouse and by those conducting the site evaluation.
Resource deterioration and economics will also be important con-
siderations.

11-4 A mixture.

11-5 All new logging roads permanently closed to vehicular traffic
will be water-barred to ensure proper drainage. Roads built on

soils with high erosion potential will be evaluated for special
erosion control measures, in which case seeding could be em-
ployed. The District Soil Scientist will identify such measures
during the interdisciplinary review of timber sale plans for in-

clusion of erosion control stipulations in the timber sale con-
tract.
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11-6 See Response 11-1.

The exclusion of livestock from riparian areas is an insignifi-
cant amount compared to the total acreage within the resource
area. Further, once the desired vegetative response is achieved,
the area could be open for very controlled grazing use. There
would be no permanent adjustment in grazing preference so there
would be no irretrievable loss of income to the operator.

11-7 The Idaho Range Condition Worksheet was developed using parts of

SCS' Range Condition Worksheet plus BLM's Watershed Inventory
Sheet.

11-8 Yes. They were INTERA sites which means INTERAGENCY. These sites
were developed by BLM with field examination by a SCS range con-
servationist and approval of the sites by the Idaho State Range
Conservation for the SCS

11-9 Ecological condition is determined by comparing the present plant
community with that of the potential natural community, as indi-
cated in the range condition guide for a range site. Seedings,
prescribed burns, and chaining are all considered under the gen-
eral title of disturbed but the specific treatment would be in-
dicated on the inventory maps upon completion of the project.

11-10 We did not intend any conflict in these two statements. We feel
that in order to control the spread of noxious weeds the weeds
themselves must be controlled.

12-1 While the increase in lands covered with the no-surface occupancy
stipulation would be 244% under Alternative F (the 141% figure is

in error and the final will show a 244% increase). This is ap-
proximately 77,369 acres which is an increase of 45,602 acres
over the existing 31,767 acres presently covered with the no-sur-
face occupancy restriction. Many of the tracts with this stipu-
lation are small and the subsurface would be accessible for fluid
mineral extraction on all but 12,720 acres.

Information available to the Bureau of Land Management indicates
only that the Lemhi RMP area is "prospectively valuable" for oil
and gas. Basically, this categorization is applied to nearly all
unexplored areas and can be applied to most federal lands outside
of producing areas and known geologic structures. There is little
correlation between the terms "prospectively valuable" and "high
potential". Most of the RMP area has been leased for oil and gas
over the past ten years. A significant amount of seismic explor-
ation took place in the late 1970 's and early 1980' s. Two wild-
cat wells have been drilled (one on state administered lands).
Both wells were plugged and abandoned after termination of dril-
ling before the target depths had been reached. While there is

still very limited information about the actual potential for the

discovery of major hydrocarbon resources within the RMP area,
the past and present level of activity hardly suggests that the
potential is "high".
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12-2 Trade-offs were made during the development of the seven alterna-
tives by the team of specialists preparing the RMP. There is no
data to support the statement that "most of the no-surface-occu-
pancy areas are located in areas considered valuable for oil and
gas". Based on the information available to the specialists pre-
paring the RMP, there would be no loss of revenue to state or
local governments because of restrictions within the RMP.

12-3 Because there is no production within the RMP area, the increase
in lands covered with a no-surface occupancy stipulation will
have very little, if any, impact on the economics of either Lemhi
County or the region. Lost or gained revenues from hydrocarbon
production cannot be determined for each alternative because
there is no production at present and the BLM does not anticipate
any production within the period of the plan (20 years).

13-1 BLM agrees that more work is yet to be done before the final
trail location is selected. However, we think that regardless of

where a final trail route is located, there is a need to (and
therefore we will) protect the environmental and aesthetic values
of the entire crest of the Continental Divide. If the final
trail route differs from the lands noted on the draft's maps (and
we expect as you do that it will) , then additions to the trail
corridor will be considered. Because the formal designation pro-
cess appears to be some years away from completion, the recom-
mended uses and practices contained in the draft document are
necessary to allow other uses to continue or occur in the interim
and represent our attempt to anticipate future CDNST trail re-
quirements while at the same time allowing continuing multiple
use of adjacent lands.

13-2 The 1980 Management Option Plan (MOP) is still the guiding docu-
ment for us in anticipating a future trail route. On Page 3-24

of the Draft RMP/EIS, a differentiation is made between the miles
of Continental Divide in the resource area (29) and the miles of
trail recommended in the MOP in the resource area (20). In view
of the continued relevance of the MOP and its recommendations , we
can only agree with all of your site specific comments. However,
since we do not have the authority to select the final trail lo-
cation, the RMP must remain general in nature and await future
completion of a routing study and site specific RAMP. The site
specific comments will be better addressed at this point in time.

14-1 Withdrawal areas are shown on the maps for each alternative. To
superimpose mineral potential data on these maps would result in

a significant loss of clarity on the maps.

14-2 Management restrictions are explained under the Standard Operat-
ing Procedures. Their effects are analyzed for each alternative
under the Impact Analysis section.
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16-1 A map of the locations of available commercial forest lands for
the Proposed RMP and Final EIS (Map 5) has been added to the doc-
ument. It has been included to provide the general location of
the timber base, not for the analysis of site-specific impacts.
Large-scale maps of the forest land classifications are available
at the district office for more detailed review.

Specific timber harvest areas and logging road locations are de-
termined at the timber sale planning stage, not the RMP level.
This site-specific activity planning will be subject to interdis-
ciplinary review through environmental analysis of individual
proposed timber sales. For the sake of analysis of impacts, the
Environmental Consequences section states that approximately 300
acres per year of available commercial forest land would be sub-
ject to harvest activity. Therefore, any acreage designated as
available commercial forest land could conceivably be roaded and
logged during the life of this plan.

16-2 In terms of protection of elk habitat, "restricted management"
and "special management to protect elk winter range" are synony-
mous. See response to Idaho Fish and Game #41-5. The term "in-
tensive management" is defined as "a high level of forest manage-
ment intensity often characterized by silvicultural treatments
(i.e., thinnings, planting of genetically-improved stock, control
of competing vegetation, etc.) aimed at increasing the growth and
yield of a regulated stand." The glossary will be amended with
the addition of this term.

16-3 The Lemhi RMP allowable cut determination is governed by a com-
pletely separate process independent of, yet influenced by, the

RMP process. The Salmon District's allowable cut is determined
through inclusion with the Eastern Idaho Sustained Yield Unit
(EISYU). As RMP documents are completed in the Burley, Idaho
Falls, Shoshone, and Salmon Districts, a new commercial forest
land base for the entire EISYU will be established. Any loss in
timber yields resulting from set-asides or multiple use restric-
tions approved in these RMP documents will be entered into the
cut computation, and only then can an accurate new allowable cut
level be established.

The current allowable cut level is approved through FY 1988, at
which time a new 10-year allowable cut level will be established.
Since the proposed set-asides and multiple use restrictions in
all alternatives are insignificant to the total land base and
board foot production of the EISYU, we feel we can continue to
support our allocated harvest level for the remaining two years
of the allocation period.

The figures representing the loss of harvestable timber yield as
a result of set-asides and multiple use restrictions cannot be
expanded into an allowable cut reduction. These figures are
merely estimates of production lost through specific set-asides
and restrictions, and do not reflect the precise reduction in the
sustained yield allowable harvest level.
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16-4 Road management has not been ignored. Although no specific roads
are mentioned, Item 2 under Motorized Vehicle Use on Page 54 of
the Draft RMP/EIS allows for road closures regardless of season.

16-5 ORV closures (or limitations) are designated to solve site speci-
fic problems or avoid unnecessary environmental degradation. No
site specific problems have been identified that would require
ORV closures during summer months.

16-6 See Response 5-5.

16-7 This has been changed in the Proposed RMP to read: "The resolu-
tion of trespass will be considered a priority within the con-
straints of funding. An inventory will be done to determine areas
being used in trespass. The cases will be reviewed to determine
if the trespass should be authorized or terminated, based on the
long-term planning for the area". Good point.

17-1 The actual use, as reported by the operator, for the years 1978
through 1982 were used to determine the economical and vegetative
impact on the existing situation, Alternative A. These years
grazing use determined the condition of the vegetation at the
time of the inventory.

18-1 The comments made in the response to the Rocky Mountain Oil and
Gas Association (12-1) also apply to the comments received from
Texaco.

Alternative D was considered and analyzed within the EIS. This
analyses indicated that if adopted, Alternative D would create
unacceptable adverse impacts to other resource values for the

benefit of mineral development. For this reason, Alternative D
was not selected.

22-1 Section 7 consultation will be done where appropriate on specific
projects.

23-1 See Responses 11-1.

24-1 We have found this to be a true statement from experiences in-
volving the exclusion of livestock from riparian areas in other
areas in the Salmon District. We are presently experimenting
with the New Zealand type electric fences and have had moderately
good success with this type of fence at a lower cost. When cattle
are removed after the grazing season, the current in the wires
can be shut off to facilitate wildlife movement.

27-1 See Response Hl-5.

28-1 See Response 63-1 through 63-13

29-1 See Response 63-1 through 63-13
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30-1 The Draft Lemhi RMP/EIS identified that 30% of the RMP area is in
fair or poor ecological range condition, which led to the devel-
opment of the Proposed Plan. Any adjustment in livestock use
would follow the steps outlined in the Implementation Section of
this document.

We tried to keep the number of alternatives down to a manageable
level. There are an infinite number of combinations that could be

used as alternatives. The impacts of wilderness, wildlife popu-
lations, and livestock use have been analyzed in the seven alter-
natives presented in this RMP.

30-2 Alternative A for wildlife fails to address the issues of how
fisheries and wildlife habitat will be managed. Important habi-
tat management plans would not be written and implemented to meet
specific wildlife habitat needs. Also, Alternative A does not
provide for meeting Idaho Fish and Game target wildlife numbers.
Your proposed alternative does not address forestry, recreation,
fisheries, watershed, wilderness, cultural, soils, water, air,

and fire. (1) Through selective management, as explained on Page
B-l of the Draft RMP/EIS, not all allotments will require an AMP.

(2) Initial stocking level at current use has been analyzed in
the RMP. (3) 22,700 acres of brush control is part of the Pre-
ferred Alternative. (4) All seedings will be native desirable
perennials. Crested wheatgrass will be planted on only the most
unstable sites and then only as part of a mixture of desirable
plants. (5) Spring developments have been identified and ana-
lyzed in the Preferred Alternative. (6) Pipeline construction and
fence construction have been identified and analyzed in the Pre-
ferred Alternative and were the minimum to meet resource manage-
ment objectives.

36-1 The 9 acre/AUM figure is used for analysis purposes only and
stocking rates will only be set after monitoring studies are com-
pleted. There are 454,707 acres of public lands in the RMP area,
on which we currently allow up to 63,898 AUMs. This translates
to 7.1 acres per AUM. (Draft RMP/EIS Page 3-10) Also refer to
Implementation Section of this document.

There are approximately 1,800,882 acres in the Salmon National
Forest (SNF) on which they allow 54,100 AUMs. You are comparing
stocking rates calculated by two different methods. The stocking
rate on the SNF using BLM methods would be 33.29 ac/AUM.

36-2 Adjustment in wildlife numbers have been made in this document to
agree with Idaho Fish and Game targets. No adjustment was made
in domestic livestock AUMs because they were never tied to wild-
life forage demand, but were based on the need to improve ecolog-
ical range condition.

40-1 You are correct. Physaria didymocarpa var. lyrata is a candidate
species. Our policy, however, Is to treat candidate species as

though they were listed. To our knowledge, Astragalus scaphoides
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was not being considered for candidate status until after the
writing of the draft RMP. The inadequacies you have pointed out
have resulted in changes and additions in the text of the Pro-
posed RMP under the heading "Changes in the Proposed Plan" , and
Appendix 1-1 of the Draft EIS, dealing with resource monitoring.

41-1 We fully intend to allocate sufficient forage to support the big
game population goals agreed to with the Idaho Department of Fish
and Game (see Draft RMP/EIS Page 50, Paragraph 1 under Terrestri-

al Wildlife Habitat , Page 2-42, Paragraph 1 under Wildlife and
Table C-l, Alternative F). We are required to delay formal al-
location until monitoring commitments are met.

41-2 Refer to Response 16-1.

41-3 Refer to response Hl-1.

A meaningful timetable could only be provided given a knowledge
of funding and manpower over the twenty-year life of the plan, as
well as the ability to predict how various riparian areas will
respond to different management prescriptions. Since this is not
possible, we have refrained from including a timetable based
solely on speculation.

41-4 The resource specialists could not identify changes in wild-
life-based recreation as a result of any of the alternatives. As
a result, no economic benefits or costs could be identified. The
affected environment section (Pages 3-36 and 3-37 of the Draft
EIS) shows that hunting and fishing provide a significant portion
of the Lemhi County economy.

41-5 We deliberated over what and how to include special management
restrictions on timber management for elk habitat protection/en-
hancement. There are a number of methods which could be used
depending on the particular stand involved and how elk use the
area. Short of including a shopping list of possible restric-
tions, we decided to include some general statements (see Draft
RMP/EIS, Page 50, Paragraph 1 under Terrestrial Wildlife Habitat

,

Page 51 Forestry Activities , and Page 2-30, Paragraph 1 under
Forest Management ). We have identified 1,179 acres of uniquely
sensitive timber stands and will work out the details of specific
management practices at the activity planning level. We are still
committed to wildlife accommodation on the remaining commercial
timber acreage that will be handled through consultation with the
Idaho Fish and Game and the EA process.

41-6 There are 1,064 acres of poor ecological range condition within
the RMP area and we feel that 595 acres would be the minimum that

would be improved.

41-7 Corrections have been made due to this comment.

41-8 See Response 16-4.
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41-9 Sounds good.

We have initially identified 1,179 acres of commercial timber for
special management with regard primarily to elk habitat. It is
understood that acreage may be subject to change due to new of
clarifying information.

41-10 The objective of the RMP is to have all livestock adjustments
made within the 20 year life of the plan.

41-11 No. Seasonal restrictions can be applied under the regulations
governing the exploration for leasable minerals. However, it
would be difficult to apply seasonal restrictions if a discovery
is made. Loss of wildlife habitat would have to be mitigated
during the preparation of Environmental Assessments or Environ-
mental Impact Statements. This statement will be deleted in the
proposed RMP.

41-12 We agree that qualifiers may appear weakening or redundant, it
normally being understood that some variation from an absolute is
to be expected as a result of more detailed inventory and plan-
ning. Considering the varied background of people reading the
RMP, we felt it necessary to use qualifying terms. For example,
we have a few timber stands which, due to their location, snow
depth, or having previously been logged, receive little or no use
by elk. In such instances, the guidelines may not be particular-
ly relevant. Also, brush control may be desirable when it is
invading upland meadows.

41-13 See Response 41-12.

41-14 Yes

.

41-15 Most of the improvement (albeit limited) would occur on non-for-
ested habitat. This would mostly involve non-game species and
forage for big game. Elk numbers would decline as a result of
timber activities. Antelope would be reduced due to a migration
route being sealed off. Refer to Pages 4-70 and 4-71, Draft
RMP/EIS.

41-16 Refer to Response 16-3.

41-17 Good point. Draft RMP/EIS should be corrected on pages 2-20 and
2-42 under wildlife by indicating seven HMPs will be developed
and by adding the following to the list of HMPs:

Antelope/Sage Grouse Upper Lemhi Valley 39,000 acres

This additional HMP is also indicated in this document under the
Proposed Management Prescription.

41-18 Correction made due to this comment.
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41-19 The study to which you refer has not been finalized. The only
final report available is on steelhead fishing. As these final
reports become available, they will be used in future activity
plans and environmental documents.

41-20 On Page 4-5 of the Draft RMP/EIS in the Impacts to Livestock
Grazing section, it points out that there are AUMs available for
activation which are being carried as voluntary non-use by the
permittee. These non-use AUMs may, by request of the permittee,
be activated at any time up to an area-wide total of 63,898 AUMs.
However, the expected trend would indicate that only 2% above the

5-year average would be used.

While overgrazing is occurring on some allotments, other allot-
ments are being under-utilized. Activation of underutilized al-
lotments with reduction of overgrazing will result in net in-
crease in domestic livestock AUMs available.

41-21 Under Riparian Habitat; this should read 225 acres (Page 4-101 of

the Draft RMP/EIS).

41-22 We have not yet established a priority listing of I-category al-
lotments for development of AMPs.

42-1 On those I-category allotments that have potential for deferred
or rotation grazing, they will be deferred or rotated. However,
there are many allotments that do not have these options and the
physiological requirements of the plants can best be met by de-
layed grazing seasons.

42-2 See Response Hl-2.

42-3 See Response Hl-3.

42-4 See Response 36-1.

42-5 Calf weights are a very indirect method to determine range con-
dition. There are many factors which influence this weight,
starting with weight at birth and health of the cow, plus pounds
of feed per day per cow prior to grazing the public land. The
Bureau is not authorized to demand accurate calf weights, but is

authorized and required to monitor the condition of the vegeta-
tive resource.

45-1 The rationale behind this analysis is found on page 1-5 of the

Draft RMP/EIS. Also see Response 40-1.

45-2 Utility and right-of-way corridors have been considered in the

RMP. However, we have avoided designating utility corridors for

several reasons: the difficulty of designating corridors on a

peacemeal basis, i.e., individual plans, where the pieces would
eventually all tie together; lack of current information regard-
ing utility company needs; difficulty in coordinating an effort
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of this magnitude concurrent with developing individual plans;
changing regional power demands; and lack of expertise within the
BLM to conduct a corridor siting analysis without extensive coor-
dination and consultation.

At this time, we are considering a statewide utility corridor
plan. Amendments would be made to all the existing land use plans
through one coordinated and comprehensive effort. Interagency
coordination would be essential as well as coordination with
utility companies, the public, the state, and other agencies such
as Forest Service, that have land management responsibilities.

The various alternatives address the acres available for
right-of-way development, as shown on Table S-l, Page xxii of the
Draft RMP/EIS. The Preferred Alternative (F) includes 440,365
acres where right-of-way development could occur with no special
restrictions. These areas will be considered on a case by case
basis applying the criteria in the Standard Operating Procedures.

Restrictions would be imposed on right-of-way development on
4,405 acres that are included in the Salmon River Corridor.
Rights-of-way within this area will be restricted to corridors
established by existing utility lines.

The area proposed for wilderness designation, involving 14,796
acres, would be closed to all right-of-way development, whether
or not the area is designated as wilderness.

45-3 Big game population goals were developed with the Idaho Depart-
ment of Fish and Game. Big game forage demand was subsequently
calculated against those goals. Although a cause-effect rela-
tionship may appear to exist between livestock, and big game AUMs,
at this stage there is none. This is best seen by comparing res-
pective AUM demand figures of Alternative C with Alternative F

for both big game and livestock.

45-4 See Analysis of Proposed Riparian Management Appendix, page A-8.

45-5 Based on the existing environment and environmental consequences,
the partial wilderness alternative is a reasonable recommenda-
tion. The rationale listed on Page 37 of the draft plan are only
a summary of the specifics in the EIS and Appendix G. While Al-
ternative C does represent an all wilderness alternative, it was
not selected. The BLM feels that sufficient rationale pertaining
to past adjacent mineral activity, future mineral potential, the

influence of adjacent nonwilderness Forest Service lands (all
F.S. lands adjacent to the northern part of the WSA are recom-
mended nonwilderness) , and the shape and manageability of the
area, has been given to support a partial wilderness recommenda-
tion.
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46-1 Agriculture is the number three industry in terms of total earn-
ings in Lemhi County behind Federal government and retail trade.
Retail trade is not normally considered part of the economic base
since it grows out of the need to serve primary industries (those
that export and bring new money into the county) . That part of

retail trade earnings that result from recreation expenditures of
non-residents (out of county) would be considered part of the
economic base. So, although retail trade earnings are an impor-
tant part of the local economy, the majority of it is not a part
of the economic base.

46-2 The transfer of public land within floodplains, or those that
contain wetlands or riparian habitat is being considered on par-
cels identified for exchange only (T-3). The maps, due to the

small size and scale, do not show the exact location of the par-
cels. The parcels shown for disposal on Hayden Creek, Ferry
Creek, and Walter Creek do not involve the creeks. The maps
should show two parcels on Big Eightmile Creek that are for ex-
change only, instead of one parcel. The two parcels on Eighteen-
mile Creek are also for exchange only.

The exchange only parcels were identified due to their small
size, location, private land uses, lack of access, and other fac-
tors that inhibit effective management. The objective of these
exchanges is to acquire similar or higher resource values (wet-
lands, riparian, etc.) in a more critical or manageable location.
As with other disposals involving wetlands, riparian habitat or
floodplains, the patent would contain restrictions in the form of

covenants, to protect these values and to preclude incompatible
uses. If it is not possible to exchange these parcels and to
meet the objective of the exchange, these parcels will be re-

tained.

The statement concerning "sod busting" provisions in the new Farm
Bill deals with government set-asides on 45,000 acres of highly
erodible land. There are no lands in Lemhi County that apply to

this.

46-3 The Executive Orders for management of floodplains and wetlands
are mentioned in the Draft RMP/EIS on Page 51 of the Standard
Operating Procedures. The planning criteria on Page 8 of the

Draft RMP/EIS lists existing law, regulations, and BLM policy as
they pertain to all public land management activities. Criteria
for disposal of wetlands was not specifically addressed on Page 9

of the Draft RMP/EIS because wetlands are not entirely precluded
from disposal. Page 9 lists the criteria used to preclude land
from disposal.

46-4 The term "significant", as used in this context, refers to unique
geologic resources that, because of their uniqueness, have value
for scientific recreational or educational values. Examples would
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be the discovery of a "petrified forest", unusual geologic forma-
tions, fossil beds, etc. Long-term and cumulative impacts to
other resources can only be assessed when a specific conflict has
been identified in relation to a particular discovery or project.

46-5 Using the most up-to-date figures found in the Preferred Alterna-
tive (#12) of the Salmon Forest Plan, the forest expects to sell
approximately 10.6 MMBF of sawtimber per year. Timber sales on
BLM available commercial forest lands within the RMP area are
expected to supply 1.07 MMBF per year. Future timber harvests
from other sources (i.e., State and private lands) in Lemhi Coun-
ty are expected to be insignificant. Therefore, the yearly con-
tribution to the total timber harvest in Lemhi County from BLM
lands in the RMP area is approximately 10 percent.

The economic analysis provided on Page 3-37 of the Draft RMP/EIS
uses the latest economic data available at the time of this
draft. The figures clearly show that in 1982, the average har-
vest of 1.07 MMBF from the RMP area would equal 7 percent of the
total amount harvested in Lemhi County.

46-6 No, the issue is not turned around. Issue C will meet the physi-
ological requirements of the vegetative resource.

(a) Past grazing practices of season long grazing starting on May
1 and running continually through September 30 or October 15.

See Chapter 3, page 13 of the Draft RMP/EIS.

(b) The five year average use figures includes, if there are any,
extensions which were allowed during the 1978-1982 grazing sea-
sons. This data is the reported use of the operator after the
grazing season.

46-7 Yes. These areas appear to have utilization levels higher than
what will be allowed in Table 1-1, Appendix I, page 1-2, Draft
RMP/EIS.

46-8 Refer to Response Hl-2.

46-9 Correction made due to this comment.

46-10 Each parcel proposed for disposal will be evaluated in more de-
tail during the environmental assessment phase for impacts to

water quality, watershed stability, and wetlands. Decisions on
disposing or retaining parcels will be made based on assessment
findings.

46-11 See Response 46-10.

46-12 In this particular case, Agency, Pattee, and McDevitt Creek's
special management emphasis has been given to big game /snowmobile
conflict, and "may" is more correct than "will".
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46-13 Seven existing leases will expire in 1987; two leases expire in

1991; and two leases expire in 1992. All existing leases in the

Eighteenmile WSA have the "Wilderness Stipulation" which severely
limits activity on the lease in accordance with the district-wide
Oil and Gas Leasing EA and the Interim Management Regulations.
While there is no statutory prohibition against leasing in a WSA,
BLM policy at the present time is that new leases will not be

issued. When applications are received, they will be held in
suspense until the policy changes or Congress decides whether a

particular WSA should be included as part of the wilderness sys-
tem.

46-14 Timber hauling distance is only one of many variables in predic-
ting the economic viability of logging In the Eighteenmile WSA.

Regardless of hauling distance and any other logging costs, the

2,283 acres of suitable Commercial Forest Land (CFL) in that area
has a relatively low significance to the total timber industry in
Lemhi County (Table 4-10 of the Draft RMP/EIS). However, the
timber resource is important to local ranchers in the Leadore
area who have historically used the area for the harvest of fence
posts and corral poles.

46-15 Most weed problems originated by human activities and are being
perpetuated by surface disturbing activities and overgrazing.
Control of noxious weeds in the recent past has been limited to
biological control via thistle beetle. Detailed information on
noxious weeds is available in "Northwest Area Noxious Weed Con-
trol Program EIS" and "Idaho Noxious Weed Control Environmental
Assessment".

46-16 These areas are in the Idaho Falls District.

46-17 Twenty years is the life of the plan. See Implementation section
of Proposed RMP. According to 43 CFR 4ll0.3-2(b) "...the differ-
ence between the authorized grazing use and the grazing prefer-
ence shall be held in suspension".

46-18 Yes. They will also help maintain or prolong use of certain habi-
tats and may, in a few cases, temper use of private land.

46-19 The 6,749 AUMs you refer to are those cattle equivalent AUMs that
are required to support the target wildlife number set by the

Idaho Fish and Game Department. The amount of competitive AUMs
have not been determined at this time and should be part of the
activity plans such as Habitat Management Plans and Allotment
Management Plans. See also, Response 47-12.

46-20 There is not always a direct correlation between fishery streams
in poor condition and riparian zones in unsatisfactory condition.
Unsatisfactory condition riparian areas are usually a precursor
of declining fisheries habitat. An example of this is Eighteen-
mile Creek. The fisheries inventory shows Eighteenmile Creek is
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in excellent condition, yet riparian condition is unsatisfactory.
Mature woody species such as willows still provide shade and
channel stability, but woody species reestablishment is poor or
nonexistent because of heavy livestock use in riparian areas.
With no regeneration, as mature species die, the fisheries condi-
tion will decline as well because of reduced shading, channel
instability, and increased sedimentation.

These types of problems will be addressed when developing AMPs
for the areas. Monitoring methods will vary depending on objec-
tives and will also be decided upon during activity planning.
See Analysis of Proposed Riparian Management Appendix, page A-8.

46-21 Correction made due to this comment.

46-22 Refer to Implementation Section of this document.

46-23 Same as Response 46-6(b). Utilization will be one of the factors
measured under range monitoring.

46-24 Refer to Implementation Section of this document.

46-25 It was mutually agreed with the Idaho Department of Fish and Game
that 20-year goals would not be particularly meaningful and could
be misleading. Mid-course corrections during the 20-year period
to reflect changing priorities or goals of the Idaho Fish and
Game will be made.

46-26 These details will be developed at the activity planning level.
Forage utilization limits for livestock will undoubtedly require
livestock removal from some crucial elk winter ranges.

46-27 See Response 5-6.

46-28 We are committed to providing wildlife forage and cover (see Page
50, Paragraph 1 under Terrestrial Wildlife Habitat in the Draft
RMP/EIS).

46-29 Season of use extensions will be handled on a case-by-case basis
and will be analyzed through the Environmental Assessment pro-
cess. The Area Manager's decision will be based on sound range
management. All actual use will be reported and certified by the

permittee within 15 days of completion of the grazing use.

46-30 At this point, we do not know what areas the recently reintro-
duced bighorn sheep herd will select for lambing. Speculation
could be made based on topographic features, but until lambing
preferences are noted, we are in pretty much of a holding pat-
tern. Once known, we will take what actions are required to help
perpetuate that species. Comparatively little use of BLM adminis-
tered land is made by mountain goats. What use is made does not
occur in areas subject to appreciable impact by logging, and it

is doubtful the Continental Divide Trail would have any notable
influence on them.
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46-31 See Response 46-26 above. Yes, all burns, etc., will be moni-
tored for objective attainment and we will make management ad-
justments accordingly.

46-32 This will be corrected in the Proposed RMP.

46-33 A major portion of our monitoring program is going to be utiliza-
tion transects. See Appendix I, Table 1-1, page 2 of the Draft
RMP/EIS.

46-34 You are correct. It is possible that as much as 40% or more of
cattle-equivalent AUMs for elk are non-competitive. As we get
into activity planning, we intend to nail down that relationship
for both deer and elk.

46-35 Riparian key areas, utilization limits, and types of monitoring
would be identified during activity planning.

46-36 Any additions to existing pipelines or new water will be in-
stalled only upon completion of an Environmental Assessment which
will have input from the wildlife biologist.

46-37 See Prescribed Fire, Page B-5 of the Draft RMP/EIS. Monitoring
will be used to determine the proper stocking levels.

46-38 Birch Creek is an important recreational fishery. The majority
of Birch Creek is being intensively managed as such by the Idaho
Falls District. A relatively small portion of Birch Creek is

managed by the Salmon District. Although management of Birch
Creek for improvement will be addressed during the implementation
of AMPs, we felt we could obtain more riparian improvement for
less money by concentrating on other areas.

46-39 See paragraph 2 on page 3-18 of Draft Lemhi RMP/EIS and response
61-3.

46-40 Trapping in this area is mostly recreational in nature; effort
extended is very inconsistent between years and, though possibly
financially important to a few individuals, it does not make a

significant contribution to the local economy.

46-41 BLM provides a fairly small but highly significant amount of

livestock forage due to when it is available. A great deal of

the BLM grazing is for critical spring and fall grazing when
cattle need to be moved off of private or Forest Service ranges.
Other resources, such as wildlife, were not valued on a per AUM
basis. Although economic impacts, especially those related to

wildlife, are not confined by political subdivisions, it is felt
that the vast majority occur in Lemhi County. Adding other coun-
ties into the economic region would not aid in the decision mak-
ing process. Other types of recreation and non-consumptive wild-
life uses are not discussed due to a lack of data on the extent
or value of such uses.
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46-42 It is anticipated that some reduction in use of private land by
big game may occur as a result of the improved habitat conditions
we hope to obtain. Observed behavioral patterns (elk, especial-
ly) indicate that use (some years substantial) will occur regard-
less of the quantity of alternative forage. It was not within
the scope of this plan to specifically address mitigation of pri-
vate land impacts.

46-43 There is a 40 acre minimum size for mapping size so that areas
around water troughs would not be large enough to be delineated.
The Order 3 soil survey did not delineate the riparian areas be-
cause of their size. We are aware that these areas have problems
and are so noted in Appendix B-4 of the Draft RMP/EIS.

46-44 The stocking rates listed in Appendix B, Table B-4 of the Draft
RMP/EIS are based on active preference.

46-45 The exact actions on every allotment will be determined when the
AMP is developed.

46-46 Geertson Creek has a management alternative which reads: "Devel-
op additional water sources; change salting program; require
cattle movement after an acceptable level of utilization has been
reached." It is also stated in Table 1-1, Page 1 of the Draft
RMP/EIS.

46-47 The activity planning phase will establish objectives and cri-
teria that will be monitored to evaluate management strategies
for riparian improvement.

46-48 All water developments will be installed after completion of an
Environmental Analysis in which wildlife concerns will be ad-
dressed.

46-49 Range improvements will be implemented prior to livestock adjust-
ments (see Implementation section of the Proposed RMP). The AMP
and associated monitoring will take into account range improve-
ments in order to avoid misinterpretation of data.

46-50 We do not have a list of species that will be used for reseeding.
Crested wheat will be considered only after test seedings with
other species have been tried. All seeding will have a mix of
grass and forb species and, as appropriate, shrubs (see Plowing,
Disking, and Seeding, Page B-6 of the Draft RMP/EIS).

46-51 Type of monitoring will be established on a case by case basis
during the development of AMPs and watershed activity plans de-
pending on management objectives.

46-52 An annual rest pasture is one of several viable options we will
consider at the activity planning level.
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46-53 As an example, Bluebunch wheatgrass is considered range ready at
third leaf stage or approximately 8 inches in length. Holding
utilization to 50% will provide for the physiological require-
ments of the plant.

46-54 Lower Reese Creek, (Allotment 6237), does not meet the criteria
on Page B-l of the Draft RMP/EIS, the first six questions to

qualify as an Improve Category Allotment. Also, see Page B-2 of

the Draft RMP/EIS.

46-55 The majority of the springs and seeps that are on the Smelter
Gulch and Mammoth Sawmill Allotments are on private land. Man-
agement of these areas will be included in the Allotment Manage-
ment Plan and the Habitat Management Plan.

46-56 Mima mounds are known to exist in these allotments. The vegeta-
tive manipulation you refer to will be considered when allotment
management plans are developed for these allotments. As with all
range improvements, it will be subjected to benefit cost analysis
and mechanical treatments as a rule are extremely expensive which
results in very low benefit cost ratios.

47-1 The BLM is required to do a wilderness study and make recommenda-
tions to Congress.

47-2 Congress has stated quite clearly that livestock grazing should
continue in the same manner and degree as prior to designation.

47-3 The partial wilderness alternative recommends those lands with
the highest potential for mineral resources in the WSA for non-
wilderness uses.

47-4 The public land identified for agricultural development must meet
the criteria on Page 41 of the Draft RMP/EIS (Agricultural Devel-
opment-Standard Operating Procedures). If these criteria are met
without conflicting with other resource uses and values (listed
on Pages 9 and 39-40, items 1-9), the highest and best use of the
land may be agriculture. These lands would then be available for
disposal through the Desert Land Act. If these lands also meet
the disposal criteria for sales or exchanges, these disposal
methods could be used.

47-5 The criteria for land sales (Page 41 of the Draft RMP/EIS) must
be met whether the lands are suitable or unsuitable for agricul-
ture.

47-6 Identification of crucial wildlife habitats which enhance or al-

low the continued use of adjacent BLM administered land is stand-
ard planning procedure. Acquisition of those crucial habitats
identified in the Lemhi RMP would be through some mutually agree-
able exchange. In rare instances, such lands may be purchased
but current budgets preclude that option.
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47-7 See Implementation section of the Proposed Lemhi RMP.

47-8 This is our standard practice and is basically the objective of
the Preferred Alternative.

47-9 Benefit cost analysis will be performed on all allotments and
range improvements. Your range improvements are very similar to
our Preferred Alternative. The proposed fences and pipelines are
an estimate of what we expect to need in order to implement Al-
lotment Management Plans on all I-category allotments.

47-10 See Response 11-1.

47-11 With 30% of the planning area in only fair or poor ecological
condition and 57 allotments in the Improve Category, proper range
management is not occurring. The proposed 18% reduction would
seem to be more than justified.

47-12 The proposed increase of deer in the Preferred Alternative (F)

has been lowered to about 1,950 animals at the request of the
Idaho Department of Fish and Game. The corrected population pro-
jection for deer making substantial use of BLM administered land
would be around 9,350. Population projections of 2,194 elk,

2,950 antelope, and 200 bighorn sheep, as shown in Alternative F,

are not being changed.

47-13 See Response Hl-3 and 8-3.

47-14 Riparian acreage was calculated by measuring the number of miles
of perennial streams. We estimated that on the average a ripari-
an area was 60 feet wide and there were three times as much ri-
parian area in seeps, bogs, intermittent streams, springs, and
meadows within a drainage as there were perennial streams. We
felt the threefold figure was very conservative, but easily just-
ifiable. The total acreage came to 6,637 acres.

We estimate our poor condition riparian areas at 1,500 pounds per
acre. These riparian areas are utilized at an average of 80%.
This amounts to 9,956 AUMs or 19% of the AUMs. Using these
figures the 50% figure would be high. Using these same calcula-
tions, only 1.4% of the RMP area would be riparian areas. Since
no allocations were made based on these figures, it is somewhat
irrelevant. The main point being that the riparian areas are
being utilized a disproportionate amount of time by livestock
relative to their area.

47-15 Your example is excellent since it represents 251,000 acres or

55% of the planning area. However, your figures do not generally
occur in the area. Most of the Wyoming big sagebrush-Bluebunch
wheatgrass sites currently only produce 350 pounds; are in fair
condition with less than 40% of the production being grass spe-
cies. See also Page 3-10 through 3-13, Draft Lemhi RMP/EIS

.
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47-16 See Response 10-4.

47-17 The Federal government can acquire land if it is in the public's
interest or is required for the improved management of Federal
lands.

47-18 The 5600 acres of land would be acquired primarily through ex-
changes with private individuals and the State of Idaho. The
4495 acres of public land to be disposed of has already been spe-
cifically identified. It may be necessary to identify additional
land for exchanges on a case by case basis. There may also be
the opportunity to exchange less acres of public land for more
acres of private land, depending on the appraised values. An
example would be with an agricultural trespass on public land
that may be appraised higher/ acre than the unimproved private
land that we want to acquire (primarily crucial wildlife areas).

Land exchanges will be considered on a case by case basis and, as

stated, must be in the public's interest. The government has the
authority to acquire land and, there are many opportunities to
help block both the public and private land in the Lemhi Resource
Area. Many individuals have expressed an interest in land ex-
changes. Most of these would improve the individuals land uses
(ranching and farming) by consolidating the private land, trans-
ferring agricultural trespass to the individual, resolving mis-
placed fencelines, and numerous other examples. The lands to be
acquired would meet the needs of the general public by acquiring
crucial wildlife habitat (help reduce depredation on private
land), wildlife migration corridors, public rangeland, scenic and
recreational areas, and other resources and areas that could be

enjoyed by the public.

47-19 Brush control and seeded areas would be classified as seeded or
disturbed and not good ecological condition; 22,471 acres im-
proved to good condition means that it would improve naturally
through good livestock management.

Based on consultation with livestock operators and the inventory
information, potential areas of brush treatment and seeding were
identified.

In order to improve 50,000 acres of fair and poor ecological con-
dition range to good, an initial stocking level of 16 acres per
AUM on Wyoming Big sage/bluebunch wheatgrass would be required

47-20 The only sheep operation in the allotments that may be directly
impacted by reintroduction of Bighorn sheep requested a conver-
sion from sheep to cattle on April 17, 1985. This is consistent
with standard operating procedures.

47-21 The demand for livestock grazing during the 1978 and 1982 grazing
season was 52,541 AUMs. By that standard, the RMP meets and ex-
ceeds the demand for grazing.
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47-22 The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976 requires the
BLM to study all of its lands for wilderness suitability and to
make recommendations to the Congress through the Secretary of the
Interior and the President.

47-23 Approximately 37% of elk winter range is in fair ecological con-
dition. As noted elsewhere in the document, this rating is a

reflection of poor grass and forb production. It is estimated
that this production is only about 42% of what it would be at
good condition. Elk consume primarily grass and forbs. Review
Pages 4-82 and 4-83 in the Draft RMP/EIS.

Prescribed burning cost per acre was estimated to be a minimum of

$4.00 to $5.00.

Project costs would be covered through normal funding procedures
and possibly contributed or range improvement funds.

47-24 The inference that poor and fair ecological condition is always
good for deer is incorrect. Additional production of grass and
forbs while retaining existing browse stands (i.e., good ecologi-
cal condition) would be much more beneficial.

47-25 Increased grazing, when accompanied by range developments, would
NOT change the existing trend. (Typographical error).

47-26 30% of the range is in fair and poor ecological condition and
most of the fair condition range is on low elevation deer and elk
wintering areas. The deer and elk winter range is also the spring
turnout or first pasture and the physiological requirements of
the preferred species for domestic livestock (grass) are not be-
ing met. See Page 3-11, Paragraph 8 of the Draft RMP/EIS.

47-27 See Implementation section of the Proposed RMP.

47-28 The criteria for agricultural land development (Page 41 of the
Draft RMP/EIS) was set jointly by the Idaho BLM and the Idaho
Department of Water Resources. This criteria is used throughout
Idaho when considering the suitability of land for agricultural
development under the Desert Land Act. The criteria was devel-
oped by analyzing the soil capability classifications, acreages,
and economic viability of past desert land classifications. We
cannot change this criteria unless the Idaho BLM and Idaho De-
partment of Water Resources changes it for the State.

47-29 Operations and reclamation of mined lands are covered under the
"Surface Management" regulations contained in 43 CFR 3809. These
regulations govern the surface management of operations permitted
under the "1872 Mining Law" and their inclusion in the RMP would
be an unnecessary duplication of a large amount of material.
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47-30 Soils-loss tolerance is the amount of soil that can be lost in
tons per acre per year and still maintain a high level of produc-
tivity over a long period of time. Establishment of tolerances
for specific soils and topography has been largely a matter of

collective judgement. Both physical and economical factors are
considered. For soils in the United States, the maximum soil-loss
rates thus determined range from 1 to 5 tons per acre per year,
depending on soil properties, soil depth, topography, and prior
erosion. In areas where pollution by sediment is critical, tol-
erance may be established based on reducing sediment pollution
rather than for maintaining soil productivity. Erosion from tim-
ber management operations and mining operations would meet Idaho
water quality standards by stipulating mitigation necessary for
achieving those standards. Also see Appendix D-3 in the Draft
RMP/EIS.

47-31 Minimum streamflows do not preclude existing water rights. Our
purpose for filing for a minimum streamflow on Big Timber Creek
is to maintain the present situation, but prevent additional
diversions in the future. This would preserve the valuable fish-
ery upstream of those existing diversions.

49-1 See Response Hl-5.

52-1 Riparian areas that are properly grazed or ungrazed and that are
in good condition do not normally deteriorate during cloudbursts
and high water. In many instances, these areas become more pro-
ductive as sediment is trapped in the floodplain by the naturally
abundant vegetation associated with riparian zones. You are see-
ing a symptom, not the cause.

The Federal government is under a multiple use mandate in the
management of public lands. We feel this particular stretch of
Big Timber Creek would best serve the needs of the majority of
the public managed as fisheries habitat. Although we make the
recommendation as such, the State Water Board will ultimately
approve or disapprove the application for minimum instream flow.

See Response 47-31.

54-1 It has come to our attention that there may be more riparian pro-
blems associated with Eighteenmile Creek than we originally
thought. Riparian areas will be addressed when developing an
Allotment Management Plan for the Chamberlain Creek Allotment.
Objectives will include maintenance or improvement of high quali-
ty riparian areas in the allotment.

The high percentage of good or excellent condition range (82%) of
the entire allotment does not justify a 50% reduction in grazing.

Appendix B-4 (Page 55 in the Draft RMP/EIS) . . .are not designed
for recreation; they are to insure good livestock management.
With 83% of the range within the WSA is in good or excellent eco-
logical condition, a 50% reduction is not justified.
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54-2 Biological controls will be used whenever possible before herbi-
cides are used. See Standard Operating Procedures, Page 48, Par-
agraph 4.

54-3 The increase in elk populations predicted in Alternative C is due
to livestock reductions, timber set-asides, and a combination of
other resource restrictions in an alternative designed to in-
crease wildlife and wilderness values. Thermal and security cover
are very important elements in elk winter range habitats. We
feel that an increase in restricted timber acreage alone, over
and above that proposed in Alternative F, would not significantly
increase elk populations. Timber types found within the proposed
4,300 acres of set-aside acreage in Alternative C include Doug-
las-fir, lodgepole pine, Engelmann spruce, and subalpine fir.
Markets for timber from these stands exist in Lemhi County in the
form of independent post and pole yards, local ranchers, small
family-operated sawmills, and the Salmon Intermountain sawmill.

55-1 See Response 63-1 through 63-13.

56-1 See Response 63-1 through 63-13.

57-1 See Response Hl-3.

60-1 See Response Hl-4.

60-2 Big game population goals were developed with the Idaho Depart-
ment of Fish and Game. Big game forage demand was subsequently
calculated against those goals. Although a cause-effect rela-
tionship may appear to exist between livestock and big game AUMs,
at this stage there is none. This is best seen by comparing res-
pective AUM demand figures of Alternative C with Alternative F

for both big game and livestock. See also response Hl-4.

60-3 See Response Hl-3.

60-4 We are not aware of any studies that show that livestock use at
present utilization levels in the RMP area benefit riparian habi-
tat. Virtually all studies have shown that, in fact, grazing at
these levels result in degradation of the riparian areas.

61-1 See Response 45-5.

61-2 The subject area lies within an interstate interagency wolf coor-
dination zone. Two state wildlife agencies, three national for-
ests, and two BLM districts meet annually to discuss and coordin-
ate activities within this zone which may influence wolves or
wolf habitat. This group necessarily maintains close contact
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service through both formal and
informal Section 7 consultation. Since big game species would
form a major portion of the prey base for wolves in this area,
the well-being of big game is essentially mandated by law, re-
gardless of wilderness status. The only exception to the above
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would be related to activities under the 1872 Mining Act (See
Page G-26 of the Draft RMP/EIS). No bald eagles are associated
with the Eighteenmile WSA.

61-3 Maintaining fisheries habitat on 94.7 miles will require a con-
siderable improvement in riparian condition. Many streams still
have mature woody species providing shade and channel stability,
but because of poor regeneration of these species, potential for
serious negative impacts to the fisheries habitat looms in the
near future if management for riparian habitat is not initiated.
We feel that the efforts prescribed by this plan for riparian
habitat will accomplish the desired objective. Improving water
quality on Sevenmile Creek will also improve water quality on the
Salmon River downstream from Sevenmile Creek.

61-4 Mitigation of livestock impacts to reforestation is covered in
the Forest Management Standard Operating Procedures on Page 46 of
the Draft RMP/EIS. Paragraph #4 states that "all harvest units
susceptible to livestock damage will be protected by grazing
closures or fencing until such time as regeneration becomes
stocked and established".

We feel that the plan adequately addresses the timber program in
relationship to reforestation and watershed degradation. Al-
though not specifically highlighted, several elements within the
Draft RMP/EIS provide for mitigation of the impacts of timber
harvest. Specific reference is given to the Forest Management
Standard Operating Procedures (Page 45-46, Draft RMP/EIS). Rela-
tive to your concerns, note the addition of the following to the
Forestry Standard Operating Procedures: "All forestry practices
will meet or exceed those set forth under the Idaho Forest Prac-
tices Act, Title 38, Chapter 13, Idaho Code." These State rules
and regulations establish mandatory forest practices for protec-
tion of watersheds from the impacts of timber harvest. Copies
are available from the Idaho Department of Lands.

61-5 See Responses 61-3 and Analysis of Proposed Riparian Management
Appendix, page A-8.

61-6 With 83% of range in the Wilderness Study Area in good or excel-
lent ecological condition, a 50% reduction in grazing is unwar-
ranted. See Response 54-1.

61-7 The comparison of the economic impacts of Alternative B, C, and
F, as shown in Chapter 4, illustrate the differences between em-
phasizing livestock grazing, wildlife recreation, and the pre-
ferred alternative. Given the available data, no changes in
wildlife-based recreation use were identified.

62-1 Water quality and beneficial uses are adequately protected under
the preferred alternative. The BLM is required to comply with
the Clean Water Act and these standards will be met, as so stated
in the Standard Operating Procedures (see Draft RMP/EIS, Page
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53). We also recognize the reality that under a worse case situa-
tion, water quality could be accidentally degraded. In the case
of the Eighteenmile Wilderness Study Area DEIS, we recognized the
same reality, but on Page G-23, it was incorrectly stated that
"sediment levels would exceed standards set by EPA." This sen-
tence will be changed to read could, not would. The impacts to
water quality discussed in the Wilderness EIS were predicted on
substantial mining activity taking place. No mining plans have
been received by the BLM, but if one is received, it would be

subject to the Environmental Assessment process and all activity
would comply with all environmental regulations, including the
Clean Water Act.

62-2 Although there is Chinook Salmon habitat within the RMP area,
stream dewatering has eliminated any possibility of this habitat
being occupied. Any stream improvement based solely on improving
Chinook Salmon habitat would not be worthwhile unless a change in
water conditions allowed for spawning of adult salmon, and rear-
ing, and migration of juvenile salmonids.

62-3 We have recently began a monitoring program in key watersheds
collecting baseline data. These monitoring studies were located
in areas where timber sale activities were either planned or on-
going, where mining activity was prevalent or where livestock
conflicts exist. The data collected included pH, Dissolved Oxy-
gen, turbidity, streamflow, water temperature, and a phototran-
sect. We will be incorporating collection of coliform bacteria
into the monitoring parameters in the near future to ensure con-
formance with Idaho Primary Contact Recreational Water Quality
Standards.

If monitoring indicates standards are not being met, changes in
management to correct the problem will be initiated.

IDAHO PRIMARY CONTACT RECREATIONAL WATER QUALITY STANDARDS

Coliforms
A^ 500/100 ml. at any time;

B. 200/100 ml. in more than 10% of total samples taken over
a 30 day period;
C. A geometric mean of 50/100 ml. based on a minimum of 5

samples taken over a 30 day period.

Dissolved Oxygen
Cold Water Biota
A. Dissolved Oxygen concentration exceeding 6 mg/1 at all
times.

Hydrogen Ion Concentration (pH)

Cold Water Biota
A. Hydrogen Ion Concentration (pH) values within the range
of 6.5 and 9.0.
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Water Temperature
Cold Water Biota
A. Water temperature of 22 degrees C or less with a maximum
daily average of no greater than 19 degrees C.

Turbidity

STREAM
Sevenmile Creek
Pattee Creek
McDevitt Creek
Henry Creek
Hawley Creek

62-4 There are no fish species of special concern that exist in the

RMP area. Fisheries habitat exists throughout the RMP area and
coexists with all other activities. Pages 3-17 and 3-18 of the
Draft RMP/EIS describes the amount and condition of fisheries
habitat in the RMP area. Response 62-3 describes the extent and
type of water quality monitoring data being collected.

62-5 The term Critical Habitat was used incorrectly under Forest Man-
agement in Chapter 2 of the Draft RMP/EIS and has been corrected
(see Correction Sheet). That term has specific legal connota-
tions, solely with regard to federally listed threatened and en-
dangered species. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has not
officially designated any of the subject area as Critical Habi-
tat. Although the designation of crucial habitats is convention-
al, it frequently tends to imply (unfairly) that habitat not so

designated is of significantly less value. That certainly is not
uniformly true. Crucial ranges (habitats), as shown for deer and
elk, are a reflection of data base depth which allowed for more
refinement of use areas than for the other species. From a prac-
tical and operational standpoint, the ranges (habitats) displayed
on maps C-3, C-4, and C-5 will be treated as crucial habitat un-
til additional data allows more discrete delineation.

62-6 Appendix D of the Draft Lemhi RMP/EIS, Watershed Condition,
takes into account soil erosion potential. Map D-l, Draft Lemhi
RMP/EIS, highlights those areas.

62-7 Cumulative and combined effects are discussed in Table 2-1, Page
2-50 and throughout Chapter 4 of the Draft RMP/EIS.

The area analysis concept was not used in preparation of the RMP
DEIS because it caused confusion and did little to Improve under-
standing of the document. The Lemhi RMP area is less than 500,000
acres and by comparison to most national forests is very small.

The aerial coverage of a single evaluation will vary. The envir-
onmental analysis process used for evaluating activity plans and
individual projects will be site specific in nature and could
cover from 50,000 acres to less than one acre.
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The period of time between planned activities will vary by the
magnitude of the project.

The various activity plans will have significant cumulative ef-
fects, such as improved range condition, improved wildlife habi-
tat condition, and improved water quality, as examples. The neg-
ative impacts of proposed actions are mitigated by use of stand-
ard operating procedures outlined in the Draft RMP/EIS or by
special stipulations developed on a case-by-case basis.

Draft EAs are available for public review. We initiate public
participation on major EAs such as major road construction to a

large mine. EISs by law receive a higher level of public review
and have formal public review requirements.

62-8 It is standard BLM policy, as outlined in Washington Office In-
struction Memorandum No. 82-650, that "The proposed action shall
be the continuation of the present management situation, based on
the permittees' or lessees' active preference, previous years
licensed use, or average actual use." Alternative A is the Pro-
posed Action by this definition, but Alternative F is the Pre-
ferred Alternative. This refers to stocking levels as well as the
range management program.

Table 1-1, Appendix I of the Draft RMP/EIS shows that generally
utilization levels up to 50% will be considered acceptable on
native range. It also points out that special cases, riparian
zones, meadow, etc. will require variations in allowable utiliza-
tion levels. This variation could include total exclusion of

livestock on riparian areas in poor condition or it could allow
up to 70% utilization of a riparian area that was grazed only in
the late fall. The management objective for each riparian zone
will determine the amount of utilization that will be allowed.

62-9 The evaluation of only the various stocking levels is not the way
impacts are evaluated in regard to riparian systems. The docu-
ment takes into account the overall management of the riparian
systems. For those grazing allotments with riparian problems
(Table B-4, Draft RMP/EIS), Allotment Management Plans will be

developed to meet riparian habitat objectives on a case-by-case
basis. The standards and practices used to meet riparian objec-
tives will vary. Scenarios of livestock grazing management to
improve riparian areas include, but are not limited to:

Prescribed burning has been shown to increase the nutrient
content and palatability of forage. In some circumstances
this can be a useful tool in drawing cattle away from ripari-
an zones. It can also be used in conjunction with changes in

season of use (i.e. early and late season use) to improve
riparian zones.
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Season of use changes are effective in some areas depending
on pasture design and landtypes within the pasture. Grazing
systems in nearby Dillon, Montana utilizing high intensity,
short duration grazing during the early season have proven
effective in improving riparian zones if utilization is limi-
ted to 40%.

Conscientious and dedicated riding and salting practices have
been shown to be effective when utilization criteria can be
strictly adhered to. Also see page 51 of the Draft Lemhi
RMP/EIS.

62-10 It is the BLM's policy to comply with Executive Order 11990 and
the Preferred Alternative F does (see Table 2-1, Draft RMP/EIS).

Under the proposed plan riparian condition would be improved to
excellent condition on 225 acres where livestock will be totally
excluded. An additional 275 acres of riparian area would improve
through livestock management. Refer to response 62-9 and Analy-
sis of Proposed Riparian Management Appendix, page A-8.

62-11 Riparian areas have been comprehensively treated throughout the
document. Pages D-5 through D-9 in the Appendix section of the
Draft Lemhi RMP/EIS, have addressed riparian areas independently
from other resources. Appendix I, Draft Lemhi RMP/EIS would
change if the preferred alternative was changed. Also see Analy-
sis of Proposed Riparian Management Appendix, page A-8.

62-12 Variations are only limited by the imagination. Precipitation,
elevation, slope, soils, vegetative components, season of use,
and grazing intensity are only a few parameters that would influ-
ence the variations. Monitoring would ascertain whether the var-
iations were compatible with management objectives. If not, ap-
propriate changes could then be made accordingly.

62-13 General monitoring procedures are listed in Appendix 1-1 of the
Draft RMP/EIS. Refinements in monitoring will be made during the
activity planning and environmental assessment phases of resource
management implementation. See Response 62-2.

62-14 The cumulative effects are addressed in the EIS and will be ref-
erenced in the Standard Operating Procedures.

Cumulative and combined effects are discussed in Table 2-1, page
2-50 and throughout Chapter 4 of the Draft RMP/EIS. Chapter 4

begins with the impacts of Alternative A on page 4-3 and ends
with Irreversible or Irretrievable Commitment of Resources on
page 4-105 of the Draft RMP/EIS. The Preferred Alternative (Al-
ternative F) is on pages 4-77 through 4-93 of the Draft RMP/EIS.
The Standard Operating Procedures are on pages 58 through 80 of
the Proposed RMP and Final EIS. Also refer to Table 2-1 Compara-
tive Impact Summary, page 2-50 through 2-52 in the Draft RMP/EIS.
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62-15 Surface disturbing activities are regulated under BLM's "Surface
Management Regulations" found at 43 CFR 3802/3809.

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act of October 21, 1976,
amended the mining laws by directing the Secretary of the Interi-
or, by regulation or otherwise, to take any action necessary to
prevent unnecessary or undue degradation of the lands. This final
rulemaking implements that requirement and, among other things,
requires mining claimants to complete reasonable reclamation on
Federal lands administered by the Bureau of Land Management dur-
ing and upon termination of exploration and mining activities
under the mining laws. This rulemaking pertains to locatable
minerals such as gold, lead, silver, uranium, etc. It does not
pertain to coal, oil, gas, phosphate or other leasable minerals
or salable minerals such as sand and gravel.

It should be made clear that the purpose of these regulations is

only to minimize the environmental effects of mining operations.
Miners have a statutory right to enter upon, explore, locate and
purchase under the mining laws those public lands that are open
to mining.

Three distinct levels of mining activity have been recognized.

1. Casual Use - No Notice or Plan Required

Designed for part-time miners or weekend prospectors who do
only negligible disturbance. Mechanized earth-moving equip-
ment and explosives are not allowed under casual use. Opera-
tors need not contact BLM.

2. Surface Disturbance of Less Than 5 Acres - Notice Required

When operators propose to conduct exploration or mining ac-
tivities which cause a surface disturbance of 5 acres or less
per year (except on special category lands) they must only
submit a written letter or "Notice" to BLM 15 days prior to

starting operations. The Notice must describe the operations
and their location and must contain a statement that the
lands will be reclaimed to the standards spelled out in the
regulations. No approval or bonding is required but BLM may
request a meeting with the operator when road construction
exceeds a certain level. This consultation is designed to

select the best possible location for access to the area of

operations. Further, the 15 days is designed to give BLM
adequate time to inform the operator about other resource
values that may be in the area and those which, if possible,
should be avoided. The operator must notify BLM when reclam-
ation is complete so an inspection can be made.
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A. The following standards govern activities conducted under
a notice:

(1) Access routes shall be planned for only the minimum
width needed for operations and shall follow natural
contours, where practicable to minimize cut and fill.

(2) All tailings, dumps, deleterious materials or sub-
stances, and other waste produced by the operations
shall be disposed of so as to prevent unnecessary or

undue degradation and in accordance with applicable
Federal and State Laws.

(3) At the earliest feasible time, the operator shall
reclaim the area disturbed, except to the extent
necessary to preserve evidence of mineralization, by
taking reasonable measures to prevent or control
on-site and off-site damage of the Federal lands.

(4) Reclamation shall include, but shall not be limited
to:

a) Saving of topsoil for final application after
reshaping of disturbed areas have been completed.

b) Measures to control erosion, landslides, and
water runoff.

c) Measures to isolate, remove, or control toxic
materials.

d) Reshaping the area disturbed, application of the
topsoil, and revegetation of disturbed areas,
where reasonably practicable.

e) Rehabilitation of fisheries and wildlife habitat.

(5) When reclamation of the disturbed area has been com-
pleted, except to the extent necessary to preserve
evidence of mineralization, the authorized officer
shall be notified so that an inspection of the area
can be made.

B. Operations conducted pursuant to this subpart are subject
to monitoring by the authorized officer to ensure that
operators are conducting operations in a manner which
will not cause unnecessary or undue degradation.

C. Failure of the operator to complete reclamation to the

standards described in this subpart may cause the opera-
tor to be subject to a notice of noncompliance as des-
cribed in §3809.3-2 of this Part.
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3. Disturbance of More Than 5 Acres or Mining in Special Area -

Plan of Operations Required

A plan of operations must be submitted if surface disturbance
exceeds 5 acres per year, or if the operations are proposed
in:

- Wild and Scenic River Areas
- Areas of Critical Environmental Concern
- National Wilderness Preservation System
- Off-road vehicle "closures" or "limited" areas
- Areas withdrawn from mining where valid existing rights are

being exercised

The plan must describe the entire operation to include equip-
ment, location of access, support facilities, drill sites (to
the extent possible) , measures to prevent unnecessary or un-
due degradation and reclamation.

The above has been quoted from: "Surface Management of the Pub-
lic Lands under U.S. Mining Laws (43 CFR 3809)" fact sheet #12,
03/81, BLM Publication.

The comment asks if Notices and Plans of Operation are reviewed
by the public and other agencies. In general a Notice simply
puts the BLM on "Notice" that some work will be undertaken. The
BLM neither approves nor disapproves a Notice. While many Notices
are reviewed in the field with operators, there may be instances
when workload will not allow examination of all the Notices re-
ceived. In general, emphasis is placed on Notices received for
areas that have known occurrences of threatened and/or endangered
species or cultural resource values known to be significant.
Most Plans of Operation require and environmental assessment or
EIS prior to approval. The level of public and other agency in-
volvement is governed by the level of complexity of the Plan and
the level of impact the operation will have on other resources.

BLM can attach any stipulation to a right-of-way that is neces-
sary to mitigate adverse impacts. Stipulations are developed on
a case-by-case basis. Stipulations can also be added to plans of
operation where the plan does not sufficiently mitigate impacts
to other resources. Reclamation bonding can be added to any Plan
of Operations but present BLM policy discourages bonding and
favors civil actions against operators who do not reclaim their
work.

Standard stipulations for oil and gas leasing (geothermal leasing
also) were developed during the District-wide oil and gas leasing
Environmental Assessment. The stipulations will be included as
part of the Standard Operating Procedures.
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62-16 The waivers discussed are not significant in nature to warrant
modification in the RMP document and are handled on a

case-by-case basis through the Environmental Assessment process.
This process does include requirements for coordination with ap-
propriate agencies. The objective of this statement is to elimi-
nate unwarranted stipulations due to changing conditions. An
example would be to restrict exploration activity on big game
winter range. It is reasonable to restrict exploration activity
when it impacts wintering wildlife, but if conditions have
changed and wildlife is not present and no impact would occur,
then the restriction is unreasonable.

62-17 Old growth timber presently encompasses the vast majority of tim-
ber stands within the planning area. Management of this habitat
will be determined as part of a site specific analysis performed
at the timber sale planning level. We anticipate no shortage of

old growth stands in any forested drainage during the life of
this plan.

The existing reforestation "backlog" is primarily a result of the
high-grading selection cuts of the 1950' s and 1960's in which
harvesting systems were product oriented and not silviculturally
designed to encourage regeneration. The term "backlog" is a

little misleading as most of the areas we refer to are stocked
with a residual overstory and await removal once the understory
becomes stocked and established. The backlog is actually a delay
in the regeneration process resulting from a poorly planned ini-
tial harvest and is not indicative of a denuded or unforested
condition. Much of this backlog is regenerating naturally but
recovery is slow. Those areas not recovering are being planted
as funding allows. Present and future harvests follow strict
silvicultural prescriptions designed to encourage natural regen-
eration. Proper application of multiple-entry shelterwood systems
should provide a favorable environment for the natural regenera-
tion of future harvested areas.

62-18 The rationale for the slope restrictions on tractor skidding is

based on the erosion hazards of the various land types in the
area. The volcanic, granitic, and sediment land types are highly
erodible and subject to erosion when slopes over 45 percent are
disturbed by tractor operations. The more stable quartzites are
less subject to erosion of disturbed areas and allow mechanical
disturbance on steeper slopes up to 60 percent. The erosion
hazard of tractor operations on slopes greater than these limita-
tions are sufficient enough to warrant more restrictive measures.
Through the use of cable yarding methods, these steeper slopes
can be successfully logged without the soil disturbance and the
potential erosion resulting from tractor operations.

62-19 The protective standards for timber harvest in riparian areas are
established by the Idaho Forest Practices Act, Title 38, Chapter
13, Idaho Code. These rules and regulations apply to all BLM
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timber harvest operations within the State of Idaho. Reference

to these regulations will be noted in the Standard Operating Pro-
cedures of the Proposed RMP.

62-20 Normally "unsatisfactory resource conditions" would not require

temporary suspension or closure to livestock use, but would re-

quire a change or improvement in grazing management that would
lead to "improved resource conditions". Also, "Environmental
Protection Consideration" is part of Item 1, Allotment-Specific
Management Objectives, and are outlined by allotments in Table
B-4 of the Draft RMP/EIS. All grazing systems will be designed
with environmental protection as part of the objective.

62-21 Activity plans such as habitat management plans are written to

provide for detailed site specific guidance for meeting specific
resource objectives. These plans are analyzed through the envir-
onmental assessment process, are available for public review and,

in many cases, are prepared with public and other agency partici-
pation.

62-22 See Response 62-15 and 62-16.

62-23 Moist sites would include areas where an elevated water table

changes the vegetative component. In accordance with the Idaho
Forest Practices Act, we would consider leaving buffer strips
along lakes, bogs, swamps, wet meadows, springs, seeps, or other
sources where the presence of water is indicated. Protection of

soil and vegetation from disturbance which would cause adverse
affects on water quality, quantity and wildlife and aquatic habi-
tat would be avoided. The final decision on areas where buffer
strips are needed would be made by the Area Manager at the
recommendation of the hydrologist, fisheries and/or wildlife
biologist, and forester.

62-24 Erosion on timber sale areas and mining operations would be kept

to an acceptable level by following SOPs outlined for these re-
source activities. Additional concerns and mitigating measures
would be outlined during environmental analysis. There is one

municipal watershed within the RMP area. We manage a very small
portion of the watershed and will address this issue during AMP
development.

Soils-loss tolerance is the amount of soil that can be lost in

tons per acre per year and still maintain a high level of produc-

tivity over a long period of time. Establishment of tolerances
for specific soils and topography has been largely a matter of

collective judgement. Both physical and economical factors are

considered. For soils in the United States, the maximum soil-loss

rates thus determined range from 1 to 5 tons per acre per year,

depending on soil properties, soil depth, topography, and prior

erosion. In areas where pollution by sediment is critical, tol-

erance may be established based on reducing sediment pollution
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rather than for maintaining soil productivity. Erosion from tim-
ber management operations and mining operations would meet Idaho
water quality standards by stipulating mitigation necessary for
achieving those standards.

62-25 This is only a partial list and is not all inclusive. Other man-
agement plans have been identified throughout the document. There
are four watershed activity plans identified in the RMP.

62-26 See Standard Operating Procedures, Page 53 and 54, Draft RMP/EIS.
Also see response 62-3.

62-27 See Response 54-1.

62-28 Short-term use versus long-term productivity is only evaluated
for the Preferred Alternative as required by 40 CFR 1502.16.

62-29 Since riparian areas are usually small areas and are a continuum
of surrounding drier land types, giving acreage figures with any
degree of confidence is impossible. See Response 47-14.

All of the alternatives are reasonable. The preferred alterna-
tive will provide for some riparian improvement without total
exclusion of livestock and in this case, 275 acres is a realistic
amount of improvement under those constraints. See Response 5-5

and Analysis of Proposed Riparian Management Appendix, page A-8.

62-30 There are no Critical Habitats defined in the document. Also,
there are no Critical Habitats within the Lemhi RMP Area. ACEC's
were considered when developing the Lemhi RMP, but no resource
values were found that required management through ACEC designa-
tion. See response 62-5. See also page 19 of the Draft RMP/EIS
and the "Questions and Concerns Not Addressed" section of the

Proposed Plan for information concerning ACECs.

62-31 Sagebrush canopy coverage requirements were obtained via contacts
with recognized authorities on antelope and sage grouse and from
habitat management guidelines published for the two species.
Primary references used for antelope included Habitat Management
Guides for the American Pronghorn Antelope (USDI-BLM Tech. Note
347) and Guidelines for the Management of Pronghorn Antelope (8th
Pronghorn Antelope Workshop, 1978). Habitat Requirements and
Management Recommendations for Sage Grouse (USDI-BLM Tech. Note)

,

Sage Grouse Management Practices (Western States Sage Grouse Com-
mittee, Tech. Bui. 1), and Sage Grouse (PNW Forest and Range Exp.

Sta. Gen. Tech. Rpt. 187) were used for Sage Grouse.

62-32 This comment will be passed on to the BLM State Office in Boise
for further consideration.

62-33 See Response 16-3.

62-34 See Response 62-8.
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62-35 So noted. The statement will be amended on the Correction Sheet
to read: "The timber industry in Lemhi County is already in a

severely depressed condition. This alternative would have reduced
the availability of economically viable timber sales and thus
would have been unacceptable to the people of Lemhi County."

62-36 The statement will read: "No significant conflicts with other
resources were identified at the proposed stocking level".

62-37 Good point. We will eliminate the phrase, "if practical", from
the text.

62-38 You are correct that our economic section only reflects the eco-
nomic value accrued on BLM land. The scope of our management and
inventory process dictates that that is all we can accurately
predict. A comment to the effect that other values exist may be
appropriate, but for the purposes of our analysis only those
values that are directly associated with federal lands will be
analyzed.

63-1 See the Implementation Section of the Proposed RMP.

63-2 AMP's will be developed on each Improve-category allotment. All
AMP's will be developed in concert with Wildlife Habitat Manage-
ment Plans and Watershed Activity Plans. The Watershed Activity
Plans will include the concerns of fisheries and riparian area
management. Also, the Department of Fish and Game will be con-
sulted. All AMPs will be developed through consultation and co-
ordination with the affected livestock operators.

63-3 All of the alternatives are realistic and the costs are compared
in Chapter 4. Yes, you are correct in that it costs more to pro-
vide AMP's. Funds are going to have to be expended to provide
facilities. In order to insure proper range management without
initiating Alternative F/G, much more severe grazing reductions
would have to be imposed to improve other multiple use values

.

Funds will be expended for activity plans and project development
in Range, Wildlife, Recreation, Watershed, and Cultural (see
Table 4-25 on Page 4-91 of the Draft Lemhi RMP/EIS). These funds
will be expended over the 20-year life of the plan to provide
allotment management plans, range improvements, wildlife habitat,
watershed protection, recreational facilities, and cultural re-
source protection (see Table S-l) . The total project development
cost for range is $787,947. This would amount to $39,397 per
year over the 20-year life of the plan.

63-4 Wildlife and recreation are funded through general appropriations.

63-5 The proposed stocking level in Alternative F is based on the phy-
siological requirement of the base resource, namely the plants.
Wildlife habitat and aesthetics are expected to improve also.
However, the overriding concern is to improve the base resource.
Any adjustments will be made after monitoring on a case-by-case

basis.
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63-6 Habitat will be provided for wildlife numbers arrived at coopera-
tively by BLM, Fish and Game, and the public.

63-7 With the estimated game populations and the seasons the animals
are on the public lands, we can estimate the forage needed by
wildlife. See also Response H3-1.

63-8 See Response Hl-3.

63-9 All of the I-category allotments will receive AMP's. Where prac-
tical, spring turnout units will be rotated or deferred. Where
not practical, adjustments in turnout dates will be made.

63-10 Water resources is one of the many multiple use considerations
for public lands. See responses 47-31 and 52-1.

63-11 In all alternatives, lands are identified for public sale, ex-
change, Desert Land Entry, etc., for a balanced lands program.

63-12 Rationale for selection of the Preferred Alternative are in Part
I, Pages 31-38 of the Draft RMP/EIS.

63-13 Fencing is one of many ways proposed to improve riparian zones.
Fencing has been proposed only as a last resort. Riparian habitat
improvements will be developed through AMP's. See also Response
11-1.

64-1 See Response 47-22.
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APPENDIX





TABLE 4

PROPOSED PLAN
BIG GAME FORAGE DEMAND BY ALLOTMENT

(AUMs in Cattle Equivalent)

ALLOTMENT SPECIES AUM'S ALLOTMENT SPECIES AUM'S

Tower Creek Deer
Elk
Antelope

100
27

2

129

Geertson Creek Deer
Elk
Antelope

37

13

9

59

Badger Springs Deer
Elk
Antelope

167

40

6

213

Bob Moore Deer 18

Chipps Creek Deer 49

Bird Creek Deer 41 Bohannon Creek Deer
Elk
Antelope

29

42

Diamond Creek Deer 10

3

74

Freeman Creek Deer
Elk

9

69

78

WF Whimpey Cr. Deer
Elk
Antelope

633
21

4

88

Deer
Elk
Antelope

163

27

10

200

South Carmen Creek
Coal Mine Gulch Deer

Antelope
44

4

48

Deriar Creek Deer 17 Hot Springs Deer
Antelope

161
16

Fenster Creek Deer 2

177

Perreau Creek Deer
Kirtley Creek Deer

Antelope
4

3

7

36

Henry Creek Deer
Elk

23

46

69

Deer
Elk
Antelope

19

16

5

40

Joe Moore
Lake Creek Deer

Elk
93

8

101

T Trace
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TABLE 4 (Continued)

PROPOSED PLAN
BIG GAME FORAGE DEMAND BY ALLOTMENT

(AUMs in Cattle Equivalent)

ALLOTMENT SPECIES AUM'S ALLOTMENT SPECIES AUM'S

EF Whimpey Creek Deer
Elk
Antelope

24

10

2

36

Indian Head Deer
Antelope

22

17

39

Tenmile Deer
AntelopePratt Creek Deer

Elk
Antelope

77

30

2

109

33

2

35

Wimpey Creek Deer
Elk
Antelope

6

Pronghorn Deer
Elk
Antelope

15

17

T
32

10

3

19

Haynes Creek Deer
Elk
Antelope

47

County Road Deer
Antelope

15

T
15

43
10

100

Dummy Creek Antelope
Baker Creek Deer

Elk
Antelope

69

43
10

122

2

Lower Basin Deer
Elk
Antelope

37

53
5

Williams Creek Deer
Elk

50

31

81

95

Everson Creek Antelope T

Baldy Basin Deer
Elk
Antelope

95

222

10

327

Big Eightmile Antelope T

Nef #1 Antelope T

McDevitt Creek Deer
Elk
Antelope

158
131

8

297

Nef #2 Antelope 1

Dump Deer
Antelope

10

1

11

T = Trace

A-

2



TABLE 4 (Continued)

PROPOSED PLAN
BIG GAME FORAGE DEMAND BY ALLOTMENT

(AUMs in Cattle Equivalent)

ALLOTMENT SPECIES AUM'S ALLOTMENT SPECIES AUM'S

Grouse Creek Deer
Elk
Antelope

137

37

8

182

State Section Antelope 2

Pattee Creek Deer
Elk
Antelope

77

77

Rooster Comb Deer
Elk
Antelope

53

94

4

151

10

164

Deer Park Antelope T

Little Sawmill Deer
Elk
Antelope

33

63

20
116

Adams Creek Antelope 1

Milk Creek Antelope T

Mill Creek Antelope 3 Timber Creek Deer
Antelope

76

10

Walters Antelope 3

86

Squaw Creek Elk
AntelopeBig Springs Antelope 2

77

T
77

Antelope 6Horse Heaven
Nez Perce Antelope 27

Antelope 24Mammoth/Sawmill
Coal Kiln Antelope 14

Deer
Antelope

16

2

18

Purcell Creek
Smelter Gulch Deer

Antelope
42

17

59

Deer
Elk
Antelope
Bighorn

53

65
3

30

151

Hawley Creek
Cottonwood Elk

Antelope
35

32

67

T Trace

A-

3



TABLE 4 (Continued)

PROPOSED PLAN
BIG GAME FORAGE DEMAND BY ALLOTMENT

(AUMs in Cattle Equivalent)

ALLOTMENT SPECIES AUM'S ALLOTMENT SPECIES AUM'S

Leadore Hill Deer 15 Gould Basin Deer 79

Antelope 1 Elk 35

16 Antelope 5

119

Deer 63Sandy Creek
Elk 38 Pritchard Gulch Deer 7

Antelope 2 Elk 16

103 Antelope 2

25

Deer 13Kinney Creek
Elk 16 Dry Canyon Deer 11
Antelope 2 Elk 27

31 Antelope 2

40

Deer 20Rattlesnake
Elk 33 Napo Canyon Deer 27

Antelope 2 Elk 59
55 Antelope 2

88

Deer 94Warm Springs
Elk 44 Yearian Creek Deer 151
Antelope 15 Elk 127

153 Antelope 16

294

Antelope 2Lower Reese
Tex Creek Antelope 2

Deer 100Leadville
Antelope 2 Chamberlain Creek Deer 69
Bighorn 25 Elk 143

127 Antelope
Bighorn

10

17

239
Little Eightmile Deer

Antelope
42

2

44 Mollie Gulch Deer
Antelope

31

2

33

Trace
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TABLE 4 (Concluded)

PROPOSED PLAN
BIG GAME FORAGE DEMAND BY ALLOTMENT

(AU^ls in Cattle Equivalent)

ALLOTMENT SPECIES AIM'S ALLOTMENT SPECIES AUM'S

Cedar Gulch Deer
Elk
Antelope

26

11

2

39

Bull Creek Deer
Elk
Antelope
Bighorn

56

130

1

10

207

Deer
Antelope

4

4

Jakes Canyon
Powderhorn Deer

Elk

Antelope
Bighorn

243

359
1

Center Ridge Antelope 14

40

666

Leadore Deer
Antelope

14

1

15

Spring Canyon Antelope 29

T = Trace
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BLM ECOLOGICAL CONDITION
EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR PDCIK UNMAI'I'KI)

Tower Creek 6101 39 4,241 129 652 441 490 o

Badger Springs 6102 440 7,413 1,168 189 1,490 1,168 1,490 100

Bird Creek 6103 513 731 476 129 129 144 100

Diamond Creek 6104 133 100 46 30 30 30 30

Freeman Creek 6105 316 164 1,439 131 131 131 16

South Carmen Creek 6106 5,680 7,396 1,966 2,309 1,563 1,720 750

Derlar Creek 6107 265 587 160 85 93 100

Fenster Creek 6108 137 68 58 58 58 °

Klrtley Creek 6109 979 25 1,193 257 257 257

Geertson Creek 6110 2,360 4,597 4,805 938 938 938 450

Bob Moore 6111 164 686 149 149 154 115 125 375

Chlppa Creek 6112 119 1,168 382 42 42 42

Bohannon Creek 6113 2,016 734 3,499 842 842 842

West Fork Wlmpey Creek 6114 226 455 2,069 100 75 100 100

Coal Mine Gulch 6115 586 816 54 156 117 156 150

Hot Springs 6116 2,400 5,898 1,225 925 635 794 3,932

Perreau Creek 6117 860 1,291 43 175 146 193 300

Joe Moore 6118 807 1,444 12 280 226 251 750

East Fork Wlmpey Creek 6119 437 1,255 153 86 117 100

Pratt Creek 6120 2,032 2,287 747 353 389 200

Pronghorn 6121 499 272 286 101 101

County Road 6122 335 27 66 33 33

Baker Creek 6123 2,859 2,449 191 1,090 550 611 1,000

Williams Creek 6124 459 1,302 1,106 378 287 319 600

Henry Creek 6125 220 808 431 240 240 240

Lake Creek 6126 253 2,017 194 224 168 168 1,000

Ten Mile 6127 528 938 30 30 30

Wimpey Creek 6128 701 511 792 155 155 155 50

Dummy Creek 6129 234 582 1,996 87 87 87 400

Haynes Creek 6201 168 6,322 506 161 1,366 1,366 1,366

Lower Basin 6202 2,025 815 54 783 500 693 100

Baldy Basin 6203 273 7,008 2,949 53 1,324 1,940 1,217 1,339 353

McDevitt Creek 6204 47 9,336 3,990 2,203 1,486 1,635 400

Grouse Creek 6205 9,445 7,477 695 2,206 1,468 1,919 750

Basin Creek 6206 67 50 50 50 °

McNutt Creek 6207 638 88 88 88

Rooatercomb 6208 2,204 4,511 273 1,287 776 1,230

Little Sawmill 6209 5,247 3,657 214 1,532 1,021 1,152 350

Mill Creek 6210 321 23 90 38 42

Walters 6211 1,427 276 524 189 208

Lee Creek 6212 458 1,621 70 518 239 262 150

Big Springs 6213 701 341 M 188 148 163

Horse Heaven 6214 1,484 I 96 96 96 150

Everaon Creek 6215 279 C 85 26 29

Big Eightmile 6216 315 C 53 41 45 °

NEF 111 6217 119 C 11 11 12

NEF 112 6218 320 c 100 36 40

Dump 6219 361 c 30 25 25

State Section 6220 434 c 45 40 45

Deer Park 6221 222 12 c 40 26 29

Adams Creek 6222 171 63 c 27 27 29

ACTIVE SHORT- LONC-
PREFERENCE TERM TERM ACRES
AUMS AUMS AUMS IMPROVED

M - Maintain
C - Custodial
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BLM ECOLOGICAL CONDITION
EXCELLENT POOR UNMAPPED

ACTIVE SHORT- LONC-
PREFERENCE TERM TERM ACRES
AIMS AUMS AUMS IMPROVED

Milk Creek 6223 844 1 100 70 100

Timber Creek 6224 2,069 4,793 85 I 883 695 765 500

Leadore Hill 6225 884 1,212 617 I 114 114 114

Sandy Creek 6226 3,333 219 53 M 483 398 438 22

Kinney Creek 6227 389 481 M 144 144 144 50

Warm Springs 6229 3,245 3,374 2,250 736 810 350

Pattee Creek 6230 3,930 1,331 120 998 592 652 150

Gould Basin 6231 5,427 1,690 31 65 i 971 872 971 31

Squaw Creek 6232 6,254 1,161 57 1,510 872 960 100

Prltchard Gulch 6233 1,083 653 416 377 416 °

Big Dry Canyon 6234 1,060 167 853 288 139 139 100

Napo Canyon 6235 1,665 3,320 350 573 356 445 50

Yearlan Creek 6236 11,796 7,973 5,109 3,494 2,300 2,764 800

Lower Reese Creek 6237 982 170 ( 60 41 60

Cedar Gulch 6238 1,062 1,365 233 190 160 190 150

Little Eightmlle 6239 2,755 7 137 287 193 287 °

Mollle Gulch 6240 2,331 304 68 240 225 240 50

Jakes Canyon 6241 532 14 31 31 31 °

Turner 6242 119 17 17 17

Free Strip 6301 2,665 1,224 728 432 475 300

Leadore 6302 586 268 232 1 28 18 28 418

Leadvllle 6303 1,101 4,466 1,228 528 453 566 1,100

Hawley Creek 6364 439 6,646 236 625 488 610 1,060

Bull Creek 6305 1,086" 221 510 235 141 235 100

T« Creek 6306 1,899 782 264 249 262 100

Powderhorn*** 6307 38 16,620 10,235 1,872 5,035 3,196 3,517 1,000

Chamberlain Creek"* 6308 897 15,226 770 2,740 1,456 1,456 1,456

Center Ridge 6309 15,781 150 2,333 1,770 1,947 50

Spring Canyon 6310 21,554 1,569 3,379 2,569 2,826 500

Cottonwood*** 6311 202 19,252 4,032 48 124 4,298 2,628 5,519 300

Smelter Gulch 6312 9,921 1,834 346 732 732 752 400

Indlanhead 6313 9,292 2,536 1,308 986 1,308 500

Mammoth/Sawmill 6314 15,207 859 2,465 1,370 1,783 300

Coal Kiln 6315 5,605 3,482 620 422 606 900

Purcell Creek 6316 198 576 128 M 28 28 28 °

Nez Perce 6317 3,381 23 405 I 977 423 466 °

**« Part of this allot lent is in the Wilderness Sti dy Area.

EIGHTEENMILE WILDERNESS STUDY AREA

BLM ECOLOGICAL CONDITION
EXCELLENT GOOD FAIR POOR UNMAPPED

ACTIVE
PREFERENCE
AUMS

SHORT- LONG-
TERM TERM ACRES
AUMS AUMS IMPROVED

Powderhorn
In Eighteenmile WSA

6307 38 10,551
6,069

10,170
65

1,872 I 1,073 681 750 »

Chamberlain Creek
In Eighteenmile WSA 897

4,929
10,297

256
514

I

2,740
1,108 1,108 1,108

Cottonwood
In Eighteenmile WSA

6311 202 15,931
3,321

3,013
1,019

48 123 I 788 482 530

M - Maintain
C - Custodial
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ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED RIPARIAN MANAGEMENT

Riparian management is a common issue of public interest. A large number
of letters were received that addressed riparian management during the

public comment period. This appendix is in response to those comments
and provides additional information on the situation and the proposed
program.

Under the proposed plan, 225 acres of riparian area would be improved by
fencing to exclude livestock. Riparian improvement on an additional 275
acres would occur through implementation of Allotment Management Plans
(AMPs) that specifically address management objectives for riparian areas.

The majority of the riparian areas in the Resource Area are in unsatis-
factory condition. These areas consistently receive much higher use than
surrounding upland areas.

Most grazing on federal land occurs during the months of May through Sep-
tember. Grazing during the hottest time of the year concentrates live-
stock in riparian areas where succulent forage, water and shade are in

close proximity. The steep terrain common in much of the RMP area further
concentrates the livestock in these areas.

Historically, domestic livestock grazing incorporated the use of both
cattle and sheep. Sheep would range away from water and utilize steeper
areas. Cattle continued to heavily use riparian zones. Changes in the
profitability of cattle in comparison to sheep has almost eliminated
sheep on these ranges. The result has been less pressure on upland range
sites, but continued heavy pressure by cattle on riparian areas. Our in-
formation indicates that many upland range sites are in better condition
now than in many years, although very limited or no improvement in ri-
parian areas has occurred. Riparian condition is still declining in some
areas.

The BLM has a number of administrative issues to address before a program
of sound riparian management can be initiated. First there is a need to
determine resource capabilities and potential. AMPs will be written be-
ginning with high priority "I" category allotments. A key objective of
the AMP will be improving riparian areas. Once the AMP is written, a

five year monitoring study requirement is necessary before livestock use
adjustments can be made.

The location of BLM managed stream segments and varied land ownership
pattern will complicate the management in some areas. It is extremely
common for a stream to originate on National forest and cross through
several BLM allotments dissecting private, state, and BLM lands. Small
allotments where riparian improvement is difficult or impossible because
of the area's size will be looked at and evaluated for possible combina-
tion with other allotments.
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In some areas, season of use limitations and the very nature of riparian
areas will be major hurdles. "Ribbon" streams as well as riparian areas
that are dispersed throughout allotments and pastures are common through-
out the Resource Area.

The benefits of riparian zones are many. Cattle weight gains are sig-
nificantly reduced when cattle are allowed to remain concentrated in ri-
parian areas after that point in time when riparian zones become degra-
ded. Riparian zones act as mini-reservoirs and can store an incredible
amount of water. Many ranchers and farmers could realize extra revenue
from higher yields of agricultural crops due to this extra stored water.
This is especially true in drought years.

Healthy riparian areas slow water down and lessen the harmful effects of

erosion and flooding. Areas that are prone to flooding would not be dam-
aged as severely in areas with healthy riparian areas. Water quality is

better because the vegetation acts like a sieve or strainer and filters
out many undesirable chemicals, bacteria, and sediment. This is impor-
tant, not only for fisheries habitat, but also for recreational and
drinking water quality. Other riparian benefits are associated with wild-
life. A very high percentage of wildlife species are reliant upon healthy
riparian areas during some phase of their life cycle. The benefits for
them are the same as for livestock in that food, water, and cover are all
readily available.

The quality and quantity of forage in good condition riparian areas is

superior to those riparian zones that have been degraded. Within the RMP
area, Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis ) is currently the dominant grass
in most riparian areas. Although appearing to be a robust plant, it pro-
vides little bioraass in comparison to native grasses such as tufted hair-
grass ( Deschampsia caespitosa ).

The first step in resolution of the riparian problem is to determine the
riparian resource capabilities. This will include an inventory of what
is available and what types of changes will be needed to rectify problems
as well as a timetable for improvement.

The second step will require writing AMPs and making appropriate adjust-
ments either in grazing allotment boundaries, area of use, or season of

use. Livestock management changes such as herding may also be needed.

Monitoring of grazing utilization and livestock movement patterns as it

relates to riparian zones will be the next step. There is currently a

five year monitoring study requirement before most livestock use adjust-
ments can be made.

There will be socio-economic impacts to area permittees. Many ranchers
in the MP area are small single family operators and rely little on
hired help. They turn cows out onto public rangelands and then are forced
to concentrate the majority of their activities on irrigation and haying.

Modifications in the amount of time they spend in herding cattle or hir-
ing a herder may be necessary. Pooling resources where several ranchers
go together to hire a range rider may be a possible solution.
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Even larger operations shift emphasis almost entirely to other farming
activities and once again modifying the amount of time spent herding
cattle may be necessary.

In the past, the BLM has reduced larger common use allotments into smal-

ler individual allotments in order to reduce or eliminate conflicts be-
tween range users. A reversal of this trend may be necessary in many
instances to achieve riprarian improvement without excluding livestock.

Methods proven to be successful in improving riparian areas with live-
stock grazing include short duration, high intensity grazing in the early
or late season with utilization levels of approximately 40 percent. All
socio-economic impacts will require consultation, coordination, and co-
operation to maintain a good working relationship with affected parties
and minimize adverse impacts.

Riparian improvement will be the end result of this long and sometimes
complicated process. Even after a system designed to improve riparian
areas is fully operational, five years is not an unreasonable timeframe
for achieving this improvement.

The District is firmly committed to improving riparian habitat and will
take the actions necessary to meet program objectives within existing
capability.
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Final Environmental Impact S
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PUBLIC WATER RESERVE
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INTENSIVE USE AREAS
RECREATION SITES EXISTING

11 Tower Rock

-3 Shooo Bridge

RECREATION SITES PROPOSED

1-9 Camp Creek

LIMITED USE AREAS

SEASONAL RESTRICTIONS

Date Description

WS1 11/15 -3/15 Big Game & Sage Grou;

WS-2 3/1 - 6/30 Sage Grouse Strutting,

^« NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY
^— NO SURFACE OCCUPANCY WITHIN % MILE OF STREAMS

llllill WITHDRAWN - CLOSED

I I
MODERATE USE AREAS

TRANSFER AREAS
T-l Sale or Exchange

T-2 Desert Land Entry «
. . . Lewis & Clark Trail

During any given year, the aut
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